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PREFACE
CD/CW/WP

This volume covers working papers tabled in 
the Ad Hoc Working Group on Chemical Weapons (AHWGCW) 
from 1980 to 1984 and the Ad Hoc Committee on Chemical 
Weapons (AHCCW) during 1984 and 1985. It is compiled 
to facilitate discussions and research on the issue of 
Chemical Weapons .

Not all numbered working papers from the 
AHWGCW and AHCCW have been reproduced here. Some 
papers were also tabled in plenary and given a CD/ 
number. These can be found in the accompanying volume 
for plenary official documents (WP). Other papers 
were of such transitory importance (relating mainly to 
procedural matters) that they have not been reproduced.

Note that the index is a chronological 
listing while the documents themselves are arranged in 
numerical order by CD/CW/WP number.

Dept, of External Affairs 
Min. das Affairas extérieures

FESrev 2 1995

RETURN TO DEPARTMENTAL U3RWY 
RETOURNER A LA 5!3u3THE0UE DU MINISTERE
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1980

CD/CW/ 
WP.2 and 
Add. 1 
and 2

115 "List of Documents" Containing a 
List of Committee on Disarmament 
Documents Relevant to the Work of 
the Ad Hoc Working Group on 
Chemical Weapons, Circulated 
between July 1979 and July 1980

1981
139 CD/CW/ 

WP.7 and 
Rev. 1

Chairman
AHWGCW

Outline Suggested by the Chairman 
for the Work of the Group - Part
1

140 CD/CW/ 
WP.8 and 
Corr.1

Chairman
AHWGCW

Outline Suggested by the Chairman 
for the Work of the Group - Part
2

116 CD/CW/ 
WP. 3

United
States

Issues to be Defined by the Ad 
Hoc Chemical Weapons Working 
Group

28.4.80

CD/CW 
WP. 4

117 Sweden Issues to be Dealt with in the 
Negotiations on a Convention on 
Chemical Weapons

18.6.80

128 CD/CW/ 
WP. 5

Federal 
Republic
of Germany the Chemical Industry 

Chairman

The Impact of On-site Inspections 
of Current Civilian Production on

11.7.80

129 CD/CW/ 
WP. 1

Working Paper Introduced by the 
Chairman - Draft Report to the 
Committee on Disarmament (Not 
Reproduced)

15.7.80

131 CD/CW/ 
WP. 6

France Criteria for the Definition of 
Chemical Warfare Agents

18.7.80

141 CD/CW/ 
WP. 9

Canada Verification and Chemical Weapons 25.2.31

CHEMICAL WEAPONS WORKING PAPERS 
Submitted to AHWGCW/AHCCW of the CD 1980 - 1985 

Chronological Index
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2

DescriptionSerial Reference Country Date

CD/CW/ 
WP. 10 
and
Corr.1

Chairman
AHWGCW

Outline Suggested by the Chairman 
of the Work of the Group - Part 3

142 3.3.81

CD/CW 
WP. 11

Mongolia
Poland
USSR

Chemical Weapons : Types of 
Activity to be Covered by a 
Convention on the Prohibition of 
Chemical Weapons

143 5.3.81

CD/CW 
WP. 12

Chairman
AHWGCW

Outline Suggested by the Chairman 
for the Work of the Group - Part

144 10.3.81
4

CD/CW/ 
WP. 13

Chairman
AHWGCW

Outline Suggested by the Chairman 
for the Work of the Group - Part

16.3.81146
5.

CD/CW/ 
WP. 14

Outline Suggested by the Chairman 
for the Work of the Group - Part

Chairman
AHWGCW

16.3.81147
6

CD/CW/ 
WP. 15

Chemical Weapons : Definitions 25.3.81Bulgaria
Hungary
Poland

148

Declarations and Destruction of 
Materials and Facilities

26.3.81CD/CW/ 
WP. 16

150 France

27.3.81CD/CW/ 
WP. 17

Chemical weapons - Definitions, 
Criteria

153 France

16.4.81CD/CW/ 
WP. 18

Australia Initial Comments on the 
Consolidated Outline Suggested by 
the Chairman of the Ad Hoc 
Working Group on Chemical Weapons

155

23.4.81CD/CW/ 
WP. 19

157 Chairman
AHWGCW

Suggestions by the Chairman of 
the Working Group on Chemical 
Weapons for Elements of a 
Chemical Weapons Convention



18.2.82

1982
171 CD/244 United

Kingdom
Verification and Monitoring 
Compliance in a Chemical Weapons 
Convention (also issued as 
CD/CW/WP.26)

172 CD/CW/ 
WP. 27 
and 
Rev. 1

Chairman
AHWGCW

Suggestions by the Chairman on 
the Draft Programme of Work of 
the Ad Hoc Working Group on 
Chemical Weapons for the First 
Part of its 1982 Session.

3

Serial Reference Country Description Date

CD/CW 
WP. 20

158 Chairman
AHWGCW

Suggestions by the Chairman of 
the Working Group on Chemical 
Weapons for Elements of a 
Chemical Weapons Convention

15.6.81

CD/CW 
WP. 21

159 Chairman
AHWGCW

Suggestions by the Chairman of 
the Working Group on Chemical 
Weapons for Elements of a 
Chemical Weapons Convention

15.6.81

160 CD/CW/ 
WP. 22 
and
Corr. 1 
and 
Rev. 1

Chairman
AHWGCW

Report of the Chairman to the 
Working Group on Chemical Weapons 
on the Consultations Held on 
Issues Relating to Toxicity 
Determinations

13.7.81
15.7.81
23.7.81

164 CD/CW/ 
WP. 2 3

Australia Chemical Weapons Verification: 
Consultative Committee of Experts
Chemical Weapons Convention: 
Assistance to Parties

21.7.81

165 CD/CW/ 
WP. 24

Australia 21.7.81

167 CD/CW/ 
WP. 2 5

Australia Chemical Weapons Verification: 
The Methyl-Phosphorous "Finger 
Print"

27.7.81
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16.4.82CD/CW/ 
WP. 34

Chairman
AHWGCW

186 The Chairman's Closing Statement 
(first part of 1982 session)

CU/CW/ 
WP. 3 3 
and
Corr.1

188 Chairman
AHWGCW

Compilation of Revised Elements 
and Comments thereto (CD/220), 
Proposed New Texts and 
Alternative Wordings as well as 
Comments on New Texts

CD/294 21.7.82189 Basic Provisions of a Convention 
on the Prohibition of the 
Development, Production and 
Stockpiling of Chemical Weapons 
and on Their Destruction (also 
issued as CD/CW/WP.35)

USSR

4

Serial Reference Country Description Date

CD/258
and
Corr.1

174 Bulgaria Questions Related to the Ban of 
Binary Chemical Weapons

12.3.82

CD/CW/ 
WP. 29

175 Bulgaria Questions Related to the Ban of 
Binary Chemical Weapons

12.3.82

CD/CW/ 
WP. 3 0 
and
Corr.1

Chairman
AHWGCW

177 Report of the Chairman to the 
Working Group on Chemical Weapons 
on the Consultations held on 
Issues Relating to Toxicity 
Determinations

22.3.82

CD/266 Yugoslavia Binary Weapons and the Problems 
of their Definition and 
Verification (also issued as 
CD/CW/WP.31)

180 24.3.82

CD/271182 Technical Evaluation of "RECOVER" 1.4.82USA, UK,
Australia Techniques for CW verification 

(also issued as CD/CW/WP.32)
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îya cu/cw/
WP. 41 
and
Corr.1

Chairman
AHWGCW

Report of the Chairman to the 
Working Group on Chemical Weapons 
on the Consultations Held with 
Experts on Technical Issues.

201 CD/316 France Monitoring of the Destruction of 
Stock of Chemical Weapons (also 
issued as CD/CW/WP.42)

19.8.82

205 CD/CW/
WP.43

AHWGCW Draft Report of the Ad Hoc 
Working Group on Chemical Weapons 
to the Committee on Disarmament 
(Not Reproduced)

6.9.82

206 CD/333 Chairman
AHWGCW

View on Possible Compromises 
Wordings of the Elements of a 
Future Convention (also issued as 
CD/CW/WP.44)

14.9.82

5

Serial Reference Country Description Date

CD/CW/ 
WP. 36

190 Chairman
AHWGCW

Consultations with Delegations, 
Assisted by Experts by the 
Chairman of the Working Group on 
Chemical Weapons

Yugoslavia Some Aspects of Verification in a 
Chemical Weapons Convention (also 
issued as CD/CW/WP.37)

23.7.82

CD/298191 26.7.82

192 CD/CW/ 
WP. 3 8

Yugoslavia Suggested Alternative Definition 
of Chemical Weapons

28.7.82

194 CD/301 Belgium Monitoring of the Prohibition of 
the Use in Combat of Chemical and 
Bacteriological (Biological) or 
Toxin Weapons (also issued as 
CD/CW//WP.39)

4.8.82

197 CD/308 Federal
Republic

Document Containing Preliminary 
Questions Concerning CD/294 (also 
issued as CD/CW/WP.40)

10.8.82
of
Germany, 
Nether
lands

00
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Country Description DateSerial Reference

1983
8.2.83Report of the Ad Hoc Working 

Group on Chemical Weapons on its 
Work During the Period 17-28 
January 1983 (also issued as 
CD/CW/WP.45, 28.1.83)

Chairman
AHWGCW

CD/342209

12.4.83Suggested List of Key Precursors 
- Including Those Usable in 
Multi-component Chemical Weapon 
Systems

CD/CW/ 
WP. 46

Nether
lands214

18.4.83United States Delegation 
Impressions of the CW Technical 
Consultations Held in January 
1983

United
States

CD/CW/ 
WP. 4 7

215

18.4.83Working Hypothesis on Systematic 
International On-site Inspection 
of the Destruction of Declared 
Stocks

CD/CW/ 
WP. 48

United
States216

26.4.83Statement by the Co-ordinator of 
Contact Group ACD/CW/ 

WP. 4 9
AHWGCW217

27.4.83Views of the Polish Delegation on 
the Results of the Consultations 
with Delegations on Technical 
Issues Held in the Framework of 
the Ad Hoc Working Group on 
Chemical Weapons During the 
Period 17 January - 4 February 
1983

CD/CW/ 
WP. 50

Poland218
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Reference Country DescriptionSerial Date

CD/CW/ 
WP. 53

Bulgaria Working Hypothesis on 
Verification of Destruction of 
Declared Stocks

219 28.6.83

CD/CW/ 
WP. 51

United
States

22U Preventing Illegal Production of 
Key Precursors of Nerve Gas

30.6.83

CD/CW/ 
WP. 52

221 United
States

Verification of Non-production of 
Chemical Weapons

30.6.83

CD/CW/ 
WP. 54

222 France Precursors Key Precursors 12.7.83

CD/393224 Yugoslavia Working Paper:
Aspects of the Verification 
Process in a Chemical Weapons 
Convention (also issued as 
CD/CW/WP.55)

Some Technical 13.7.83

CD/CW/ 
WP. 56 
and 
Rev. 1 
and 
Add. 1

228 AHWGCW Draft Report of the Ad Hoc 
Working Group on Chemical Weapons 
to the Committee on Disarmament 
(Not Reproduced)

16.8.83
22.8.83
16.8.83

CD/CW/ 
WP. 5 7

229 United
Kingdom

Verification of Non-Production of 
Chemical Weapons

17.8.83

1984
230.1 CD/CW/ 

WP. 58
AHWGCW Indicative Programme of Work for 

the Period 16 January - 
3 February 1984

18.1.84

231 CD/425 Verification of the Destruction 
of Stockpiles of Chemical Weapons 
(also isued as CD/CW/WP.60)

Sweden 18.1.84

232 CD/CW/ 
WP. 59

Nether
lands

Verifications of Non-production 
of Chemical Weapons

18.1.84
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Country Description DateReferenceSerial

20.1.84Verification of Chemical Weapons 
Stockpile Destruction (also 
issued as CD/CW/WP.61)

CD/424 USA233

23.1.84The Prohibition of Military 
Preparations for Use of Chemical 
Weapons (also issued as 
CD/CW/WP.62)

CD/426 Sweden234

Verification of Non-production of 
Chemical Warfare Agents 27.1.84BelgiumCD/CW/ 

WP. 6 3
235

On Instrumental Monitoring of 
Incineration of CW Agents 31.1.84CD/CW/ 

WP. 6 4
Finland236

Verification of Non-production of 
Chemical Weapons 31.1.84CD/CW/ 

WP. 65
France237

Draft Report of the Ad Hoc 
Working Group on Chemical Weapons 
on Its Work During the Period 16 
January - 6 February 1984 (Not 
Reproduced)
Chairman's Suggestion for a 
Working Structure for the 
Negotiations on a Chemical 
Weapons Convention

6.2.84CD/CW/ 
WP. 6 6

AHWGCW238

28.2.84CD/CW/ 
WP. 67

Chairman
AHCCW

245

5.3.84Proposals on Major Elements of a 
Future Convention on the Complete 
Prohibition and Total Destruction 
of Chemical Weapons (also issued 
as CD/CW/WP.68)

ChinaCD/443246
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Serial Reference Country Description Date

CD/CW/ 
WP .70

248 Outline for the Organization of 
Work

AH COW 9.3.84

CD/CW/ 
WP. 6 9

248.1 AHCCW Programme of Work of the Ad Hoc 
Committee on Chemical Weapons for 
the First Part of the 1984 
Session (Not Reproduced)

14.3.84

CD/CW/ 
WP. 71

249 Yugoslavia Suggested Alternative Definitions 22.3.84

CD/CW/ 
WP. 72

250 USSR Proposal Concerning the Content 
of the Provision of the Future 
Convention on the Prohibition of 
Chemical Weapons Relating to the 
Procedure to be Followed in 
Considering a Request for an 
On-site Inspection by the State 
Which Receives it [amendment to 
para. 4.3 of the Report of the 
Co-ordinator of Contact Group B 
(document CD/416, annex II p.14)]

Yugoslavia Working Paper: National
Verification Measures (also 
issued as CD/CW/WP.73)

23.3.84

251 CD/482 26.3.84

252 CD/CW/ 
WP.7 5

China Some Aspects on "Small-Scale 
Production Facility"

26.3.84

254 CD/CW/ 
WP. 7 6

Iran Proposal Concerning the Content 
of Chemical Weapons Relating to 
the Procedure to be Followed in 
Considering a Request by a Member 
State for an On-site Inspection. 
[Amendment to Article 4 of the 
Report of the Co-ordinator of 
Contact Group B (document CD/416, 
annex II, p.14)]

30.3.84

255 CD/CW/ 
WP. 78

USSR Proposal Concerning the Content 
of Procedures for the 
Verification of the Destruction 
of Chemical Weapons Stockpiles

2.4.84
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DateDescriptionReference CountrySerial

3.4.84Elimination of Stocks and 
Production Facilities (also 
issued as CD/CW/WP.7 9)

CD/494 France256

5.4.84Programme of Work of the Ad Hoc 
Committee on Chemical Weapons for 
the Month of April 1984 (Not 
Reproduced)

CD/CW/ 
WP.77/ 
Rev. 1

AHCCW257.1

17.4.84Programme of Work of the Ad Hoc 
Committee on Chemical Weapons for 
the Second Part of the 1984 
Session (Not Reproduced)

CD/CW 
WP. 80

AHCCW257.2

26.4.84Proposals by the Chairman of the 
Ad Hoc Committee on Chemical 
Weapons for Draft Articles for 
Parts of a Chemical Weapons 
Convention

CD/CW/ 
WP. 81

Chairman
AHCCW

259

6.6.84Preliminary Structure of a 
Convention on Chemical Weapons

CD/CW/ 
WP .82

Chairman
AHCCW

260

16.7.84Programme of Work of the Ad Hoc 
Committee on Chemical Weapons for 
the Remainder of the 1984 Session 
(Not Reproduced)

CD/CW/ 
WP. 8 3

AHCCW264.1

8.8.84The Organisation and Functioning 
of the Consultative Committee 
(also issued as CD/CW/WP.84)

CD/532 Socialist
Group

267

8.8.84
15.8.84
14.8.84

CD/CW/ 
WP.8 5 
and 
Add. 1 
and 
Add. 2

Draft Report of the Ad Hoc 
Committee on Chemical Weapons to 
the Conference on Disarmament 
(Not Reproduced)

AHCCW268

10.8.84Verification of Non-production of 
Chemical Weapons

CD/CW/ 
WP. 86

United
Kingdom

269

9.10.84Verification of Non-production of 
Chemical Weapons (also issued as 
CD/CW/WP.87)

272 CD/541 Australia
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Serial Reference Country Description Date

1985
CD/CW/
WP.88

272.1 Preliminary Programme of Work for 
the Ad Hoc Committee on Chemical 
Weapons During the Period 14 
January - 1 February 1985 (Not 
Reproduced)

AHCCW 14.1.85

CD/CW/ 
WP. 91

273 Chairman
AHCCW

Working Paper by the Chairman of 
the Ad Hoc Committee on Chemical 
Weapons - Order for the Complete 
Destruction of Chemical Weapons
Description of a Facility for the 
Small-scale Production of 
Chemical Warfare Agents for 
Protective/permitted Purposes

14.1.85

274 CD/CW/ 
WP. 9 2

Finland 15.1.85

275 CD/CW/ 
WP. 9 3

Spain Working Paper: Production 
Facilities - Control of 
Multinationals

22.1.85

275.1 CD/CW/ 
WP. 9 4

AHCCW Preliminary Programme of Work for 
the Week 28 January - 1 February 
1985 (Not Reproduced)

25.1.85

276 CD/CW/ 
WP. 89

Chairman
AHCCW

Working Paper by the Chairman of 
the Ad Hoc Committee on Chemical 
Weapons - "Permitted Activities"

28.1.85

277 CD/CW/ 
WP. 90

Chairman
AHCCW

Working Paper by the Chairman of 
the Ad Hoc Committee on Chemical 
Weapons - Consultation, 
Co-operation and Fact-finding

28.1.85

278 CD/CW/ 
WP. 9 5

Chairman
AHCCW

Working Paper by the Chairman of 
the Ad Hoc Committee on Chemical 
Weapons - Questions and Answers 
Regarding CD/CW/WP.89

31.1.85
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Country Description DateReferenceSerial

31.1.85Working Paper Prepared on the 
Basis of Consultations on the 
"Functions of the Consultative 
Committee, and Some Other 
Questions Concerning the 
Consultative Committee and its 
Subsidiary Organs"

CD/CW/
WP.96

AHCCW279

1.2.85Report of the Ad Hoc Committee on 
Chemical Weapons on its Work 
During the Period 14 January - 
1 February 1985 (also issued as 
CD/CW/WP.97)
Working Paper by the Chairman of 
the Ad Hoc Committee on Chemical 
Weapons - Outline for the 
Organization of Work During the 
1985 Session

Chairman
AHCCW

CD/546280

27.2.85Chairman
AHCCW

CD/CW/ 
WP. 98

281

4.3.85Working Group A - Chairman's 
Basic Working Paper: Permitted 
Activities

CD/CW/ 
WP .99

AHCCW282

6.3.85Verification of Non-production of 
Chemical Weapons : Proposals for 
Inspection Procedures and Data 
Exchange (also issued as 
CD/CW/WP.100)
Working Group C: Chairman's 
Working Paper on the Program of 
Work

United
Kingdom

CD/575283

13.3.85CD/CW/ 
WP.101

AHCCW284

20.3.85Chairman'sWorking Group B:
Working Paper on the Agenda for 
the Meetings on March 20 and 
March 27

CD/CW/ 
WP.102

AHCCW285

22.3.85Working Group A: Chairman's 
Basic Document - Permitted 
Activities

CD/CW/ 
WP.10 3

AHCCW286
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Serial Reference Country Description Date

CD/CW/ 
WP.10 4

Working Group A: Chairman's 
Basic Working Paper - Permitted 
Activities

288 AHCCW 4.4.85

CD/CW/ 
WP.105

290 Working Group A: Chairman's 
Basic Working Paper - Declaration 
and Monitoring

AHCCW 12.4.85

CD/CW/ 
WP.106

291 Working Group C: 
for Articles VII, VIII, and IX of 
a Future Convention

AHCCW Alternatives 12.4.85

CD/CW/ 
WP.107

292 Chairman
AHCCW

Report of the Chairman of the 
Open-ended Consultations of the 
Ad Hoc Committee on Chemical 
Weapons

22.4.85

CD/CW 
WP.108

293 AHCCW Report of the Chairman of Working 
Group B

22.4.85

CD/CW/ 
WP.109

294 AHCCW Report of the Chairman of Working 
Group A

22.4.85

295 CD/CW/ 
WP .110

AHCCW Report of the Chairman of Working 
Group C

22.4.85

295.1 CD/CW/ 
WP.111

AHCCW Indicative Programme of Work for 
the Second Part of the 1985 
Session (Not Reproduced)

14.6.85

296 CD/CW/ 
WP.112

Pakistan Chemical Weapons Convention: the 19.6.85 
Question of Decision-Taking

300 CD/CW/ 
WP.113

Federal 
Republic 
of Germany

Verification of Non-production of 
Chemical Weapons

25.6.85

301 CO/605 China Working Paper: Destruction of 
Chemical Weapons (also issued as 
CD/CW/WP.114)

4.7.85

302 CD/613 Yugoslavia Permitted Activities -
Verification Measures (also 
issued as CD/CW/WP.115)

10.7.85



Report of the Chairman of the 
Open-ended Consultations of the 
Ad Hoc Committee on Chemical 
Weapons

Chairman
AHCCW

CD/CW/ 
WP.123 
and
Corr.1

316

7.8.35Report of Working Group BCD/CW/ 
WP.124

AHCCW317

7.8.85Report of Working Group ACD/CW/ 
WP.125

AHCCW318

9.8.85Report of Working Group CCD/CW/ 
WP.126

AHCCW319

12.8.85Draft Report of the Ad Hoc 
Committee on Chemical Weapons to 
the Conference on Disarmament 
(Not Reproduced)

CD/CW/ 
WP.127

AHCCW320

14

DateCountry DescriptionReferenceSerial

12.7.85Working Group C: National 
Implementation Measures
Explanations on Document CD/605 
(serial 300)

CD/CW/ 
WP.116

AHCCW304

16.7.85ChinaCD/CW/ 
WP.117

305

22.7.85Prohibitions on the Use of 
Herbicides

PakistanCD/CW/ 
WP.118

307

23.7.85National Verification Measures to 
Democratic Implement the Convention on the 
Republic

CD/620 German309
Prohibition of Chemical Weapons 
(also issued as CD/CW/WP.119)

31.7.85Criteria for a Request for On
site Verification and for the 
Explanation of a Refusal of the 
Request (to be considered as part 
of Article IX)

PolandCD/CW 
WP.120

311

31.7.85Verification of Non-production - 
Development of Criteria for 
Monitoring Non-diversion
Report of Chairman of Working 
Group C; Article VIII: 
Consultative Committee

AustraliaCD/CW/ 
WP.121

312

2.2.85CD/CW/ 
WP.122

AHCCW314
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Serial Reference Country Description Date

The following documents of the AHWGCW and AHCCW which do not 
contain any substantive material or are draft reports, are not 
reproduced but are listed here for identification purposes :

CD/CW/ 
WP. 1

129 Chairman
AHWGCW

Working Paper Introduced by the 
Chairman - Draft Report to the 
Committee on Disarmament (Not 
Reproduced)

15.7.80

CD/CW 
WP. 4 3

205 AHWGCW Draft Report of the Ad Hoc Working 6.9.82 
Group on Chemical Weapons to the 
Committee on Disarmament (Not 
Reproduced)

228 CD/CW/ 
WP. 56 
and 
Rev. 1 
and 
Add. 1

AHWGCW Draft Report of the Ad Hoc Working 16.8.83 
Group on Chemical Weapons to the 
Committee on Disarmament (Not 
Reproduced)

22.8.83
16.8.83

230.1 CD/CW/ 
WP. 58

AHWGCW Indicative Programme of Work for 
the Period 16 January - 
3 February 1984 (Not Reproduced)
Draft Report of the Ad Hoc Working 6.2.84 
Group on Chemical Weapons on Its 
Work During the Period 16 January 
- 6 February 1984 (Not Reproduced)

18.1.84

238 CD/CW/ 
WP. 66

AHWGCW

248.1 CD/CW/
WP.69

AHWGCW Programme of Work of the Ad Hoc 
Committee on Chemical Weapons for 
the First Part of the 1984 
Session (Not Reproduced)

14.3.84

257.1 CD/CW/ 
WP.77/ 
Rev. 1

AHWGCW Programme of Work of the Ad Hoc 
Committee on Chemical Weapons for 
the Month of April 1984 (Not 
Reproduced)

5.4.84
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Country Description DateReferenceSerial

17.4.84Programme of Work of the Ad Hoc 
Committee on Chemical Weapons for 
the Second Part of the 1984 
Session (Not Reproduced)

CD/CW/ 
WP. 8 0

AHCCW257.2

16.7.84Programme of Work of the Ad Hoc 
Committee on Chemical Weapons for 
the Remainder of the 1984 Session 
(Not Reproduced)

CD/CW/ 
WP. 8 3

AHCCW264.1

8.8.84
15.8.84
14.8.84

Draft Report of the Ad Hoc 
Committee on Chemical Weapons to 
the Conference on Disarmament 
(Not Reproduced)

CD/CW/ 
WP.8 5 
and 
Add. 1 
and 
Add. 2

AHCCW268

14.1.85Preliminary Programme of Work for 
the Ad Hoc Committee on Chemical 
Weapons During the Period 14 
January - 1 February 1985 (Not 
Reproduced)

Preliminary Programme of Work for 
the Week 28 January - 1 February 
1985 (Not Reproduced)

Indicative Programme of Work for 
the Second Part of the 1985 
Session (Not Reproduced)

Draft Report of the Ad Hoc 
Committee on Chemical Weapons to 
the Conference on Disarmament (Not 
Reproduced)

CD/CW 
WP. 88

AHCCW272.1

25.1.85CD/CW/ 
WP. 9 4

AHCCW275.1
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. In compliance with the roquent made by the working -group at its 

first session on 23 April l?GO the Secretariat herewith provide:: a list 
of documents relevant to the Crouds work.

It will be recalled that at its jl st -plenary ace ting on 27 April 
1979 the Committee on Disarmament requested the Secretariat to bring 
up-to-date the infernal CCD dcoursent of 11 March 1977 containing a 
coepilation of appropriate material irons documents and statements on the 
question of chemical weapons presented to the CCD and the CD in recent years 
This document was prepared and circulated to the Committee under 
symbol C2/26 on 1 July 1979 and, takes into consideration documents and 
abatements made between 19?? and April 1979-

AFT MBS i■-1
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Since then the following substantive documents on this subject 
have beery-circulated:

- CD/21 of 20 June 1979 submitted by Poland entitled "Prohibition 
of the development, production and stockpiling of all chemical 
weapons and their destruction".

- CD/37 cf 12 July 1979 oubmi tied by Uic Fedora! Ilcruhlic of Gemmy 
entitled: "Working paper on some aspects of international 
verification of non-production of chemical weapons; experience 
gained in the FRC".

- CD/39 of 16 July 1979. submitted by Finland to forward a study 
entitled "Identification of potential orgrvr.osphosphorous warfare 
agents - an approach for the standardisation of techniques and 
reference data".

- CD/di of 25 July 1979,submitted by the Netherlands, entitled: 
"’Working paper containing questions relevant to a convention 
prohibiting chemical weapons".

- CD/44 of 26 July 1979i submitted by Poland, entitled: "Outline 
of a convention on the prohibition of the development, production 
and stockpiling of chemical weapons and on their destruction".

- CD/42 of 7 August 1979. submitted by the United States of America 
and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics entitled: "USS2-U5À 
joint report on progress in the bilateral negotiations cn the 
prohibition of chemical weapons".

- CD/^3 of 3 August 1979, submitted by the Netherlands, entitled: 
"Chemical weapons: answers to questionnaire contained in CD/41".

- CD/52 of 13 August 1979. cube! Lt*.-d by France, I ta. r and ‘u.o 
Netherlands. entitled: "Evaluation of the discussion in the CD in 
1979 with respect to the prohibition*of chemical weapons".

i

?



_ CD/68 of 20 February 1900, nubmi Lied by Poland, entitled: 
"Chemical weapon:; - a possible procedural approach to the
■'Aasks facing the CD".

- CD/8d of 25 March 1980, submitted by the Motherlands,entitled: 
"Draft initial work programme of the ad hoc, working croup on 
chemical weapons".

_ CD/96 of 22 Aoril 1900, submitted by Poland, entitled: "Ad hcc 
working group on chemical vcapoiv; - Initial Work Programme : 
Working Document".
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List of Locumenis

ADDENDUM

Further to the request made by the Working Group at its first session on 23 

April 1980 and the subsequent circulation of document CD/CW/WP.2, containing a 

list of documents relevant to the Group's work, the Secretariat herewith provides 

an addendum to that list, which contains substantive documents circulated since 

28 April I960:

CD/102 of 19 June I98O submitted by China entitled "Letter dated 19 June 
1980 addressed to the Chairman of the Committee on Disarmament from the 
Acting Head of the Chinese Delegation to the Committee on Disarmament 
Transmitting a Working Paper on the "Chinese Delegation's Proposals on 
the Main Contents of a Convention on the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons".

CD/103 of 24 June 1900 submitted by Finland entitled: "Letter dated 24 
June I960 from the Permanent Representative of Finland to the United 
Nations Office at Geneva addressed to the Chairman of the Committee on 
Disarmament transmitting a document entitled "Identification of Degra
dation Products of Potential Organophosphorus Warfare Agents".

CD/105 of 27 June I960 submitted by France entitled "Elements of a reply 
by the French delegation to the questionnaire relating to chemical weapons 
submitted by the Netherlands to the Committee on Disarmament (CD/41)".

CD/106 of 27 June 1980 submitted by France entitled "Working Paper, Control 
of the non-manufacture and non-possession of agents and weapons of chemical 
warfare”.

CD/llO of 2 July I98O submitted by Yugos1 avia entitled "Working Paper on 
Medical Protection Against Nerve Gas Poisoning (Present Situation and 
Future Possibilities)".

CD/lll of 2 July I960 submitted by Yugos1 avia entitled "Working Paper on 
the Definition of Chemical Warfare Agents (CWA)".

CD/112 of 7 July I960 submitted by the United States of America and the 
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics entitled "Letter dated 7 July I960 
addressed to the Chairman of the Committee on Disarmament from the 
Representatives of the USSR and the United States to the Committee on 
Disarmament".

CD/113 of 8 July 1980 submitted by Canada entitled "Organization and Control 
of Verification Within a Chemical Weapons Convention".

CD/114 of 9 July I960 submitted by Australia entitled "Reply at this stage 
submitted by the Australian Delegation to the questionnaire relating to 
chemical weapons submitted by the Netherlands to the Committee on Disar
mament in Document CD/41".

CD/117 of 10 July 1980 submitted by Canada entitled "Definitions and 
Scope in a Chemical Weapons Convention".
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29 July 1980

Original : ENGLISH

List of Documents

ADDENDUM

The foil oxring document. E of relevance to the work of the Group were

issued on or after 17 July 1980:

- CD/121 of 17 July 1980 submitted by Poland entitled "Some of the issues 
to be dealt with in the negotiation on a CV convention: Working paper"

- CD/122 of 21 July 1980 submitted by Morocco entitled "Proposed 
definition of chemical weapons"

- CD/123 of 21 July 1930 submitted by the Mongolian Feople's Republic 
entitled "Working document - Interrelationship between the future 
convention on the complete prohibition and destruction of chemical 
weapons and the Geneva Protocol of 1925"

- CD/124 of 24 Jul3^ 1980 submitted by Indonesia entitled "Some views of 
the prohibition of chemical weapons"
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Original: ENGLISH

COMMITTEE ON DISARMAMENT 
Working Group on Chemical Weapons

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Issues to be Defined by the Ad Hoc Chemical Weapons Working Group

The list which appears below is illustrative of* the issues which 
the U.S. Delegation believes the Chemical Weapons Working Group should 
address and define. It should be regarded as an aid in developing a 
starting point for our efforts to discharge the mandate contained in 
CD/60 rather than an end product. The U.S. Delegation may wish to make 
additions to this list and would, of course, welcome suggestions from 
other delegations.

Basic Prohibition
Definitions
Toxicity Criteria
Permitted Activities
N on-Trans fer/Non-Assistan c e
Declaration of Stocks
Declaration of Facilities
Destruction" of Stocks
What is to be Done with Facilities
Consultative Committee
Preparatory Commission
Consultation and Cooperation
Hole of UN Security Council
Assistance in the Event of Violation
Types of Inspections
Verification of Destruction of Declared Stockpiles 
Verification Regarding Former Chemical Weapons Production 

and Filling Facilities
Verification Regarding Permitted Production for Protective 

Purposes
Non-Interference with Verification 
Domestic Legislation 
Safety and Environmental Protection 
Confidence-Building Measures 
Non-Interference with Existing Agreements 
economic and Technological Development; International 

Cooperation 
Amendments 
Review Conferences 
W i thdrawal 
Dcpositary 
Entry Into Force

<
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Original: ENGLISH

SWEDEN

Issues r: r~ ùeult :r. :r.e ::: a I c river, t ion on
Chemical w'eanons

The Swedish delegation presents below views on some matters .mentioned 
in document CD/26. Additional and more detailed views will be sub
mitted in due time.

1. Introduction

The ultimate objective of the CD negotiations on chemical 
is to prohibit the acquisition and retention of a chemical warfare 
capability through a convention which also provides for effective 
measures to ensure the implementation and verification of such a 
prohibition.

weaoons

2. Scone of ban

The ban should be comprehensive. Thus parties to the convention 
should undertake not to acquire or retain a chemical warfare 
capability, i.e. any activity, facility and material intended to 
enable the utilization of the toxic properties of chemical sub
stances as agents against man, animal or plant for hostile purposes 
or in armed conflict. Exceptions should be allowed for activities, 
facilities and materials intended for peaceful purposes, including 
some measures of military nature and measures for protection against 
chemical warfare.

f.

cacn party to the convention in possession of a chemical warfare 
capaoility should undertake to dispose of it when adhering to the 
convention. With disposal of a chemical warfare capability is under
stood the cessation of all activities to acquire or retain it, and 
destruction or conversion for peaceful purposes of all facilitites, 
equipment and materials.
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2.3. Definitions_recarding_scooG

In addition to the concept of chemical warfare capability, the con
cepts of activities,materials and facilities should also be defined.

2.3.1. Activities

Activities to be* prohibited should include commercial activities, 
transfer, development including testing, production, stockpiling, 
planning, organization, training, dissemination of information and 
other activities intended for a chemical warfare capability.

2.3.2. Materials

Equipment and materials to be prohibited should include chemical 
agents, warheads and weapons systems intended for chemical warfare.

2.3.3. Facilities

Facilities to be prohibited should include development and testing 
facilities, production facilities, resources for planning and
organization, training facilities including schools, information and 
other facilities and resources intended for a chemical warfare 
capability.

2.4. Delimitation criteria

2.4.1.

A general purpose criterion is formulated under 2. Scope of ban. 
The quantity criteria could be formulated as follows : "In amounts 
larger than those required for protective or peaceful purposes". 
An understanding of the concept "larger" should be agreed upon.

2.4.3. Effect criteria

Tbxicities, methods for toxicity determinations and their application 
in delimitating different agents.
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3.1. Ç2D^i22D2Ël!?yiMiDaJI!efîSyres

Parties ohouid be invited to declare their possession of chemical 
weapons at the signing of the convention, and should be obliged 
so not later than when ratifying it. Other confidence-building measures

the Côn-

to do

to be considered to take place before the entry into force of 
vention are invitations 
to exchange visits to selectee.facilities,

to observe destruction of declared stocks or
and to exchange information

on production activitities,etc.

3.2. Verifiation measures

3.2.2. International verification measures

3.2.2.1. Organizational aspects

Parties should undertake to establish a Consultative Committee from 
among themselves to oversee 
Committee should have sufficient

the working of the convention. The
resources to monitor the implementa- 
a permanent secretariat and techni- 

It should further,cn the reçuest by parties, decide on 
and carry out investigations, including on-site inspections, 
ding alleged violations of the convention.

tion of the convention, including 
cal experts.

regar-

3.3. Complaints_and_clarification procedures

Any party to the convention which has reason to believe that any 
other party is acting in breach of obligations deriving from the 
provisions of the convention could, in addition to resorting to the 
investigation and factfinding by the consultative committee or other
agreed procedures, also lodge a complaint with the Security Council of 
the UN.

^•5. Protocol and annexes

Detailed provisions concerning

- declarations on possession or non-possession of chemical weapons



- timetables and reporting procedures tor the destruction of 
stockpiles and production facilities and cessation of acti
vities for retention of a chemical warfare capability

- verification measures

- the consultative committee

- definitions

- delimitation of single and dual purpose agents

- list of possible exceptions
1

- toxicities, toxicity determinations and their application

- confidence-building measures.
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Original : ENGLISH

FEDERAI REPUBLIC OF GERMANY

The impact of on-site inspections cf current civilian proauction 
on the chemical industry

Without any doubt the question of on-site inspections of civilian production 
xacilities deserves a thorough, discussion because many technical, legal and economic 

are difficult.
processes in the chemical industry are the

fields of chemistry,
Some of the results of industrial research can be 

prctecueu by patents, but the value of the protection is limited and does not' 
include all the experience acquired during the practice of manufacturing which is 
generally referred to as know-how.

aspects must be taken into account and straightforward solutions
The main problem is that production
result of extremely expensive research 'undertaken in the
technology and engineering.

Tuat is why industry has a legitimate interest in keeping certain details of 
the production
secret.

process as well as of the construction of production facilities
On-site inspections should respect these legitimate interests of the 

chemical industry as far as possible. The crucial question can therefore be 
is it possible to elaborate a practicable procedure for

to gather sufficient information to

formulated as follows:
on-sl^e inspections allowing the inspectors
ensure them that CW—agents 
forcing the producer to reveal

are no u produced in the controlled factciy without
commercial secrets?

Regarding the complexity of this problem in view of the high degree of 
it goes without saying that it isdiversification of the chemical industry, 

impossible to describe the details of an on—site inspection procedure fulfilling
Nevertheless,

could reduce the difficulties

the aforementioned requir ement in a short working paper, 
principles can be enunciated which, in our opinion, 
considerably.

(a) It is self-evident

some

that verification is easier if the number of compoundsthe non-production of which is to be verified is small. Though a ban should be 
comprehensive, verification by on-site inspections should be restricted to those 
compounds which - regarding the state of military technology — actually are of
practical importance. In this respect, certain derivatives of methanyhosphonic
acids are of outstanding importance. The following remarks therefore refer mainly
to these compounds.

GE.80—63678
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(b) As has often been mentioned in previous statements of the Federal Republic
of Germany the production of supertonic methanphosphonic acid derivatives requires

suffioient proof that compounds of thissafety ore cautions the aosenco ci ./hies. _s 
type are not produced in t^; con urosled planv. 
of cW-agents can therefore be ruled out in the vast majority of chemical plants.

’By a simple inspection production

(c) The existence of sophisticated safety precautions is, of course, 
rcsitive proof of production of Cb—agents, 
reouired in the inspection of certain plants, 
the nature of the produced compounds would be chemical analysis of samples. Often 

the inspected company will object to allowing an analysis of samples,

not a
Additional criteria are therefore 

The most revealing- measure as to

however
particularly if the analysis is carried cut in a way so as to reveal the complete

As the objective of the controlconstitution of all the compounds in a reactor, 
is not to determine the constitution of the produced compound but only to prove 
the non-production of banned Cb-agents a full analysis is in most cases not required.
By very simple means, e.g-., it can be shown if a compounc contains pnospnorcus or 

The absence of pho srhcrous is an ac so lute proof that the analysed compound 
does not belong to the aforementioned class of pr chi cited Gb-agents. Zi the test 
for phosphorous is positive, an equally simple test icr flour me vzculd, if negative,

The absence of phosphorous

net.

rule out that the compound tested is sarin or soman, 
and/or flourine would, by the way, also show that the produced compound is not the 
diflouride of methanrhosphonic acid which may be used as one of the components of
binary weapons.

(d) These examples refer to phosphorous compounds, 
proof is, of course, not restricted to these compounds only.

The method of negative 
lior is chemical 
In the case ofanalysis the only method to be discussed in this connexion, 

phosphorous compounds the inhibition of the snryme acetylcholinesterase could
Last but not least, thealso be used as an extremely sensitive indicator, 

determination of acute toxicity of a sample is a method which shows the presence 
or absence of compounds relevant for verification vtihout revealing the sample's
constitution.

These are a few examples of possibilities for non—intrusive but nevertheless 
reliable technical means for on—sire inspections of current civilian production.
These remarks areVcy no means complete and are only intended to illustrate that

This should not divertverification procedures in chemical plants are possible. 
from the fact that verification in the civilian industry is a secondary problem.
The primary problems are in the military sector.
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FRANCE

Criteria for the Definition of Chemical Warfare Agents

As long as international agreements were designed merely to prohibit the 
chemical warfare agents, the problem of their precise definition was a 

the formula used in the Geneva protocol was sufficiently general 
all chemical substances because of their toxicity as coon as they were

"use" of
carginal one: 
to cover
intentionally used in military operations.

No rreventive control was provided for; the only criterion used was t 
effects and it was actual use that constituted an offence.

that of

The same is no longer true once the prohibition is extended to the development,
A mere precise definitionproduction and stockpiling of chemical warfare agents, 

based cn unambiguous criteria becomes indispensable, since this definition will
a basis for the establishment of the monitoring and control procedures 
for constant verification to ensure that the clauses of the agreement

serve as 
necessary 
are in fact being observed.

The criterion of destination which served as the basis for the prchici Tien oi 
biological weapons cannot be the sole criterion in the case of chemical weapons. 
This criterion can only serve as the sole criterion in the case of single—purpose
agents.

The criterion of destination must therefore be supplemented by one or
The factors governing the choice of thesepreferably several other criteria.

criteria must make it possible to classify the agents not in accordance withnew
their effects or military characteristics but in accordance with special rules to 
which they must be subject within the context of an agreement prohibiting their 

production.
The following categories can thus be distinguished:
Single-purpose agents: very toxic, these agents belong to a small number of 

groups/organophosphorous compounds, carbamates, yperites.
Dual-purpose agents: less toxic than the previous category, these belong to 

very different families.

GE.80-64152
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These are usually the substances 
corresponding to the last stage cf the manufacturing process and can be used

They may be much loss toxic than the previous categories

Precursors of single-purpose agents.

in bindery munitions. 
or ever, non-toxic. 

Incapacitants. These are net generally used for industrial purposes. 
These non-lethal substances are used in police operations. 

Selection of criteria for definition
Irritent s.

In her report at our meetings with experts, Mrs. Freeman 
expert, gave a perfect definition of the -characteristic which a chemical compound 
must have to be used as a chemical warfare agent, and I will not, therefore, 
repeat what she said.

The number of substances which combine all these characteristics at once is 

relatively small.

the Australian

It would therefore be intellectually satisfying to draw up a 
formula whereby each characteristic would be given a weighted value and each new 
substance having the desired toxicity would be the subject cf a study to determine

Once a compound's characteristics had
The

whether it satisfied the other criteria.
been evaluated, its manufacture could thus be authorized or prohibited.
Federal Republic of Germany has proposed a. system of this type (CCD/45c) .

each new compound requires- However, this approach has a major disadvantage: 
an appropriate study which has much in common with the developmental studies for

the chemical warfare agents which the convention is supposed to prohibit. 
Moreover, while monitoring and control under the convention could be limited 
because of the limited number of substances thar would in the end be involved, 
the selection of substances to be considered would necessitate the establishment 

of too cumbersome an organization.
However, it should be noted that, of the criteria used to define a chemical 

warfare agent, the most important is, by definition, a high enough degree of 

toxicity, and the other criteria can be modified to a greater or lesser extent 

as appropriate.
In the absence of a more satisfactory method, it is therefore the toxicity 

criterion which must serve as the basis for defining chemical warfare agents, 
with an appropriate threshold value being established for each of the categories 

defined above.
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desirable for the toxicity evaluation procedures to reproduce
as faithfully as possible the effects of the route by which the chemical warfare

‘This approach is not
is generally made of injection; 

subcutaneous injection (LD 50 J »

It is obviously

inhalation or percutaneously.agent penetrates the organisai:
scientific laboratories where usevery usual in

however, the lethal dose by intraperitoneal or
the toxicity criterion, reflects only very remotely inhalationalthough proposed as 

or percutaneous toxicity « 
routes of entry to

The ratio between the toxicities measured by the various
factor of 1 to 10the organism is not constant and may vary by a

the substance.depending on
Canada has described a method for determining inhalation toxicity (LCt 50)" which 

further work (CCB/587).mi.-ht, in our view, be acceptable as a norm after some
Canada has proposed a simpler, quicker and cheaper method whichBetter still, 

consists in 
reference substances, the

comparing the toxicity of the substance in question with one
toxicity of which corresponds to the selected threshold

or more

(CCD/475).
Single—purpose chemical agents

The manufacture of these compounds (organophosphorous compounds, carbamates, 

yperites) which are should be totally prohibited.
to define a toxicity threshold.

the most toxic,
Thethem, it is necessaryTo catégorisa

United States of America and the USSR have agreed on an inhalation toxicity 
1, of 2,CC0 mg.min/m5 * this makes it possible to include all thethreshold (LCt 

compounds referral so acove 
very suitable, 
inhalation toxicity corresponds 

In this specific instance,

category of single—purpose agents ani seems 
___—— to find a reference substance whose

in she

it should be nosed shat inhalation tcxicisy does 
carbamates are mere toxic 11 tney are

It would
for example,not cover all specific cases ; 

introduced into the organism by a projectile than 11 they are inhalée.
criterion of inhalation toxicity, in nistherefore be useful to supplement the 

particular case at least 
The United States suggests a threshold of 0.5 mg/kg, which is acceptable,

t, by the evaluation of intraperitoneal-injecticn toxicity.
although

is can also apply to certain dual-purpose agenss.
Moreover, so

With some very few exceptions, 
derived from methylphosphoric acid, while the structure of organophosphorous 

pesticides is based on phosphoric acid.

me groups of very toxic compounds can be defined by their s picture, 
organophosphorous chemical warfare agents are
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2ie formula proposed by the Netherlands (CCD/353) to determine the structure

voulu mams- it possible to cover all the agents in this 

group while including only a minimum number of compounds suitable for civil
purposes.

Carbamates and yperites do not lend themselves to such an approach; it would 
be necessary to envisage the establishment of a list of potential military 

substances for these two groups of substances.

Dual-purpose aa-ents

Whatever the verications procedure envisaged for these substances, 

“3 define & ioxic_ty threshold binder which the substances 

purposes is highly improbable.

it is necessary 

utilization for military

Canada has proposed that this threshold should be 
of 20,000 mg min/m/ 

chlorine).

set at an LCt 50 toxicity level 
for inhalable substances (this being the toxicity level of 

'Th^ oov_l=l and united orates delegations have accepted this proposal.

The following reference substances are proposed for the quick method proposed 
chl^rine - or inhalation toxicity, nicotine for percutaneous—routeby- Canada:

toxicity and neostigmine for injection -toxicity. 

Precursors or chemical warfare agents

The development of binary munitions presents another problem.

the sucs tances used are known as precursors for certain organophosphorous 

compounds and are therefore included among the substances whose manufacture is 
controlled.

For the vine being, the new toxic substances that can be adapted to the binary 

system present an insoluble problem.

Incapacitants and irritants

As far as is
known,

The use of incapacitants for civil purposes is verv limited; 

prohibition of the manufacture of such suds tances is therefore possible. 

Irritants, on the other hand,

the complete

are used in police operations and their 
manufacture should be controlled in the same way as that of dual-purpose agents.

This control could be based on the criterion of destination taken together with 
an effectiveness criterion.

In this case, the LCt 50 inhalation criterion could not in fact be used.
LCt SO of these substances is very high and always above 20,000 mg.min/m5, which 

uheoreiically places them among the substances not subject to control.

The

To help
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overcome these difficulties, Canada proposes a new criterion which would be the 
product of the concentration in vapour or aerosol form multiplied by the exposure 
oime at the end of which an irritation or incapacitation is observed in 50 per cent
of the persons exposed;
proposed threshold of 500 mg.min/m^ would molce it possible to resolve 

commonly used irritants exceed this level, whereas incapacitants do not.

this is referred to as the average effective Ct. The

the problem;

Determining the average effective Ct is a complex task, since it involves 

dufermg techniques depending on the mode of action of the substance in question. 

In conclusion, the criterion of destination cannot be used on its own to 
it must at least be combined with the toxicity

criterion for incapacitants

define a chemical warfare agent;

C"1--"^srion J-or le vrai suostances and the effectiveness
or irritants.

m the light of the above, it may be concluded that :
I. The development, production and stockpiling of the following chemical 

agents must be totally prohibited.

authorized for research in the health field and the

warfare
The production of limited quantities may be 

development of protective
measures :

Organophosphorous compounds, whose structure corresponds to that defined by 
the Netherlands (CCD/358);

which has a toxicity threshold of around 2,000 mg.min/m5

lethal percutanc-us dose is lower than tint of nicotine 
dose by injection is lower than that of neostigmine ;

incapacitants whose average effective Ct by inhalation is less than 500 mg.min/m , 
The development, production and stockpiling ofII.

-he following chemical agent s
should be authorized only for scientific and industrial nc-eds :

• Chemical agents whose LCt 50 is between 2,000 and 20,000 mg.min/m' .
I—. The development, production and stockpiling of the following chemical agents 

-uoiid be au-norized only for scientific and industrial needs or for training and
police needs :

Irritants whose average effective Ct is above 5CO mg.min/m'.
Any new chemical substance whose inhalation toxicity threshold is below

or whose average effective Ct is below 500 mg.min/m"' should be20,000 mg.min/m
declared.
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Working' Group on Chemical Weapons

. Original : ENGLISH :

Outline Suggested by the Chairman for the work of the grou;.

FART 1

Activities, facilities and materials to be prohibited, including criteria 

and definitions_________________________________ __________________ ________________ "V

The aim of the convention.1.1
Three main alternative views have been expressed, which require further consideration

Alt. 1. There is a convergence of views that the- convention should prohibit at 

least the development, production and stockpiling of chemical weapons.

Alt. 2. It has also been suggested that the convention should be more comprehensive 

and prohibit all activities, facilities and materials intended to enable a Party 
to use chemical weapons or utilize the toxic properties of chemical substances for 

hostile purposes or in armed conflict.

Alt. ). Another suggestion is that the convention should prohibit also the use of 
chemical weapons in addition to the development, production and stockpiling of 

chemical weapon*.
• n

(The issue of destruction and conversion will be dealt with in mart 2.)

The following activities, facilities and materials would be prohibited or 

otherwise regulated in the.three alternative views:
1.2

1.2.1 Activities 
Common for alternatives 1-3 ; 

development 
production 
stockpiling 
acquisition
retention •

- transfer (including trading) a* assistance to oth*..r states

GE.81-60275



The following definitions could he considered:

1.3.1 Chemical warfare capability: the capability to use chemical weapons.

1.3.2 Chemical Weapon: the combination of a charge of a chemical warfare 
agent and means of dispersing the agent in the target (chemical munitions).

1.3.3 Chemical weapons system: chemieal weapons and means to make possible 

their use.

1.

Acditional for alt.

use

1.2.2. Facilities

Common for alternatives 1-3:

development and testing facilities 

production facilities/means of production 

specific storing facilities

Additional for alt. 2:

resources for planning and organization 

training facilities

1.2.3. Materials, including equipment 

Common for alternatives 1-3i

chemical warfare agents including

(a) supertoxic chemical substances-

(b) toxic, single purpose chemical warfare agents

(c) toxic, dual purpose chemical warfare agents

(d) herbicides

(e) precursors

warheads and weapon systems and other materials and 

resources specifically intended for the use of 

chemical weapons

CD/CW/WP.7 
Page 2

Additional for alt. 2: 

planning 

organization 

training

%

-

V
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1.3.4
with ether chemical substance?;, have direct toxic effects or.

Chemical warfare agent„ a chemical substance, which alone or together
animal ormon,

plant and with such physical and chemical characteristics that it can be 
utilized in a chemical weapon, i.c. 
used cr intended to be used in chemical weapons.

a chemical r.uLst: nov which is actually
It may be r single purpose 

agent cr a dual purpose agent, which groups may be differentiated according
to their tcxiciticc in super-toxic and toxic chemical warfare agents. 
1.3.5 Chemical agent : a chemical substance which may be used in a chemical 
weapon but is in fact not utilized or planned to be utilized in it.
1.3-6 Precursors to a chemical warfare agent: 
necessarily themselves are suitable chemical warfare agents but which form 
particular chemical warfare agents when made to react chemically with each 
other in a chemical weapons system.

chemical substances which not

l.^.? Dual purpose agent : a chemical substance which is used or may be .used 
only for chemical warfare but also for peaceful purposes. 
l.y.8 Single purpose agent : a chemical substance which is used or nay be used

not

for chemical warfare solely. 
1.4 The following criteria could be considered as the basis in determining 
the scope of the prohibition :
1*4.1 General purpose criterion: the intention - with regard to chemica.1 
warfare - of activities, facilities and materials. The general purpose 
criterion might ce qualified by further criteria., like quantity and toxicity 
criteria..

Quantity criterion : allowance of activities, 
for peaceful and protective purposes to the extent justified by these purposes. 
1.4.3 Toxicity criteria:

Supertoxic chemical warfare agents substances having lethal toxic 
effect on men or animals in doses less than 0.5 mg/kg (subcutaneous LD,-q) or 
2 000 mg min/m^ (by inhalation, LCt^)

Toxic chemical warfare agents : substances having a. lethal toxic effect
- 10 mg/kg (subcutaneous LDcn) 

or in the range of 2000 - 20 000 mg min/m^ (by inhe.1- tion, LCt^n) or both or 
giving rise to any other toxit* effect in doses less than 0.5 mg/kg (intravenous 
ED50) or less than 2 000 mg min/m5 (by inhalation, ECtrQ) or both.

facilities and materials

(a)

or both.
(b)
on men- or animals in doses in the range of 0.5
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1.4»3*1 Toxicological methods: 

Definitions(a)

(Lethal Dosis, 50%) scientifically defined 

which is'expected to kill 50% of an exposed population, 
mg/kg body weight.

(Lethal Concentration and Time, 505.3) scientifically

LD as the dosic of a substance, 

It is expressed as
50

LCt defined as the product50
of time for exposure and concentration of a substance in air, which is expected 

to kill 50% of- an exposed population.
(Effective Dosis, 507=) scientifically defined

It is expressed as mg nin/my.

as the dosis of a substance,■ •

It is expressed

EDM 50
which is expected to incapacitate 5C7 • of an exposed population, 
as mg/kg body weight.

(Effective Concentration and Time, 50%) scientifically defined 

product of time for exposure and concentration of a substance in air, which is 

expected to incapacitate 50%, of an exposed population, 
mg nin/m').

ms

ECt as the50

'
It is expressed as

1

The expression "expected to incapacitate 50% of an exposed population" could 

be understood as "expected to disable 5^7= of the exposed soldiers to perform 

their usual duties in a war situation".

(b) Methods 'r
E

General considerations. Toxicity tests could be in accordance with "Principles 
rod Methods for Evaluating the Toxicity of Chemicals", Environmental Health 

Criteria 6, World Health Organization, Geneva 1978.

1 ■
%

Toxicity tests may have to be preceded by chemical analysis, as described below. 

As far as possible, toxicity tests may have to be performed on pure substance. 

When determining lethal effects of r substance (LD 

may have to be used - mice and rats 

Lowest value may be decisive.

I

I c, and LCt_n) two species 

of well-defined, easily available strains.
?

I
3E

For LD 50-determinations, subcutaneous injection could be the way of administrât: 

Survival during 48 hours could be observed. Calculation of LD

H

may have to be 
5U

done according to established procedure.

^-determinations, the tine of exposure is maximised to ten minutes.

When aerosols are used, particle size distribution may have to be determined and 

optimized in order to ascertain maximal uptake. Survival during Z8 hours may 

have to be observed. Calculation of LCtc, may have- to be done according to

For LCt
-: t
1

established procedure.
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For evaluating incapacitating > ifectr of chemical substances (El) 
animal tests may have to be. de viced that,

'and ECtr/j 50y
an far as possible, ore ;rologous

to the situation fer soldiers, which is suggested for the- c«finition of
incapacitating effectr. as mentioned above.

Primates could be used fer such experiment::, 
incapacitating agents can be utilized to

Expcrit.;.nc,? fr m h:un--tn use of 
valu: to ED and ECt,50 :>o ’

(c) Chemical identification 
The chemica.1 identit3r of '-11 compcune :: mu at be ascertained, and expressed -according 
to existing chemical nomenclature

In the case of mixtures, the active - 
and purified by suitable methods te t 1

1VI..C.•7.

mix.und or compounds must first be isolated 
' ?t S'9 per cent purity*.

V.hen ever poss^b^e, tr.e alleged chemical identity of a. compound ma y have to be
If optical isomerism

the presence or absence of optical activity cf the cor.round should be 
If mass spectrometry and/or nuclear magnetic 

applied, e.g. in the cc.se of macro mo 1 e cul c 5, 
biochemical or biological methods might be used.

verified by mass spectrometry and nuclear magnetic 
is possible,

resonance.

verified. rescru.net methods cannot be
other unequivocal physical, chemical,

1.4.4 Other criteria : 
shelf life
volatility ■ nd explosion stability 

Exceptions•
1-5-1 for civilian purposes:

protection aga-inst chemica.l weaponc in civil defence 
medical
scientific and research 
industrial

1.5

agricultural 
riot control

1-5-2 for certain military
protection against chemical weapons 

- medical
riot control

1-5-5 Parties may be allowed an annual production of supertoxic and toxic single- 
purpose warfare chemical agents together rot exceeding one mon for peaceful and 
protective purposes.

purposes:



D □ □ D D single purpose chemical warfare agents
dual purpose chemical warfare agents
chemical agents
precursors
herbicides

Areas rrhich may be subject to verification ere lined : ///

*

cd/cw/w?3-
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Graphical presentation of relevant chemical substances.
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COMMITTEE OK DISARMAMENT CD/CW/V.'P.T Rev 1

1* March l^tilWorking, Group on Chemical Weapons

Original: ENGLISH

Outline suggested by the Chairman of the group.

PART 1

1.1 Change title to

Alternative views regarding the prohibitions.

After Alt. 3. Another etc. add in new paragraph

The alternatives are specified below.

Delete sentence within brackets.

1.1».1, third line substitute

qualified for supplemented

l.U.U Other criteria: add

structural formulae for chemical substances

volatility and explosion stability should read

volatility

exjilosion stability

1-5 Excertions : should read

1-5 Expert ions (relating to exceptions from prohibitions in

alternatives 1 - 3 s.s well as possibly allowed activities):

Page G. Gunstitute attached redrawing for diagram
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- COMMITTEE ON DISARMAMENT

Working Group on Chemical Weapons
Original : ENGLISH

Outline suggested by the Chairman for the work of the group.

PART 2

Implementation of the convention, i.e. declarations and disposal of 

materials and facilities

Declarations.2.1

At the time States become parties to the convention concerning the possession 

(or non possession) of specific materials, facilities and activities and of 

plans for disposal of materials and facilities.

2.1.1 Materials

2.1.1.1 Chemical warfare agents, stored in bulk or in munition.

Specific rules:

Supertoxic and toxic single—purpose chemical warfare agents (i.a. 

sarin, soman, VX, mustard gas): declarations may have to be comprehensive, 

stating also the amount of the agents relating to bulk stockpiles and to 

munitions, and to be given each year ;

a)

‘ b) Precursors: may have to be declared if they are stockpiled together 

with the other reactant(s) of a binary set in munition or in bulk for military 

purposes;

c) Precursors, which are peculiar, e.g. 

for binary nerve agents: 

singlepurpose warfare agents.

the phosphorus containing, precursc

may have to be declared as supertoxic and toxic

2.1.1.2 Chemical weapons (munition): may have to be declared comprehensive! 
including special warheads intended for but not filled with chemical warfare

agents.

GE. 81-60399



Weapons systems, designed for Che dissemination of chemical 

warfare agents and chemical munition:

2.1.1.3

may have to be declared comprehensively

Location of a State's central stockpiles of chemical warfare agents 

and chemical munition, both within its territory and, if under its juris

diction, outside:

2.1.1.4

may have to be declared.

2.1.2 Facilities

2.1.2.1 Production facilities/means of production (including munition filling 

facilities and facilities related to dual-purpose production).

2.1.2.2 Testing facilities

If such facilities are also used for developing and testing protection agains> J 

chemical weapons, this may have to be declared.

2. 1.2.3 Training facilities (Relates to alt. 2 in 1.1.)

If such facilities are also used for training protection against chemical 

weapons, this may have to be declared.

2.1.2.4 Other facilities intended to enable the use of chemical weapons, 

e.g. special transportation equipment. (Relates to alt.2 in 1.1.)

2.1.3 Activities

2.1.3.1 Training and other activities to enable the use of chemical weapons 

(Relates to alt. 2 in 1.1.)

2.1.4 Plans for destruction, dismantling and converting of materials and 

facilities, including periodical exchange of statements and notifications

concerning the implementation of the plans.

2.2 Destruction, dismantling and conversion

The specific objects, timing issues and verification measures.

2.2.1 Chemical warfare agents

2.2.1.1 Supertoxic and toxic single purpose chemical warfare agents, stored 

in bulk or in munition: to be destroyed within a specific period of time.



3.

Precursors, scored in munition, as well as the more specific 

pound in each sec of precursors, if stored in bulk: 

stroyed within a specific period of time.

2.2.1.2 corn-

may have to be de-

2.2.1.3 Specific issues concerning verification relating to destruction of 

chemical warfare agents:

To ascertain that chemical substances brought to a destruction plant really 

are chemical warfare agents and that the amount of substance brought to the 

plant corresponds to the given declaration an on-site verification procedure 

may be necessary.

Such verification procedure could comprise

1) measuring the amount of substance delivered and the 

of products obtained;
amount

2) toxicity tests on materials delivered and products obtained.

Toxicity tests may have to be performed only in order to determine lethal 

dosis of the substances delivered to the destruction plant, i.e. to find out 

whether a substance is a super toxic or toxic chemical warfare agent, 

capacitating agents and precursors could presumably not be monitored in this 

For such substances, chemical analysis could be used to ascertain the

In

way, 

identity.

(Organizational aspects on verification relating to the issues covered by 

Part 2 will be dealt with in Part 3.)

2.2.2 Warheads and other means of disseminating chemical warfare agents 
m the target, including weapon systems, specifically intended for chemical 

warfare: to be dismantled and destroyed within a specific period of time.

The amount of chemical 

to be verified.
weapons etc. brought to a destruction plant may have

2.2.3 Production plants/means of production: to be dismantled or., if par- 
are given, converted to production of other chemical substanc 

within a specific period of time.

ticular reasons

;



2.2.3.1 Specific issues concerning verification relating to dismantling 
or conversion of production pi ants/means of production:

To ascertain that the plant etc. really has been used for the production 
of chemical warfare agents an on-site inspection may be necessary before 
the pertinent action has begun, 
have to be verified in the same

The destruction/dismantling procedure may 
way.

As probably some time will elapse between closing a plant and starting the 
dismantling, the plant may have to be sealed by mechanical means in the 
meantime. This procedure could be verified by on-site inspection and 
monitored by remote control.

For a production plant, which has been allowed to be converted to peaceful 
purposes instead of being destroyed, on—site inspection before and after 
the conversion may ascertain that the plant

a) has been used for chemical warfare agent production and

b) has been converted for production of other chemical compounds.

Such verification may consist of toxicity tests regarding the new product 
and inspection of the protection level at the converted plant, 
chemical analysis of waste water and the air around the building may be 
performed to confirm the permanence of the conversion.

Furthermore,

For the perhaps permitted (exempted) production of certain amounts of chemical
warfare agents, special facilities could be created, thus no existing pro
duction would be left for this The new plant may have to be under 
control through on-site inspection, ascertaining that the capacity of a new 
plant corresponds to the permitted production.

purpose.

(The issue will be further
elaborated in Part 3).

2.2.4 Munition filling facilities: may have to be dismantled or converted 
to be used for filling munitions of a non—chemical warfare nature within a
specific period of time.

2.2.4.1 Specific issues concerning verification relating to dismantling or 
conversion of munition filling facilities :



5.

Verification may be made by the 
plants.

as specified for productionsame means

2.2.5 Testing and training facilities, e.g. test fields: may have to 
protective or

case their use may have to be subject to verifi- 
(The issue of training facilities relates

be destroyed or dismantled unless preserved and used for 
other purposes, in which
cation measures. to alt. 2 in1.1.)

i
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Working Srcup on Chemical Weaoons
CD/CW/WP.S/Corr.l 

17 March 1981

Criçina1 : Enelish

Outline suggested by the Chairman for the work of the group.

PART 2

2.1.1.1, para a)second line insert after "soman" 

tabun,

2.1.1.1, after para a) insert new para b) :

b) toxic dual purpose chemical warfare agents (i.a. phosgene, hydrogen 

cyanioe, chlorine): declarations may concern approximate amounts of each 

agent, estimation of yearly production and consumption. When stored'in 

muni cions * the ceciaratiens may have to be as comprehensive as for super

toxic and single purpose chemical warfare agents.

!
.

:

After new para b) chance 

b) to c) and c) to d)

2.1.4, substi tute the following for the present text

2.1.4. Other modalities of declarations

2.1.4.1 Timing of declarations

2.1.4.2 Time frames (programmes) of plans for destruction, dismantling and 

converting of materials and facilities

2.1.4.3 Other modalities, including for periodical exchange of notifications 

concerning the implementation of the plans.

2.2.1.3, 

and procedural
;ast para within () in first line after "Organizational" insert

02.81-60787
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COMMITTEE GIT DISARMAMENT 
Working Group en Chemical Weapons

CANADA
WORKING PAPER

VERIFICATION AUD CHEMICAL WEAPONS

chemical weapons disarmament might he
of nuclear explosions where a workable 

international control organization is being 
verification methods, either singly or in

The problem of verification in
.contrasted with that of seismic detection
detection method is availaole and an

In the chemical area, noevolved.
combination, are considered to oe adequate and control organizations have not

As an illustration of the technicalprogressed beyond a general proposal stage.
United Kingdom in CCD/502 calculated the sensitivity requireddifficulties, the 

of a black box system to detect a "puff dispersion" of 1C kg of chemical agent 
For the most distant case (USSR),(155 shell) downwind at the national border.

downwind from known test ranges c-nd it wc^ concluded thatborders are 10,000 km 
an increase in sensitivity of aoout

methods would be needed for detection.
three orders of magnitude from the best

•This was unlikely to be attainedcurrent 
within the next decade.

been underway in the CCD and the CD forFor over 10 years negotiations have
"development production and stockpiling" of chemicalan agreement to prohibit the

In addition, bilateral discussions have been underway for several years 
their fundamental differences, particularly

weapons.
between the USA and USSR to resolve 
in the area of verification, 
been collected and most 
these fora, 'wide differences of position

However, while a great deal of information hask.v

technical points have been thoroughly clarified within 
remain and a workable treaty is still

a rather distant possibility.

already prohibited by the General Protocol 
including the USSR and the USA have placed 

Protocol does not prohibit the assembly of

The use of chemical weapons is
of 1925. However, many key nations

Theretaliation riders on it. 
chemical arsenals: their use in retaliation, or their use against non-

the Geneva ProtocolThere is also no verification provision insignatories.
restraint and the weight of world opinion.and it functions only through moral

sufficientexceptions, this has generally provenFortunately, with some minor 
for the past 60 years particularly during the second World War, but there is

restraint is new breaking down.some evidence that this

GE.81-60510
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-n 1975 a. convention prohibiting the development, production and stockpiling
Ox oiclogical weapons, negotiated tnrough CCD, was adopted under uIT ausnices. It

thought at the time that biological weapons were rather impractical for 
on the battlefield and nations were 'unlikely to use them whether banned or
was use

not so vhc-.t a verification procedure rnvo.ving the ccnsultation/cccperation 
method with recourse to the Security Council was adopted, 
which were discussed during the first Review Conference of the 
m March of I960 have shown the method of verification under 
to oe inadequate though of symbolic value.

Consequently, events 
Treaty in Geneva 

present circumstances

m con i.rc-st uo oiolcgical weapons, it is generally agreed that chemical 
weapons could be highly effective on the battlefield, 
adequate means of verification must
the necessary means are not available and this presents 
overwhelming block to achievement of a convention.
xn bi.e current wcrj_a situation as there as evidence of recent transfer of weapons

This is one reason why an
be included in any new treaty. Unfortunately

a significant and perhaps
This ha.s serious implications

and expertise oetween nations and big power encouragement of use of chemical 
weapons by non-signatories of the Geneva Protocol. Further deterioration in the 
situation could rapidly lead to much wider proliferation of chemical weapons in 
a time frame which may be much shorter than that needed to resolve current

achieve an adequate chemical weapons convention.

m a chemical convention as proposed, there are three specific activities 
°o canned, development, production, and stockpiling, each of which would require 
verification, not necessarily by identical mechanisms.

Development includes the entire range of the R and D 
stages could be carried out within standard research laboratories and would be 
impossible to identify.

process. The initial

Eventually hardware development and testing would be
necessary and here the UK model in GCD/502 or other technical verification means 
might be applicable. However, apart from the technica.1 problems, there remains 
the question of verifying intent as it may not be possible to determine if'such-
testing was for offensive or defensive purposes. It is still generally agreed 
in the vD that research activities for defensive purposes cannot be banned, 
although some hold that the need for defensive testing will no longer be
supported once a. convention comes into effect and would tend to disappear, 
would appear that verification of non—development of toxic chemical-" for warfare

It
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purposes and associated 
—r.i crmation in related areas including' a 
scientific and

weaponry can only le achieved by the free exchange of
ccntinuous exchange of visits by

ether staff so that the development of the 
and the underlying intent within

necessary technologies 
a country would be evident to others. National

aeans, including intelligence operations, 
adversaries, but such sources cf informa

tiay serve to arouse the suspicions of
tion do not necessarily prove the breech

cf a convention, particularly to the world at large.

Che production cf chemical agents and 
in contravention cf a

weaponry sufficient for use in warfare
protocol would require a relatively large clandestine 

operation. Weaponry could be produced within conventional munitions facilities 
on-site inspection,or hidden elsewhere and this activity could be exposed only by 

perhaps cy the external detection of quality control testing-, 
inadvertent flew of informa

or through the 
aticn from employees or travellers in the site vicinity, 

Such verification mechanisms would beetc. to the external monitoring agency.
extremely difficult where a closed society was involved, 
pj.-'-^c-ion of toxic agents would be somewhat

The clandestine 
core difficult to hide as it would

require high containment and extensive peripheral arrangements for safety nurpeses 
-reduction, but for storage and transport as well. ;

Existing
chemical manufacturing facilities, even those for closely related materials such !

!as insecticides and herbicides would not be adequate for such operations 
very few recent plants where the

except in a
necessary high containment may have been installed. 

The cisposal of ary wastes in quantity either to the atmosphere or to water systems 
would provide technically feasible means of detection by outside observers in 
situation where relatively near site sampling and inspection is possible, 
possible that new high containment facilities

any
It is

could be constructed and hidden
Cy 215 cflendi^g nation so long as the flow of casual information from the 
could be controlled.

area

Many chemicals other than the 
chemical warfare and 
necessary.

current lethal agents may be important in 
some means to ensure their non-use for warfare purposes is 

chemicals are knownA wide variety of industrial and other toxic 
and with the prohibition of known chemical agents some of these might become quite
practical for use in warfare, 
purposes (dual purpose agent) they cannot be banned.

"*s °-f these are already produced for ether
Some, such as binary 

may be produced in any available chemicalcomponents, are not even toxic and 
facilities. For all dual purpose chemicals, only their use in warfare and perhaps
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their stockpiling for this purpose car ce carrée, 
general purpose crise 
it becomes a. care

lists ci such materials or a 
'in nay ce defined within a convention, cut here again 

cf verifying intent arc the only safeguard is the free flow 
tf people arc infcreation between nations.

Various nears cf economic verification of agent non-preduction.have 
been proposed over the years, generally involving detailed analysis cf the flow 
of chemicals and products within a country.
of raw materials to agent production right be readily evident.
_arger industrial societies such as the "Ü. and USSR these diversions right well 
ce icst within statistical errors cr the published data could be subtly distorted 
without detection.

For the smaller nations, the-diversion
However, for the

There are two aspects cf banning the stockpiling cf chemical weapons : 
a) declaration and destruction of existing stacks ; 
c) stockpiling cf new stocks.

"ox those existing stocks wnich are declared under a formula laid out du: a. 
convention and subsequently destroyed at declared sites, verification may just be

and

a matter of periodic inspection and even in a closed society such inspection might 
be desirable for propaganda purposes. However, it is not likely that destruction 
could be verified by remote means as new high containment facilities would be
constructed. Unfortunately, it is highly unlikely that any means cf verification

The storage (or non
existing or new, could not be verified 

Detailed or.-site inspections would be required, but hew would an
The problem of verification of new 

stockpile acquisition relates directly to verification of non-production.

could ever determine the veracity of stock declarations, 
storage) of chemical weapons at hidden sites, 
by cry means.
outside control agency know where to look.

Any solutions to verification dn the chemical weanons area, are seriously 
complicated by the political situation. If as initially indicated, remote 
detection techniques dc not provide adequate verification, then it will be 
necessary tc get closer. This means near cr cn-site inspection. This is one 
of the outstanding issues between the USA and USSR positions cn the convention.

Technically there are a number of ways to obtain proof of agent presence 
even after the passage of time, if qualified inspectors could approach a 
suspected site and obtain samples. However, no country contemplating the
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Ever with respect
sampling is difficult in a war zone.

Over the years many countries have proposed international verification 
mechanisms such as an international verification agency, consultative committees,
use of the Security Council, ad hoc committees, trained inspection teams, etc,
leaving apart the question of who would pay the bill, even a truly international
agency would have difficulty gaining permission for on-site access, 
bilateral talks with the USA, the USSR has agreed to some challenge inspection 
with international participation, but no sample taking, 
mechanism for this has been reported although the USSR have agreed in principle 
to the possible establishment of a ’'consultative committee".

In their

Ho indication of a

A longstanding proposal for verification has been the use of "national
means". The establishment of "national verification agencies" to monitor internal 
compliance has also been proposed. national means presumably includes intelligence 

This perhaps could be mounted by the 
Such mechanisms would tend to increase the

It is not clear how a

operations and satellite observations.
USA and USSR, but by few others, 
dependence of lesser nations on the two big powers.
nations.! agency would be allowed sufficient objectivity or freedom to "blow the 
whistle on its own government if it were cheating.

A fashionable area of discussion in chemical arms control circles is on 
"confidence building measures", 
hopefully help breakdown barriers to agreement.

These are supposedly measures which will
Unfortunately there has been 

little meeting of the minds as both the Warsaw Pact end Western nations have
tended to propose those activities which would be confidence building to themselves
and both sides have tended to reject or not listen to the proposals being presented 
by the other side. There remains a distinct gulf between the two sides and very- 
little has been achieved so far to build confidence in each other.

As a final footnote on technical verification the UK paper CCD/502, on 
remote detection of a chemical event in the atmosphere was referenced earlier.
Recent developments in the field of mass spectroscopy have improved detection 
sensitivity by nearly the 3 orders of magnitude required, 
circumstances, the detection and identification of toxic agents, 10,000 km down-

Under selected

wind nuy now oe just possible though the development of a black box to place at a 
border is probably a decade away. Even so, not all activities result in the 
release of a 10 kilcgramm puff of chemical to the atmosphere and very fortuitous 
weather conditions would be necessary for ?. system 10,000 km away to be located at 
the right time and place to detect an event.y
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the Chairman for the work of the group.Outline suggested by

PART 3

of the convention, i.e. verification measures and complaints
Implementation 
procedures.

Verification3.
of the prohi-should be commensurate with the scope

, obligations of destruction, dismantling and conversion and other
of compliance with the

both national and international.

The verification measures 
bitions

of the convention in order to provide assurance 
Such measures may have to be

aspects 
convention.

National verification measures3.1
accordance with the provisions of the 

constitutional procedures.
have to be decided inSuch measures may 

convention and the States parties own

of national technicalof verification including the
allowed in consistence with generally

useNational means
of verification may have to be 

recognized principles
of deliberate concealment measures, from other parties.

3.1.2

means
. through theof international law and without hindrance, e-g

use

in accor-undertake appropriate internal measuresParties may have to3.1.3
dance with
under their jurisdiction or control, any activity contrary 

of the convention.

their constitutional procedures to prohibit and prevent anywhere
to the provisions

of international verification measures3.2

MU>



2.

destruction* dismantling or conversionCompliance with obligations concernai.g 
into peaceful use of

- stockpiles of warfare agents and weapons specifically intended for chemical

warfare

production facilities/means of production for chemical warfare agents and 

chemical weapons I

munition filling facilities

testing and training facilities (The issue of training facilities relates 

to alt. 2 in 1.1).

Continuously as long as the convention remains in force:

Status of production facilities/means of production which have been 
verted to peaceful use

3.2.2
con-a)

Compliance with the prohibitions and other regulations concerning 
certain activities, materials and facilities (see 1.2), i.a.:

b)

-production of single purpose chemical warfare agents

restricted production of dual-purpose chemical warfare agents 
and some binary chemical weapons precursors

non-transfer of knowledge and materials (see 1.2.1)

non

activities and facilities related to planning, organization 
(The issue relates to alt. 2 in 1.1)

some
and training.

International measures and procedures for verification3.3

Declarations and exchange of information.3.3.1

Parties may have to undertake to declare possession (or non possession) of spe
cific materials, facilities and activities and of plans for disposal of materials 
and facilities according to 2.1, as well as exchange information on the progress

Informa-of disposal of stocks and production facilities/means of production, 
tion may have to be exchanged on permitted production of chemical warfare agents
for protective and peaceful purposes.



3.

3.3.2 Consultations

have to undertake to consult each other and to cooperate in 
arise in relation to the convention.

3.3.2.1 Parties may 
solving problems which may

consultations could be undertaken bilaterally between the parties 
or within the framework of a special procedure established by the

3.3.2.2 Such 
concerned,
convention (see 3.3.3) or within the framework of the United Nations and in

accordance with its Charter.

Consultative committee
A consultative committee may have to be established to handle international veri
fication measures at the entry into force of the convention.

3.3.3

3.3.3.1 The committee may be composed of one expert from each State party and 
with the Secretary-General of the U.N. or his representative as its chairman. 
It may for specific tasks set up sub-committees and verification teams.

3.3.3.2 The committee may meet for a regular meeting at least once a year and 

otherwise at the request of a party.

3.3.3.3 The committee may be competent:

the performance of destruction, dismantling and conversion to 
peaceful purposes of stockpiles of chemical warfare agents, chemical 
weapons, production facilities/means of production etc. (see 2.2)

to enquire into facts concerning alleged violations of the convention

a) to ensure

b)

to check periodically through on—site visits facilities for permitted 
production of chemical warfare agents, with respect to amounts produced 
and their use

c)

facilitate compliance with the convention, e.g. by developing international 
standardization of methods and routines to be applied by national and 
international verification organs.

d)

3.3.3.4 The committee may be empowered to request from States parties, internatio 
nal organizations, groups and individuals such information and assistance as may 
be appropriate and relevant to its work.



4.

3.3.3.5 The parties to the convention may have to undertake to cooperate with 
the committee in carrying out its tasks.

3.3.3.6 The working rules and procedures of the committee may have to provide 
for effective, fair, impartial and unobtrusive proceedings.

3.3.3.7 If the committee is unable to provide for a unanimous report on its 
findings of fact, it will present the different views of the experts involved.

3.3.3.8 In order to carry out its tasks the committee may have to be provided 
with or have access to specific facilities, such as a secretariat, chemical 
and toxical laboratories and remote sensing equipment.

3.3.3.9 The committee may be allowed to undertake on-site inspections:

a) in order to confirm received information concerning planned, on-going 
or effected destruction, dismantling or conversion, after consultation 
with the State party concerned (see 3.2.3.3);

in order to enquire into facts concerning alleged ambiguities or violations 
of the compliance with the convention, provided appropriate reasons have 
been given in support of the necessity of such an investigation have been 
provided.

b)

/

If the requested party does not agree to on-site inspection, it may have to 
give appropriate explanations that an on-site inspection would at that time 
jeopardize its supreme interests.

Procedures are to be developed for on-site investigation, including provisions 
regarding the rights and functions of the inspection personnel, and the rights 
and functions of the host side.

3.3.4 The Security Council

3.3.4.1 The convention may have to provide for the possibility for States parties 
to lodge a complaint with the Security Council of the U.N., if they have made 
unsuccessful efforts of consultation and cooperation pursuant to the relevant



I

5.

provisions of the convention and have reason to believe that any other State 
party is acting in breach of obligations under the convention.

3.3.4.2 Parties nay then also have to undertake to cooperate in carrying out 
any investigation which the Security Council may initiate on the basis of the 
complaint received by the Council.

• •
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COMMITTEE ON DISARMAMENT CD/CW/WP.10 Corr.1 
11 March 1981Working Group on Chemical Weapons

Original: English

Outline suggested by the Chairman of the Group.

Part 3

3.1 National verification measures

Before 1st para add 
3.1.1

3.1.2 2nd line "consistence" change to 
consistency

3.2.1 1st line " — stockpiles of warfare agents and weapons specifically 
intended for chemical warfare" change to
stockpiles of chemical warfare agents, and those weapons specifically 

intended for chemical warfare

3.3.3.8 2nd line after"secretariat" add
technical experts,

3.3.3.9 a) 
3.3.3.3

3rd line "3.2.3.3" change to

3.3.3.9 b) 1st line after "ambiguities" add
in

/ 3rd - 4th line delete "have been provided"

last para, 2nd line, after "rights" add 
, obligations

3.3.4.1 2nd line after "Council" add 
or General Assembly

GE.81-60652
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CD/cv,Ar?.ii 
5 1 larch 1931
ENGLISH
Original: RUSSIAN

committee on disafiiamhet
Working Group on Chemical Weapons

IÎ01TGCLIA, POLAUD, USSR 
Working Paoer

Chemical weanons: types cf activity to be covered by 
a convention on the prohibition of chenical weapons

The delegations of Mongolia, Poland and the USSR wish to express their 
satisfaction at the fact that, at the beginning of its 1931 session, the Committee on 
Disarmament decided to re-establish the Ad Hoc Working Group on Chemical Weapons.
In so doing, the Committee tool: into account General Assembly resolution 35/144 B, 
in which it vac uirged-to -continueac-frcm -the -beginning --of its 1“G1 -session and as 
a matter of high priority, negotiations on a multilateral convention on the complete 
and effective prohibition cf the development, production and stockpiling of all 
chemical weapons and of their destruction, tailing into account all existing proposals 
and future initiatives.

The Ad Hoc Working Group has begun its work at the Committee on Disarmament's 
present session by considering the question of the scope of the prohibition.

In this respect it should be recalled that, in the draft convention on the 
prohioition of chemical weapons that was submitted to the Committee on Disarmament
an 1972 by Bulgaria, the Byelorussian SSR, Chechoslovakia, Hungary, Mongolia, Poland, 
Romania, the Ukrainian SSFi and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (CCD/36I ), * 
the proposed sc:pe cf the ban extended to types of activity such as developing, 
producing, stockpiling, acquiring and retaining chemical weapons end assisting, 
encouraging or inducing anyone to manufacture or acquire such weapons. 
vas

In 1975, it
stated in document CD/400, submitted by Argentina, Brasil, Burma, Egypt, Ethiopia,

Mexico, Morocco, ITigeria, Sweden and Yugoslavia that; 
snow a basic agreement on the objective of the negotiations relating to chemical 
weapons, namely that they should aim, in accordance with relevant United Nations 
resolutions, at reaching a comprehensive ban, covering the development, production 
and stockpiling of all chenical weapons, their equipment and means of delivery, as 
veil as the destruction of existing stocks".

'Discussions in the Committee

GE.31-60991
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iirtic"' es X and III of the c.raft convention vlii.cn Japan s jcm— l occ. --r c--n.j-i.Qera vion 
Disarmament in 1974 (CCD/4.20) refer to the need for States parties

acquire
by the Conir.ittee on 
to the future- convention to undertake never to develop, produce, stockpile,

tain chera cal weapons or transfer then to any recipient whatsoever and not toor re
induce anyone to ro.nufactv.re or acquire such weapons.

communiqués to the Committee on 
in the bilateral negotiations on the prohibition of

assist, encourage or 
In addition all the geint USSR-United States

Disarmament on the progress
refer to the need for po.rties to a future convention to assure the

stockpile or retain chemical weapons
chemical weapons
obligation never to develop, produce, acquire

them to any third party and not to assist, encourage or induce anyone toor transfer
^rage ir. activities contrary to such undertakings.

These examples chow that there is a bread measure of agreement among States 
- concerning the prohibition, in a -future -convention, of -the following types of am u'-ivy:

development ; 
production ;

si tier. ; 
stockpiling : 
retention ; 
transfer; 
assistance ;

acc

encouragement and inducement.
It. the opinion of the delegations of Mongolia. Poland and the USSR, such an

reproach is entirely in keeping with the provisions of the Final Document of tne
United Rations General Assembly devoted to disarmament.With special session of the

The same range of prohibited types of activity — 
is mentioned below — is proposed in the draft convention put forwe.ro m x?7o by t.._

but with one exception, which

United Kingdom. 
The

chemical weapons

the prohibition ofproposed extension of the framework of a. convention on
to include planning organisation and training for t-hc use of

mass destruction is unjustified and unrealistic : it would en-a^lweapons of
interference in the field of activities by States that relates to the safeguarding of

Furthermore,and is unrelated Lo the waging of chemical are.
with the prohibition of the principal types

their security 
such ar. extension is unnecessary since



of activity connected with the- waging of chemical x.-arfare, there will be no need for
or training for the purposes of ouch warfare. Consequently,planning, organisation 

the proposal for such an extension can only complicate the course of the negotiations 
in the he Hoc './orbing C-rcup, side track its work and raise additional, and perhaps
inruperable, difficvluses .

The proposal that, in addition to prohibiting types cf activity or. which there 
is a broad measure cf agreement, the convention should also prohibit the use cf

As is veil Imoxm, the use cf chemicalchemical weapons is sir- nnaecepsable, 
weapons is prohibited by the 1^2"? Geneva-. Protocol. Duplication of this important 

in another document could only be prejudicial to thatrule of international lev 
authoritative international agreement.

in favour cf the complete, effective and verifiable
acquisition by ether means,.stockpiling 
the Ad hoc 'forking Group on Chemical 

'"eanens would reduce the number of issues or. which tr.o opinions 01 derogations are 
divided.

By taking a firm stand 
prohibition of the development, production,
and retention of means sf chemical warfare,









COMMITTEE ON DISARMAMENT CD/CV/WP.12
.Working Group on Chemical Weapons 10 March 1981

Original: ENGLISH

Outline suggested by the Chairman for the work of the group.

PAST IV

4. Confidence building measures (CBM)

4.1 Object
Voluntary measures to build confidence concerning the serious intentions 
of States

a) during the negotiating process and after the convention has been 
concluded but before it has entered into force ;

b) after the convention has entered into force.

4.2 Examples of CBM's during the negotiating process and after the 
convention has been concluded but before it has entered into force

4.2.1 Declarations of possession or non-possession of chemical weapons, 
production facilities, stockpiles and testing facilities and their 
location.

4.2.2 Invitations to visit stockpiles, testing facilities, production 
plants - with or without production of chemical warfare agents - and
destruction plants.

4.2.3 Measures to facilitate cooperation between States regarding 
protection for civilian and military personnel.

4.2.4 Exchange of information on and invitations to attend military 
manoeuvres which include moments related to the use of chemical weapons.

4.2.5 exchange of information on methods for monitoring the scientific 
and technical development of concern with respect to chemical weapons.

GZ.21-60672
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4.3 Examples of CBM's after the convention has entered into force

Exchange of information on protective measures, military and 
civilian including, industrial protective measures.
4.3. 1

4.3.2 Invitations to cooperative efforts in areas related to the con
vention.

4.3.3 Exchange of information on. results obtained by national technical 
means of verification .

!



.





.2 Positive provisions

Parties could undertake to exchange information, equipment and materials 
in order to facilitate the use of chemical agents for peaceful and protective 
purposes.

5.2.1

The convention could state that scientific and technical developments for peaceful 
and protective purposes in fields related to the convention should not be hampered 
through its provisions.

International cooneration

5.2.2 The convention could recognize the principle that a substantial portion of 
the savings from disarmament measures should be devoted to promoting economic and 
social development, particularly in developing countries.

5.2.5 The convention could provide for assistance in accordance with the U.N. 
Charter to parties which so request, if the Security Council decides that they 
have been exposed to danger as a result of a violation of the convention.

GE.81-60734
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Working Group on Chemical Weapons

Original: ENGLISH

Outline suggested by the Chairman for the work of the group

PART V
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6. rrevisions

6.1 forcetru into
As ir the Z2S1C1 Convention it could be stipulated that the server.tier shall enter

Forinto feres upon the deposit cf hrstrarerts of ratificaticn by 20 Govemnents. 
these States vhese instruments of ratification cr accession are deposited after

the ccr.vertier, it could enter ante force on the date cfforce cfthe entry into
the deposit ef their irstmeets of ratification er accession.

6.2 Si —aturs. ratificaticn. accession
ehe HIHI lonrenticn it could- be stipulated that the convention sha_l ce open 

to all States for signature - to be subsequently ratified - and that any State 
vhich does rot sign the convention before its entry into force ray accede to it 
at any tire.

As in

As in the EEXCL Convention instrorents of rat if i cat ion or accession coula be 
deposited with the Secretary-General cf the United Nations.

6.4 Iteration
As in the Biological ’weapons anc the 222201/ Conventions the convention could 
be cf anLiai tec duration.

6.5 ' i'nôrav=l£
As in the Biological weapons Convention States parties could have the right tc 
withdraw fror the convention if they decide that extraordinary events, related 
to the subject ratter of the ccnventicn, have jeopardized their supreme interests. 
Notice cf withdrawal could be stipulated three months in advance and would 
include a staterer.c of the extraordinary events which the notice-giving parties 
regard as having jeopardized their suprere interests.

GZ.Si-6076-
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6.6 • Review conferences
As in the BicloL cal Weapons Convention ".t could he stipulated that a conference 
of the States parties should he held at Geneva five years after the entry into 
force of the convention, or earlier if this is requested by a majority of the 
parties to review the operation of the convention, 
review conferences, to he held at intervals of five years thereafter and at other 
times, if requested by a majority of the parties, could he included in accordance 
with established practice concerning the Biological Weapons Convention, though 
in that case such a provision was not specifically included.

Provisions for further

6.7 Amendments
As in the Biological Weapons Convention it -could he stipulated that amendments, 
proposed by States parties, shall enter into force for each State party accepting 
the amendments upon their acceptance -by a majority of the States parties and 
thereafter for each remaining State party, when it accepts them.

(
f

Preamble, annexes and other texts related to the convention6.8
A preamble could be considered expressing the general considerations of the object

Furthermore, it could contain a reference to theand purpose of the conventiqru 
relationship between the Convention, the 1925 Geneva Protocol and the Biological

Weapons Convention.

The detailed technical questions involved in the convention, as well as the 
detailed organizational and - procedural questions regarding the possible consultative 
committee could be dealt with in annexes, which would form integral parts of the 

convention.

Voluntary confidence-building measures could be dealt with in resolutions to be 

adopted by the United Nations General Assembly.

If detailed provisions are needed to deal with the relationship between the 
convention, the 1925 Geneva Protocol and the Biological Weapons Convention, it

or in■could be considered whether such provisions should be embodied in an annex 
a separate protocol.

A protocol could also be considered to deal with possible applications to the 1925 
Geneva Protocol, and the Biological Weapons Convention of provisions in a chemical

those concerning the functions of a consultative committee.weapons convention, e.g.







At the present stage in the work of the Ad Hoc Working Group on the Prohibition
ot Cnemical Weapons, the delegations of Bulgaria, Hungary and Poland consider it
necessary, ior the purposes of the search for mutual 
their views on the question of the basic definitions 
m the text of the convention

understanding, to express 
to be elaborated and included 

on die prohibition of this type of weanon of mass
destruction.

As a result of the discussion 
in 1980, there appeared to be
following could, subject to agreed definitions, 
conventi on:

on thus question in the Ad Hoc Working Group 
a general convergence of views that items such as the

be prohibited under the future

( ) Chemical warfare agents,
Chemical munitions,
Precursors,
Chemical weapons, equipment or systems,
I leans of/facilities for the production of the above.

( )

(e)!V,f?

cr/cw/wT.15
25 I larch 1981
jjjIGjjISH
Original: RUSSIA!!

COMÎHTTEE OIT DISARI IAHEITT 
Working C-roup on Chemical Weapons

Bulgaria, Hungary, Poland

Working oarer

Chemical weapons: definitions
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This point of view coincides to a large extent with the cannon unaer standings 
reached "between the "SCI. and th_ "Jnitcd States cf imcrica (décimant CD/112; on 
the- r.c-cd for definitions of the f aliasing toms :

(a) Chcnical woape
(b) Super-toxic lethal chcnical,- ----
(c) Other lethal chcnical, __ --
(d; Other hamful chcnical,
(e) lion-hostile purposes.
i clear understanding of these toms would ciehe for effective progress in 

further work on the identifies cion of arc es ana questions ce be studied for the 
purposes of the convention. The elaboration of ether definitions as well would 
not cf course ce excluded if, in the process cf preparing the 7 or. vent ion, it 
appeared that they night be usaf"1

Senetines the terns "single-purpose agent" and "dual-purpose agent" are 
used in dements. In part I of the outline suggested by the Chaiman for the 
work cf the Group (CD/CV/.7F. 7 ), it is proposed that these concepts should be 
included in the list of basic definitions. The tern "single-purpose agent" is 
used instead of the tern "super-toxic lethal chcnical", and the tom 
"dual-purpose agent" instead of the terns "other le thaï chemical" and "other 
hamful chemical". But the terns "single-purpose agent" and "dual-purpose agent" 
are not sufficiently precise from the technical standpoint, 
the general purpose criterion, it would seen that all known other chemicals 
can in one way or another be regarded as multi-purpose agents since some of then 
arc used extensively for non-hostile purposes, while others are used to a limited 
and minimal extent — but nevertheless are used — for such purposes. The 
permissibility of using an agreed quantity cf any super-toxic lethal chemicals 
for peaceful purposes and non-hostile military purposes, and also for military 
purposes not related to the waging of chemical warfare, is generally recognized.
In the light of these differences between the terns, the use of the concepts 
"single-purpose agent" and "dual-purpose agent" is questionable.

— ?

-4-A. «

In accordance with
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At the cane tine, the idea of very strict control over activities relating 
to super-toxic lethal chemicals deserves to he supported. In order to place then
in a separate group, it is highly desirable to use an additional toxicity 
criterion-- the nedian lethal dose which is less than or equal to 0.5 ng/hg 
(subcutaneous administration) or 2,000 mg-min/m^ (by inhalation), when measured 

by an agreed r.ethod. This toxicity threshold would clearly separate super-toxic 
lethal chenicals, which are intended primarily for chemical warfare purposes, iron 

all other chenicals including those which arc manufactured and used for peaceful
purposes.

Different degrees of restrictions and regulations— but restrictions less 

severe than those applied to super-toxic lethal chenicals— could be applied to the 

group of "other lethal chenicals" which are in many cases used very extensively 
for peaceful purposes, 

harmful chenicals.
The sane applies to another group of chenicals-- namely,

In part I of the outline suggested by the Chairman for the worl: of the Group, 

it is proposed shat the term "chemical warfare capability" should be also defined, 
-he chemical varfare capability (potential) of a. State includes inter alia the

planning and organization of chemical warfare and training for chemical warfare. 
As has already been stated in document CD/CU/WP.11, inclusion of these activities 

among the activities to be prohibited under the convention is unjustified and 
unrealistic. It would entail interference in activities by States that relate 
to the safeguarding of their security and are not related to the waging of 
chemical warfare.
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CG1Z23Z Cl
Jerking Group on Chemical 77e-pons

r» crklnr rater

=rations and destruction cf nuteruu-s ars tc-tu-utuc-s
suggested 'ey the Chaims, Part 2)(C cement s on the outline

trocedures te be provided for the implementation c* the convention nust
the implementation is effective end can beassurin' thatreconcile arc objectives: 

verified,
"be trees The entry

r~r. not carrcrami sing the security 01 Suâtes during tnc transition pc rice.
into force of the convention and the total elir.inataon cf ohemicau 

for example, to declare the creposition end
immediately upon the

Bur the sane is net true rith respect to declarations

States camet b-- asked,re areas.
locaticn cf their srockpiles cf chemical reapers, if 2 rv, —-v ?

convention’s entry into force.
recardins- classical rearers production ana nunutuen—ful_ung ea.cuuuaues ounce tney

Thet cease all activity as socn as the convention enters into uorcc. 
declarations ought therefore to be made in several stages.

DECLABAT1GB5 (2.l)
At the tine the country sec crocs a rarty
General declaration concerning the possession or non—posses su on 01 ■ chenu ca

sus

X.

reasons.
Sub se ruent déclarations2.
(a) Facilities (2.1.2)
Declaration, nr on the entry into force of the convention, of facilities lor the

manufacture of toxic single—rurrese or supertoxic agents, and of chemical reasons
Seals must be affixedThe declaration must state the exact location.filling sheds.

as soon as the convention enters into force and a system of supervision (black boxy,
An estimated timetable 

Conversion to civil purposes 
Such conversion also seems 

Conversion of a production facility to a plant

monitored every year until destruction, must be installed, 
for destruction is to be provided at the same time, 
cannot be accepted, because reconversion is too easy, 
rather impractical and unprofitable. 
for the destruction of chemical agents or munitions might perhaps be permitted, 
tine-limit for destruction must be set by the convention.

A

TZ.Si-60315
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(b) Specific weapons system. (2.1.1.3)
systems designed for the activation of chemical warfare agents

o.s the convention enters into force
Specific weapons

arc to be declared in very specnic oorms as 
and assembled at a single place, the location of which must be deleared.

soon
Their

as possible and be completed witnin a limited per~oudestruction must start as soon 
of time laid down by the convention.

(c) Chemical munixions (2.1.1.2)
On the entry into force of the convention, declaration of un- i-jo.-.! ucn.^..gc -y 

type of munitions and type of agent, and suenission of an estimates, destruction

schedule.
Annual submission of a detailed destruction schedule including, m 

the composition (quantity of munitions, nature of chemical agents) of the stockpile 

to be destroyed and its location or ta.it of tno destruction situ.
in bulk (2.1.1.l.o.)

On entry into force of the convention, declaration of total tonnage, by type
(d) Ch-"~cal marfare agents

of agent.
The detailed declaration is to be made later, at the time of submission of the 

destruction schedule indicating, inter alia, the nature of the stockpile (quantity, 
nature of the chemical agents) and its exact location or that of the destruction

Their destruction must start as soon as possible and be completed an.thin asite.
period of time laid down by the convention. 

(0) Specific -precursors (2.1.1.1.c)
in principle, thc’r should be destroyed,Those products are to be declared; 

but conversion to peaceful purposes could dg envisaged.
The declaration will have to state which option has been chosen.

II. DESTRUCTION (2.2)
It is essential that a verification procedure should bo established in situ 

throughout the period of destruction of agents, munitions and weapons systems or, 
where appropriate, of the conversion of specific precursors to peaceful purposes.
It should comprise for lethal toxic agents at least:

Verification of the quantities destroyed (weapons, regents and weapons systems,'. 
Verification of the nature of the toxic agent and, where this is not possible-, 

determination of its toxicity;
Verification of declarations.
The destruction of facilities does not require the presence of "monitors"

All that ’eill have to be verified on the spotduring the destruction operations.t'

v
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In addition, after the completeis the actual destruction of essential equipment, 
destruction of the facilities, it v/ili he necessary to verify through a detailed
on-the-spot inspection that the destruction has really heen carried, cut.

it is again emphasized, that all facilities for the manufacture of supertoxic 
or single-purpose toxic agents and all filling sheds must he d.estrcyed. 
facilities for the manufacture of specific precursors might perhaps he given the

The same applies to filling shed.s for binary munitions.

Only

possibility of conversion.
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COMMITTEE ON DISARMAMENT 

Working Group on Chemical Weapons

FRANCE

Chemical weapons - definitions, criteria

Fne exchanges of views that took place on 25 March 1931 at the meeting of the 

Working Group on Chemical Weapons showed the need to deal with the problems arising 

in matters connected with definitions and criteria in an orderly manner.

It oecame clear that it was essential to confine the definitions to the precise 

terms that would appear in a possible convention, that they should not be onen to 

any in t-erpre"Cation and that the criteria for definition should be universally accepted, 

unambiguous and not capable of changing in the course of time.

The irench delegation is very largely in agreement with these views and offers 

the following comments.

{

Ciiemical products tnat can be used in warfare are of various kinds according to 

the target chosen and the effect intended. It is, however, undeniable that the major 
target remains man, and it is this aspect of chemical warfare that is still the most

important. The effects aimed at are of two kinds, destruction or temporary 

disablement. Obviously only the first of these can provide immediate and lasting

military advantages.

We can therefore classify these products in the order of the danger they 

present as:

Lethal products ;

Products that reduce the operational capability of the combatant.

Lethal products may be divided into supertoxic agents, which have great toxic 

power, whose use in chemical warfare has a high probability and which can afford 

substantial military advantages, and lethal toxic agents, whose toxic power is less 

and whose use in warfare is less likely but possible, with, however, less certain 

results.

(

Products that reduce the operational capability of the combatant are either 

physical or mental incapacitants or irritants. Their use in warfare, which is in 
fact pro nib i ted by the 1925 Geneva Protocol, does not appear necessarily to provide 

a clear military advantage compared with the use of what are called conventional

weapons.

GE .81-60934
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Lethal chemical products therefore remain the most dangerous, and it is these 

products which must be defined first.

Host chemical products are dangerous for man and many of them can be used in 

Apart from the fact that the first use of chemical weapons would be a 

violation of the rules of war (1925 Geneva Protocol), chemical warfare operations 

are generally more difficult to carry out than conventional operations; it is

warfare.

therefore reasonable to think that such operations will be carried out only if they

It would therefore be advisable, beforebring an immediate and appreciable advantage. 

anything else, to define the criterion or the criteria for establishing the limit up

On the basis of thisto which the use of such products in warfare is very unlikely, 

limit, it will be possible to define the products the use of which is possible and

those the use of which is probable. 

toxicity criteria.

This definition will be based primarily on 

These criteria are to be determined according to the route by 

which the toxic agent penetrates into the body:

Inhalation toxicity, when the toxic agent penetrates through the respiratory

il

organs ; expressed in LCt

Percutaneous toxicity, when the toxic agent penetrates through the skin ; 

expressed in ID

»50

50'

Intraperitoneai-injection toxicity, when the toxic agent is injected into 

the body by means of specific munitions (shrapnel shells, shells with pellets,

flechette shells, etc. ) ; expressed in LD^q.

These types of toxicity will have to be measured by a method recognized by all

Tests will in any event bo carried out on animals,

The French delegation believes
States parties to ~he Convention, 

but the results will have to be extrapolated to man.

that only the latter are to be taken into account.

Whenever possible , the toxic agents or class of toxic agent will be defined
In the case of

(
by another unambiguous criterion or other unambiguous criteria, 

organophosphorus supertoxic agents, the French delegation believes that the structure

criterion proposed by the Netherlands is excellent, since it enables the specific 

precursors of these products to be monitored at the same time.
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delete "chemical warfare agents" throughout and substitute "chemicals" 

. the concept of "warfare agents" is descriptive and imprecise, 

delete "(insecticides, etc.)"

. insecticides, by design, have minimal mammalian toxicity and 

therefore are a poor example of dual purpose chemicals 

cyanide and phosgene are more illustrative 

delete../'others..(herbicides* . etc..)"

. the prohibition should be based on purpose and toxicity 

(see comments for 1.4-1 below)

general, comment: this section is longer and less precise than 

equivalent section of CD/112 which has very serviceable definitions. 

delete. "Agent" should be deleted and the article could then say 

1 a chemical is a chemical': in fact it confusingly says more 

than this

delete (see comments for 1.4.1 below) 

delete "(a)" and the whole of (b)

. Prominence should be given to the essential criterion of the 

ban - the general purpose criterion. This should be 

supplemented by toxicity criteria (1.4-3)• As in fact follows 

in the remainder of 1.4» the term "chemical" can then be used 

more simply and effectively than "chemical warfare agent". 

delete "may have to" and replace with "should" to read "toxicity 

tests should be performed on pure substance"

delete "mice and rats of well-defined, easily available strains" 

and replace with "e.g. mice, rats, rabbits, guinea pigs"

. specialized rodents would be inadequate for this purpose 

delete "together not exceeding one ton". Add to this paragraph 

another sentence : "Parties should declare and justify their 

annual requirements."

1.3.1

1.3-2

1.4.1

001.4.3.1

1.5.3

CD/CV/K?. 18 
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Part 1

1.2.3.1

1.2.3.1 (c)
:

O
u

V
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3.3.1 
3.3.3.6
3.3. • 9 00

Part 2

2.1.1.1

(b)

f
2.1.1.3

2.. I.2/2.L. 2.1 

2.1.4.1/2.1.4.2
2.2

2.2.1/2.2.1.1

2.2.3.1
2.2.4.1

Part 3

(a)3.2.2

CD/CW/V.T. IS 
page 3

delete "warfare agents" here and elsewhere

delete second sentence and rephrase whole paragraph to read 

"toxic dual purpose chemicals to he declared if stored in 

munitions."

. the civilian production annually of chemicals like phosgene, 

hydrogen cyanide and chlorine is so great that military 

stockpiles would represent a. very small percentage.

. Declarations (and verification) should he commensurate with 

the han (see first point in part 3): provisions concerning 

chemicals of medium toxicity need not be as comprehensive as 

for supertoxic chemicals. . .

de le te

. or amalgamate with 2.1.1.2, which is the same point

amalgamate

amalgamate

delete "or conversion"

. this concept should not he permitted in the treaty. No 

justification has been found for it and it enormously 

complicates verification. The alternative in the final 

paragraph of 2.2.3.1 is the acceptable one. 

amalgamate

delete references to conversion 

delete

. not worth saying here

de le te

. see 2.2 above

delete declarations element, which has been dealt with 

delete (hardly worth saying)

delete second paragraph and replace with "A requested party 

opposed to an on-site inspection should provide full information 

to the Committee relating to its compliance with the convention."
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Additional points
The Australian delegation would like to register for consideration the 

following points relating to the text in Annex I of CRP. 10 : -
"development and testing facilities" raises the question of testing 
for defensive purposes - we would not like to see a "ban on the 
testing for instance of respirators.
a similar point can "be made against this paragraph, which we would 
prefer to see deleted.
which may be the best deterrence, at least until the destruction of 

The general purpose criterion may assist in 
distinguishing legitimate protective testing.
although this point relates to alternative 2 (which we do not favour) 
it is relevant that special transportation equipment and other 
facilities under this heading may also be required for demilitarization 
purpo ses. ....

1.2.2

2.1.2.2
There should be no ban on protective measures,

all CV stocks.

2.1.2.4

c







CD/7.//WP.1S
23 April 1961

ENGLISHOriginal :

COIMTTEE ON DISARMAMENT 
Working Group on Chemical weapons

Note by the Chairman

In order to provide a starting point for the further substantive work in
convention on chemicalthe second part of this session towards achieving a 

weapons the Chairman intends to present a series of draft elements, the first 
of which — concerning the scope of the convention — are annexed hereto. More
elements will follow in due course.

The Chairman would like to invite the Delegations to present their comments 
and, where they deem it appropriate, proposals for amendments with a view to 
providing a basis, on which efforts can be made to clarify the issues further 
and to widen the areas of agreement and narrow the differences.

GE.81-61514
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Suggestions by the lhaim cf the Verkin* r.--~~iral -'ear cr.s-*r* r’~rr cr
r 5 I enent s cf a m.emical -eir;r.; : :r.v;r:i cr.

Each Scare Party 
tc reveler

to this Cenventicr. -undertakes never, 
produce, cthervise acquire, stockpile or retain:

enter ary cireras tance s

(a) super-toxic lethal, other lethal cr other hamful chenicals, 

tor o.tker than nen-hostile purposes or military 

the toxic properties of such

or
precursors of such chert cals, 

purposes not involving the utilization of

1 r---- S.1.S as weapons, provided tr.etr types ant quantities are consistent with
such purposes;

(h. trtnitiens or devices specifically designed to cause death or other

ra— erreugr the texte properties of the chenicals released free then, or

63 ———t specifically testgned for use directly in connection with the 
erplcynent of such runt tiens cr devices.

- — mettons o: chertcal weapons, supertoxic lethal chemicals, other lethal 
ant non—ncstt_e purposes ate givenohertoals, other harmful chertcals. precursors

nex

Each State Party to this 1er. verte or "undertakes never, ur-der any circumstances: 

ary chemical weapons; 

except to another State

to transfer to anyone, directly or indirectly, 
transfer to anyone,

Party, any supertexic lethal chemicals 
—- .at p mpeses,

directly or indirectly,

produced or otherwise acquired for 
Quantities which .re suitable for chemicalof types and in

weapons purposes;
(c) to assist, 

organization, State,
encourage cr induce, directly cr indirectly, any person,
cr e-tu. thereof, to engage in activities which the 

-- r=oty atselt would be obligated to refrain from under the Convention.
Ill

^acn ctate Party to this Convention undertakes to declare: 
(a, its stocks of chemical weapons and means of production cf such

weapons;

.s, its plans for the destruction or, where

* ~ £- 1 Ui'-oses ot deo_arec stocks of chemical weapons;
its plans for

appropriate, diversion for

the deotruction cr dismantling cf r- levar.t means cf
production.

concerning the timing, 
fc-urth in Annex 2.

- oer. t and : orm of suen déclara tiens are set

« i
* I»
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IV
Each State Party to this Convention undertakes to:

(a) c 3stroy or divert for permitted purposes ito stocks of chemical
weapons;

(b) destroy or dianantle its means of production of chemical weapons, 
or to convert them temporarily, before final destruction or dismantling, for 
the purpose of destroying its stocks of such weapons.
Matters concerning the timing and procedures, including exchanges of statements 

and notifications, for destruction and diversion for permitted purposes of stocks 
or chemical weapons, as well as destruction, dismantling and temporary conversion 
of means of production of chemical weapons are set forth in Annex 3*







d/cw At. y3*• “ ' °.' 5 June 1961
Th ecu. cal "«"eapcrs’tg Jrcup onVer* Original: HHGLIdu

-f -r.e Vçrkirr Troue cr. Jhenical VeartRS--£ 7>air~~rôirr-esticrs weacons conventionr: s rien ta 1fer e~.er-or.es
attu

Tefiriticns arm criteria.
Àrr.eï have been agréée upon ter tneThe definitions, criteria and needed s in this

of this—Convention. 
"Chemical weapons” 

devices cr equipment 
this Convention.

rurtese
chenicals, munitions,and "other neans of chenical warfare" are 

that would be covered by the obligations outlined in article I of

A "surer-toxic lethal chenical" is any toxic chenical whatever its origin vita a
--/<g (subcutaneous administration)

y~g— neasured by the rethocs set fortn m paragrapn 9

-
/ •

nedian lethal dose which is less than or equal to C.5 
or 2.0CC sg-oin/= (^7 inhalation).

of this Annex.
toxic chenical whatever its origan witn a 

ng,'A£g (subcutaneous adninistration) or 
is less than or equal to 10 ng/sg

(by inhalation) when neasured by the

Any "other lethal chenical" is ary4.
lethal icse which is greater than 0.5

and which
admnistraticn' cr 2C,CCC rg

nedian
2,XC ng-nin/n^ (by inhalation)

,„/.3( subcutaneous • —

forth in paragraph 5 of this Annex.
is any toxic chenical whatever its engin w---a
m 10 ag/kg (subcutaneous administration)

methods set forth in paragraph 9

Any "ether harmful chemical"5.
ornedian lethal dcse which is greater tha

(by inhalation) when neasured by the2C.CCC rg-mir/r' 
f this Annex.
. "Precursors ” are sets of chemicals, which not necessarily themselves are super- 

toxic lethal, toxic lethal cr other harmful chemicals, hut which, when rate to re=.c .
chemically with each other, form among others also such chemicals as are mentioned in

in a set of7really one cr sene of the premirscrs 
c lethal chenicals have none or little use for production of

paragraphs 2 - 5 of this Annex.
chemicals forming sutereexi 
other chemicals. They are referred to in this Annex as unique precursors.

are any industrial, agricultural, research, medical or"5on—hostile purposes"
other peaceful purposes law-enforcement purposes, 
protection against chemical weapons, 
use cf chemical weapons non-hcstile purposes are

"Hears of production" are any facilities capable of producing chemicals for

7.
directly related to 

Together with military mimeses not involving the
permitted purposes.

cr purposes

referred to as
e.

«nor-permitted purposes.
Methods for toxicity determinations and identification of chemicals.9.
fa) /to be agreed cm/
00 SI

(c)

I *
 I 

J

on
 o
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AJÎÎTEX II

of stocks of che-ical wearers andDeclarations of -possession_____________ ___ ____________ . ^ , .
aesas of production of chemical weapons. clans for their ses.rue.-on 
nr /i-ivPTc-irr. for remitted purees es an: tir.e frames ana :c.-s :cr

Baking suer, declarations

undertakes tc declare within 31 days 
the State Party adhered to the

Each State Party to the Convention 

after the Convention has entered into force or
1.

Convention.
cf cherical warfare.(a) possession cf cherical weapons and ether nears

rustier about types and amounts of such wearsThe declaration should contain info

and means•
*

cf means of production , 
-toxic lethal

(b) location of stocks, location and capacity 
including specialized facility for permitted production cf super

chemicals, and location of testing facilities,
, where appropriate, diversion for(c) plans for the destruction or

cf chemical warfare andof declared stocks of chemical weapons anc means
destruction and dismantling of the means of their production anc/crpurposes 

plans for the 
testing facilities, 
of the stocks and means to be destructed or

The declarations should contain information about the vmu_=
diverted and the timing of the activities,

and localization of destruction"mothballing" cf means cf production 
Detailed information on the actual oestruotior., cisnar.

including so-called 

facilities.
diversion activities should be given not 
the process unless this is plannee to taste piace with-r. 

has entered into force cr the State

„ flater than one year before the start
er.tirnthe Corone year after 

Party adhered to the Convention.

cf chemicalcf chemical weapons a no other near-The following are examples
çreduction:cf theirwarfare and means

Suoertcxic lethal mustard gas.17.,chemicals; ta run, sarir., s cran

arc unique precursors for the production
phosgene, hydrogen cyanide,Cther lethal chemicals:
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State Party wishes 

destruction facility, it she.ll
to article IV (b) of the Conventior., a(d) if according

to convert, temporarily, a production facility t0 a
a time plan for the conversion, for the destructior.

declare the reasons for this, 

activities and for the

Each State Party to

i
final dismantling-of the converted facility. -- *

the Convention undertakes to declare on a yearly basis

and other means of
2.

diversion of its chemical weapon-
dismantling of their means of preauction

the progress of destruction c-r
warfare and the destruction andchemical

declaration confirming the final
facilities until it is able to issue aand testing VS, 2).of production (see Annex ill* p=.ra-

shall be forwarded
abolition of the State Party's stocks and means

stipulated in paragrapsh 1 and 2 of this Annex
the other States Parties to the

Declarations as3.
to the Depositary, who shall distribute them to

week after having received them.Convention within one
Declarations shall be sufficiently 

information by national and international means

rificationinformative to allow independent ve

of verification available to
{ -♦ •

(
of the
other States Parties to the Convention. 1)(See Annex IV, para .

♦ Footnote continued 

Other harmful chemicals; BZ, tear gases.

Munitions containing the above chemicals or 

by them.

Bulk stocks of the above chem

intended to be fillec

icals unless stockpiled for permittee

purposes.
the use cf•r deliver;' ini endec exclusively f--Ecuinmer.i and means c.

the chemicals mentioned above as chemical weapon-.

ncn-permiotecVeens of -production: production facilities ammec at

exemplified above, facilities for i :e

for the exclusive prcducTirn

to be filled by them.of shells ecc. intended

technical facilities, including test fielcs, 

for r.cm-permitted purposes.
"estinr facilities:

aimed at evaluating use of chemicals
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in

divprgior for serait tec purposes
and their means of productionDestruction. dismantling or 

of declared stocks of chemical weapons

of declared stocks of chemical 
completed vithin ten years after 

shall start immediately after

Destruction cr diversion for permitted purposes
of chemical varfarc shall heweapons and ether means

into force of this Convention. Preparationsthe entry 
the- entry into force of the Convention.

of production anc testing 
after the entry into force of this

Destruction and dismantling of declares means 

^cilities shall be completed vithin ten years _
of production shall be undertaken

until their
So-called mothballing of means

force of the Convention and remain
r diversion for permitted purposes begins.

tv of this Convention and its Annex 3
according to the provisions

ic-street ion cr dismantling cr
The provisions given "in article 

: ~ be performed in a manner allowing its verification

of this Convention.river, in article it has entered into force, and which
this Convention shall 

after, they

States adhering to the Convention afterL.
article TV and Annex 3 ofmould have to fulfil the provisions in 

cc that as soon as is 
become Party to the Convention.

technically possible and not later than ten years
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15 June 1931CCKî'ITTEE ON DISARMAMENT 

Working Group on Chemical Weapons
Original? ENGLISH

by the Chairman of the Working- Group on Chemical Weapons 
for elements of a chemical weapons convention

Suggestions

V

Relationship with other treaties

in any v/ay limiting or 
State under the Protocol for the

Nothing in this Convention shall be interpreted as
detracting from the obligations assumed by any

Use in War of Asphyxiating, Poisonous or Other Gases, and ofProhibition of the
Bacteriological Methods of Warfare, signed at Geneva on June 17, 1925, or under the 
Convention on the Prohibition of the Development, Production and Stockpiling of

(Biological) and Toxin Weapons and in Their Destruction, opened for 
other international treaty or any existing rules of

Bacteriological
signature on April 10, 1972, any 
international law governing armed conflicts.

VI

International cooperation

Convention undertakes to facilitate, and has the 
possible exchange of equipment, materials and 

of chemicals for peaceful and

Each State Party to this 
right to participate in, the fullest 
scientific and technological information for the use

(1)

protective purposes.
Each State Party to this Convention undertakes to allocate a 

of possible savings in military expenditures as a 
in this Convention to

substantial part
result of disarmament measures agreed 

economic and social development, particularly for the

(2)

upon
benefit of the developing countries.

This Convention shall be implemented in a manner designed to avoid hampering the(3)
technological development of States Parties to the Convention or 

international cooperation in the field of-peaceful and protective chemical activities,
exchange of chemicals and equipment for the production,

in accordance

economic or

including the international 
processing or use of chemical agents for peaceful and protective purposes
with the provisions of the Convention.

GE.81-61908



1) The States Parties to this Convention undertake to consult one another and to 
cooperate in solving any problems which may arise in relation to the objectives of, or 
in the application of the provisions of, the Convention.

Consultation and cooperation pursuant to this article may also be undertaken 
through appropriate international procedures within the framework of the United Nations

These international procedures include the services 
of appropriate international organizations, as well as of a Consultative Committee of - 
Experts, as provided for in article IX.

2)

and in accordance with its Charter.
!

CD/CW/V?.21
Page 2

VII

Verification measures and complaints procedures

1) Each State Party to. this Convention undertakes to take any measures it considers 
necessary in accordance with its constitutional processes to prohibit and prevent any 
activity in violation of the provisions of the Convention anywhere under its jurisdiction 
or control.
2) Each State Party to this Convention may use national means of ver' fcation, 
including national technical means, at its disposal for the purpose of monitoring 
compliance with the provisions of this Convention in as far as it would be consistent 
with generally recognized principles of international law.

Each State Party to this Convention undertakes not to impede, including through 
;he use of deliberate concealment measures, the national technical means of verification 
of other States Parties operating in accordance with paragraph 2 of this article.

3)

VIII

Consultation and cooperation

IX

Consultative Committee

1) For the purpose of providing a permanent body to ensure the availability of 
international data and expert advice for assessing compliance with the provisions of 
this Convention a Consultative Committee of Experts shall be established at the entry

Each State Party to the Convention may appoint oneinto force of this Convention.
representative to this Committee.
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rresentative shall serve as President of 
or otherwise immediately upon

cr his personal rep
least once a year.

State Party to this Convention, 
to this Convention underta.-ies to cooperate vita the v cm- . ,e=

2) -ne lepositary 
the C remittee ano convene it at
receipt of a request iron any 

Each State Party 
carrying cut its tasks.

The functions, cr

l)
- —

.—a—2ation and procedures of tne - t—ittee are se - fcrth —

Annex d.

X

Amendments

Amendments shallamendments to this Convention.Ary State Party nay propose
enter into force for each State Party accepting the an encrent s upon tneir accep .ance ov»

tc the Convention and thereafter for each renaminga majority cf the States Parties 
State Party on the date of acceptance by i*

XI
?.eviev conferences

or earlier if it isFive years after the entry into force of this Convention,
Parties to the Convention by submitting a proposal tc this

1)
requested by a najority of

the Cecositary, a conference of States Parties to the Convention shall beeffect tc
held at Geneva. Switzerland, to review the operation of tne Convention, vitn a >

Such review shallthat the purposes of the Convention are being realized.assuring
take into account any new scientific and techno logical developments relevant -o -he

the Convention nay also be considered at theProposed amendments toConvention.
Conference.

Further review conferences shall be held at intervals of live years therea.ter, 
if reçuested by a najority of the States Parties to this

2)
and at other tines
Convention.



XIII

Signature, ratification, accession

1) This Convention shall be open to all States for signature. Any State which 
does not sign the Convention before its entry into force in accordance with paragraph 3 1 
of this article may accede to it at any time.

This Convention shall be subject to ratification by signatory States.
Instruments of ratification or accession shall be deposited with the Secretary-General
of the United Nations. .---
) This Convention shall enter into force upon the deposit of instruments of

ratification by twenty Governments, in accordance with paragraph 2 of this article.
For those States whose instruments of ratification or accession are deposited 

after the entry into force of this Convention, it shall enter into force on the date of 
the deposit of their instruments of ratification or accession.

The Depositary shall promptly inform all signatory States and States Parties the 
date of each signature, the date of deposit of each instrument of ratification or access! 
and the date of the entry into force of this Convention and of any amendments thereto, 
as well as of the receipt of other notices.

This Convention shall be registered by the Depositary in accordance with 
Article 102 of the Charter of the United Nations.

2)

4)

5)

6)

XT7V
Distribution of the Convention

This Convention, of which the Arabic, Chinese, English, French, Russian and 
Spanish texts are equally authentic, shall be deposited with the Secretary-General of the 
United Nations, who shall send duly certified copies thereof to the Governments of States 
members of the United Nations and its Specialized Agencies.

CP/C'.,'A'F.21
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XII

Duration and withdrawals

1) This Convention shall be of unlimited duration.
Each State Party to this Convention shall in exercising its national 

sovereignty have the right to withdraw from the Convention, if it decides that
2)

extraordinary events related to the subject matter of the Convention, have jeopardized 
its supreme interests, 
three months in advance.

It shall give notice of such withdrawal to the Depositary 
Such notice shall include a statement of the extraordinary 

events it regards as having jeopardized its supreme interests.



The Consultative Committee of Experts shall be competent to:
the destruction and diversion for permitted purposes of 

stocks of chemical weapons, as well as the destruction, dismantling and temporary 
conversion of means of production of chemical weapons as stipulated in article If 

of this Convention*
(b) enquire into facts concerning alleged ambiguities in or violations of

the compliance with the Convention*
(c) check periodically permitted production of chemicals with respect

to amounts produced and their use ;
(d) facilitate compliance with the Convention, e.g. by developing international 

standardization of methods and routines to be applied by national and international 

verification organs ;
(e) make appropriate findings of fact and provide expert views relevant tc 

other problems raised pursuant to the provisions of the Convention by a State Party.
Each representative shall have the right, through the Chairman, to request 

from States Parties, and from international organizations, such information and 
assistance as the representative considers desirable for the accomplishment of the 

Committee's work.
'The Committee shall be allowed to undertake on-site inspections:
(a) in order to confirm received information concerning planned, on-going or 

effected measures according to sub-paragraph 1 (a) of this Annex*
(b) in order to enquire into facts concerning alleged ambiguities or violations 

according to sub-paragraph 1 (b) of this Annex.
(c) in order to carry out checks according to sub-paragraph 1 (c) of this Annex.

On-site inspection shall take place only after consultation with the State Party
If that State Party does not agree to on-site inspection, it must give 

appropriate explanations to the effect that an on-site inspection would at that time 

jeopardize its supreme interests.
'The work of the Committee shall be organized in such a way as to permit it to 

perform the functions set forth in paragraph 1 of this Annex in an effective, fair and
It may for specific tasks set up sub-committees and verification 

The Committee shall decide procedural questions relative to the organization of 
its work, where possible by consensus, but otherwise by a majority of those present and

1)
(a) oversee ■

2)

)

concerned.

4)

impartial manner, 
teams.

CD/CW/WP. 21
Pa/'-e r)

AI1IEX IV

Consultative Comr.ittee of Experts

V 
N
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If the Committee is unableThere shall be no voting on matters of substance.voting.
to provide for a unanimous report on findings of fact or in giving expert views, it 
shall present the different views of the experts involved.

Each representative may be assisted by one or more advisers.
The Committee shall be provided with or have access to specific facilities,

.)
5)
such as secretariat, technical experts, chemical and toxical laboratories and remote

The expenses of the Committee will be borne by the United Nationssensing equipment.
md the States Parties in such a manner as will be decided by the General Assembly in

:onsultations with the States Parties.
The Committee shall present an annual report of its activities to the States

The Committee shall further, whenever it has been requested
J)

Parties to the Convention, 
by a State Party to carry out fact-finding or provide expert views concerning a specific
question, transmit to the Depositary a summary of its findings or expert views, 
incorporating all views and information presented to the Committee during its proceedings. 
The Depositary shall distribute the summary to all States Parties.







The consultations were held in the week from 6 to 10 July 1981 and the 
following agenda, together with the Chairman's suggestions for a time-table 
as set forth in document CB/CW/CRP.12, was

1. Conceptual aspects
2. International' recommendations

1.

adopted to structure the discussions.

J>. Extrapolation to man
4. The technical performance of toxicity determinations
5. Application of toxicity determinations in a convention 
Twenty-nine experts from 24 countries participated in the consultations

(See Annex I for the list of experts. )
Twelve background papers on various technical aspects were presented in

(See Annex II for the list of background papers.) On 
request, these are available from the Secretariat of the Committee on Disarmament 
in the original language versions.

International reference material was circulated (for list see Annex III) 
and a number of relevant publications were drawn to the attention of the 
participants with indications that copies of these could be obtained from 
the Secretariat of the Organisations which published them (for the list of 
these publications see Annex IV).

. At the invitation of the Chairman, Professor M. Mercier, Manager of the

2.
of the Chairman with delegations.

3.
the course of consultations.

4.

International Programme on Chemical Safety of the World Health Organisation
Dr. J. Parizek, from the WHO'spresented his programme on 7 July 1981.

International Programme on Chemical Safety, provided additional information

and reference material on 8 July 1981.
A presentation was made to the group concerning a system for-- remote continual

This system" is being developed and
6.
verification for nuclear safeguards purposes, 
tested in an international demonstration project involving seven countries and bhe

The speaker noted that this technology mightInternational Atomic Energy Agency, 
have some applications in verification of a chemical weapons convention, although

this would require further study.

GE.31-62667
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toxicity, determinations
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VIEWS PUT FORTH CN CGI-TCEPTUAL AI-PD TECEEICAL CUESTIOITS
BELATED TO TOXICITY DETERMIrTATIOITS FOR THE PURPOSE OF

A CHEMICAL WEAPONS CONVEHTIOI,

A) Conceptual aspects

From a technical standpoint, toxicity criteria based on acute lethal toxicity 
measurements could be useful in a CW Convention as a supplement to the general 
purpose criterion.

7.

Such criteria might serve two main purpos’es, to help define the scope of the
The former purpose also

6.
convention and to be used for verification purposes, 
includes application of the provisions of the Convention to new substances.

To ensure that sufficiently reliable toxicity data are available it would be 
necessary to agree upon the testing procedures to be employed.

International recommendations
The recognized need for standardised methods for toxicity determinations 

led to an .inventory of existing standard procedures fcr toxicity determination.

9.

B)
10.

In addition to the principles and methods contained in the WHO publication 
Environmental Health Criteria 6, Principles and Methods for Evaluating the 
Toxicity of Chemicals, Part I, the OECD has for its part adopted guidelines for 
good laboratory practice and a number of protocols for different types of toxicity 
tests.' In addition, a number of countries have adopted standard methods for

Some principles and methods for toxicity determinations, areinternal purposes, 
set forth in a number of documents (see Annex III).

It was generally felt that a good scientific, technical and methodological 
basis existed to make it possible to reach suitable testing procedures for a

The need was expressed for standardized methods
in the material

11.

chemical weapons convention.
for screening purposes but such methods seemed not to appear

For detailed inhalation toxicitypresented on international recommendations.
the WO publication Environmental Health Criteria 6, Chapter 6, and the Oi.CBtests

guidelines were found to be a good basis for discussion. 
international standardized detailed protocol for measuring toxicity by injection

Although there is no

a consensus on this point does not seem to be difficult to reach. 
C) Extrapolation to man

man was discussed. ItThe extrapolation of toxicity data from animals to
of the convention it would not be necessary to make

12.
was felt that for the purpose 
such extrapolations since the toxicity data were mainly intended fcr classi^.-Cc-t^.on 
of chemicals in different groups, and there appears to be a general posi 
correlation between lethal toxicity in test animals and that in hmm oemgs.



•The toxicity values for supertoxic lethal, or other lethal and other hamful 
chericals given ir. CD/112 were considered a suitable starting point for the 
purpose. -This did not near, however, that ambiguities could not arise in 
particular cases. This had to be discussed further.

D) The technical performance of toxicity determinations 
1 . The precision and complexity of different possible methods will ha.ve to be 
decided upon taking into account the purpose of the methods.

There was general agreement that the methods should be relatively simple. 
For the purposes of placing chemicals in categories a screening test would

However, for cases in which the appropriate category

11.

normally be sufficient.
difficult' to determine, more elaborate procedures would be necessary. 

Scecific suggestions were made for simple, standardized methods for the 
toxicity determinations themselves.

It was generally accepted that such standardized methods should rely on 
administration of the test substances by subcutaneous injection, and when

was

15*

necessary by inhalation.
In addition to lethal toxic effects, incapacitation end other harmful effects

However, there is no suitable general iae±:iod j.or
16.
are of importance for the treaty.
determination of incapacitating effects.
17. One suggestion was put forward that at least cutaneous application snould ce

However, the prevailing view appearedutilized to test agents acting on the skin, 
to be that this was not necessary for the specific purposes 01 placing chemicals
in categories though it could be of importance in recognizing compounds in the 
"other lethal chemicals" category which require special attention.

The cuesticn of choice of test animals was discussed, and it was generally
In particular,

16.
felt that a.s few species of animals as possible should be utilized.

In some circumstances additional speciesit was recommended to utilize rats, 
might have to be utilized.

Severs.! other technical considerations were referred to in the background19.
papers submitted and in the discussions.

E) Application of toxicity determinations in a convention
It was generally felt that methods for toxicity determinations should be

Thus
20.
selected, evaluated and adopted before entry into force of a convention, 
considerable work must be done before the entry into force of the convention.
The specific purposes for which toxicity criteria would be used would have to oe

In addition provision should be made for revision 
of the methods after entry into force taking into account scientific and technical
taken into account in this work.

development.

CD/CV/V.T.22
Page ;■
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HECOMI-IEHDATIQKS

21. Based on the results of the consultations the Chairman of the CW Experts Group 
suggests the following recommendations for the consideration of the CW working 
group of the CD:

(a) That work on developing agreed specific testing methods for 
determination of acute .lethal toxicity be continued. That work 
on developing agreed specific testing methods for determination 
of acute lethal toxicity be continued using the relevant points

• found in Annex III.
(b) That in the future the following also be considered :
— Possible applications of toxicity criteria in a CW Convention.
— Available international resources for toxicity determination 

and the possibility of international cooperation.
— Possible criteria based on other types of harmful effects.
— The possibility of supplementing inhalation toxicity 

measurements with intravenous injection.
— Circumstances in which inhalation criteria will be required.
(c) That toxicity values for supertoxic lethal or other lethal and 
other harmful chemicals given in CD/112, be considered a suitable 
starting point for future work of the Working Group.
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AP13X I

LIST OF EXPERTS

MEMBER STATES
Ingen1ero R.C. Fernandez

llajor Mihailov

Dr. M.C. Hamblin

Mr. Li Weimin

Dr. J. Fran¥k 
Mr. J. Mo rave c

Colonel Gesbert

Argentina:

Bulgaria:

Canada:

China:

CzechoSlovakia:

France:

German Democratic Prof. Kh. Lchs
Renublic:

Germany, Federal 
Renublic of:

Prof. Dr. Johannes Pfirschke

Col. Dr. E. Sebok

Col. Fauzy Qasim

Mr. R. di Carlo

Mr. T. Oshikawa

Dr. A.J.J. Corns

Col. J. Cialowicz

Dr. S-Â. Persson

Dr. A. Bebbington

Mr. IT. I. Tchougounov 
Mr. A.P. Kutepov

Dr. Robert Mikulak
Col. Roger Scott
Col. Manuel Sanches
Dr. F. Prescott Ward
Dr. Nicholas Kyriakopoulos

Prof. Dr. Vladimir Vojvodic

Hungary:

Indonesia:

Italy:

Janan:

Netherlands:

Poland :

Sved en :

U.K. :

USSR:

USA:

Yugoslavia:

NON-MEMBER STATES
Col. R. Bondi 

Dr. J. Leerhoy 

Dr. J. Enqvist 

Dr. F. Fonnum 

Mr. I. Ferrer

Austria:

Denmark:

Finland:

Norway:

Soairn:
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ANNEX II
BACKGROUND PAPERS PRESENTED

■The setting of toxicity limits and the estimation ofUnited Kingdom:
lethality, dated 6 July 1961.

Questions which should be dealt with in CD experts' discussions.United States :
of toxicity standards, dated 6 July 1981.

Toxicity determinations, dated 6 July 1981.

Prinicpal conditions and parameters that could be standardized 
vith respect to the determination of the toxicity of chemicals for 
the purposes of a convention on the prohibition of chemical weapons, 
dated 6 July 1981.

Lethality data for chemical toxic agent, dated 6 July 1981. - . ... ---

Norway: Explanatory note on the lethality data .for chemical toxic agents, 
dated 7 July 1981.

Standardization of toxicity testing method, dated 7 July 1981.

Canada:

Poland :

Norway:

Japan:

German Democratic Republic: Some thoughts on scope and limitations of 
test animals for predictions of human toxicity (Problems of 
extrapolation to man), dated 7 July 1981.

standardize in screening test (extracted fromNorway: Points relevant to
Canadian and Polish papers), dated 9 July 1981.

the definition and classificationWorking paper"onFederal Republic of Germany:of chemical warfare agents (CCD/458), dated July 1975-

Chemical Safety, documentThe International Programme onProfessor M. Mercier:
. EEE/80.14 Rev.l (ILO, UNEP, WHO).

Argentina: Background paper by the Representative of Argentina at the
consultations with experts on chemical weapons, dated 8 July xyoi

no
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AHEEX III

LIST OF BEFEREITCE MATERIAL DISTRIBUTED

(a) Environmental Health Criteria no. 6. Principles and methods for 

evaluating the toxicity of chemicals, WHO, 19(5.

"Acute inhalation toxicity",(b) OECD Guideline for testing of chemicals: 

May, 1581.

(c) Draft decision of the council. Concerning mutual acceptance of data
OECD nrinciples of good laboratoryAnnex 2.in the assessment of chemicals, 

practice.

(d) World Health Organisation: Health Aspects of chemical and biological 

weapons, 1970.
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ANNEX IV

RELEVANT PUBLICATIONS

a.s amended "by the 1972(a) The single convention on narcotic drugs, 1961 
protocol, (available from the United Nations cr the World Health Organisation).

(b) The convention on psychotropic substances, 1971? (available from uhe 
United Nations or the World Health Organisation).

(c) National response to the convention on psychotropic substances, 1971» 
Authors: Dr. I. Khan, Mr. K. Katawneh, Dr. M.A.T. Kanaan andJordan.

Mr. H. Musaar.

21st report, WHO Technical(d) The WHO expert committee on drug dependence. 

Report Series 618, 1978.

(e) Interdisciplinary Science Reviews, vol. 3? no. 3» 1978: The role of WHO 

in international drug control. I. Khan.Author: Dr.

(f) Assessment of public health and social problems associated with uhe
Report of the WHO expert committee on implementation

WHO Technical Report
use of psychotropic drugs, 
of the convention on psychotropic substances, 1971-

Series 656, 1981.

(g) WHO press release WEO/12, 13 March 1981: Four weight-reducing drugs 

placed under international control.
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[Hot Plate, Bubbling Chamber or 
Diffusion Chamber]
[48 hours j
[20; 10 male & 10 female]
[200 gm - 20^]

FRAP ONLY EXPOSURE]

[inhalation] 
[Albino Rat] 
[200 mg/a3] 
[lO nin]

[2 min]

WHOLE BODY EXPOSED OR

Administration :
Species:
Exposure Cone:
Exposure lime:
Equilibration Time 
of Chamber (t90):
Volume of animal/ 
Volume of Chamber:
Vehicle:

Observation reriod:

Vt. of animals:

j_ Subcut an ecus ]
[Albino Rat]
[0.5 mg/ml; 10 mg/ml]
[Distilled water, 0.85/° saline, 
propylene glycol, ethanol]
1 ml/kg]
[48 hours
[20; 10 male <x 10 female 
[200 gm - 20£]
[Ventral side/

SUBCUTANEOUS TESTS

Administration :
Species : 
Solution Cone:
Solvent:

Injection Volume 
Observation Period :
No. cf animals: 
Vt. of animals: 
Injection site:

IXEALATION TESTS

SAMPLING CCITTROL NECESSARY

CD/v.:ArP.22 
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ANNEX V
for i~ems to be studied andSurresslsrs

decided uron for a.oreed toxicity tests:

Sumrestiers-terns

1 
1

i l

1

1 
1
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15 July 1981

COMMITTEE ON DISARMAMENT 
Working Group on Chemical Weapons

Original: ENGLISH

Report of the Chairman of the Working Group on Chemical 
Weapons on the consultations held on issues relating to

toxicity determinations

CORRIGENDUM

Page 1, add after end of para 1 the following:
"On behalf of the Chairman, Dr. S.J. Lund in. Sweden, acted as Chairman 
for the consultations."
Page 2, para 2, line 1, replace the words "twenty-nine" by "thirty-one".
Page 5, add to the list of participating experts (Annex i) as the first 
name under Sweden "Dr. S.J. Lundin".

C-E. 81-63124
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uJGLISEOriginal:

Cuiznzz Ziî DISA3IIAIIIÏT
'/—-.£• Group en. Chemical Veapens

P.etcrt çf ehc Chairman te the 'icrltlrjr Group en Chemical 
datons on the consultations held on issues rel-mtint te

noif le terminations

zzzcia:c~cï:

The consultations vsoe held in the week iron 6 to 10 July. 1981 £--d the 
together with one Chairman's suggestions for a tine—table 

as sea forth in document CD/CW/C3P.12, was adopted to structure the discussions. 

Conceptual aspects 
International recccmencations

g agenda,

T Extrapolation to nan
lie technical performance of toxicity determinations 

indication cf toxicity determinations in a convention 

If cf the Chairman, Dr. 5. J. Lund in, acted as Chairman for

v •
4.
3.

the consultations.Cn her
liray—ere experts from 21 countries participated in the consultations of the

(See inner I for the list of experts. )
2.
Chairman with delegations.

Twelve background papers on various technical aspects were presented in the
(See inner II for the list of background papers.) Cn 

request, these are available from the Secretariat of the Committee on Disarmament

3.
course of consultations.

in the original language versions.
International reference material was circulated (for list see 

a number cf relevant publications were drawn to the attention of the participants 

with indications that copies cf these could be obtained from the Secretariat of . 
the cr.tanimations which published them (for the list of these publications see 

Annex 17).

5. At the invitation of the Chairman, Professor II. Herder, Manager of the 
ILC/'diP/".tEQ International Programme cn Chemical Safety (IPOS) presented his 

programme on 7 July 1981. Dr. J. Parizek from the IPCS Central Unit at V7E0, Geneva, 

provided additional information and reference material on 8 July 1981.
A presentation was made to the group by the delegation of the TJnitèd States 

°f America concerning a system for remote continual verification for nuclear 
5a~eguards purposes. Phis system is being developed and tested in an international 
-enensoration project involving seven countries and the International Atomic Dner-gy 
-agency. The speaker noted that this technology might have some applications in

chemical weapons convention, although this would require further

Annex III) and4.

6.

* ~~----cation of a
study.
c4.ei-65950
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VISITS FUT FORTH ON CONCEPTUAL AH TECHNICAL QUESTIONS 
RELATED TO TOXICITY DETERIHNATIŒTS FOR THE PURPOSE OF 

A CHE EGAL VOIP 0115 CONVENTION
(a) Conceptual aspects

Frets a technical standpoint, toxicity criteria based 
measurements could be useful in a C\T convention as 
purpose criterion.

on acute lethal toxicity 
a supplement to the general

8. ouch criberra might serve two main purposes, 
convention and to be used for verification 
includes application of the provisions of the convention to

to help define the scope of the
The former purpose alsopurposes.

new substances.
T°' ensure that sufficiently reliable toxicity data are available it would be

necessary to agree upon the testing procedures to be employed, 
(b) International recommendations
10. The recognized need for standardized methods for toxicity determinations 
to an inventory of existing standard procedures for toxicity determination, 
principles and methods contained in the WHO publication Environmental Health

led
The-

Criteria 6, Principles and methods for Evaluating the Toxicity of Chemicals, Part 1, 
were noued. Some delegations pointed to the OECD guidelines for good laboratory 
practice and a number of protocols for different types of toxicity tests, which the 
organization had developed for internal 
have adopted standard methods for internal

In addition, a number of countriesuse.
purposes. Some principles and methods

for toxicity determinations are set forth in a number of documents (see Annex III).
11. 1“ *’ra-s generally felt that a good scientific, technical and methodological
oasis existed to '-lake it possible to reach suitable testing procedures for a 
chemical weapons convention. The need was expressed for standardized methods for
screening purposes but such methods seemed not to appear in the material presented 
on international recommendations. For detailed inhalation toxicity tests the
WHO publication Environmental Health Criteria 6, Chapter 6, was found to be a good 
basis for discussion. Some delegations, who were familiar with the OECD guidelines, 
also considered these to be a valuable discussion basis. Although there is no
international standardised detailed protocol for measuring toxicity by injection a 
consensus on this point does not seem to be difficult to reach.
(c) Extrapolation to man
12. The extrapolation of toxicity data from animals to man was discussed.
-‘•el - bhat for the purpose of the convention it would not be necessary to make such 
extrapolations since the toxicity data were mainly intended for classification of 
vnemicals in different groups, and there appears to be a general positive 
correlation between lethal toxicity in test animals and that in human beings.

It was
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The toxicity values for superucxic lethal, or other lethal and other harmful 
chemicals given in CD/112 were considered a suitable starting-point for the purpose. 
.This did not mean, however, that ambiguities could not arise in particular cases. 
This had to be discussed further.
(d) The technical -performance of toxicity determinations
13. The precision and complexity of different possible methods will have to be 
decided upon talcing into account the purpose of the methods,
14. There was general agreement that the methods should be relatively simple.
For the purposes of placing chemicals in categories a screening test would normally 
be sufficient. However, for cases in which the appropriate category was difficult 
to determine, mere elaborate procedures irould be necessary. Specific suggestions 
were made for simple, standardized methods for the toxicity determinations 
themselves.
13. It was generally accepted that such standardised methods should rely, on 
administration of the test substances by subcutaneous injection, and when necessary 
by inhalation..
16. In addition to lethal toxic effects, incapacitation and other harmful effects 
are of importance for the treaty. However, there is no suitable general method for 
determination of incapacitating effects.

One suggestion was put forward that at least cutaneous application should be 
utilized to test agents acting on the skin. However, the prevailing view appeared 
to be that this was not necessary for the specific purposes of placing chemicals 
in categories though it could be of importance in recognizing compounds in the 
"other lethal chemicals" category which require special attention.

The question of choice of test animals was discussed, and it was generally 
felt that as few species of animals as possible should be utilized. In particular, 
it was recommended to utilize rats. In some circumstances additional species might 
have to be utilized.

Several other technical considerations were referred to in the background 
papers submitted and in the discussions.
(e) Application of toxicity determinations in a convention
20. It was generally felt that methods for toxicity determinations should be

!

17.

19.

19.

selected, evaluated and adopted in the process of elaboration of such a convention. 
Thus considerable work must be done before the entry into force of the convention. 
The specific purposes for which toxicity criteria would be used would have to be 
taken into account in this woik. In addition provision should be made for revision 
of the methods after entry into force tailing into account scientific and technical 
development.



IujC 01 il LGHDATIOIÎS
2 . 3ased on the results ex the consultations the Chairman of the CW Experts Group 
suggests the following recommendations for the consideration of the CW working 
of the CD:

group

(a) That work on developing agreed specific testing methods for determination 
of acute lethal toxicity he continued using the relevant points found in Annex V. 

(h) That in the future the following also he considered:
- Possible applications of toxicity criteria in a CYI convention
— Available international resources for toxicity determination and the 

possibility of international co-operation
- Possible criteria based on other types of harmful effects
- The possibility of supplementing inhalation toxicity measurements 

with intravenous injection
- Circumstances in which inhalation criteria will be required.

(c) That toxicity values for supertoxic lethal
harmful chemicals given in CD/112, be considered a suitable starting-point for 
future work of the Working Group.

!

or other lethal and other

CD/CW/WP.22/Rev.1 
page 4
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ANNEX I
LIST OF EXPERTS

MEMBER STATES
Ingeniero il. G. Pemandez
Major Mihailov
Dr. H.C. Hamblin
Mr. Li Uoinin
Dr. J. Franek 
Hr. J. Iioravec

Argentina ;
Bulgaria ;
Canada :
China :
Czechoslovakia:

Colonel GesbertPrance :
German Democratic Prof. Kh. LohsRepublic $
Ge man~~. Jo de ral Prof. Dr. Johannes PfirschkeRepublic of :

Col. Dr. E. Sebok 
Col. Fauzy Qacim 
Hr. R. di Carlo

Hungary :
Indonesia :
Italy:
Japan: lir. T. Oshikawa
Netherlands : Dr. A.J.J. Ooms

Col. J. Cialoi.-icz
Dr. S.J. Lundin 
Dr. S-A. Persson
Dr. A. Bebbington
Mr. N. I. Tchougounov 
Mr. A.P. Kutepov
Dr. Robert Milculai:
Col. Roger Scott 
Col. Manuel Sanches 
Dr. F. Prescott Hard 
Dr. Nicholas Kyriakopoulos
Prof. Dr. Vladimir Vojvodic

Poland:
Sweden:

United Kingdom:
USSR:

United States of America:

Yugoslavia :
NON-MEMBER STATES

Austria: Col. R. Bondi 
Dr. J. Leerhoy 
Dr. J. Encvist 
Dr. F. Fonnum

Denmark:
Finland :
Norway :
Spain: Mr. I. Ferrer
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AlfiIE." II

BACKGROUND PAPERS PRESENTED

United Kingdom : The setting of toxicity limits and the estimation of lethality 
dated 6 July 1931.

United States : Questions which should "be dealt with in CD experts' discussions 
of toxicity standards, dated 6 July 1931.

Canada: Toxicity determinations, dated 6 July 1931.

Poland : Principal conditions and parameters that could he standardized with respect 
to the determination of the toxicity of chemicals for the purposes of a 
convention on the prohibition of chemical weapons, dated 6 July 1931.

Norway : Lethality data for chemical toxic agent, dated 6 July 1931.

Norway: Explanatory note on the lethality data for chemical toxic agents, 
dated 7 July 1931.

I

Japan: Standardization of toxicity testing method, dated 7 July 1931.

German Democratic Republic: Some thoughts on scope and limitations of test animals 
for predictions of human toxicity (Problems of extrapolation to man), dated 
7 July 1931.

Norway: Points relevant to standardize in screening test (extracted from Canadian and 
Polish papers), dated 9 July 1931.

Federal Republic of Geimany: Working paper on the definition and classification of 
chemical warfare agents (CCD/458), dated 22 July 1975.

Professor 11. Mercier : The International Programme on Chemical Safety, document 
no. EHE/80.14 Rev.l (ILO, UUCP, UEO).

Argentina : Background paper by the Representative of Argentina at the consultations 
with experts on chemical weapons, dated 0 July 1931.I
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AÏÏEEX III
• LIST OF REFERENCE MATERIAL DISTRIBUTED

(a) Environmental Health Criteria no. 6. Principleo and méthode for

evaluating the toxicity of chemicals, WHO, 1979»
(b) CECD Guideline for testing of chemicals : "Acute inhalation toxicity",

.
i

May, 1991*
Concerning mutual acceptance of data in 

OECD principles of good laboratory practice, 

(d) World Health Organization: Health aspects of chemical and biological

(c) Draft decision of the council, 

the assessment of chemicals. Annex 2.

weapons, 1970.

!
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annex iv
BELEVAIIT PUBLICATIONS

(a) Tlie cingle convention on narcotic drugs, 196I, as amended "by the 1972 
protocol, (available from the United Hâtions or the World Health Organization).
(b) The convention on psychotropic substances, 1971, (available from the 
United Nations or the World Health Organization).
(c) National response to the convention on psychotropic substances, 1971 
Authors: Dr. I. Khan, Mr. K. Katauneh, Dr. M.A.T. Kanaan and Mr.
(d) The WHO expert committee on drug dependence.

Report Series 6lG, 1970.
(e) Interdisciplinary Science Revieus, vol. 3, no. 3, 1970: 
international drug control.
(f) Assessment of public health and social problems associated with the 

psychotropic drugs.

Jordan.
H. llusmar. 

21st report, WHO Technical

The role of WHO in
Author: Dr. 1. Khan.

use of
Report of the WHO expert committee on implementation of the 

convention on psychotropic substances, 1971•
(g) WHO press release WH0/l2, 15 March 1931:

WHO Technical Report Series 656, 1931. 
Four weight-reducing drugs placed

under international control.
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AMEX V

Subrestions for items to be studied and 
decided unon for acreed toxicity tests:

SubjectionsItems

SUBCUTANEOUS TESTS

[Subcutaneous]

[Albino Eat]

[0.5 mg/ml ; 10 mg/ml]

[Distilled v/ater, 0.857-> saline, 
propylene glycol, ethanol]

[l ml/kg]

[4-0 hours]

[20; 10 male and 10 female]

[200 gm - 20/]

[Dorsal side]

Administration :

Species: 

Solution Cone:

Solvent:

Injection Volume : 

Observation Period: 

No. of animals:

Wt. of animals: 

Injection site:

INHALATION TESTS

[WHOLE BODY EXPOSED OR HEAD ONLY EXPLSUEE]

[inhalation] 

[Albino Rat] 

[200 mg/m'*] 

[lO min]

[2 min]

Administration:

Species:

Exposure Cone:

Exposure Time:

Equilibration Time 
of Chamber (t$)0) :

Volume of animal/ 
Volume of Chamber:

Vehicle: [Hot Plate, Bubbling Chamber or 
Diffusion Chamber]

[40 hours]

[20; 10 male and 10 female]

[200 gm 20/]

K
Observation Period : 

No. of animals:

YJt. of animais:

SAMPLING CONTROL NECESSARY
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21 July 1961
Original : ENGLISH

COMMITTEE OIT DISAEi/JIENT 
Working Group on Chemical Weapons

AUSTRALIA
CHEMICAL WEAPONS VERIFICATION : :0K5UIffATIVE COMMITTEE OF EXPERTS

It is agreed, thaï the projected Chemical Weapons Convention should, have 
Consultative Committee to assist in the implementation of its compliance provisions. 
It has also been suggested that the Committee could, have additional functions to 
contrioute to the effective working of the Convention.

a

Some proposals to this
effect have oeen outlined, oy the Chairman of the Ad Hoc Working Group in document 
CD/CW/WP.21, Annex IV. The purpose of this paper is to build, on existing 
proposals, to suggest functions which the Consultative Committee should, perform and.
ways of its doing so. The suggestions herein do not aspire to be fully 
comprenensave ana. There is scope for elaborating and adding to them.
Introduction

The Consultative Committee should, have two principal functions : providing for 
exchanges of information and. implementing the verification provisions of the 
Convention. The Consultative Committee will provid.e a means for panties to 
exercise their rights under the Convention and. to facilitate the discharge of their
obligations. The essential purpose is to provide a basis for mutual confidence 
between the States parties as to the effective operation of the Convention and.
thereby to provide assurances to the international community. 
Exchanges of information

The Convention will require for its effective working a constant exchange of 
information between the parties, 
for receiving and. distributing this information.

The Convention should, specify information that may be exchanged., 
information may include :

. Declarations of chemical weapons stocks, production facilities and. plans 
for their destruction ;

. Reports on the progress of destruction of stocks and facilities ;

. Information on the production and. use for permitted purposes of chemicals
which are subject to the Convention ;

. Information provided, by national verification authorities ;
• Reports of verification activities.

The Consultative Committee should, be the vehicle

This

GE.Sl-63638
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The- Consultative Committee will also have an important function in relation 
to the review provisions of the Convention, 
information concerning for example :

• The synthesis of new chemicals of potential relevance for chemical
weapons, with a view to revision of the lists of chemicals on which 
reporting is required, under the Convention ; _ ...

• Technical developments, for instance, as to procedures for toxicity 
determination.

The Consultative Committee might also serve as a preparatory committee for review 
conferences of the Convention.

Apart from simply receiving and distributing information, the Consultative 
Committee would provid.e a forum to discuss the information provided, by member States 
and. for members of the Committee to request and receive additional information or 
explanations.
Implementation of verification

This will involve exchanges of

.

■y

E.

!"

K

r
-
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The Convention is expected, to provide both for verification on a routine basis 
and. for challenge verification. The Convention should establish guidelines for 
these verification activities to be implemented, by the Consultative Committee.
These guidelines would, be subject to review by agreement amongst the States parties.

The routine verification activities would be to confirm destruction of declared, 
stocks and. facilities and. to provid.e for visits by inspection teams to facilities
or other sites in States parties, to confirm the non-production and non-retention 
of prohibited, chemicals. It would, also be open to any member State to invite 
inspection at any time of any facility or activity on its tèrritcry,_ _s q_as _t o 
demonstrate compliance with the Convention. The Consultative Committee would, have
the task of deciding, in conformity with guidelines laid down in the Convention, 
on the programme and. other arrangements for these verification activities and on

The agreement would.the composition and. terms of reference of inspection teams, 
be required, of the State party on whoso territory verification activities are to

Reports on the results of verification activities should be circulated.take place.
to the parties and. could, be discussed, by the Consultative Committee.

Challenge'verification procedures and. the role therein 01 the Consultative 
Committee will be specified, in the Convention, 
for:

These procedures should, provide

The automatic and prompt convening of the Committee at- the initiative 
of any State party ;
Explanation by the challenging State of the basis of its challenge and 
opportunity for response by the challenged State;

J
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. Decision by the Ccnnittce on the appropriate course of action, which may 

include a fact-finding inspection ;

. Submission of a report to the Committee, with the results of any 

inspection, for circulating to all States parties.

The Consultative Committee should at all stages consider the possibility of a

Accordingly

challenging and challenged. States should inform the Committee of any endeavours 

to reach a bilateral solution.

States parties should nominate individuals whom the Consultative Committee

They may nominate national laboratories to which 

the Committee may direct samples to bo sent for analysis.
Structure

bilateral solution to any dispute and. be prepared to assist therein.

may call upon as inspectors.

I The Consultative Committee should consist of one representative nominated, by 

each State party, who nay be assisted, by advisers.
permanent headquarters and. a small secretariat with a library and archival 

It should, not have its own laboratory or related, facilities.

The Committee should, have a

facilities.
Operation

The Consultative Committee should hold meetings at regular (annual) intervals 

and. ad. hoc meetings to arrange for routine and. challenge verification activities,
Reports of such activities should.including inspections and. fact-finding visits.

be discussed, at meetings of the Committee.

Committee meetings and. other procedures should, proceed, automatically.
The failure of any representative to

There

should be no veto on convening meetings, 
attend should, not prevent the Committee from meeting, conducting its proceedings,

taking decisions or issuing reports.
The Committee's decisions and. reports should, be purely technical and. factual 

and not involve legal assessments as to whether or not there has been compliance 

with the Convention. It would, be for the States parties individually to make 
this judgement and. to d.ecid.e on any consequent action.
Conclusion

The operations of the Consultative Committee should, aim to d.evelop habits 

of verification and. confirmation of compliance so as to build, mutual confidence 
between the parties.
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AUSTRALIA

CHEMICAL WEAPONS CONVENTION: 
ASSISTANCE TO PARTIES

Introduction

On 5 April in the Ad Hoc Working Group the
future ChemicalAustralian delegation suggested that a 

Weapons Convention might include a provision tor assis-
state threatened with or subjected to a chemicaltance to a 

attack.
deterrent against attack but net all countries are 
position to maintain adequate protection capabilities.
The possibility that under a Convention a state could 
gain access to such protection would be a real incentive

It is envisaged that the task 
of allocating such assistance would be one of the responsi
bilities of the Consultative Committee.

Effective protection is in itse11 an important
in a

for it to become a party.

When a state party might reçuest assistance

There is a broad expert agreement that chemical 
could be militarily most effective against anweapons

unprotected opponent, but relatively ineffective otherwise. 
The expectation that the prospective target will be
adequately protected therefore makes it unlikely that Cw

In this way availabilitywill appear militarily attractive, 
of protection acts as a deterrent against CW attack and
against the acquisition or retention of CW.

The circumstances in which a chemical attack 
might be militarily attractive could range from a battle 
in a major war fought on a wide front, to on-going small
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scale use to suppress guerilla activity in an inaccessible 

The prospect of international assistance would not 

be effective (too late and too small scale) against a 

attack intended to break a major iront

area.

so as tosurprise
Countriesachieve an immediate, decisive advantage.

such a situation will wish, underwhich envisage facing 

a CW Convention, to retain or even expand their national

This will help ensureforces.capability to protect their 

that CW will not appear to be an attractive option. them
be countries with considerablenature of things these tend to 

industrial resources at their command, 

little or no national protective capabilities

Countries with

mav be more

also meremed at the possibility of smaller scale but
A hostile tower coule net expect

c one e
totrotracted CW attacks -

decisive military advantage with CW in suchachieve a
if it knew that the intended victim could 

effective protective capability.
circumstances

Inrapidly acquire an 
this way, the prospect of international assistance w-‘-n

would make it less likely that any country «.ou-cprotection 

see a major 

A provision for
founded international confidence in the erticacy o_

of CW.military advantage in the possible use

such assistance would thus serve to increase

well
the orojected Convention.

Nature of assistance

The main assistance would be in the torn o_ 

protective clothing and equipment, such as respirators; 

it could also comprise medical assistance ror 

chemical casualties ;

che treatment

finally it could in additiono i any
include activities such as decontamination. In the first

there should be a permanentof these categories at least 
and accessible stockpile of protective clothing anc equip-

.. .3
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mène on hand for use when requested and approved, 
availability of other forms of assistance, 
individual countries or from international organisations 
such as the Red Cross, the World Health Organisation or 
the UN Disaster Relief Organisation, should be investigated, 
provided for and information on this kept up to date.

The
whether from

Procedure

Responsibility for the administration of the 
relevant assistance should rest with the Consultative 

and should broadly follow the procedures 
applying in the case of requests

Promptly on receipt of a request the
evaluate the situation and decide

Committee
for assistance with

verification.
Committee should meet, 
upon the appropriate response. Where necessary individual
countries or international organisations should be approached 
for help. Unless there are compelling reasons to the contrary, 
a positive and early response should normally be made to
each request.
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AUSTRALIA
THE METHYL-PHOSPHOROUSCHEMICAL WEAPONS VERIFICATION :

"PE'TGER PRETT"
A particular p roll en in the verification of a Chemical Weapons convention

to he that of distinguishing "between agents covered "by the prohibition andappears
those exempted as having legitimate applications, such as pest or weed control.
The problem is apparently greatest in distinguishing between organophosphorous

agents (including the best known nerve agents — Soman, Sarin, Tabun and VX) 
and the large family of insecticides which are also of the organophosphorous type.
nerve

This paper identifies one method of so distinguishing which nay greatly facilitate
At the same tine it identifies potential futurethe verification exercise, 

difficulties in this connection, as a result of technological developments or 
arising from the destruction of chemical weapons stockpiles.

The main practical difference between nerve agents and organophosphorous
insecticides is that the former have and the latter do not have high mammalian 

In terms of their chemical structure one notable difference is. thattoxicity.
existing.nerve agents have and organophosphorous insecticides do not have the

This methyl-phosphorous bond appears to be directly relatedchemical bond CH3-P.
to high mammalian toxicity, and compounds containing this group have been avoided
by manufacturers of insecticides.

Two sets of questions arise from this analysis.
can one readily identify the CH3-P methyl-phosphorous bond in a given

The .first is
(a)

sample of suspect material?
(b) can the possibility be excluded of this chemical configuration 

occurring in nature?
The answer to both questions is yes, 
and resists most methods of degradation. 
grea.t sensitivity, and because of this it should be possible to detect nerve agents

There should be no ambiguity that

The methyl-phosphorous bond is very strong, 
It can be detected analytically with

and their breakdown products at high dilution, 
the organophosphorous compound detected is derived from a nerve agent, even in the
presence of an insecticide which may have been used for an agricultural purpose or

Furthermore, an extensive search of theto control disease-bearing mosquitoes.

„ GE.81-63997
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literature shows that the CHJ-P methyl -phosphorous bond appears to be unknown in 
Thus the detection of this chemical configuration in a sample could not

It would appear
therefore that a false positive identification of a nerve agent or its breakdown 
product could not occur.

The second set of questions is
(a) are there putative nerve agents which do not have the CE>-P 

methyl-phosphorous bond?
(b) are there putative compounds having legitimate applications which 

night have this Chemical configuration?
Unfortunately the answer to both questions is again yes. 
looked at separately,.

nature.
be due to a naturally occurring organophosphorous compound.

Tliese issues need to be

First, there are known organophosphorous compounds which have a high mammalian 
toxicity but which nevertheless do not contain the methyl-phosphorous bond.
01 these are sufficiently toxic to be considered putative nerve agents, 
miomation is not at present available as to the possibility of identifying then 
or their hydrolysis products as distinct from insecticides, 
therefore that at present, false negative results are possible. 
that will- require further study.

Secondly, it can by no means be excluded that chemical compounds having

Some

It must be considered
This is an area

legitimate applications will be developed which have breakdown products similar to 
nerve agents. The rate of development - of new chemicals is so great that this 
eventuality must be considered likely.

Two possibilities of the CH5—P chemical configuration appearing in the future
in chemical agents exempted under a convention arise in the context of destruction 
of stocks. In I960 a representative of the United States described for the
Committee on Disarmament a chemical plant which had been built to demilitarize 
obsolete chemical warheads. The end product of this process was a number of salts 
of very low toxicity which were stored at the chemical plant. ' It should be noted 
that the escape from such a facility and dissemination into the biosphere of the 
methyl phosphonic acid derived from weapon destruction would of course complicate
the detection of chemical warfare agents on the proposed basis.

The second possibility arises from the fact that not only is the destruction 
of stockpiles expensive but it leads to no useful end product, 
i o has been suggested that chemical warfare agents could be used as chemical 
-eedstock in the production of■ compounds with'relatively low mammalian toxicity.

Because of this
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Those could ce used as insecticides. This appears to "be feasiDle from the 
point of view of the chemist^ involved, although it nay not in fact be
economically viable. However, insecticides produced in this way would contain 

TT such insecticides were widely used then

degradation and this 
warfare agents on the proposed

the CK5-? methyl-phosphorous bond.

methyl phosphonic acid would result from their natural

again would complicate the detection of chemical 
basis.

In summary, the CH3—P methyl—phosphorous bond 
print" of all the well known

can be viewed as a "finger
nerve agents, 

concentrations of this chemical configuration offers
Our ability to detect very low

an important technical aid
to verification. False positive results will not occur unless chemicals are
made and disseminated which have breakdown products similar to nerve agents.
To take account of this possibility it will be necessary for constant evaluation 
and updating of verification To preserve the present relatively 

be necessary to ensure during the

measures.
favourable situation it will furthermore 
demilitarization of chemical 
derivatives are not disseminated.

warfare agents that methyl phosphonic acid and its

iT
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ENGLISHOriginal ;

COMMITTEE ON DISARMAMENT

Working Group on Chemical Weapons

Suggestions by the Chairman on the draft programme
of work of the Ad hoc Working Group on Chemical 

Weapons for the first part of its 1982 session

The Chairman suggests to conduct the work of the Group on the basis of elements 

and summary of related comments contained in the report CD/220.

Ha.ving in mind tha t :

- the Group will be holding one meeting a. week (without counting possible 

additional and/or informal meetings),

- one meeting will have to be devoted to the "Report of the Chairman of the 

Group of Experts on the consultations held from 15 to 19 March on the issues 

relating to the toxicity determinal ions,

- another meeting will have to be devoted to the approval of the Report in 

connection with the Second Special Session of the United Nations General Assembly 

on Disa.rmament,

the Group has practically a.t its disposal just seven regula.r meetings only, 

to be advisable to organize the work of the Group approximately in the same manner a.s

In this connection, the Chairman suggests to divide the questions 

to be discussed into three main groups :

It seems

in 1980 and I98I.

I - scope of the prohibition, 

II - verification,

III - other problems.

The Chairman proposes to devote three meetings to each of the first two groups 

of problems and one meeting to the problems of 'the third group.

The meetings will take plane every Wednesday, 

draft programme, preserving a. considerable flexibility of its realization, similarly

The Chairman proposes the following

as it was done last year. 

24 February: Organizational matters.

S March: Elements I, II. and Annex I.

General provision

General definition of chemical weapons 

Definitions and Criteria.

GE.82-60679



10 Ma.rcfa: Elements III, IV and Annex il.

Prohibition of transfer 

Declarations
Declarations of possession of stocks of chemical weapons and means of production 

of chemical weapons, plans for their destruction or diversion for permitted 

and time frames a.s well as forms for making such declarations.purposes

17 I»Iarch: Elements V, VI and Annex III.

- Destruction, diversion, dismantling and conversion.

Super-toxic lethal chemicals for non-hostile military purposes.

Destruction, dismantling, or diversion for permitted purposes of declared

stocks of chemical weapons and their means of production.

21 Marchî Discussion on the report of the Chairman on consultations 
held (15-19 Ma.rch) on issues relating to toxicity determination.

51 March: Element IX.

General provision on verification. 

Elements X. XI and Annex IV.J April :
- national legislation verification measures.

- National technical means of verification.
- Recommendations and guidelines concerning the functions and organization of 

the national verification system.

14 April: Elements XII, XIII and Annex V.

- Consultation and co-operation.

- Consultative Committee.
- Consultative Committee (Annex)

Elements VII, VIII, XIV, XV, XVI, XVII and XVIII to be discussed during

CD/CV/V.T.27 
page 2

additional meetings as required.

Relationship with.other treaties. 

International co-operation. 

Amendments.

Review conferences.

Duration and withdrawal.

Signature, notification, accession. 

Distribution of the Convention.
____________ Consideration and adoption of the report in connection with the
Second Special Session of the General Assembly of the United Nations

the Chairman to obtain at lea.st three additional

21 Auril:

Efforts will be made by 

meetings of the working group.

l 
i
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COMMITTEE ON DISARMAMENT......
Working Group on Chemical Weapons

Suggestions by the Chairman on the draft -programme of vork 
of the Ad Hoc Working Group on Chemical Weapons 

for the first part of its 1982 session

The Chairman proposes the following draft programme :

’ 24 February: Organizational matters1st meeting:

5 March: Adoption of -programme of work and consideration of2nd meeting:
Elements l, II, and Annex I

General provision

General definition of chemical weapons

Definitions and 'Criteria

10 March: Elements III. IV and Annex II3rd meeting:

Prohibition of transfer

Declarations

Declarations of possession of stocks of chemical weapons and 
means of production of chemical weapons, plans for their 
destruction or diversion for permitted purposes and time frames 
as well as forms for making such declarations

15 March (Morning) Elements V, VI and Annex III4th meeting: :
Destruction, diversion, dismantling and conversion

-4
- Super—toxic lethal,chemicals for non-hostile military purposes

- Destruction, dismantling, or diversion for permitted purposes 
declared stocks of chemical weapons and their means of production

5th meeting: 17 March: Element IX

General provisions on verification

6th meeting: 22 March (Morning): Discussion on the report of the Chairman on 
consultations held (15-19 March) on issues relating to toxicity 
determination (and time permitting consideration of elements
scheduled for 24 March)

GE. 8 2-60800
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___________ Elements X. XI and Annex IV (and time -permitting,
consideration of elements scheduled for 29 March)
24 March :7th meeting:

National legislation verification measures

' "Na"ti"onal' "technical-means -of verification

- Recommendations and guidelines concerning the functions and 
organization of the national verification system

29 March (Morning): Elements XII. XIII and Annex 7 (and time 
permitting, consideration of elements scheduled for 51 March)8th meeting:

Consultation .and co-operation

Consultative Committee
Consultative Committee (Annex )

Elements VII. VIII. XIV. XV. XVT. XTiI and XVIII51 March:9th meeting:

Relationship with other treaties

International co-operation

Amendments

Review conferences

Duration and withdrawal

Signature, ratification,' accession

Distributionof the Convention
The remaining issues (preamble, others)10th meeting: 7 April:

14 April and-11th meeting:
12th meeting: ■ 19 April (Morning) : Consideration and adoption of the report in

connection with the Second Special Session of the General Assembly
of the United Nations

i1!:
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COMMITTEE ON DISIEM1MENT 
Working Group on Chemical Weapons

BULGARIA
Questions related to the ban of binary chemical weapons

Should new kinds of chemical weapons - "binaries - "based on the latest
technological achievements and on qualitatively new principles ce de ployé ^he 
current negotiations on the prohibition and destruction o_ chemical weapons woul- be

In view of this, the ban on binary chemical weapons within thegreatly complicated.
framework of the chemical weapons convention that is being elaborated, deserves

The delegation of the People's Republic of Bulgaria has onparticular attention, 
several occasions in the past raised this problem, and would be grateful if other
delegations could present their views and further explain their positions m relation

.1/
How one1.

type:
by ascertaining the quantity of the final chemical agent for instance, 
super—toxic or lethal, released after the reaction of the precursors ? 
by ascertaining the quantity of non-filled munitions of binary-type design?

that are stored separately?by ascertaining the stockpiles of precursors
or by way of some other characteristics?

How to identify countries (now end in the future) which according uo the level
with some other criteria,

2.
of development of their chemical industry or in accordance 
should in compliance with e. Chemical Weapons Convention, bo making declarations on

in binary chemical weapons?stockpiles and production of chemicals suitable for
Shall we envisage in the convention measures limiting production of chemicals

use
3.
intended for the production of chemical weapons of the binary type?

1/ Questions of defining the toxicity of binary chemical weapons are not dealt 
with in this paper, though they carry considerable importance.

GE.92-61193



4. What effective measures could we envisage in the convention with a view to 
preventing the proliferation of chemical weapons of the binary type :

- in the period "before the convention enters into force?
_ frcra the moment of entry into force till the complete destruction of chemical

weapons stocks?........ __ .. ... .. . . ....
to solve the problem of prohibition or limitation of transfer of 

chemicals both in kind and quantity, with a view to preventing their use in the 
production of chemical weapons of the binary type ?
6. What is the way to distinguish for the purposes of the convention between the 
chemicals for civilian use and those intended for use in binary chemical weapons?

How the control of the non-production of precursors could be carried out under 
the convention? Especially in casc-s when the components of a binary chemical weapon 
are not known except to one of the Parties to the convention.

What is then the manner in which the possession or the non-possession of binary 
chemical weapons could be verified?

now are we

7.
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_____________ the~ Working Stout; on------
—T he ml c sl~' :e aocn s eg "the ~ consultations helm or. .......
----- issue ^relating to~ mrrroity -dememinamrens

Hencrt rf~

nnscDUCTiow
I. The consultations y ere held in the week fren 15 to 19 March 19B2 and -were 

based on the tire-table of vork proposed by the Chairs an, as contained in 

do curent CD/CW/CRP.23, to structure the discussions, under the five folloying 

headings:
Specific testing sethods for determinations of acute lethal toxicity 

including, inter alia, possible approaches to the elaocratucn of 

standardized sethods of toxicity determination of mixtures of 

chemicals
Circumstances in which inhalation methods are required, supplemented, 

if necessary, by intravenous toxicity determination 

Possible criteria based on ether types of hamful enects 

Inventory of international standardized methods tor toxicity 

de terminations 

Other itess
On behalf of the Chaim an of the Working Group, Professor Dr. 3. Rump acted

I.

II.

III.

IV.

V.

as Chairman for the consultations.
Thirty-two exoerts from 25 countries participated in the consultations of the

(See Annex I for the list of experts.)
2.
Chaim an with delegations.

Thirteen background oarers on various items under consideration were presented
J •

(See Annex II for the list of backgroundin the course of the consultations.

papers. )

At the invitation of the Chairman and on the basis of the decision of the4.
Committee on Disarmament, taken at its 163rd plenary meeting, as contained in

57 of 10 March 1962, Dr. M. Mercier, Manager of the ILG/IHEPA'HO 

International Programme on Chemical Safety and Dr. F. Valic, Scientist for that 

Programme, as well as Dr. J.W. Huismans, Director of the UNEP international register 

of Potentially Toxic Chemicals, attended some of the consultations.

Working Paper So.

(2.32-61679
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which their discussion was foreseen in the time-table of the consultations.

Specific testing methods for determinations, of acute lethal toxicity 
-including, inter alia, po-ssio-ie aonroacnes to the elaboration of

I.

standardized methods of toxicity determination of mixtures of chemicals 

As a result of the discussion of presented" working papers, the participants 

in the consultations unanimously agreed to recommend standardized operating 

procedures for acute subcutaneous toxicity determinations, on the basis of 
document CD/CW/CTC/?. 

report.

6.

These recommendations are contained in Annex III to this

7. Tests for determining lethal toxicity using inhalation or intravenous routes 

of administration were also discussed, 

paragraph 11.
These, discussions are outlined below in

8. Some concern was expressed that a simple screening test for lethal toxicity 

might, in unusual cases, cause a chemical to be placed in an inappropriate category. 

It was generally felt that a solution .to. this problem still needed to be elaborated

As one possible solution, it xv'as suggested that it would be desirable to provide a 

Consultative Committee with sufficient flexibility to deal with such situations.

The application of toxicity criteria to "precursors" of chemical warfare agents 

was discussed.

9.
In this connection, several alternative approaches, were presented 

regarding definitions and terminology (see Annex V). Use of the additional term 

"key precursor" - or alternatively, "key CW precursor" - was suggested. It was 

proposed that, as in the case of CV agents, the general purpose criterion should be 

the principal criterion. It was generally agreed that toxicity criteria could not 

be applied directly to the precursors themselves ; the military significance of a

precursor would be unrelated to its toxicity, which would generally be much less 

than that of the end product CV agent to which it corresponded. The view was

expressed that the end product could generally be. identified chemically and tested 

for toxicity.. The suggestion was also made that this would permit restrictions on

a particular "key CW precursor" to be made equivalent to those applied to the end 

product. Thus,, under the suggested approach, indirectly, the toxicity criteria 

based on standardized toxicity determinations would determine the restrictions and

verification measures applied to "key CW precursors".

Some delegations expressed the view that the discussions had shown that no 

toxicological solution had as yet been found to the question of the utilization of 

toxicity criteria to classify the binary systems according to toxicity levels, 

also felt that the toxicity of the final product formed in binary systems could not

i

They
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be determined with accuracy and depended on many factors which could not be taken
A further view was expressed that, if this were the case,

it would be true of all processes for making CV agents, including conventional,
binary and other multicomponent systems.

The view- was expressed that_in the _case o_f_ a mixture., assignments..and
prohibitions could be based on the categories assigned to its components.
initial toxicity testing of a mixture during verification activities based on the
recommended screening methods may provide an indication of the category of the
mixture's components and could suggest the need for further investigation and
identification of these components to complete the verification process.

Circumstances in which inhalation methods are required, sunplemented 
if necessary, by intravenous toxicity determination

into account in advance.

10.
Thus,

I

II.

11. With respect to circumstances 'under which standardized inhalation tests could 
be used, the general opinion was that such tests would be needed for special purposes.
It was felt that inhalation tests should be performed when the test agent : (i) is
a gas or a low boiling, point liquid; (ii) has a direct effect on the broncho
pulmonary system; and (iii) when the results of the subcutaneous tests are 
equivocal. It was felt that if inhalation tests had to be applied, they would not 
need to be supplemented by the intravenous toxicity tests.

As a result of the discussion of presented working papers, the participants in 
the consultations unanimously agreed to recommend standardized operating procedures 
for acute inhalation toxicity determination on the basis of document CD/CV/CTC/6, 
as amended. These recommendations are contained in Annex IV to this report.
Ill* Possible criteria based on other types of harmful effects

The conclusions drawn from last year's consultations were generally found valid,

12.

15*
namely that in addition to lethal toxic effects, incapacitation and other harmful 
effects are of importance for the treaty, 
method for determination of incapacitating effects, 
further investigation were noted.

However, there is no suitable general 
Some useful suggestions for 

It was also noted that work was being conducted 
in the WHO, which might be of relevance to this problem. The question of the 
possible need, in the future, for methods to ascertain long-term, delayed and
non-reversible effects was also touched upon in this connection. Differing views 
were expressed.
14. It was generally felt that the situation with respect to the "other harmful 
effects" criteria should be reviewed if new developments occurred. The need for 
procedures under a future convention, which could provide for the reviewing of 
technical improvements of benefit to the application of the technical provisions in 
a convention was restated.



In view cf the technical difficulties encountered in the efforts tc find 

standardized testing methods in this field, it was suggested that an illustrative 

list of some Known agents and types of agents and their properties could be utilized 

as a supplementary measure for dealing with "other harmful chemicals".

I • Inventory of international standardized methods for toxicity determinations 

1 . The efforts of the WHO and UNEP in endeavouring tc provide internationally 

available standardized methods for toxicity determinations were again noted.

2-30 pointed out that for national purposes many possibilities now existed to provide

15-

It was

a party to a future convention with information on toxicological and chemical 
analyses. Certain of these institutes regularly carry out such analyses for clients 

outside the country of. their establishment and—-bams-always done this-under the -
strictest confidentiality. 

V. Other items

17. During the discussions some particular problems emerged which were given

Among these were the need tc identify the possible conditions underconsideration.

which 0 particular test should be applied, since these conditions might influence 

the way m which the test was performed and the results of the test. Particularly,

the proclem of the status of the sample to be tested was considered to be an important
\

question, with bearing also on the chemical processes to which the samples might be 
subjected.

Tories for future consultations
18. Under items I-IV, topics for future consultations related to toxicity

Some felt that the principal work with respect to 

toxicity determination had been" "completed with the recommendation of two standardized

determination were discussed.

toxicity test protocols. Others considered that consultations organized by the 

Chairman for the purpose of elaborating measures for determining the toxicity of 1

chemicals had not yet led to the necessary results. Thus, they considered that it 

would be desirable to continue such consultations and discuss, in particular the
following :

i(A) with respect to further toxicity determinations :

(i) standardization of the determination procedures cf "other harmful 

chemicals";
(ii) toxicological aspects cf precursors and mixtures of chemicals in 

connection with binary weapons.

i
i
;
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(B) with respect to other toxicological problems:
(i) important side and delayed effects cf chemical 

(ii) elaboration cf illustrative lists of chemicals for
(a) other harmful chemicals including incapacitants 

precursors cf binary weapons.
Others suggested the following additional topics:
- toxicological aspects of precursors

with all types of chemical weapons, including conventional, binary and 
other multicomponent chemical weapons ;

- elaboration of illustrative lists of precursors cf all types cf chemical 
weapons, including conventional, binary and other multicomponent chemical 
weapons ;

- use of toxicity tests in on-site visits.
1 . under item '/, the following suggestions were made for consultations with experts, 
i an appropriate framework, regarding other technical problems related to a chemical 
weapons convention:

(i) alternative technical approaches to definition 
(ii) technical procedures for verification of specific activities ; destruction 

of declared stockpiles5
(iii) technical evaluation of concepts and technology for the collection,

transmission and processing of information in the context of a chemical 
weapons convention;

(iv) general information on national chemical industries which should be taken 
into account in developing a verification system, with specific reference 
to commercial chemicals which present the greatest risk of diversion to 
chemical weapons purposes.

weapon agents;
weapons purposes

Ob)

and mixtures of chemicals in connection

of the term "precursor";
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1. Introduction

Three categories of agents were defined on the basis of their

toxicity :

(i) super-toxic lethal chemicals; 

(ii) other lethal chemicals;

(iii) other harmful chemicals. 

Lethality limits in terms of LD for subcutaneous administration50
established to separate three toxic categories at 0.5 mg/kg andwere

10 mg/kg.

Principles of the test method2.

The test substance is administered to a group of animals in doses 

corresponding exactly to the category limits (0^5" or 10 mg/kg respectively), 

if in an actual test the death rate was greater than 50 per cent, then 

the material would fall into the higher toxicity category; 

than 50 per cent tae material would fall into the lower toxicity category.

• Description of the test procedTi^p

5«1 Experimental animal Healthy young adult male albino rats of 

Wistar strain weighing 200 ± 20 g should be used.

if it was lower

The animals should be

acclimatized to the laboratory conditions for at least five days prior to 

the test. The temperature of the animal room before and during the test 

should be 22 ± 3 C and the relative humidity should be 50-70 per cent.

With artificial lighting, the sequence should be 12 hours light, 12 hours

dark. Conventional laboratory diets may be used for feeding with an 

unlimited supply of drinking water. The animals 'should be group-caged
but the number of animals per cage should not interfere with proper 

observation of each animal. Prior to the test, the animals are

twenty animals in each group.

5*2 Test substance Each test substance should be appropriately 
identified (chemical composition, origin, batch number, purity, solubility, 

staoilj.ty etc.) and stored under conditions ensuring its stability, 

stability of the substance under the test conditions should also be known.

randomized and divided into two groups ;

The

CD/CV//WP. 50 
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A solution of the test substance should be prepared just before the
Solutions with concentrations of 0.5 ng/nl and 10 mg/ml should 

The preferable solvent is 0.85 per cent saline.
Where the solubility of the test substance is a problem, a minimum amount 
of an organic solvent such as ethanol, propylene glycol or polyethylene- 
glycol may be used to achieve solution.

3*3 Test method Twenty animals receive in the back region 1 ml/kg 
of the solution containing 0.5 mg/ml of the test substance, 
of dead animals is determined within 48 hours and again after seven days. 
If the death rate is lower than ten animals, another group of twenty 
animals should be injected by the same way with 1 ml/kg of .the solution 
containing 10 mg/ml of the test substance.

test.
be prepared.

The number

The number of dead animals
should be determined within 48 hours and again after seven days, 
the result is doubtful (e.g. death rate = 10), the test should be repeated.

3.4 Evaluation cf the results If the death rate in the first group 
of animals (receiving a solution containing 0.5 mg/ml) is equal to or 
higher than 50 per cent, the test substance will fall into the "super-toxic 
lethal chemical" category.

If

If the death rate in the second group 
(receiving a solution containing 10 mg/ml) is equal to or higher than
50 per cent, the test substance will fall into the "other lethal chemical" 
category; if lower than 50 per cent, the test substance will fall into 
the "other harmful chemical". 

lata renorting
A test report should include the following information :
(i) test conditions : date and hour of the test, air temperature 

and humidity;
(ii) animal data : strain, weight and origin of the animals;

(iii) test substance characterization : chemical composition, 
origin, batch number and purity (or impurities) of the 
substance; date of receipt, quantities received and used 
in the test; conditions of storage, solvent used in the 
test;

(iv) resuit5 : the number of dead animals in each group, 
evaluation of results.

4.

■M
i



In the assessment and evaluation oi the toxic characteristics 01 chemicals in 

a vapour or aerosol state determination of acute inhalation toxicity is necessary.

In every case, when it is possible, this test should be preceded by subcutaneous 

toxicity determination.

1.

Data from these studies constitute the initial steps in 

the establishing of a dosage regimen in sub chronic and other s ta dies and may provide 

additional information on the mode of toxic action of a substance.

Three categories of agents were defined or. the basis of their toxicity:

(i) super-toxic lethal chemicals>

(ii) other lethal chemicals ;

(iii) ether harmful chemical .

Lethality limits in terms of LCt
to separate three toxic categories at 2,000 mg min/m^ and 20,000 mg min/rn^. 

Principles of the test method

A group of animals is exposed for a defined period to the test substance in 

concentration corresponding exactly to the category limits (2,000 mg min/m"' or 

20,000 mg min/m" respectively).

than 50 per cent, then the material would fall into the higher toxicity category; 

if it was lower than 50 per cent, the material would fall into the lower toxicity 

category.

for inhalatory application were established50

2.

If in an actual test the death rate was greater

. Description.vof the test -procedure

3*1 Experimental animal. Healthy young adult male albino rats of Wistar 

strain weighing 200 - 20 g should be used. The animals should be acclimatized to

the laboratory conditions for at leasi five days prior to the test. The temperature 
of the animal room before and during the test should be 22 - 3°C and the relative 

humidity should be 50-70 per cent. Vith artificial lighting, the sequence should 

be 12 hours light, 12 hours dark. Conventional laboratory diets may be used for 

leading with an unlimited supply of drinking water. The animals should be group-caged 

but the number of animals per cage should not interfere with proper observation of

each animal. Drier to the test the animals are randomized and divided into two groups; 
twenty animals in each group.

CD/CV/Up. 50 
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Each test substance should be appropriately identified 
(chemical composition, origin, batch number, purity, solubility, stability,

3.2 Test substance

boiling point, flash point, vapour pressure etc.) and stored under conditions
The stability of the substance under the test conditionsensuring its stability, 

should also be known.
A constant vapour concentration may be produced by one of3.3 Equipment 

several methods
(i) by means of an automatic syringe which drops the material onto a 

suitable heating system (e.g. hot plate)
(ii) by sending airsteam through a solution containing the material 

(e.g. bubbling chamber)
(iii) by diffusion of the agent through a suitable material (e.g. diffusion

chamber).
A dynamic inhalation system with a suitable analytical concentration

The rate of air flow should be adjusted to ensure 
that conditions throughout the equipment are essentially the sane.
control system should be used.

Both a whole
body individual chamber exposure or head only exposure may be used.

Measurements or monitoring should be conducted3.4 Physical measurements 
of the following parameters:

(i) the rate of air flow (preferably continuously),
(ii) the actual concentration of the test substance during the exposed

period,
(iii) temperature and humidity.

3.5 Test method Twenty animals are exposed for 10 minutes to the 
concentration of 200 mg/m^ and then removed from the chamber. The number of dead 

animals is determined within 48 hours and again after 7 days. -If the death rate 
is lower than 10 animals, another group of twenty animals should be exposed for 
10 minutes to the concentration of 2,000 mg/m^. 

should be determined within 48 hours and again after 7 days, 
doubtful (e.g. death rate = 10) , the test should be repeated.

3.6 Evaluation of results
( exposed to the concentration of 200 mg/m^) is equal to cr higher than 50 Per

;

The number of dead animals
If the result is

If the death rate iO the first group of animals
cent,

the test substance will fall into the " super-toxic lethal chemical" category.
If the death rate in the second group (exposed to the concentration of
2-,000 mg/m^) is equal to or higher than 50 per cent, the test substance will fa-1

if it is lower than 50 per cent, theinto the "other lethal chemical" category; 
test substance will fall into the "other harmful chemical".
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A ^es u »eporu shcula include one i^llcwing information: 
(i) Test conditions: date and hour of 

chancer (type, dimensions,
the test, description of exposure

source cf air, system for generating the 
test substance, method of conditioning air, treatment of 
etc.,) and equipment for measuring temperature, humidity 
and concentration cf the test substance.

(ii) Exposure data: air flow

exhaust air 
, air flow

rate, temperature and humidity cf air, nominal
concenuration (total amount of test substance fed into the equipment
divided cy volume cf air), actual concentration in test breathing 

( 11 i) Animal data: strain,
zone.

weight and origin of animals.
(iv) Test substance characterization: chemical composition, origin, batch

number and purity (or impurities) of the substance; boiling point,
flash point, vapour pressure ; date of receipt, quantities received and
used in the test ; condition of storage, 

(v) Results: number
solvent used in the test, 

of dead animals in each group, evaluation cf results.

/
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ANNEX V

SUGGESTED DEFINITIONS

(A) Definition contained in Cp/CW/CTC/d :
" 'Precursor' is the starting- reactant in a one pot chemical 

synthesis forming a super-toxic lethal or other lethal chemical, which 
determines the main characteristics (class of compound, toxicity, etc.) 
of the compound formed, when the reaction is taking place :

(1) in a chemical weapon warhead or other disseminating device for 
chemical weapons, immediately "before the dissemination of the 
final, toxic product1

(2) in a production facility producing super-toxic lethal or other 
lethal chemicals
Definition contained in CD/CW/CFP. 51 :

'precursors' which could be used to produce chemical
(3)

weapon
agents are :

(a) Any chemical wnich could be used in a reaction sequence 
leading to a CW agent would be considered a precursor'
and would be subject to the general purpose criterion, 
por the purposes of regulation and verification, attention 
would be focussed on a list of 'key precursors', which 
would De precursors which were agreed to be of particular

0>)

significance. 
compounds could be listed.

Both individual compounds and classes of 
The Consultative Committee 

would be responsible for revision of the list.
(c) The restrictions applied to 'key precursors' would be

equivalent to those applied to the corresponding toxic 
chemicals themselves. Thus, indirectly, the toxicity 
criteria would determine the restrictions applied to
'key precursors' ".
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Text r: ""n~clne ' ir. document CP A TO•

27'" ne
B. Tent as tr"nosed by the Chad (ci>/cv/crf.47)irr.cn

the objectives of genera1 and complete 
disarmament, including the prohibition 3nd elimination of all types of weapons of 
mass destruction,

Convinced that the prohibition 'f the devc-lopnent, production and stockpiling 
Of chemical weapons and their destruction represent a necessary step towards the

under effective international control 
the field of chemistry should be used

achievement of general and complete disarmament
C'>nsiJerinn that the achievements in

exclusively for the benefit of mankind, 
In conformity with an undertaking contained in the Convention, on the

Production and Stockpiling of BacteriologicalProhibition of the Development,
(Biological) and Toxic Weapons and on their Destruction
in good faith with a view to reaching early agreement
prohibition of the develrpmentJ_productign_and .stockpiling' of chemical weapons and 
on their destruction,

Recoanizinn the

to continue negotiations 
on effective measures for the

important significance of the Geneva Protocol for the 
Prohibition of the use in War of Asphyxiating Poisonous or Other Gases anc of 

S-^ned ac Geneva on 1/ June 1925 and also of the 
Production and Stockpiling of 
~n their Destruction, in force 

upon ail States to comply strictly with the said

Bacteriological Methods of Warfare,
Convention on the- Prohibition of the Development,

and

agreements
Guided by the principle of n-„r.-diminished security of any State or grout) of

States,
In accordance with the objectives and 

United Nations,
principles of the Charter of the

II. A. Comments as contained in document CD/22S
None

B. k^ii.^ary ay une lhairnan oi initial comments made durina 
-f the i?'3: session (CD/CW/CRP. Sff ) * the first part

1. Delegations which commented on the draft Preamble 
that they considered this to be

proposed by the Chairman noted
a -irst reading and that their comments were to be

recorded as preliminary only, since they had not 
text. ~°re comments were t* follow during the second
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Some delegations felt that a preamble to a convention should only be elaborated 

the body of that convention is agreed upon.

With respect to the first nreambular paragraph

2.
once

Some delegations thought that general and complete disarmament was one objective,
The word objective should thus be used in the singular.

The idea to

3.
namely, the ultimate one.
Furthermore, it was difficult for a State to "adhere to an objective", 
be reflected in this paragraph should rather be the determination of States to achieve

the final objective of general and complete disarmament.
A delegation suggested that one should refer in this context to the entire 

recognized objective of general and complete disarmament under effective 

international control.
With respect to the second preambular paragraph

Some delegations felt that a convention, so as to be comprehensive in nature, 
should aim at prohibiting chemical weapons in all their aspects and therefore also 

include a prohibition of use of chemical weapons in the scope of a convention.
A delegation proposed that this paragraph should refer to the total destruction 

of chemical weapons, which would ensure that they could not be used. 
that it would be difficult to cover the question of "use" in this convention.

Some delegations thought that this paragraph should specify that the 
destruction of chemical weapons should be accompanied by adequate verification.
With respect to the third preambular paragraph

Some delegations felt that if the purpose of this paragraph was to speak of 
chemistry as it is used in chemical warfare, this sentence should be amplified because 

chemistry could be used by military establishments for a variety of purposes which do 
not involve the use of these chemicals as weapons, but as propellants or fuels, etc. 

Such use cannot be forbidden in a chemical weapons convention, yet it cannot be said 
that such use is exclusively for the benefit of mankind.

A delegation suggested that the general ideas on the promotion of peaceful 

co-operation among States and the efforts to strengthen international co-operation in 
scientific fields, especially in that of chemistry, should be reflected in this 
paragraph.

With respect to the fourth preambular •paragraph

4.

t

3.

6.
Others thought

7.

8.

9.

10. Some delegations felt that this was not the only convention to be mentioned in 
this context. Specifically, it was suggested that an appropriate way be found to 
refer to the obligations under the 1925 Geneva Protocol. Others felt that this 
paragraph was appropriately formulated, as it reflected a very specific commitment 
assumed by Parties to the Biological Weapons Convention.

*
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11. A delegation pointed out that its countryfr w?s rrt ? P?rty to the Biological
Veap,ns C''nventi--n ^ ^ tfccrof-rc- nrt be tom, by sny cootitnent 
Convention.
Vith respect to the fifth

Some delegations felt that

embodied in that

preambular paragraph
12. reference- t
on the handling of the question of the 
of the convention under negotiation.

^ the Geneva Protocol of 1925 would depend 
prohibition of use of chemical weapons as part

13. A delegation expressed reservations with regard to the reference to the 
Biological Weapons Convention, to which its country 
associate itself with 
With respect to the sixth
14. A delegation felt that this wooing implicitly 
Convention to again take 
weapons if they deemed it 
impression should be avoided.

Some delegations felt that there

was not a party; it could not 
an appeal to comply with the provisions of that Convention. 

preambular parrgraph

authorized a "State" Party to the 
up the development, production and stockpiling of chemical 

Such annecessary from a security point of view.

15. many other principles that should guide
There was no reason to single out 

f'r the preamble to this convention from 
among the many that the international community has agreed upon over the years.
However, if it were agreed to

were
States in signing a convention of that Importance.
the principle of "non-diminished security"

include this principle in this preamble, this should 
better be done by referring to it in its full context which was that of "the " "*" 
non-diminished security of any States at lower levels of 
With respect to the seventh

armaments.
preambular paragraph

16. A delegation thought that the 
ut would be preferable to say that in

in accordance with" were not appropriate.wore s
<r.er to further the objectives and principles 

of the Charter of the United Nations, States Parties undertake to .
17. Some delegations felt that this paragraph was too general and that it would 
have to be rediscussed more thoroughly.
HI. Concrete alternative werdinr proposed

A. With respect to the a^ove Cmoments 
with resnect t
A delegation prop-sed the f-11 -wing ‘text (CD/CW/CRP.5^)":

—vinced that the complete prohibition end total destruction of chemical 
represent a necessary step towards the achievement 
disarmament under effective international

Without specific reference t- Comments

Comment N-. 6

weapons
of general and complete

control.
3.

None

J
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EIEMEKT I : GENERAL PROVISION
contained in document CL/220A. Text asI.

this Convention should undertake, as set forth in
circumstances to develop» produce »

Each State Party to
the following Elements, never under any 
otherwise acquire, stockpile, retain or transfer chemical weapons and to

otherwise dispose of existing stocks of chemical weapons anddestroy or 
means of production of such weapons.-

B. " -Proposal by the Chairman for Element I
(linguistic changes only) '
Each State Party to this Convention undertakes, under no circumstances, 
to develop, produce, otherwise acquire, stockpile, retain or transfer 
chemical weapons and to destroy or otherwise dispose of-existing stocks 
of such weapons and the means of their production.

Comments as contained in document Cl/220II.
1. Some delegations regarded this element as superfluous on the. ground .hat it 
would complicate the structure of the main prohibition, under the convention and would

They asserted that mentioning in this elementrender this prohibition less distinct.
prohibitions but not others would give rise to ambiguities regarding the scope

Others, who agreed with this element, believed that it was essential
some
of a convention, 
because it stated in clear terms the two main purposes of a convention, namely a set
of prohibitions and an obligation to destroy the existing stocks of chemical weapons

Furthermore, this element wouldand the means of production of such weapons.
the binding character of the undertakings to be entered into by the Partiesensure

to a future convention.
2. Some delegations felt that a convention, so as to be comprehensive in nature, 
should aim at prohibiting chemical weapons in all their aspects and therefore also
include a prohibition of use of chemical weapons in the scope of a convention.__They
held, inter alia, that this would strengthen the prohibition contained in the .
1925 Geneva Protocol by adding measures of verification to it and by enlarging it 
to cover some hostile situations which they deemed not to be covered by the Protocol,
whose scope of prohibition, in their view, only covers the use of chemicals in wax. 
Others felt that a comprehensive prohibition of use was already contained in .he 
1925 Protocol, and that it should therefore not be restated because it would lead

According to some delegations the verificationto the weakening of that Protocol, 
mechanism of a future convention would also entail the division of States Parties
to the Protocol into twb categories on the basis of their obligations, namely those who
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have become Parties to a convention,and thus accepted the obligations of verification 
under it and those who have net become Parties to a convention and therefore have no 
such obligations. It was further felt by some that restating the prohibition of use 
would cast doubts on the recognized value of the Protocol, 
nothing in this convention should detract from the effectiveness of the 1925 Protocol.

All agreed however that

Some delegations supported the idea of including in the scope of a convention 
a prohibition specifically of planning, organization and training intended to enable 
the utilization of toxic properties of chemicals as chemical weapons in combat, in

Others objected that 
It was asserted,

3.

order to completely eliminate chemical warfare capability, 
such-a prohibition would be difficult to implement and verify, 
in addition, that the prohibition of the development, production, stockpiling and 
retention of all means of chemical warfare, including corresponding chemicals, 
munitions, devices and equipment as well as means of production of chemical weapons 
would lead to the elimination of the actual chemical warfare potential.

Some delegations felt that the scope of a convention should include the 
prohibition of development etc, of chemicals for hostile purposes, involving the 
utilization of toxic properties of such chemicals not only against man but also

Some delegations indicated that they would prefer the 
scope of a convention to be extended to all chemicals capable of having toxic

Others thought that the prohibition 
should refer to hostile purposes, involving the utilization of toxic properties of

inter alia, the widespread civilian use of some

4.

against animals and plants.

effects on all-components of the environment.

chemicals against man only, because 
of these chemicals would make verification very difficult.

Some delegations suggested that the link between the scope of the Biological 
Weapons Convention and that of a chemical weapons convention should be referred to 
wherever appropriate.
Ill. Concrete alternative wording proposed

5-

With respect to the above CommentsA.
with respect to Comment No. 1
A delegation proposed the following text (CD/CW/CRP.19):
"Each State Party to this Convention should undertake never and under 
no circumstances to develop, produce, otherwise acquire, stockpile or 
retain chemical weapons and to destroy or otherwise dispose of existing 
stocks of such weapons and the means of their production, not to transfer 
chemical weapons or the means of their production to anyone, and not to 
station such weapons on foreign territories, as well as not to assist, 
encourage or induce anyone to engage in activities from which the 
State Party itself would be obliged to refrain under the Convention."
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with respect to Concent ITo ■ 2
Some delegations proposed the following text (CD/CW/CRP .24 ) î 

:'Each State Party to this Convention undertakes never in any 
circumstances to develop, produce, otherwise acquire f stockpile f retain, 

transfer or use chemical weapons and to destroy or otherwise dispose of 

existing stocks of chemical weapons and means of production of such 

weapons
with respect to Comment No. 3!

None
with respect to Comment No. 4

None
with respect to Comment No. 5

None
Without specific reference to CommentsB.

None

l



ZLEÎ II: rr chciical
Text as container in document CL/l-20I.

1. Chemical weapons, as referres to in Flenent I, would convorise: 

-“"x"*c ^-e *hal, other lethal, and ether harmful chenicals(a) super as well as
precursors of such chemicals, intended ibr hostile 

utilization of the toxic properties of such chemicals
or military purposes involving the

as weapons, provided their types
are compatible with and that their quantities are sufficient for such purposes* 

(b) munitions and devices, specifically designed to cause death or other harm 
through toxic properties of chemicals released from then as well as equipment 

specifically designee for use directly in connection with the employment of such 
munitions or devices.

Dexxnitions of super-toxic lethal chemicals, other lethal chemicals, other harmful 

chemicals end precursors would be given in .annex I.
Comments as contained in document CD/220 - -

2.

II.

1. oome delegations suggested that elements I and II, for increased clarity, should 
be combined and formulated along the lines in element I in (JO/cv/WP.lo. The
Prohibition would then cover the development, production, acquisition, stockpiling, 
and retention of: (a.) super-toxic lethal, other lethal and other harmful chemicals

and precursors of such chemicals, except those intended for non-hostile purposes or

military purposes not involving the use of chemical wea.pons, provided their types and 
quantities are consistent with such purposes ; (b) any munitions or devices,

specifically designed to cause death or other harm through the toxic properties of 
the chemicals releasee as a result of the employment of these munitions or devices ; 
(c) any equipment specifically designed for use directly in connection with the 

employment of such munitions or devices. Other delegations would prefer to maintain 
the formulation of element I, which seemed to them to reflect in a very clear manner 

the main purpose of a convention, which deals with a set of prohibitions, on the one 

hand, and with a precise obligation to destroy existing stocks and means of production,
on .he other. Element II would then contain the definition of chemical weapons, 
both for the purpose of the prohibitions and for the purpose of destruction.
2. -- delegation suggested that on logical grounds the sub paragraphs in paragraph 1 
of the element should be presented in the reversed order.

• dome delegations suggested the insertion of the words "chemical warfare agents, 
made up of" after "(a)" and before "super-toxic lethal".

i

n: . j)
page 8
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Lone delegations aloe wished te have definitions of "chemical warfare agents , 

"hostile purposes'1', "nen-hostile purposes", "permitted purposes' , ' chemical munitions

and "ncans of production of chemical weapons" included.
Sene dele rations felt that all the definitions should be included in the main

Hov;ever the technical details such as those
5.
body of a convention and net in an annex, 
related to methods for toxicity determinations should remain in the annex.

should be understood to includeSome delegations suggested that chemical weapons 
certain chemical substances which, even if they are not toxic in nature could be
6.

Othersemployed as chemical weapons, for instance, psychochemicals and herbicides.

great practical difficulties in this proposal.
Some délestions considered that the general purpose criterion was not made

In their view the definition of chemical weapons

saw

7.
sufficiently clear in this element, 
should be formulated so as to state that these weapons include all lrindc of chemical

to cause death,warfare agents whose toxic properties can be used for hostile purposes 

injury or harm to human beings, animals and plant life.

III. Concrete alternative wording proposed

Uith resnect to the above CommentsA.
with resnect to Comment Ho. 1

- A delegation proposed the following text for paragraph 1 of 

Element II (CD/CV/CEP.20).
"Chemical weapons, as referred to in Element I, would comprise :

(a) super-toxic lethal, other lethal and other harmful chemicals, and precursors 

of such chemicals, except those intended for non-hostile purposes or military purposes

provided their types and quantities arenot involving the use of chemical weapons 

consistent with such purposes;

(b) any munitions or devices, 

through the toxic properties of the chemicals released

specifically designed to cause death or other harm
result of the employmentas a

of these munitions or devices;
(c) any equipment specifically designed for use directly in 

employment of such munitions or devices." 

with respect to Comment ITo. 2

connection with

llone.

with resnect to Comment No.

ITone.

/

,
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with rosiest t q C cm ~ ~*cc. anrl c

“ delegation propose': sc delete paragraph 2 of —lement 17., as contained 
in do canon u CD/22C, an:' tc replace it "by the texu below (Cl/7’.r/cr2.22).
“eXb v/oulc aloe replace the text of i.nnex I, paragraphe 1-4, which should thus be

This

deleted in the Annex.
'Delete paragraph 2 of Zlement II, as contained in document CD/220, and replace 

by the following:
Por the purposes of this Convention:
(a) a -'super-toxic lethal chemical* is any toxic chemical, with a median lethal 

dose which is less than or equal to C.5 mg/l:g (subcutaneous administration) or 
or 2,000 mg-min/m"7 (by inhalation), when measured by the agreed methods set forth 
in Annex I ;

2#

(b) any tother lethal chemical' is any toxic chemical with a median lethal dose
or 2,000 mg-nin/m'

equal to 10 mg/hg (subcutaneous administration) 
or 20,000 mg-min/m"7 (by inhalation) when measured by the agreed methods set forth

which is greater than 0.5 mg/hg (subcutaneous administation) 
(by inha.lation) and wliich is less than or

in Annex I ;
(c) any 'other harmful chemical' is any toxic chemical vdth a.median lethal dose 

which is greater than 1C mg/L:g (subcutaneous administration) or 20,000 mg-min/m"7
(by inlialation) when measured by the agreed methods set forth in Annex I ;

(d) 'permitted purposes' are non-hostile purposes and military purposes which
are not connected with the use of chemical weapons, 

(e) 'non-hostile purposes I are industrial, agricultural, research, medical 
or other peaceful purposes, law-enforcement purposes or purposes directly related tc 
protection against chemical weapons."

- A delegation proposed the following new text (CD/C'j/CPP.57) as a continuation 
to the suggested alternative wording for paragraph 2(d) of Zlement II as 
contained in document CD/CV/CIÙ.'.22 (above):
"(0) 1 permitted purposes1 arc non-hostile purposes and military purposes which

are not connected with the use of chemical weapons as well as activities connected 
with medical and technical protection. " 

with respect to Comment Do. C

j
t
!
■«
i

t

Hone.
with respect tc Comment !Tc.
Hone.
Hi shout specific refere-r.cc to CommentsB.
Hone.
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Ai".":: I: ïïCTIHITIQJo A13 CHITZAIA
Texs as contained in document Cl/220

criteria and methods in this Annex would he agreed upon for the
I.

Définitions 
purpose of this Convention.

A "super-toxic lethal chemical" is any toxic chemical, however produced, with a 
median lethal dose which is less than or equal to 0.5 mgAc (subcutaneous administration 
or 2,000 mg-min/m^ (by inhalation), when measured by the methods set forth in

1.

2.

paragraph 6 of this annex. .
Any "other lethal chemical" is any toxic chemical, however produced, with a 

median lethal dose which is greater than 0.5 mgAc (subcutaneous administration) 
or 2,000 mg-min/m^ (by inhalation) and which is less'than or equal to 10 mgAs 
(subcutaneous administration) or 20,000 mg-mn/m^ (by inhalation) when measured by ohe

3*

methods set forth in paragraph 6 of this annex.
Any "other harmful chemical" is any toxic chemical, however produced, with a

10 mgAc (subcutaneous administration)4.
median lethal dose which is greater than 
or 20,000 mg-min/m'> (by inhalation) when measured by the methods set forth in
paragraph 6 of this annex.

"Precursors" are sets of chemicals, which, when made to react chemically with 
each other, form among others also such chemicals as are mentioned in paragraphs 2-4 

of this Annex.
Ilethods for toxicity determinations and identification of chemicals.

[to be elaborated]
Comnents as contained in document CD/220
It was generally felt that the definition of "precursors" required further study. 
Some delegations objected to the expression "however produced" in paragraphs 2~<-. 

on the grounds that it would lead to confusion with regard to the Biological Weapons 
Convention.
III. Concrete alternative wordinr proposed

5.

6.

II.
1.
2.

With respect to the above CommentsA.
with resoect to Comment ITo. !
Hone.
with resnect to Comment Ho. 2
A delegation proposed a text (CD/CV/CIT,22) to replace the existing 
paragraphs 1 to 4 of Annex I (see page 11 of this compilation). 

Without specific reference to Comments3.
Hone. /
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PROHIBITION OF TRANSFERELEMENT III:
A. Text as contained in document 0L/220I.

State Party to this Convention should 'undertake:Each
any chemical weapons; 

or indirectly, except to a State Party,
not to transfer to anyone, directi' or indirectly(a)

(h) not to transfer to anyone, directly
toxic lethal chemicals produced or otherwise acquired for permitteeany super-

suitable for chemical weapons purposes;of types and in quantities whic^» 

(c) not to assist, encourage 

in activities from which the State Party

arepurposes
or induce.. directl1; or indirectly, anyone to engage

itself would be obliged to refrain under the•-

Convention.
B. Proposal by the Chairman for Element IIII
Each State Party to the Convention under calces :

j , directly or indirectly, any chemical weapons;(a) not to transfer to anyone

(b) not to transfer to anyone 

State Party, the supertoxic

(c) not to assist, encourage 
activity, which the States Parties undertake not to carry

, directly or indirectly, except any other

lethal chemicals for the permitted purposes;
indirectly, anyone to the1 and induce, directly or

out in accordance with the

provisions of the Convention. 

II. Comments as contained in document CP/22_0
toxic lethalthat the prohibition to transfer super-Some delegations thought 

chemicals should be
1. A delegation, however, feltextended to other lethal chemicals,

lethal chemicals, except to Statetransfer of super-toxicthat the prohibition on
subsumed 'under (c). Mo special provision therefore

Parties, contained in (b) above,
needed to be made with respect to super-toxic lethal

than strict application of the provision under (c).

was
chemicals, especially since this

might imply less 

A delegation 

toxic lethal 

another State Party

element III to transfer super-considered that the right implied in
suitable for chemical weapons purposes 

intended for permitted

2.
chemicals in types and quantities

should only apply '.-Then these chemicals are

purposes. ermitted "to transfer to 
of the

that States Parties should be p
of chemical weapons for the purpose

Some delegations suggested
Parties their existing stocks

5.
other States
destruction of these weapons.

Some delegations felt that the trading of this prohibition

of the ambiguity ir. the definition of cheminai weapons.

not sufficiently Iwas
4.
clear because

i

i
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111. Concrete alternative wcraing rrrnoce
A. With respect to the above Cements 
None.
B. Without specific reference to Comments

folloxring wording (CD/CW/CRP.25) fa separateA delegation propocel the 
element to be incerted after Element III in document CD/220:

Element III Bis
Convention undertakes during the period of

concerning the 
for non-hostile

"Each State Party to this
implementation of the commitments envisaged in element
destruction and diversion of stocks of chemical weapons

under its jurisdiction directly ornot to station such ireaponspurposes
indirectly on the territory of other Stases."

folloxring tent (CD/CW/CEP.27)
Element III Bis contained in CD/CW/CRP.25 :

Convention further undertakes to recall to its own

continuation to theas aA delegation proposed the 
wording for a new

"Each Party to this 
national territory,
Convention, all chemical weapons 
territory of other States."

no later then six months.after acceding to the. .
stationed under its jurisdiction on «.he



DECLARATIONSELEMENT IV:
Tpyt as contained in document CD./22CI.
Each State Party to this Convention should undertake to declare within

after the Convention has entered into force cr the State Party has adhered
1.
30 days 
to it:

(a) its possession or non-possession of chemical weapons;
(t>) its stocks of chemical weapons and means of production of such weapons ;
(c) its plans for the destruction or, where appropriate according to Element V,

of declared stocks of chemical weapons ;diversion for permitted purposes
(d) its plans for the destruction, dismantling or, where appropriate according

to Element V, conversion of declared means of production of chemical weapons.
Super-toxic lethal chemicals, acquired for non-hostile military purposes,

The location of facilities where super-toxic lethal chemicals are
Matters concerning the content

2.
should be declared.

should also be declared.produced for such purposes 
and form would be set forth in Annex II.
XI. Comments as contained in document CD/220

differentiated 
The element

Some delegations considered that this element does not ensure a1.
approach to the declarations, each of which has its own specificity.

of activities to be declared and thewould have to be rearranged as regards the scope
time frames for various declarations.

stocks of chemicalSome delegations suggested that all States Parties possessing
should simultaneously make the

2.
and means of production of such weaponsweapons 

relevant declarations.
should be made immediately at theSome delegations thought that all declarations3. the time of accession of States Parties.entry into force of the convention or at

Some delegations felt that declarations 
chemical weapons could not be provided within the 

. Some delegations suggested that chemical weapons

concerning the location of the stocks of 
time limit stipulated in the element, 

munitions filling facilities and 
of chemical warfare agents should

4.

specific weapon systems designed for the employment 
be declared at the entry into force.

Parties should declare not later than 
convention the complete cessation ox

Some delegations considered that States 
10 years after the entry into force of the 
activities and the destruction or conversion 
needed for the planning, organization and training

6.

of materials and facilities which are
intended to enable the utilization

in combat.of toxic properties of chemicals as chemical weapons
felii that the wording of this element was not sufficiently clear

Some delegations7.
because of the ambiguity in the definition of chemical weapons.

CD/OW/WP.33
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III. Concrete alternative wording proposed
A. V/ith respect te the above Cornent s

with respect to Conr.er.tr lier. I and /■
made the following proposal (CD/CV/CEP.30):

to the Convention should undertake to destroy or to
Two delegations
"1. Each State Party

divert to non-hostile purposes., in an amount corresponding to such purposes, the stocks 
of chemical weapons declarer in accordance with Element TV,

Each State Party to the Convention should be entitled:2.
-(a) To re-equip provisionally, for the purposes of destroying stocks of

of production previously used for the manufacture of suchchemical weapons, the means 
weapons ;

(b) To carry out the destruction of stocks at a special installation or 
installations built for that purpose.

3. Destruction and diversion of the stocks of chemical weapons should be carried
Each such plan should be declaredcut by each State Party in accordance with a plan.

later than six months after the State concerned becomes a Party to the Convention. 
4. Each State Party should initiate operations to destroy or divert its stocks 

of chemical weapons no later than two years after it becomes a Party to the 
Convention and complete them no later than ten years after that date, 
operations are carried out earlier than is provided for in the plan, the State Party

not

When such

concerned should make an appropriate notification."
B. Without sneci-fic reference to Comments
A delegation proposed the following text (CD/CV/CKF.28) in relation to 

Element IV.1.(b) :
"1. (b) its stocks of chemical weapons and means of production of such weapons
on its territory or in any place whatsoever under its jurisdiction or control.
A delegation proposed the following text (CD/CV/CRP.32) as alternative wording 

for Element IV:
"1. Each State Party to this Convention should undertake to declare within J>C da> s 

after the Convention has entered into force or the State Party has adhered to it:
(a) its possession or non—possession of chemical weapons ;
(b) its stocks of chemical weapons and means of production of such weapons;
(c) its plans for the destruction of declared stocks of chemical weapons;
(d) its plans for the destruction or dismantling of declared means of 

production of chemical weapons. Where appropriate according to Element V. declared
could be converted for purposes of destruction,means of production of chemical weapons

1on a temporary basis.
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hostile military purposes,
lethal chemicals are 

the content

chemicals, acquired for non-Super-toxic lethal 
should be declared.

2. where'super-toxicTne location of facilitaes
Matters concerningshould also be declared.for such purposesproduced

and form would be set
A delegation, in proposing

forth in Annex II."
(cl/cv/cep.39) for a new

should be inserted between
the following text (b) and (c)

indicated that itsubparagraph for Element IV, 
in document CD/220, page 14: of stocks of chemical weaponsits territoryor non—possession on« _ possession 

under
A delegation suggested the following

control of other Sta^e. (CD/CW/CEP.26) foralternative wording

not later than 30Element IV:
«Each State Party to this Convention should declare

becoming a party:
(a) The amount of accumulated

situated on its territory or in any 

control;

which it possesses 
whatsoever under

after stocks of chemical weapons 
other place

or which are
or which 

under its jurisdiction
its jurisdiction or

(b) The means of production
its territory or in any

which it possessesof chemical weapons
r other place whatsoever

are situated on
or CO^ o£ cheBical veapons, technical

Levant testai .option transie, to anyone after

date."

for their production 
certain agreed
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DECLARATIONS OF POSSESSION OF STOCKS OF CHEMICAL WEAPONS AND 
MEANS OF PRODUCTION OF CHEMICAL WEAPONS, PLANS FOR THtJR 
DESTRUCTION OR DIVERSION FOR PERMITTED PURPOSES AND TIME 

FRAMES AS WELL AS FORMS FOR MAKING SUCH DECLARATIONS

contained in document CD/220

ANNEX II:

Text as
IV should contain information about :

and of their location;
, including

The declarations stipulated in element
and amounts of stocks of chemical weapons

1.
(a) types

location and capacity of means of production of chemical weapons
-toxic lethal chemicals ;

(b)
specialized facility for permitted production of super

diversion of stocks of chemical weapons, including 
and the location of plants for

(c) plans for destruction or 
timing and specification of types and amounts

destruction and diversion ;
conversion of means of production(d) plans for the destruction, dismantling or 

of chemical weapons, including their location and capacity.
IV should be forwarded to the Depositary,Declarations as stipulated in Element 

would distribute them to the other States
2.

Parties to the Convention within one
who
week after having received them. 

. Declarations should be sufficiently informative to allow independent
national and international means of verificationverification of the information by 

available to other States Parties to the Convention. ,
contained in document CD/220II. Comments as

Some delegations felt that it was premature to 

declarations as long as no preliminary 
aspects of declarations in Element IV.

It was generally felt that further details

suggest the nature and content of 
agreement had been reached on the general

1.

would have to be elaborated concerning
2.
the standardization of forms for declarations.

. Some delegations felt that States 
location of stocks of chemical weapons at the entry

the location where they would be assembled at a specific time after the

Parties should not have to declare the
into force of the Convention out

rather
entry into force.

Some delegations felt that the wording of this annex 
clear because of the ambiguity in the definition of chemical weapons. 

III. Concrete alternative wording proposed

not sufficientlywas4.

With respect to the above CommentsA.
with respect to Comments Nos. 1 and 3

following text (CD/CW/CRP.30)•- Two delegations proposed the
to destroy or dismantle theEach State Party/ to the Convention should undertake1.

accordance with clement J.'J.means of production of chemical weapons, declared in

V»
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of chemical weapons 
Each such plan 

commencement of destruction or

of productiondismantling of the means 
each State Party in 
later than one year

Destruction or 
should be conducted by 
should be declared no

2. accordance with a plan.
before the

dismantlingdismantling.. for destruction or
Convention and complete

should initiate operations
party to the

Each State Party
after it becomes a 

after that date., 
for in the plan, the State Party

than eight years 
later than ten years 
than is provided -

carried outno later 
them no 
earlier 
appropriate notification.

such operations
concerned should make an

areWhen

to Comment No. 2with
None

respect to Comment No. 4with
None
Without specific reference 

None

to Comments
B.

<
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DESTRUCTION, DIVERSION, DISMANTLING AND CONVERSION 

contained in document CD/220
ELEMENT V:

Text as-L •

this Convention should undertake to:1. Each State Party to 

(a) destroy or
its stocks of chemicaldivert for permitted purposes

weapons ;
of production of chemical weapons. 

could be converted temporarily,
of destroying stocks of 

and dismantling stipulated in this 
after the Convention has entered 

which has to fulfil these provisions, has adhered

dismantle its means(b) destroy or
Means of production of chemical weapons 

before final
2.

destruction or dismantling, for the purpose

The destruction, diversionsuch weapons.
Element should be completed within ten years

into force or a State Party

to it.
Matters concerning procedures, including notifications, in connection with

would be set forth in Annex III.what is stipulated in this Element
contained in document CD/220II. Comments as

objection in principle to the impliesSome delegations expressed their 
possibility of conversion/diversion.

"conversion" provided it was only temporary 

of chemical weapons for the purpose
Some delegations felt that destruction 

not take as long as 10 years, 
take so long, the stocks of chemical weapons 
kept under international supervision.

. Some delegations
co-operation should be envisaged in order to 
provisions related to the destruction of stocks

1.
They could, however, accept the term

conversion of means of production

of destroying stocks of such weapons.
of stocks of chemical weapons should

2.
They thought, however, that if destruction must

should in the interim period be

suggested that appropriate forms of international
facilitate the implementation of

of chemical weapons for all States

Parties.
belonging to a State 

to another State Party and
Some delegations felt that stocks of chemical weapons 

Party could be transferred for destruction purposes 

destroyed there.
III. Concrete r.ltemaii*’2 wording -orprosed

4.

the r.hc'ja Conm 1-L’ith re:—ect v
ITone

reference xo CommentsV.rf.thor.t specificB.
following text (CD/CW/CRP.33) asA delegation proposed the 

alternative wording for Element V:
Each State Party to this Convention should undertake to:1.
(a) destroy its stocks of chemical weapons ;
(b) destroy or dismantle its means of production of chemical weapons.

CD/CW/WP.33
page 19
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could be converted temporarily, 
dismantling, for the purpose of destroying stocks of 

The destruction, diversion arid dismantling stipulated in this 
be completed within ten years after the Convention has entered

Means of production of chemical weapons 

before final destruction or 

such weapons.
Element should
into force or a State Party, which has to fulfil these provisions, has adhered

2.

to it., !
Matters concerning procedures, including notifications, in connection with 

stipulated in this Element would be set forth in Annex III.
- A delegation proposed the following text (CD/CW/CRP.40) as

3-i
what isI

»

i
alternative wording for Element V:

this Convention should start with activities in orderi
Each State Party to

divert its stocks of chemical warfare agents, munitions, devices
1.
to destroy or

equipment specifically designed for chemical warfare immediately after it 

Party to the Convention and complete them no later than ten years
and

.;
becomes a:

: after that date.*
should also start with activities concerning destruction, 

diversion/conversion of the means of production (plants,
2. Each State Party

dismantling or
installations, specially constructed depots and other) of chemical warfare

Means of production of chemical warfare agentsagents and chemical weapons. 
and chemical weapons could be 
or dismantling, especially if they are 
destruction of chemical warfare agents, but no

converted temporarily before the final destruction 

converted into installations for the
later than ten years after the

Convention has entered into force.
notifications in connection with whatMatters concerning procedure, including

Element would be set forth in Annex III.
3.
is stipulated in this

i



-TT. Dr^Tj-IOi;, DIS^ITU!© CE DIVERSION FŒ. KNITTED PURPOSES OF DECLAIM 
-Ix‘ 3P CHEHICAL V.T^PCKS AI© THE IF. KEAI7S OF HtODUCTIOI.

Text as contained in document CD/22C
diversion for permitted purposes cf stocksfor the das true tier, orPreparation

t immediately after the entry into force of the
chemical weapons should

cf chemical weapons should star
So-called mothballing of means of production cfConvention. of the Convention and remain ’untilte undertaken immediately at the entry into force

diversion for permitted purposes would begin.their destruction, dismantling or
manner allowingElement V should be performed in aThe provisions given in 

I their verification through national and international means cf verification.
cf stocks of chemical weapons ana cfof destruction or diversion

conversion of their moans of production should bo
The progress5.

destruction, dismantling or!

. until the State Party declares the
The Depositary would transmit 

the Convention within one week

1 notified on a yearly basis to the Dep^sitarj
final abolition cf its stocks and means of production.

States Parties to
!

j such notifications to the other 
I after having received them. 

Comments as certaine11 in document CD/220■ TJ ^
' sone delegations felt that the contents of this annex nust be further elaborated. 

Scoe delegations felt that the suggested content of this annex to a large
element V, but dealt with aspects which were provmec.

X •
i 2.
j extent had no direct relation to 
I for in other elements and opposée. .a-s an .ex•

of production of chemicalSome delegations felt that mothballing cf means 
should bo -under international supervision.jweapons

HI. Concrete alternative- vordir.r proposed
With respect to the above CommentsA.
Hone
•Jitheut suecific reference to commentsB. alternative wording (CD/CW/CP?.34)

i A delegation proposed the following 
for Annex III:

should start 
So-called mothballing of

'1. Preparation for the destruction of stocks cf chemical weapons
' immediately after the entry into force of the- Convention.

should be undertaken immediately a* tne: means of production of chemicai weapons
f the Convention and remain until their destruction or dismantling. entry into force 0

!; would begin.
i 2. The provisions givpr. in Element V should be peri emeu in a 
verification through national and international means

manner alloving their
: cf vérifiéetion.

CD/CW/WP.33 
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-jtien, cf stocke cf chemical wcapcr.c ar.i cf destruction 

conversion of their moans of production should bc notifie!
The progress of do sir. 

discantling or temporary
3-

yearly basis tc the Depositary tin til the State Party declares the final .

The Depositary -would transmit
or. a
abolition cf its stocks and means of production 
such notifications to the other States Parties tc the Convention within one week

after having received them. 

A delegation proposed the following alternative wording (CD/CW/CP.?.41y

for Annex III, paragraph 3 :
cf destruction, dismantling or diversion of declared stocks of. The progress

chemical weapons and temporary conversion of their means of production should be 

six-month basis (for the first two years; and on a yearly basisnotified or. a
thereafter to the Depositary until the State Party declares the final abolition

The Depositary would transmit suchof its stocks and means cf production.
the other States Parties to the Convention within one week afternotifications to 

having received them.

CD/CW/WP.33
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l chemicals for non-hostile; military furposlsTEFLETRI” VI: SUPER-TOXIC 
I. Text as contained in document CP/k-lP

Each State Party should undertake net te possess super-toxic lethal chemicals
for non-hostile military purposes in an aggregate quantity, vi/.icn at any tine

A State Party producing super-toxic lethalexceeds ono thousand kilogrammes, 
chemicals for non-hostile military purposes shall cany cut such production at a
single specialized facility, the capacity of which shall no « exceed 

contained ir. document CD/220Comments asII.
appropriate to permit allSome delegations questioned whether at 

States Parties, irrespective of their size, to possess as much as 1,000 kilogrammes
was

Othersof super-toxic lethal chemicals for non-hostile military purposes, 
considered the amount of 1,000 kilogrammes for the mentioned purposes excessive

for any State Party.
III. Concrete alternative wording prcrcsei

With respect to the above CommentsA.
None
Without specific reference to CommentsB.
None

f
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RELATIONSHIP WITH Œ 
I. Text as contained ir. document CD/lIO

Nothing in this Convention should be interpreted as in any way Uniting or 
detracting iron the obligations asonneà by any State under the rrctcccl for the 
Prohibition of the Use in War of Asphyxiating, Poisonous or Other Gases, and of 
Bacteriological Methods of Warfare, signed at Geneva on 17 June 1925, or under the 
Convention on the Prohibition of the Development, Production and Stockpiling of 
Bacteriological (Biological) and Toxin Weapons and on Their Destruction, opened 
for signature on 10 April 1972, or any ether international treaty or any existing 
rules of international law governing armed conflicts.

Comments as contained in document CD/220
Some delegations considered that mention should also be made of the Convention or.

ELEMENT VII:

II.
1.
Prohibition of Militaiy or Any Other Hostile Jse of Environnenual Modification

Others would haveTechniques (ENMQD) Convention among the treaties referred to. 
preferred to see all references to specific treaties deleted.

Some delegations thought that the words "by any State under" should be 
replaced by "by States Parties to".

Some delegations proposed the deletion of the words "or any existing rules of 
international law governing armed conflicts" while others suggested the deletion 
of the word "existing" only.
III. Concrete alternative wording rroposed

With respect to the above Comments

2.

5.

A.
None
Without specific reference to Comments3.
None
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— - ^rT-cr designed to avoid 
States Parties to the(l) This Ccr.vor.-o

c cr -cchr.: logical dovolcprr.no ci
harponne the oc oner. 
Convention cr ino _

field cf Boaceîul ana pre uo^tiveco-operation ino -national cf chemicals and equipmenttional exchangeChemical activitico, including the internat.
cr use of chemicalfor the production, processing

in acccraar.co ----
Bach State Party to

purpeses

(2)
of chemicals fer peacefultechnological information for the use

the aims of this Convention.consonant withand protective purposes
(3) Each State I-arty to this Convention

substantial part of possible savings m

should undertake to allocate a
result ofmilitary expenditures

in this Convention todisarmament measures agreed upon 
development, particularly of the developing countries.

nncunout CP/220Comments as containea ir.II. should contain categoricalconsidered that this elene.itSome delegations 
obligations for assistance 

with protective measures. 
include a provision for assistance to a

1. training and equipping them 
convention should

to developing countries in
A delegation further thought that a

State Party threatened with cr subjected

to a chemical attack.
Some delegations expressed concern 

international co-operation me'-cures r~-r- 
of the transfer from orv State Party ts another

, without questioning the importance -of

-• - element, about the dangers
of the technical knowledge necessary

2.

to produce chemical weapons.
. Some delegations expressed 

in paragraph 3 and suggested that it
Others pointed out that the

undertaking envisaged 

a chemical
doubts about the realism of the

inappropriate for inclusion in
paragraph referred to "possible

was

convention.weapons
savings" and embodied a principle already accepted ir. 

United Nations'.

other documents of the

alternative wording -proposed 

ith respect to the above Comments
III. Concrete

A.
None

3. Without.specific reference to Comments

None

:
i

:
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ge::zeal PEcviric;: or VEnincATio::element ix:
Text as contained ir. document CI-/22C.I.

of compliance with the previsions 
of this Converti:.the States Parties should :.er:c that verification would consist 
of national as veil as international measures which should be considered as 
complementary to each other, as set forth in the fellovine.

Such verification would be carried out through:
(a) monitoring of compliance with the obligations ir. Elements I-IV concerning 

prohibition of development, production, other acquisition, stockpiling, retention 
and transfer of chemical weapons;

(b) monitoring of compliance with the

her the purpose of prov1. .ng assurer

2.

obligations in Elements I and V concerning 
destruction or diversion for permitted purposes of stocks of chemical weapons,
destruction or dismantling of means of production of chemical weapons, 
temporary conversion of means of production of chemical weapons for the 
purpose of destroying stocks of such weapons ;

(c) monitoring of compliance with the obligations in Element VT concerning 
super-toxic lethal chemicals for nen-hostile military purposes ;

(d) enquiry into facts, including where necessary on-site inspections, concemir< 
alleged ambiguities in or violations of the compliance with the Convention.

. National measures of verification would be carried out by a national 
verification system, organized, designated or employed by each State Party in 
accordance with its own legislation.

4. As regards international measures of verification a Consultative Committee 
of experts should be established ir. order tc provide a permanent body for the 
monitoring of the implementation of and compliance with the previsions of this 
Convention on behalf of the international community by ensuring the availability 
of international data and expert advice to provide a basis for assessing such 
compliance.
II. Comment; as contained in document CS/220

Some delegations stressed the importance of confidence-building measures, 
which ought to be discussed in context with the verification issues, especially 
those related to declarations.

(Para, l) Some delegations thought that international verification measures 
should form the basis for verification and that national measures could only be 
complementary to international measures.

1.

2.
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(Para. l) Gcûk- delcgatxcr.e 
should form the basis
supplementary, even though necessary, means.

(Para. 2 (h)) Seme delegations stated that the temporary conversion of means, 
of production cf chemisai vaapan3 vas unacceptable.

(Para. 2 (d)) bone- delegations suggested the deletion of the words "including 
where necessary on-site inspection".

(Para. 2 (d)) A delegation considered the term "ambiguities" as net 
sufficiently clear.

(Para. 3) Some delegations thought that it should be left to each State Party 
to decide whether any specific national organization was required for national 
verification.

(Para. 4) Some delegations suggested that the words "on behalf of the 
international community by ensuring the availability cf international data and 
expert advice to provide a basis for assessing such compliance" be deleted, in 
order not to confuse the role of the Consultative Committee with regard to the 
verification of compliance as detailed in element XIII and annex V.

(Para. 4) Some delegations would prefer to see the words "international 
community" replaced by "States Parties".
10. (Para. 4) Some delegations felt that the Consultative Committee should also 
assess the collected data and that details for this activity should be given in 
Element XIII and Annex V. Other delegations thought however that the assessment 
should be made principally by each State Party individually.
11. (Para. 4) Some delegations sugge-sted that the following words should replace 
the text after the words "be established"; "tc ensure the availability of 
international data and expert advice to provide a basis for assessing the 
implementation cf and compliance with the provisions of this convention as described 
in Element XIII and annex V."
12. (Para. 4) Some delegations considered that the term "monitoring" was not 
sufficiently clear and that they therefore reserved their positions on this element. 
1 . Some delegations suggested the replacement of the word "monitoring" by the 
word "verification" throughout the element.

Concrete alternative werdinn proposed

considered that national vorixioatien measures 
far verification and that international measures were only

3.

^ e

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

III.
With respect tc the above CommentsA.
None

B. Without specific reference to Comments
A delegation made the following nrcoosal (CD/244» CD/CW/WP.26):

CD/CW/WP.33
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nu ans ci verification at 
ci monitoring

nationalEach. State Party te chic uc 
its disposal, including nati.n-j. 
the implementation of and 

in as far as 
international la',;.

A Consultative Committee cf Experts, as

• US-01.
for the purposetechnical means,

ntir.uec compliance with the previsions ci this Convention,co:
generally recognises principles ofit would be consistent ws*

provided for in Element V, shall be 
responsible for monitoring the implementation of and continued compliance with the 

provisions cf this Convention
authorized to conduct inspections, including on-site inspections, in order to 

fulfil its responsibilities.

2.

or. behalf cf the international community, and shall

bo

Convention undertakes not to impede, includingEach State Party to this 
through the use of deliberate concealment measures, either the national technical

of verification cf other States Parties, operating in accordance with
work of the Consultative Committee of experts.

5.

means
paragraph 1 of this element, or the 

- A delegation proposed the 
wording for Element IX ;

following text (CD/CW/CHP.35) as alternative

of compliance vrith the provisions of
that verification would consist of 

which should be considered as complementary

For the purpose of providing assurance 
this Convention, the States larties should agree 
national as well as .international measures

1.
:
,

to each other, as set forth m the folloving. 
National verification within a State Party would bo carried out through:

2.
with the obligations in Elements I-BT concerning 

other acquisition, stockpiling, retention
(a) monitoring of compliance 

prohibition of development, production, 
and transfer cf enemies.- weapons .

(b) monitoring of compliance vrith the obligations in Elements I and V

concerning
destruction of stocks cf chemical weapons,

dismantling cf means of production of chemical weapons,
of chemical weapons for the

destruction or 
temporary conversion cf means of production

of destroying stocks cf such weapons,purpose
with the obligations in Element VI concerning(c) monitoring of compliance

toxic lethal chemicals fer non-hostile military purposes :super-
-oitc inspections,(d) enquiry into facts, including where necessary on 

of comcliar.ee vrith the Convention.concerning vjdLatinns
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te carried cut 'ey 
employed ty each State Party

Ltetc Party v• "" acf veri-i-acierNotional mcasur
cra national verification oyat

_olat-iteir. acccrdar.ac vit..
Ac regarda Internationa-

cvr.
caticn a Cancelnative Jcnnittec shoule 

v tody fer the monitoring of the
this Convention on "behalf cf 

Committee should be supported by experts to ensure 
of international data and expert advice.to provide a basis for

-• -r rr.c4.
be established in créer ce provide a p--tu.:....

vie;, the pro vicions cfccr.plaar.eeimplementation cf and
- ' ‘2the internaclonal community.

the availability 
assessing such compliance.

- delegation proposed tU following tort (CD/W/CSP.54) as replacoaent 
for Element IX, paragraph 3 :‘

National ImplementationEach State Party to this Convention veil designate a
implementation of the Convention and that will be3-i

1 Agency that will oversee the
data relevant to the activities required oyresponsible for the collection of all 

the provisions of this Convention, including the measures set forth in paragraph 2.
of each State Party to*this Convention will

t

The National Implementation Agency 

provide the Consultative 
execution of the task of 

vith the Convention.
organized by and under responsibility cf the Consultative Committee according to 

the provisions of this Convention, the National Implementation Agency, will extend 

all assistance requested,

4.
Committee of Experts with" all data necessary to the
the Committee with respect to verification of compliance

or near—site visits by experts,1
In case of inspections or on->

1

$ including technical assistance and the provision of data.
:<
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nation;.! le'ie lit tot: ;jl viriticatict: te.;e"ResEIZKEET X:
Text a; contained ir. d' rumentI.
Each State party tc this Ccrventier, should -tiertake tc take ary- measure? it

constitutional pr'cesse? tc prohibit andconsiders ne cess act- ir. accordance vith it.
prevent any activity in violation of the provisions of the Convention anywhere under

including a national verification system according tcits jurisdiction or control,
Element DC.

Recommendations and guidelines concerning the functions and organisation of the 

national verification system would be set out in Annex IV.
Comments as contained in document CD/22C

2.

II.
Some delegations queried the necessity of this element.
Some delegations suggested the deletion of the words "it considers necessary" 

in paragraph 1.
Some delegations suggested the deletion cf the words "including 

at end of paragraph 1.
Ill, Concrete alternative wording rrcrssed

1.
2.

to Element DC3-

Vith respect tc the above CommentsA.
None
Without specific reference tc CommentsB.
A delegation proposed the following text ( Cp/Cv./CRP. i 5 ) as alternative 

wording for Element X:
Each State Party to this Convene ion should undertake tc take any measures it1.

considers necessary ir. accordance with it? constitutional processes to prohibit and
r. -f the provisions cf the Convention anywhere underprevent any activity in viela

its jurisdiction or control.
These measures could include the establishment cf a national verification organ,2.

the functions, methods of work, and•composition of which should be determined by the
Re commends t ion:State Party concerned in accordance with its constitutional processes, 

and guidelines concerning the functions and organization cf the national verification 

organ would be set cut in Annex _■.

1



FïITSTICNS ANDlELL'TES COITCEFITINC- 
OF THE Nv-7-O..vi.l vr.r.IF iCv.j. i -1<

r~/yx>

c:rs ;jttHZ^ITNCX IV: 'EMv
ag ~crtain< I ir do~ur.5nTText

this a.nr.6X remain c ' oe eiaooracea. y(The contentg of
Comments ar centaine- _n ~m cum^nt ■ -1‘-c.jII. -X •

emphasis put cn the functions of such aSome • delegations would prefer to see more 
system than on its organizational struct or-- •

Comments made i-xrinr first part of -952 
Comments made during the first part of the 1962 session will be circulated in CEP 

form for a first reading ir. the second part of the 195.2 session.

Concrete alternative wording prcoosea

sessionE.

III.
With respect to the above CommentsA.
None
Without specific reference to CommentsB.

A delegation made the following proposal (CD/CW/CEP.42) :
The form andEach State party may establish a national verification organ.

should be determined in accordance with the national _
1.
methods of work of this organ 
legislation of the State Party concerned.

The national verification organ 
and governmental bodies as well 
societies of chemists, national academies of sciences, other organizations depending

could consist of representatives of legislative
as of representatives of trade unions, scientific

cn the conditions of the given State Tarty, and the press.
The staff of the organ cculd include specialists in cnemical engineering, 

analysis, toxicolcgy, economics, and in scientific ana technical information.
The members of the organ as well as of its staff would not have the right to

the information received as a result of visits to chemical

of the data obtained for the purposes
convey to third persons
industrial plants, but have only to make use 
of verification of compliance with the obligations of the Convention.

The training of staff members of the national verification organ could be
to be elaborated in close co-operation by thecarried out according to a programme 

national verification organ and the Consultative Committee,
The national verification organ should have the following functions:
(a) verification cf compliance with the obligations of the Convention on the 

territory of the State Party or in any other place under its jurisdiction or control 
to develop,- produce, otherwise acquire, stockpile, retain, or transfer

2.

net
chemical weapons : 
not to assist,
the State Partv itself would be obliged tc refrain under the Convention:

/

encourage or induce anyone to engage in activities from...which

CD/CV/WF
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to destroy or divert t,- perrr.itted 7urpcs-0 th*. rt:vkc of cr.er.ical veapcnss
to dr.'Ftr: product!::.r . rr.vcrt tc.vr
weapons.

a) the national v-:.rifi-ati-r. cr -ar. sh _ a_f'

- check the accumulated stockpiles of chemical weapons :
- verify the production and use of rvj-erts::ic

precursors as well as ether lethal and harmful--cheuicals for permitted 
purposes :

- verify the ispleaent at ion cf _the obliger i or. on the non-stationing _of 
chemical weapons and the withdrawal cf stockpiles cf such weapons ;

- inquire into facts concerning alleged ambiguities in or violation cf the 
compliance cf the Convention.

(c) co-operation with the national verification organs cf ether States Parties, 
with the Consultative Committee and with corresponding international organizations 
concerning issues connected with the implementation of the Convention.

(i) participât!:r. in the further development of the methods and procedures 
cf national verification.

thal chemicals and their

In its activity the national verification organ may use 
- laboratory, remote, indirect, conservative and other methods.

3.

Each State Party to the Convention should take measures, it deems necessary, 
to create the juridical and material conditions allowing the national verification

These measures should ensure the right

4.

organ to effectively fulfil its functions, 
cf the national v rification organ 

- tc get the relevant informât
agencies ar.i enterprises tc investigate tue actual state of aifairc ooncevuinj

■rrcm the corresponding executive organs,

compliance with the Convention ;
— to examine reports or. development activities as ve-1 as the productive ana 

commercial activities of enterprises of the chemical■industry and relatea 
fields, including productive—commercial documentations of the enterprises
of industrial firms engaged in the manufacture cf chemical and other products 
which could be related tc the scope of the Convention:

- to visit er.terrrisas producing supertoxio lethal cr.emicals, 
chemicals and harmful chemicals, precursors,
Convention:

other lethal 
which fall "ir.der the scope of th

convertedto visit enterprises being dismantled or a Ire a ay dismant_ed, or
cf the above-mentioned chemicals for permitted purposes :tc the production 

tc sample pré : e s cf waste gases, waste water ana sci_; 
in the above-mentioned enterprises sensing devices and make the

onsj5tc install
ne cesser:.- measurements : 
tc get the financial means necessary for tiie implementation o-- _ts - an. t^. 
tc submit to the government concerned reports on its activities wn^-h 
be publicized to inform public opinion.



ELEMENT XI: ~r vtt ttt ----- p”« — ■•/ » - • ‘ . - X v/^ i. _ i

Text ir r:ntaine c in
Each State Farty

verification, ■ including national tca;jiic-.L -suns, a4" its disposal far the purpose
taring can.nlicr.ee vith the -rev in lens ' i tr.in Convention only ir. as far as it

principles of international law.
Each State Party t- this Convertion should undertake not to impede, including 

through the use of deliberate concealment measures, the national technical means of 
verification of other States Parties operating in accordance with paragraph 1 of this 
Element.

*.ti'n so*ul~ "unde"tai:.- tc use national means cfthis I: n.v

cf me
is consistent with g .rerally re ermine.;
2.

II. Comments as contained ir. icruner.t CP/220
1. Some delegations proposed the insertion of the words "as appropriate and in 
accordance with paragraph 1 of Element IX" between the words "Convention" and 
"should undertake" in paragraph 1.

Some delegations stated that they could agree to this element only after it had 
been made clear to what extent States Parties should "undertake to disseminate to 
other States Parties information obtained through national technical means of 
verification.

A delegation considered that the term, "deliberate concealment measures" should 
be further elaborated and clarified.
III. Concrete alternative wording proposed

2.

3.

A. With respect tc the above Comments
None

E. Without specific reference tc Comments
- A delegation proposed the following text (CD/CW/CF.P.36) as 

alternative wording for Element XI:
Eaci. State party to this Convention may use national means of verification, 

including national technical means
1.

at its disposal for the purpose of monitoring 
compliance by other States with the provisions cf this Convention, 
should only oe carried out in accordance with generally recognized principles of

i
Such monitoring

international law.
Each State Party to this Convention should undertake not to impede, including 

through the use of deliberate concealment measures 
verification of other States Parties operating in accordance with paragraph 1 of this 
Element.

2.
the national technical means cf

• Ary information so obtained should be confidential to the State Party which 
carried out monitoring, unless cr until evidence was sufficient tc suggest non-compliance 
by another State Party. In this case the Consultative Committee should be informed.

CD/CW/Vvi . y
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4

( CT /CV.'/CRT. 'l a;- a 11 a ma: ive- A delegation prop-?-- i thé- following text 

wording fer Element XI :

For the purpose cf r.r: vi 

Convention, each State par4-;: rh 
its disposal in a manner consistent with generally recognized principles cf 

international law.
Verification pursuant tc paragraph 1 -of this article may he undertaken by any 

State Party using its own national technical means of verification, or with the full 

or partial assistance cf any other State Party.
Each State Party to this Convention should -undertake net to inter!ere with the 

national technical means of verification of other Parties operating in accordance

-iinr assurance of compliance with provisions of this
m-ans of verification at11 ur-o na*i^nal technical

2.

3.

with paragraphs 1 and 2 of this article.
Each Party should undertake not to use deliberate concealment measures which 

impede verification by national technical means cf compliance with the provisions cf 

this Convention.

4.

- À delegation proposed the following text (CT/CV./CnP.54) a-s rephrasing

for paragraph 1 cf Element XI:
Each State Party tc this Convention may use national t e chnical me ans-cf1.

verification at its disposal for the purpose of monitoring compliance with the
consistent with generally recognisedprovisions of this Convention in a manner 

principles of international law.

;

i
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;
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ELEXEKT XII: CCNSULTAIICIÎ AMD CO-CPEF-AIIOM 
Text as ccr.taired ir. document CI/22C

The States Parties to this Convention should undertake to consult one another and 

to co-operate, especially through the Consultative Committee, referred to in Element IX, 

in solving any problems which may arise in relation to the objectives of, or in the 
application of the previsions of, the Convention.

Any State Party to this Convention, which has reason to believe that any other 

State Party is acting in breach of its obligation under this Convention should have 

the right to request information either bilaterally or through the Consultative Committee 
in order to clarify the situation, 

explanations of the reasons for concern.

3. Consultation and co-operation pursuant to this Element could also be undertaken 

through appropriate international procedures within the framework of the United Nations 
and in accordance with its Charter, 

services of appropriate international organizations 
Consultative Committee.'

II• Comments as contained in document CP/220

Some delegations considered that the complaints mechanism which is dealt with 

in this Element as well as in Element XIII should be structured more clearly.

A delegation felt that the words "in solving any" problems" in paragraph 1 were 
too vague and required further elaboration.

• Another delegation considered that it was essential .to make it clear to what 

extent the bilateral consultative process referred to in this Element implied obligations 
to make information available to other States Parties.

Some delegations felt that the wore, "appropriate" before "exolanations" in 
paragraph 2 was not sufficiently precise and should be either further elaborated or 
deleted.

I.

1.

2.

Such a request should be accompanied by appropriate

These international procedures could include the 

in addition to those of the

1.

2.

: 4.

!

i 5. Some delegations thought that the procedures, referred to in paragraph 3» should 
include a specific reference to the General Assembly and the Security Council,

.
:

| Opinions différée, however on whether both or just one or the ether should be referred to. 

HI• Concrete altemativé wording proposedi
: A. With respect to the above Comments 

with respect te Gemment Mo. 1
:
;

A delegation,, in making the following proposal (Cl/244, CD/CW/WP.26), 
stated it believe^., that the complaints mechanism would be better dealt 
with in a separate element:

:

i
:
-
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consult or. another an tcr: ai:* £ tc this
rcclcr.5 which rny aria-: ir. relation to the objectives cf,

C or.sult at 1er. and 

und-reeken through appropriate

re—opera'.:
C -nv entier..iens '•or ir. the - ?

co-operation pursuant tc this article 
-t >-.f. ,-i—. c t i mri arc cedar os within the irancwom ~e the 'ini u c-a .. a. — . ns ana i— aucordan^e

These- international procedures include the services cf appropriatewith its Charter.
international organizations, as well as a Consultative Conçutu-.t. c- Experts, as 

provided for in Element V.V
Complaints Procedure

State Party to this Convention which believes that any other State Party is 
acting in breach of the obligations deriving from the provisions cf the Convention, 

and is net satisfied with the results cf the consultations provided for under

1.

Element HI, may lodge a complaint with oho Consultative Committee cf Experts, as
Such a complaint should where possible include anyprovided for ir. Element V. 

supporting evidence as well as a request for its consideration by the Committee.

reauest may include a request for an on-site inspection, as set out inSuch a
Annex II sub-paragraph 4»

Each State Party tc this Convention undertakes to" co-operate in carrying cut 
investigation which the Consultative Committee nay initiate, in accordance with 

set out in Annex IX or. the oasis of the complaint recei »ed by „he 

should inform States Parties to the Convention of the

2.
any
its procedures as 

Committee. The Committee

results of the Investigation.
State- Party receiving a request for on-site inspection from the Committee

it shall substantiate
If a3.

states that it is net prepared tc allow an on-site inspection,
If the Committee still considers that an or.-site inspection isits decision.

warranted it may request additional information or a reconsideration of the decision
information that either party has provided.in the light cf additional relevant 

If the Requesting Party or the Committee remains 

fer the decision it may bring the matter

unsatisfied with the sucstantiaticr 

tc the Security Council of the United Naticr-s•

B. Without specific reference tc Comments 

A delegation made the 
wording for Element XIT:

The States Parties tc this

following proposal (CT/CV/CrJ? .40 as alternative

anotherConvention should undertake tc consult one"
arise in relation to theand tc co-operate in solving any pro clems which may

or in the application cf the provisions of, the Convention.objectives of,

*/ Element V in CT/244, CT/CV/WP.2fc contains a proposal for a Consultative 
Committee (see page 41 tf this compilation.
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2. Consultation and cc—operation pursuant to this Element 
through appropriate international procedures within the framework of

may also be 'undertaker.
the United Nations

ani in accordance v.ion its Charters. These international procedures may include she 
services of appropriate international organizations,
Consultative Committee, as provided for in Element XIII.

as well as of a

- A delegation, in proposing the following text (CD/CW/CEP.54) as replacement

would beElement Xli, stated it believed that the complaints nrocedure 
better dealt with in a separate element (see proposed Element XIII bis): 

The States Parties to this Convention undertake to1. consult one another and to 
co-operate in solving any problems which may arise in relation to the objectives of, 
or in the application of the provisions of the Convention.
2. Consultation and co-operation pursuant to this article 
directly between two or

nay be undertaken
mere Spates Parties to this Convention and through appropriate 

international procedures within the framework of the United Nations and in accordance
with the Charter. These international procedures include the services of appropriate
international organizations, as well as of a Consultative Committee of Experts as
provided for in paragraph 3 of this Element.
3. For the purpose of providing a permanent body for consultation and 
pursuant to paragraph 1 of this Element and to

co-cperation
ensure the availability of 

international data and expert advice for assessing and verifying compliance 
previsions of vhis Convention in accordance with the

with the
provisions of this Convention 

at the entry into force of 
Each State Party to the 

-Sp^asanuatr/e to tnis Committee, who could be assisted

a Consultative Committee of Exports shall be established 
ohis Convention for the duration of the Convention.
Convention may appoint 
cy one or more advisers.
-T. The depositary or his personal representative shall 
Committee and convene it at least once 
c- a request from any depositary to this Convention.

. Each State Party to this Convention 'undertakes

serve as president of the
a year, or otherwise immediately upon receipt

to co-operate with the Committee 
un carrying out its tasks, including through its National Implementation Agency 
specified in Element V, paragraph 3»
through the Chairman, to request free States Parties

Each representative shall have the right 
and from international

^-e^-ù^at^ons, suer, informa-ion and assistance as the representative considers 
desirable for the accomplishment of the Commitzee’s work.

The functions, organization and procedures cf the6. Committee are set forth in
annex
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TlcokettELEMENT XIII:

Text as contained in docMOirg__-—£_
. - x

I.
XII, should he,, . - p __^ 4-0c. —e ^pt’t'p ' to an Elements I-- andThe Consultative Ccmr.in.ee, ^e-eme- uu -i.

into force of this Convention.
representative to the Committee.

The Depositary or his personal

1. Each State Party to this 
The representativeestablished at the entry 

Convention could appoint one
more advisers, 
as President

could be assisted by one or
of the Committee and convene it atrepresentative should serve

or immediately upon receipt of a request from any State Party.
should undertake to co-operate fully

least once a year,
Each State Party to this Convention2. should haveEach representative

States Parties, and from
Committee in carrying cut its tasks.with the

the right, through the Chairman, to request from 
international organizations, such information and assistance as

of the Committee’s work.
the representative

desirable for the accomplishment/considers
The Consultative Committee should:

(a) monitor the 
of chemical weapons,

of stocksdestruction and diversion for permitted purposes
destruction, dismantling and temporary

as stipulated in Element V;
as well as the

conversion of means of production of chemical weapons
(b) monitor permitted production cf super

accordance with Element VI;
(c) make appropriate findings of facts and provide expert vievs relevar. o

problems raised pursuant to the provisions of the Convention by a State Party, in
alleged ambiguities in, or violations of the compliance with

-toxic lethal chemicals in

particular concerning 
the Convention at the request of a State Party;

(a) facilitate compliance with the Convention, e.g. by developing 
international standardization cf methods and routines to be applied by national

and international verification organs, of this Convention,data relevant to the provisions(e) receive and distribute
available by national verification systems ;

verification systems and provicewhich may be made
(f) otherwise closely co-operate with national

them with necessary assistance.
The Committee should, after consultation with the

competent to undertake on-site inspections:
(a) in order to confirm received information concerning planned, on go

effected measures according to subparagraph 3 (a) of this Element;
(b) in order tc clrry out monitoring according to subparagraph 3 W

this Element.

State Party concerned, be
4.
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. Any State Party which has reason to believe that any other State Party is 
acting in breach of its obligations deriving free the provisions of this Convention 
would have the right to request an investigation by the Committee of the circumstances 
which have given rise to concern. Such a request could include a request for an 
on-site inspection to determine in accordance with subparagraph 3 (c) of this
Element, the facts of the situation and should be accompanied by an appropriate

On-site inspection
If that

explanation of why an investigation is considered necessary, 
should take place only after consultation with the State Party concerned.
State Party does not agree to on—site inspection, it should give appropriate 
explanations to the effect that an on—site inspection would at that time jeopardize 
its supreme national interests. The requesting Party could in this case pursue the 
complaint within the framework of the United Nations in accordance with Element XII,
paragraph 3.
6. The work of the Committee should be organized in such a way as to permit it 
to perform its functions in an effective fair and impartial manner. It could for 
specific tasks set up sub-committees and verification teams. The Committee should 
decide procedural questions relative to the organization of its work, where possible, 
by consensus, but otherwise by a majority of those present and voting, 
be no voting on matters of substance. If the Committee is unable to provide for a 
unanimous report on findings of fact or in giving expert views, it should present the 
different views of the experts involved.

The Committee should present an annual report of all its activities to the 
States Parties to the Convention.

There should

7.

The Committee should further, whenever it has 
been requested by a State Party to carry out fact-finding or provide expert views
concerning a specific question, transmit to the Depositary a summary of its findings 
or expert views incorporating all views and information presented to the Committee 
during its proceedings.
Parties.

The Depositary should distribute the summary to all States

The Committee should at all stages consider the possibility of a bilateral 
solution to any dispute and be prepared to assist therein. Nothing should impede 
the right of a State Party to request information from the State Party concerned 

regards presumed treaty violations.
Details of the organization and procedures of the Committee, rights and duties 

of members, rights and duties of designated personnel for inspection, inspection 
procedures and rules foi reports would be set out in Annex V.

8.

as
9.
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II. Comments as contained ir. document CD/220
1. Some delegations felt that this element had to be further elaborated. They 
emphasized that agreement on verification procedures could promote a convergence of 
views on the scope of the convention. Other delegations noted that the functions of 
the Consultative Committee as well as other international verification measures can 
and should be considered and elaborated only with due regard to, and in inextricable 
interrelationship with the scope and the nature of the prohibition under a future 
convention. Therefore they had refrained so far from stating their views in detail 
on the tasks and terms of reference of the Consultative Committee.
2. (Para, l) Some delegations considered that the efficiency of the Consultative 
Committee would diminish if it were to include a representative of each State Party.
It was therefore suggested that the Committee should consist of a limited number of 
members elected from experts nominated by States Parties. The Chairman sharing this 
concern drew the attention to the 1961 Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs as a 
possible model.
3. (Para. 3) Some delegations considered that the competence of the Consultative 
Committee should include enquiry into facts concerning allegations of use of chemical 
weapons by or with the assistance of a State Party on the grounds that evidence of use 
would indicate a breach of the obligations assumed not to develop, acquire, transfer, 
stockpile or retain chemical weapons.
4. (Para. 3) Some delegations suggested that verification of the non-production of
chemicals for prohibited purposes should be based on a pragmatic on-site inspection

They believed that this could be undertaken without prejudice to the interest
Some delegations felt that such inspections should be

system, 
of the chemical industry.
undertaken periodically on the basis of randun selection so as to take place in a

Others asserted that there was no evidencebusinesslike and co-operative atmosphere, 
that on-site inspection of chemical industry was feasible without harming economic
interests.

(Para. 3) Some delegations emphasized that the tasks in (a) and (b) do not 
only belong to the Consultative Committee but also to the national verification systems. 

(Para. 3) Some delegations stated that they did not see any necessity for an

5.

6.
obligation to set up specific national verification organs.

(Para. 3) A delegation proposed that there should be specific provisions in the 
functions of the Consultative Committee for technical assistance in protection measures
7.

on request to States Parties.
(Para. 3) Some delegations suggested that procedures for the verification of 

allegations of -use, which is forbidden by the 1925 Geneva Protocol, could also be 
elaborated outside the framework of the envisaged convention on chemical weapons.

8.
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9. (Para. 4) Some delegations felt that on-site inspections as 
confirm information received from States Parties could contribute to the fostering 
of distrust among nations and could therefore not be accepted, 
these provisions had not been sufficiently discussed.

(Para. 5) Some delegations felt that only the first
(Para. 5) Some delegations suggested that the words "of the circumstances 

which have given rise to concern" were not sufficiently precise and should therefore 
be deleted.
11. (Para. 5) Some delegations considered that

a means to

They also felt that

10. sentence was acceptable.

even if it was within the right of 
each State Party to request on-site inspection, this should not be specifically 
mentioned. They considered that the Consultative Committee should decide to
undertake an on-site inspection only if it could not obtain the necessary
information to investigate the complaint by other 
12. (Para. 5)

means.
Some delegations suggested that there should be a provision in 

State Party to request on-site inspection within itsthis element to enable
own territory.
13» (Para. 5) Some delegations suggested
effect that the Consultative Committee should consider and undertake action to 
establish the facts of the

the inclusion of a provision to the

which may include requests for information andcase,
if necessary a proposal for on—site inspection. 
14. (Para. 5) Some delegations considered that the existing fourth sentence 
stop after the words "appropriate explanations".

should

15. (Para. 5) Some delegations thought that the entire complaints mechanism 
be dealt with in a separate element.

should

• Concrete alternative wording nronosed
A. Vith respect to the above Comments

with respect to Comment No. 1
A delegation, in making the following proposal (CD./244, CD/CW/Vp.26), stated 
that it had divided the provision for the establishment of the Consultative 
Committee from the description of its functions:

1. For the purpose of providing a permanent body to ensure the availability of 
international data and expert advice for assessing the implementation of and 
continue compliance with the provisions of this Convention a Consultative Committee 
cf experts shall be established at the entry into force of this Convention.
2. Each State Party to £his Convention undertakes 
Committee in carrying cut its tasks.

to co-operate with the

•A
.
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as te pesait it te 
fair and impartial

The work of the Committee shall be organized in such a way 
: the functions set forth in Anne:: II in an effective,

3-
perfore
manner.

set forth in, organization and procedures of the Committee areThe functions4.
(See Annex II below.)Annex II.

Consultative Committee ef Experts
of Experts shall be composed of the Depositary or 

President of the Committee, and
The Consultative Committee 

his personal representative, who shall serve as 
representatives of the otates Parties• 
apooint one representative to the Committee who may

1.
Each State Party to this Convention may

be assisted by one or more

advisers.
Committee of Experts shall be competent to:The Consultative2. States Parties [in compliance(a) check the content of declarations made by

with Element on "Declarations" to be agreed]
(b) oversee the destruction and diversion for permitted purposes

the destruction, dismantling and temporary
stipulated in Element l]

of stocks

of chemical weapons, as well as
of production of chemical weapons [as

facts concerning alleged ambiguities in or
conversion of means

(c) inquire into 
the compliance with the Convention;

(a) check periodically permitted production

violations of

of chemicals with respect to

amounts produced and their use;
(e) facilitate compliance with the Convention, e.g. by developing interna

standardization of methods and routines to be applied by national and international

verification organs;
fact -and provide expert views _r.ele.vant to

of the Convention by a State Party
(f) make appropriate findings of

other problems raised pursuant to the provisions 
5. Each representative shall have the right, through the Chairman, to request fre 

, and from international organizations, such information and assista-
the accomplishment of the Committee'sStates Parties 

• 'is the representative considers desirable for

work.
shall be allowed to undertake on-site inspectionsr

information concerning planned, on-going
Annex;

The Committee4.
(a) in order to conform received

or effected measures according to subparagraphs 2 (a) and (b) of this
(b) in order to inquire into facts concerning alleged ambiguities err

violations according to subparagraph 2 (c) of this Annex;
subparagraph 2 \.à) of this(c) in order to carry' out checks according to

Annex.

-
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The Committee shall decide procedural questions relative to the organization 
of its work, where possible by consensus, but otherwise by a majority of those

There shall be no voting on matters of substance.
Committee is unable to provide for a unanimous report on these findings of fact 
or in giving expert views, it shall present the different views of the experts 
involved.

S.

present, and voting. If the

6. The full Committee shall convene at least once a year, or otherwise 
immediately upon receipt of a request from any State Party to this Convention.
The Committee shall present an annual report of its activities to the States Parties 
to the Convention. The Committee shall further, whenever it has been requested by 
a State Party to carry out fact-finding or provide expert views concerning a specific
question, transmit to the Depositary a summary of its findings or expert views, 
incorporating all views and information presented to the Committee during its 
proceedings. The Depositary shall distribute the summary to all States Parties.

The Committee may, for specific tasks, set up sub-committees and verification 
teams which may continue their work between meetings of the full Committee. 
Committee, and all bodies established by it, shall be provided with, or have access 
to special facilities, such as secretariat technical experts, chemical and . 
toxicological laboratories and remote sensing equipment.
Committee will be borne by the United Nations and the States Parties in such manner 
as will be decided by the General Assembly in consultation with the States Parties. 

- A delegation proposed the following text (CD/CW/CRP.54) as 
alternative wording for Element XIII which should be entitled 
"Verification tasks of the Consultative Committee of Experts".
The delegation also proposed wording for a separate element 
to be inserted after Element XIII in document CD/220 
(Element XIII bis):
Element XIII: Verification tasks of the Consultative Committee of

7.
The

The expenses of the

Experts
1. Destruction and Diversion of Stocks 

(a) The Consultative Committee of Experts shall permanently oversee the; 
destruction and diversion for permitted purposes of declared stocks of chemical
weapons as stipulated in Element

(b) The Consultative Committee
of this Convention.
shall undertake on-site inspections, if it 

so deems necessary on a1 permanent basis, in order to confirm, in conformity with 
its task specified in subparagraph (a) above, received information that the 
destruction and diversion for permitted purposes of declared stocks of chemical
weapons as stipulated in Element 
with this Convention.

of this Convention is effectuated in accordance



Destruction. Dismantling and Conversion cf Means of Production 
(a) The Consultative Committee of Experts shall oversee the destruction, 

dismantling and temporary conversion of declared means of production of chemical 
weapons as stipulated in Element

2.

of this Convention.
(b) The Consultative Committee shall undertake on-site inspections at the 

beginning as well as upon completion of the destruction, dismantling and temporary
conversion of declared means of production of chemical weapons as stipulated in 
Element of this Convention, in order to confirm, in conformity with its task 
specified in subparagraph (a) above, received information that these activities
are effectuated in accordance with this Convention.

. Production of Supertoxic Lethal Chemirtaig
(a) The Consultative Committee shall check periodically whether the declared 

production of supertoxic lethal chemicals for permitted purposes does not exceed 
the quantity specified in

(b) The Consultative Committee shall randomly inspect on-site in order to 
confirm, in conformity with its task specified in subparagraph (a) above, that the 
declared production of supertoxic lethal chemicals for permitted purposes does not 
exceed the quantity specified in

Confidence with res-pect to compliance
(a) The Consultative Committee shall in any possible way endeavour to create

purpose
and that production of chemicals for

4.

confidence that the production of supertoxic lethal chemicals for permitted 
does not exceed the quantity specified in
non-permitted purposes does not take place.

(b) The Consultative Committee shall undertake on-site inspection on a random 
basis at facilities and" on the territory of States Parties that will at regular 
intervals be assigned by lot according to the procedure set forth in annex . •.,
with a view to enhance confidence, in conformity with subparagraph (a) above, that 
the production of supertoxic lethal chemicals for permitted purposes does not exceed 
the quantity specified in and that production of chemicals for non-permitted
purposes does not take place.

Alleged ambiguities and violations
(a) Any State Party which has reason to believe that any other State Party 

has acted in breach of its obligations deriving from the provisions of this 
Convention shall have the right to request an investigation, 
such an investigation, the Consultative Committee shall be competent to enquire 
into facts concerning the alleged ambiguities in or violations of the compliance 
with the Convention, including reports or indications the confirmation of which 
would corroborate the conclusion that a State Party would have violated any

5.

For the purpose of

%
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obligation under this Convention. This competence includes enquiry into facts 

concerning reports or indications of use of chemical weapons by or with the 
assistance of a State Party to this Convention.

(b) The Consultative Committee shall be competent to undertake on—site

inspections in order to enquire into facts concerning alleged ambiguities or 
violations according to subparagraph (a) above. Such on-site inspection shall 
take place only after consultation with the State Party concerned. If that State 

Party does not agree to on-site inspection, it must give appropriate explanations 
to the effect that an on—site inspection would at that time jeopardize its supreme 
interests. In such case the Consultative Committee shall examine the validity of 
these explanations.



î
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J NEW ELEMENT (XIII Bis)
Complaints procedure

Any State Party to this Convention which has reason to "believe that any other 
State Party is acting in breach of obligations deriving from the provisions of the 
Convention, may lodge a complaint with the Security Council of the United Nations.
Such a complaint should include all relevant information as well as all possible 
evidence supporting its validity.

Each State Party to this Convention undertakes to co-operate in carrying out 
any investigation which the Security Council may initiate, in accordance"-with the 
provisions of the Charter of the United Nations, on the basis of the complaint 
received "by the Council. The 'Security Council shall inform the States Parties of 
the results of the investigation.
3. Each State Party to this Convention undertakes to provide or support assistance, 
in accordance with the provision? of the Charter of the United Nations, to any 
State Party which so requests, if the Security Council decides that such Party has 
been harmed or is likely to be harmed as a result of violation of the Convention. 

with respect to Comments Nos. 2 to 15 
None

B. Without specific reference to Comments
delegation proposed in CD/CV/CBF.46 alternative wording for Element XIII, 

as well as a separate element to be inserted after Element XIII as 
Element XIII Bis ;

1.

2.

A

Element XIII
The Consultative Committee, referred to in Element IX and XII, should be1.

established within 30 days after the Convention has entered into force. Any State
The Committee could beParty may appoint one representative to the Committee, 

convened by the Depositary of the Convention, if necessary, or at a request of a
The Committee should beState Party within 30 days upon receipt of such a request.

supported by a Secretariat provided with the necessary technical powers.
Details concerning the organization and procedures of the Consultative Committee, 

its members and its staff as well as the location and technicalrights and duties of 
facilities of the secretariat would be set out in Annex V.

The Consultative Committee should
(a) receive, stockpile, distribute and analyse data, which should be made

available by States Parties to the Convention ;
(b) provide assistance to States Parties with regard to the consultation and

co-operation, as provided for in Element XII;

2.

J
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(c) make, at the request of any State Party, or the Security Council of the 
United Nations, appropriate findings of fact in case of suspicions concerning the 
violation of the Convention by another State Party, and may request appropriate 
information from this Party;

(d) send its representatives to participate in the carrying out of on—site 
inspections, as provided for in paragraph 4;

(e) co-operate with national verification organs and provide them with 
necessary assistance.

Any State Party which has reason to believe that any other State Party is 
acting in breach of its obligations deriving from the provisions of this Convention 
would have the right, on a bilateral basis or through the Consultative Committee, 
to request from this other State Party relevant information on the actual state of 
a^’^a-i-rs» Such a request should include an appropriate explanation of why the 
information is considered

3.

necessary.
The State Party to whom the request was directed could provide the requesting 

State Party with the appropriate information, or decide otherwise.
4« Any State Party may, on a bilateral basis or through the Consultative Committee,
direct a request for an on-site inspection to another State Party with respect to 
which suspicions have arisen that it is acting in violation of obligations of the 
Convention. Such a request should include all relevant information as well as all 
possible evidence supporting its validity.

The State Party to whom the request was directed may agree to such an inspection 
on its territory or at any other place under its jurisdiction or control, or decide 
otherwise. It should inform the requesting State Party on its decision, and if it 
does not agree to on—site inspection, it should give appropriate explanations.

Procedures for on—site inspection, including provisions regarding the'rights and 
functions of the inspection personnel as well as of the host side would be set out 
in Annex VI.

XIII bis 
Security Council

Any State Party to the Convention which has reason to believe that any other 
State Party is acting in breach of obligations deriving from the provisions of the 
Convention may lodge a complaint with the Security Council of the United Nations. 
Such a complaint should include all relevant information as well as all possible 
evidence supporting its validity.

1.
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2. Each State Party to the Convention should undertake to co-operate in carrying 

out any investigation which the Security Council cay initiate, in accordance with 

the provisions of the Charter of the United Nations, on the basis of the complaint 
received by the Council.

Each State Party to the Convention should undertake to provide or support 

assistance, in accordance with the United Nations Charter, to any Party to the 

Convention which so requests, if the Security Council decides that such Party has 

been exposed to danger as a result of violation of the Convention.

f

3.

/
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CONSULTATIVE COMMITTEE 
Text as contained in document CD/2?Q

ANNEX V:
I.

(The contents of this annex remain to be elaborated. ) 
Comments as contained in document CD/220II.
None
Proposals with respect to Annex VIII.
None

!
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ELEHEdT XIV: A: ÎEKDMEN’TS
Text as contained in document CD/220I.

/vner.daen ts shouldrtrte Party could propose amendments te this Convention.
enter into force for each State Party accepting the amendments unon their accentance 
by a majority of the States Parties to the Convention and thereafter for each

Ar.y

remaining State Party on the date of acceptance bv it. 
Comments as contained in document CD/220II.
ilone

III. Concrete alternative wording proposed
A delegation made the followin'7, proposal (CD/CW/CRP.51 ) as alternative wording 

for Element XIV :
Any State Party may prooo.se amendments to this 

amendment shall be submitted to the depositary 
all other States Parties and which shall inform the Committee on Disarmament. An 
amendment shall enter into force for each State Party accentin'* the amendment after 
the deposit with the Depositary of documents of acceptance oy a majority of the 
States Parties and thereafter for each remaining State Party on the date of acceptance 

by it.

Convention. Each oroposed 
rhich shall promotly transmit it to

1

J
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ELEMENT XV: REVIEW CONFERENCE
r-."2'7e"". a~ centaine ù _r I:curent

Five years after the entry into force of this Convention, or earlier if it is 
requested by a majority of Parties to the Convention by submitting a proposal to this 
effect to the Depositary, a conference of States Parties to the Convention should be 
held at Geneva, Switzerland, to review the operation of the Convention, with a view 
to assuring that the purposes of the Convention are being realized. Such review should 
taJce into account any new scientific and technological developments relevant to the 
Convention. Proposed amendments to the Convention could also be considered at the 
conference.

1.

Further review conferences should be h'éld at'intefvàTs :of five years thereafter, 
and at other times if requested by a majority of the States Parties to this 
Convention.
II.

2.

Comments as contained in document CD/220
Some delegations considered it premature to suggest time-frames for meetings of 

review conferences.
A delegation suggested that the last sentence in paragraoh 1 should be put in 

Element XIV 
III.

1.

2.

Concrete alternative wording proposed''
A. With respect to the above Comments

None
B. Without specific reference to Comments

A delegation made the following proposal (CD/CW/CRP.51 ) with respect to 
amendments in paragraph 1 of Element XV:

Add after "to review the" in the fourth line of CD/220, page 31» English version, 
the words "scope and the" before "operation".

"being realized" in the sixth line of CD/220, page 31» English version, 
"States not Parties to the Convention shâll~be invited as

Add after
the following sentence : 
observers to the Conference".

Add after the last sentence of paragraph 1, CD/220, page 51, English version, 
the following sentence : "The Conference may agree upon amendments which shall enter 
into force in accordance with element XIV."

1
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ELEMENT XVI: DURATION AND WITHDRAWALS
- - r.Ton" c.r c-~".D.~

1. This Convention should be of unlimited duration.
2. Each State Party to this Convention should in exercising its national sovereignty
have the right to withdraw from the Convention, if it decides that extraordinary 
events related to the subject matter of the Convention, have jeopardized its supreme 

It should give notice of such withdrawal to the Depositary three months 
Such notice should include a statement of the extraordinary events it

interests. 
in advance.
regards as having jeopardized its supreme interests.

Comments as contained in document CD/220
Some delegations suggested that States Parties should be required to give notice 

of withdrawal not only to the Depositary but also to the Security Council on the 
grounds that extraordinary events which jeopardize their supreme interests have to be
invoked for such withdrawal. --

A delegation suggested the deletion of the reference to "extraordinary events" as 
a corresponding rephrasing of the element.

Concrete alternative wording proposed

II.
1.

2.

III.
With respect to the above CommentsA.
with respect to Comment No. 1B.
A delegation made the following proposal (CD/CW/CRP.49) for text to be 
added at the end of the existing Element XVI :

The Depositary on its part should 
United Nations of the submission of a notice of withdrawal from a State Party to the

immediately inform the Security Council of the

Convention.
with respect to Comment No. 2A.
None
Without specific reference to CommentsB.
None

l
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ELEMENT XVII: SIGNATURE, RATIFICATION, ACCESSION 
Text as contained in document CD/220

This Convention should be open to all States for signature. Any State which does 
not sign the Convention before its entry into force in accordance with paragraph 3 of 
this Element could acceded to it at any time.

This Convention should be subject to ratification by signatory States.
Instruments of ratification or accession should be deposited with the Secretary-General 
of the United Nations.

This Convention should enter into force upon the deposit of instruments of 
ratification by twenty Governments, in accordance with paragraph 2 of"this Element.

For those States whose instruments of ratification or accession are deposited 
after the entry into force of this Convention, it should enter into force on the date 
of the deposit of their instruments of ratification or accession.

The Depositary should promptly inform all signatory States and States Parties the 
date of each signature, the date of deposit of each instrument of ratification or 
accession and the date of the entry into force of this Convention and of any 
amendments thereto, as well as of the receipt of other notices.

This Convention should be registered by the Depositary in accordance with 
Article 102 of the Charter of the United Nations.

Annexes I to V should be considered an integral part of this Convention.
Comments as contained in document CD/220

1.

2.

3.

4.

5-

6.

7.
II.

Some delegations considered that the Convention should enter into force only upon
deposit of instruments of ratification by a specific number of States including those 
of the permanent members of the Security Council. Other delegations objected to this
on the grounds that State Parties should not be treated in a different manner. 
III. Concrete alternative wording proposed

A. With respect to the above Comment
A delegation made the following proposal (CD/CW/CRP.48) as alternative
wording for Element XVII, paragraph 3 '•

This Convention shall enter into force upon the deposit of instruments of 
ratification by Governments, including the Governments of the States permanent 
members of the United Nations Security Council.

B. Without specific reference to Comments
None
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ELEMENT XVIII: DISTRIBUTION OF THE CONVENTION
Text as contained in document CD/220T

This Convention, of which the Arabic, Chinese, English, French, Russian and Spanish 

texts are equally authentic, should be deposited with the Secretary-General of the 
United Nations, who should send duly certified copies thereof to the Governments of 

States members of the United Nations and its Specialized Agencies.
Comments as contained in document CD/220II.
None

III. Proposals with respect to Element XVIII

None

i
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23 July 1902

Original : ENGLISH

CCMKITTEE ON DISARMAMENT 

Working Group on Chemical Weapons

Compilation of revised Elements and Comments thereto (CD/220), 
proposed new texts and alternative wordings as well as

comments or. new texts

Corrigendum

1. Page 7, under subsection B entitled "Without specific reference to Comments", 
delete the word "none1' and replace with the following text : "One delegation 
proposed an additional sentence to be added to Element I (CD/CW/CRP.29):

and, not later than ten years after the entry into force of this Convention, 
to take effective measures to stop
and training intended to enable the utilization of toxic properties of 
chemicals as weapon in combat.

Page 16, after the last paragraph add the following text :

"One delegation proposed an addendum to Element IV (CD/CW/CRP.29):

'3• Not later than 
each State Party should :

(a) issue an open general order to the effect that planning, organization 
and training intended to enable the utilization of toxic properties of 
chemicals as weapon in combat should not take place ;

(b) ascertain that all organization charts, plans, manuals etc. 
containing provisions intended to enable the utilization of toxic properties 
of chemicals as weapon in combat, are withdrawn or revised ;

(c) declare the composition of equipment intended to protect against 
chemical weapons ;

according to the provisions given in Annex II.

Page 27, under subsection P entitled "Without specific reference to Comments" 
the following text should be inserted:

"A delegation made the following proposal for an additional sentence to be 
added to Element DC 2 (a) (CD/CW/CRP.29):

1 > as well as, not later than ten years after the entry into force of this 
Convention measures not to plan, organize and train activities with the 
intention of enabling the utilization of toxic properties of chemicals as 
weapon in combat.'"

or never to start, planning, organization

1 M

2.

ten years after the entry into force of this Convention

111

3.

1

GE.82-64910



A delegation suggested the following text for 
relating to Elc-cent XIII:5 (e) (CD/CW/CRP.25):

Annex v should, contain provisions for. measures 
Consultative Committee with respect to planning, 
expressed in Elements I, IV and IX. 
information on

(a) general orders, organization charts, manuals and regulations;

(b) invitations to and reports from military- 
testing and training facilities for chemical

(c) organizational and technical aspects 
against chemical weapons.

The Consultative Committee could also receive samples of protective 
for distribution among Parties.

content of a future Annex V

to be taken by the 
organization and training as 

The Consultative Committee could obtain
e.g.

maneovres and former
weapons ;

related to the protection

equipmentr »
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CD/CW/WP.54 
16 April 1982
Original: ENGLISH

• ï

COMMITTEE ON DISARMAMENT
J J ■

Working Group on Chemical Weapons

The following statement was made, by the Chairman of the Working Group

session.' 
perception of

on Chemical Weapons at the closing of the first part of its 1982 
this statement to reflect his°ince the Chairman considers

how the Group s work may be continued during the 
session, in accordance with the

second half of the 1982
general wish expressed in the Group he felt 
if It were circulatedthat it would assist delegations

as a working paper.

;i

<

'
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The Chairman's closing statement
The discussions on chemical weapons during the first part of the 1982 session

of the Committee on Disarmament, both in the plenary meetings and in this 
Working Group, have abounded with substantial interventions, 
formulations of elements, numerous amendments and comments. 
to express his gratitude to all those -

specific new 
The Chairman wishes

very numerous - distinguished delegates 
very way to the work of the ad hoc Working Groupwho have contributed in this 

on Chemical Weapons.
Trying to sum up the activities of this ad hoc Working Group during 

part of the CD session which we terminate today, here are
the

some reflections which 
may contain an answer to questions asked recently by many delegations.

Firstly, as a result of last year's work, the Group had at its disposal the 
elements accompanied by rather numerous comments reflecting the different, if 
not divergent, views of delegations on the said elements. We had a choice of at 

one, to elaborate compromise texts ofleast two possible working methods : 
elements of a convention on the basis of elements and comments contained in
CD/220 and the present position of delegations, and two, 
who made comments last

to allow the delegations 
year to specify them during this session as alternative

elements. As you know, the latter approach was proposed, assuming that the former
one would mean de facto omitting an important stage in the negotiating process. 
On the contrary, the second approach seemed to fit in as a logical "next step"

- in the personal view of the Chairman, appearedin this negotiation process and 
to be a very suitable one.

Secondly, in the method of work the Group followed during 
months or so,

the last two
we were to elaborate alternative formulations or alternative 

elements which, in principle, should consume the texts of comments. What is
meant is translation of the positions of delegations 
the form of - more or less

expressed at present in 
- general comments into the language of alternative

and additional elements. 
"determination of issues to be dealt

In other words, after the stage which we called
with in the negotiation" and then after last

year's work which was marked by elaboration of elements, 
elaboration of alternative and additional 
been formulated quite

we came to the stage of 
During this session, there have 

many such elements, although the number of comments has
elements.

not diminished. 
preamble and some appendices

Moreover, we have tried to fill some blanc spaces, e.g. a draft
were suggested which, due to lack of time, were not

furthermore, the C-roup tried another, however controversial, 
the restructuring of the shape of the future

presented last year. 
task: convention. The documents
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v’hich have been submitted 
the

and the course of discussion, 
generation of chemical

both in the plenary 
weapons i.e.

Working Group, 
shown that, in the Committee

and in 
binary weapons have

on a new

and in the Group there exists a fullthe consequences which the production of awareness of 
weapons may entail to the 

undoubtedly be facilitated 
into account. 

the delegations have

some of these
negotiation process in this Group, 
if we all fully realize

This process will
that such

Thirdly, during the first
consequences must be taken

part of the 1982 session, 
on both thecontributed to important 

verification.
discussions scope of prohibition and theSome doubts and, perhaps, misunderstandings have been explained.Some material which may be used to the Group s advantage has been compiled in 

all the
the document CD/CW/WP.^3. Have we fully exploited

possibilities and the 
pace of work.

time we had at our disposal? I think 
we have held during this

I have not

we have kept an intensiveAltogether, 
meetings of the Group.
consultations

session 14 formal 
counted the number of Chairman 

Could

and at least 6 informal 
's informalon different subjects, 

so well that it
we have done more? Inothing ever is done suppose

could not have been done better. We havenot wasted our time, it is true, but with 
many delegations right from a more flexible approach of

meeting of the Working Group, 
elements.

take advantage of the
very first meeting during 

To this end, the delegations will 
elements and

to which 
I appeal for.

verythe first
indeed, translated we could have, 

In this situation,
more comments into alternative 

the delegations toI appeal to all 
to do this recess to seriously tryexercise so that from the

the summer sessionwe can smoothly continue 
their disposal a 
alternative

our work.
have atcompilation of draft

I have just referred 
Paper to the kind of homework

proposed new texts and 
can provide an

wordings
background 

Thus, 
session we should

appropriate
answering the questions I have been asked recently during the 

of alternative elements
summercontinue the elaboration

which
our work and, if possible, we should 

stage of elaborating

constitutes, let s say, the third stage of 
stage which Icome to the next 

elements. would call the
compromiseGood preconditions for that work could be provided by a solid 

In approaching that stage in the 
groups which will be

original and 
I plan to 
elaboration of 
example, the 
means of 
that work has 
is, to the

set ofalternative elements, 
establish summer session,several contact 

compromise elements in charged with the
any given sphere of the convention, forscope of prohibition, declarations of stocks, verification, national 

In any case, only after
verification, national technical means, etc.been finished, we shall have 

the elements into
grounds to come to the final 
the treaty language.

stage, that 
Having in mind,

translation of
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that in quite many interventions in the plenary meetings, also this year, the 
delegations appealed for acceleration of work on the future convention, I wish 
to express my conviction that the process of negotiation will be accelerated
only when the delegations show themselves more active not only in general 
discussions but also in the specific negotiation .process which, let me emphasize,

Needless to say, we mustimplies preparedness to work out concrete proposals, 
be guided by a sense of compromise.

I should like to express our thanks and recognition to the experts in 
toxicology who managed to work out and recommend standardized methods -on toxicity 

Their recommendations for the Group in this respect are 
considered as an important contribution in the work on the future convention.
I do hope that the future consultations we plan to be held during the summer

determinations.

session will be equally fruitful and productive.

!
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USSR CD/CW/WP.35 Basic Provisions of a 
Convention on the 
Development, Production, 
and Stockpiling of 
Chemical Weapons and on 
Their Destruction

Also issued as 
CD/294
21 July 1982

NOT REPRODUCED 
(see WP volume)









CD/CW/WP.36 
23 July 1962
Original: ENGLISH

COiii'iITTEE ON DISARMAMENT 
'.forking Group on Chemical Weapons

Consultations witn delegations, assisted by experts, by 
the Chairman of the Working Group on Chemical weapons

It was agreed that, during the consultations 2-6 August 1982 by the 
Chairman of tha Working Group on Chemical Weapons on technical issues 
matters will be discussed:

the following

(a) With regard to scope, possible standardized physical, chemical or 
biological methods enabling determination of the toxicity of other harmful 
chemicals" and products formed in different kinds of production processes (including 
the binary technique) for chemical warfare agents, particularly those belonging to

(

super-tcxic lethal chemicals;
(b) With regard to verification, possible technical methods to monitor 

destruction of chemical weapons, inter alia, by means of specialized information 
gathering "black boxes", including the means for transmission and processing of 
such information.

GE.82-64878









Yugoslavia CD/CW/37 Working Paper on Some 
Aspects of Verification 
in a Chemical Weapons 
Convention

Also issued as 
CD/298
26 July 1982

NOT REPRODUCED 
(see WP volume)
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:c: :ct73z es eisasmai-iznt C7/CW/WP. 58 
25 July 1982Working Group cn Chenical Weapons

Original: Z2ÎJLI5H

YUGOSLAVIA

Suggested alternative definition of
hsnical Weaccns

(a) Super toxic -Lethal, other lethal, and other harmful chenicals as well

as precursors o: ckerrcal warfare agents and other chenicals intended for 
hostile or military-7 purposes involving the utililization of the toxic properties 
and ecological changes produced cy such chenicals as weapons, provided their 

“es a:r~ conpaoihre with and that their quantities are sufficient for such
purposes :
(b) -duniticn or devices specifically designed tc cause death 
living structure (nan, 

chenicals released

or barn of
nais and plants) through the toxic properties of the 

result of the employment of such munitions and devices, 
including these with binary or nulti-component technology;

Equipment specifically designed for use directly in connection with the 

e_p_cynent of such munitions or devices.

ar]

as a

(c)

Œ.82-65137
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Belgium CD/CW/39 Memorandum on Monitoring 
of the Prohibition of 
the Use in Combat of 
Chemical and 
Bacteriological 
(Biological) or Toxin 
Weapons

Also issued 
as CD/301 
4 August 1982

NOT REPRODUCED 
(see WP volume)
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Federal 
Republic of Germany 
and
Netherlands

CD/CW/40 Letter Dated 9 August 
from the Heads of the 
Delegations of the 
Federal Republic of 
Germany and the Kingdom of the Netherlands 
Addressed to the Chairman 
of the Committee on 
Disarmament Transmitting 
a Document Containing 
Preliminary Questions 
Concerning CD/294

Also issued 
as CD/308 
10 August 1982

NC~ REPRODUCED 
(see WP volume;
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*ork—ng Group on Chacica.— ‘wea^one
CD/CV/V?.41 
10 Angus x 1552

Ori^r ->a” :

Bepcrt of tha Cha<-~y. to the VcrVinr 
A pale a Weft r-cr. s

Grcur-on Ch on the consul us tignv: h^-ld v-: tb 
exerts on technics! ii-ruer?

nrr3C3ucncjo

The consultations1. v'er^‘ held in the week from. 2 vO c August 1982 and vers based 
c on.u&.o.nen in tU-mircc-nb• on the timetable of verk proposed by 

C3/Cif/CHP.64, to consider
<• he r*V p 4 w /v »-

the following matters:
I. With regard to scope, poseîble s tan tarde cec p-hvsi cal, cheat cal 

cr biological methods enabling determination of the toxicity of

°*~sr na:r^^- chacal a" and product? formed in different kinds 
cf production processes (including the bm^ry
varfare agents, particularly those belonging: to .vipor-toxic lethal

technique) for ch&r.icai

chemicals-

♦ w*ith regard to verification, 

destruction cf chemical
eCoCc’. .to t3cnr>ica_i. ootheds tc> sc-uitcx-

vaaponr. cr:t^r alSa. by n=sn= cf 
sfe'-'t4l-i-2ed information gathering "black boxes"
—ct-UF for truncate an on and 

Cn behalf of the Chairman

including the
processing of such information, 

of t-;e Working Group, Col. J. Cislcvics acted
ts Chairman for the consul tat i on s,
2. Thirty-five experts frea 7J, 

the Charrasc with delegations. 

Tail-1-sn background

c-0u^_izes participaiac in the consul.tationu of 
(See Annex I for the- list of experts.)

3. papers on the it eus under consideration-were presented 
(See Annex II forin the course of consultations. the rust cf background

papers.)

4. Cue nain fIndiras
Ie Phveic.l, c^ic^cr_biojc~c^ method»

r^if 1?r\0f **" tfiTlnit^ of "other
—éggg-xp, Citèrent kinds of production .processes < include"

T the consultations are presented below.

3» Ti*cn a technical etanduoint, 
with fxp-erts

thft ivmr.l ii?v) /-in '*'** 5” ’’"'tr-iono conrulta-'-lons
concerning possible toxicity criteria for "other harmful chemicals"

"T1?. Ttii4' that <*> to tclio effect., inceptoitatl/m

~ " ",S" h*J3f,il effects ere of Importance for the convention: (t) ne eut table
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the convention fer determination cf suer.
should be reviewed in the course of 

It was considered that 
this category could

formethods which might be applicable
effects currently exist, and (c) this -s^u-

and technical achievements.appearance of new scientific 
drawing up a list of particularly important agents falling -l

be useful.
6. With respect to precursors, it was generally 
tasks: (a) to define the concept of "precursors

felt that there were two principal 
" for the purposes of the convention,

particular attention from the stand-
it was pointed

recuireand (b) to determine which precursors
With regard to the definition of precursor,

the Working Group on Chemical Weapons.
point of verification

under active consideration inout that it was
agreed to await the result of this worK.It was systems revealed that in uhese 

formed which have already been produced in
discussion of known binary chemical weapons7. The
well-known lethal chemicals aresystems

large quantities by traditional methods. used to obtain 
Nonetheless,

The same precursors are
these chemicals both in binary systems and by traditions- meu. ocs.

has cuite a few specific aspects which are of paramount
universal prohibition of chemicalthe subject of precursors

importance from the point of view of ensuring -he 

and deserves special attention, 
particularly valid for binary and other

opinion was strongly challenged by some 
8. In view of the difficulty encountered in formulating a precise cvera

generally felt that the

experts expressed the view that this
This

Someweapons
multicomponent chemical weapons.

was
other experts.

definition regarding the term "precursor , it was
a list of so-called "key precursors

criteria could not bepossibility, inter alia, of drawing up 
deserved serious consideration. 
used for identifying a so-called "key precursor

found that toxicity
" itself, since 
toxicity of the end product.

It was
the toxicity of

However,
not directly related to thethe precursor was 

the toxicity
classification of precursors by

Another option would
criteria may be applied for the

if necessary.of toxicity tests on their end products,means
be to focus on specific chemical families.

well as an
The contribution 

should be reviewed in 
Others

it amounted to reopening 
There was

of toxicity of aerosols, as9. A paper regarding determination
of toxicity data from animal to man was

suggested that this issue
and technical achievements.

presented.
extrapolation

discussed briefly and it waswas
the course of appearance of new 
believed that not only was this 
issues which had been resolved in previous 
disagreement as to wnether thus iss^= '"v~3

scientific 
unnecessary but that

exoc-rt consultations. 
included in the agença.
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10. îhe participants in the consultations 
countries which have
VCrl"Catl0a ’Wth04e f°r * **”» ««*»«* c, prohibibien of oh-U-1

encoded other Sutee to roeb ^....^

processing nf rocs

expressed their gratitude to those 
vorx intended tocarried cut experimental

work cut
and weapons

the aç-ans of tran aa ission
11. luring the* second Pert of the Chairman's consults tiens on technical issues

veapor.s v&s discussed, 
oiack boxes'1 including the 
On this subject,

outlined the

possible technical methods to conitor destruction of chemical

■•- » ^rrrrrirr —« ■
background such information, 

were presented, 
monitoring the 

^ievs vere

ftevuraiPapers as veil 
principal approaches to t

e-s visual material
the Bain questions of 
rach processes. operation of destruction 

expressed that part of the data, 
25-7 prOTe t0 ^ us—1 fer other States in tb*

proceeaen and to verify 
in particular, 
interests of the

on these issues
convention, 
questions.

fhe background Papers ar.d visual aa terielr- gave rise tosome- cosaents end 
12. it vas
area are (a) to 
(D) to confire

generally f»>t that two of the principal verifies
confirm the identity and quantity of the materials

that the aaterialc have acruajly been destroyed, 
were discussed i 

"The question of whether Kathode 
cro-site inspection vas raised 

vere not available, and noted that

which might be used to accomplish these tasks
during the^ consultations. a general v&y

existed which could beused without 
methods . Some expressed the view that suitable

no proposals Lad been cade.- ea=6d *** Tie“* *».t this discussion du.
on. opportunity to provide a concrete definite answer to this question. On-site

The
°ccitaring might 106 carridd oat both by technical personnel and devices.common view was that the selection of technical procedures for fulfillment of the 

to the specificity of the declaration 
process. With respect to the

first task should be closely linked both
and the type of destruction

second task, it would be 
completely end that 

was expressed that
sight include inspection before operations 

of key areas, effluent testing, and visual

important to confirm that the process destroyed the materialE 
in xieu oi being processed, 

monitoring procedures

nothing was diverted 
the technical
begin,
observation.

An opinion

eBaling or surveillance
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The concept of ""black boxes" vas discussed and the following tentative 
definition of the concept vas presented:
"Black Bex":

IT.

Secure sensors ana systems generating authentic data for purposes

was
agreed that there is a need to identity sensors and information processing systems, 
as well as a need to guarantee the security of equipment and information, and the 
reliability of the whole system.

Factors which caught particular interest concerned the parameters that could 
possibly be monitored, 
had to be followed varied in different 
by further technical studies.

of verification of compliance with the chemical weapons convention. It

14.
it was concluded the types and number of parameters that

These matters need to be clarifiedcases.

15. The question of the relationship of monitoring by sensors to verification 
of destruction of stockpiles was touched upon. *.In general, as regards 
instrumental methods of collecting, processing and transmitting information, these 
were considered to be preliminary owing to the lack of technically well-founded 

In this connexion, it was pointed out that the topics of ensuringdata.
authenticity of such information, of its transmission and processing as well as 
of the potential effectiveness of such monitoring systems should be studied.

■bviously, the above-mentioned technical topics do not prejudice the nature 
of on-site inspection, whether by national or international means.
1-1 • Suggestions for the agenda for the meeting of experts in the soring of 1985

16.

A. Experts should be asked to provide material for lists of agents in the 
category "other harmful chemicals" and for the list of important precursors to be 
considered.

Elaboration of recommendations for methods of aerosol inhalation toxicity 
determination.

Elaboration of recommendations to enhance the accuracy of toxicity determination 
(generalization and analysis of scientific data regarding the extrapolation of 
toxicological data to man).

Technical evaluation of the use of specialized information gathering systems 
("black boxes") as components of a CW verification system, including the means for 
transmission and processing of such information.

Possible technical methods to monitor destruction of chemical weapons.
Possible technical methods to monitor the inactive status of chemical 

weapons production and filling facilities and to confirm that such facilities are 
eventually destroyed.

Possible technical methods to monitor small-scale permitted production of 
super-toxic lethal chemicals for purposes related tc protection against chemical 
attack.

B.

C.
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D. With regard tc the score cf the prohibition;
(a) The drawing up of technical recommendations 

of the limits of "binary systems of chemical
permitting the determination

weapons of all kinds ; 
(d) The drawing up of standard methods for the determination 

"by the aerosol inhalation method-
of toxicity

(c) 'The drawing up of recommendations to 
determination (compilation and analysis

improve the precision of toxicity 
of scientific data concerning the transfer

of toxicity data to human beings) 
(d) Possible methods for differentiating "other harmful chemicals" for the

purposes of the convention.
With regard to verification;

1. The drawing up of technical methods 
binary systems including:

Precursors of 
Precursors which 
Devices

for verification of the destruction of

use only for purposes of chemical warfare 
nay be converted for permitted uses ;

or constructions directly intended for the formation of 
an end-purpose mixture;
End-purpose additives.

2. The drawing up of technical 
production of the

precursors, end-purpose additives and devices 
specially intended for binary systems.

3. The drawing up of standard methods 
the state of the ecology during the

for the protection and monitoring of 
destruction of stocks of chemical weaoons.

..WMUPWJ
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ANIJEX I

LIST OF EXPERTS
MEMBER STATES»

Belgium:
^apt. H.C. Bisschop 

Col. N. Mihailov 
Dr. M.C. Hamblin
Mr. Li Weirain 
Mr. fu Zhon zhou
General Ezz

Col. B. Gesbert
Dr* R. Trapp

- Pfirschhe
Col. Br. E. Sebok

Col. Fauzy Qasim

Capt. Br. R. di Carle
Dr. I. Akiyama
Hr. A.J.J. Ooms

Cel. J. Cialowicz

Col. Br. M.S. Do gam
Dr. J. Lundin 
Dr. J.
Dr. H.- Ohlsson 
Dr. S.A. Persson
Mr. L.A. Uaumov 
Mr. A.P. Kouteoov 
Mr.

Dr. T. Inch

Dr. R. Mi kulak
Col. C. Bay
Drcf. M. Kyriakopoulos
Col. J„ Leonard
Dr. B. Mattas
Mrs C. Stettner
Mr. R. Whelen
Drof. Dr. Vojvodif

rulsaria: Lt.
Canada ?

China;

France:

merman Democratic Rernb: ^- 
GermanyT Federal Reruhlir of; Dr.
nungary:

Lodonesia

oaran:

ailberiands:
Poland:

Romania:

Sweden :

Santesson

V.M. TcherednichenkoUK;

USA:

aE£oslayia:

UOII-HEKP.FR.q.

Dr. J. Leerhcy 
Dr. J. Enqvist 

Dr. F, Fonnum
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ANNEX II

BACKGROUND PAPERS PRESENTED

-5CD/OT/CTC/15 Working Paper on toxicity criteria for "key CW precursors" 
submitted by Sweden *

CD/CW/CTC/16 Working Paper on monitoring destruction of stockpiles cf 
chemical weapons and chemical warfare agents, submitted by Sweden
CD/CW/CTC/17 Working paper c-n certain problems of toxicity determination 
submitted by Hungary

CD/CW/CTC/18 Working Paper on destruction of stocks of chemical warfare 
agents and means of verification, submitted by the Federal Republic of 
Germany

%..... s
•E.

CD/CW/CTC/19 Working Paper on the question of the definition of " 
and the control of binary weapons, submitted by China
CB/CW/CTC/20 Working Paper on destruction methods,

precursors"

submitted by France
CD/CW/CTC/21 Working Paper on progress in systematic identification of 
chemical warfare agents: identification of non-phosphorus agents, submitted 
by Finland

vB/ CW/vrC/22 Working Paper on verification of a chemical wecoons convention, 
submitted by Norway

vB/CW/CTC/ 25 a brrefing on United States chemical weapons destruction 
programme

CD/CW/CTC/24 Working Paper on the technical evaluation of remote monitoring 
of on-site sensors, submitted by the United States
CB/CW/CTC/25 Working Paper on the technical procedures for verification of 
the destruction of declared chemical 
United States

CB/CW/CTC/26 Working Paper on toxicity determination of chemical 
agents, submitted by the German Democratic Republic
CD/CW/CTC/27 Working Paper on some problems concerning the prohibition of 
binary weapons and verification of the implementation of this prohibition, 
submitted by the Soviet Union

weapons stockpiles, submitted by the

weapon

Note: Documents CD/CW/CTC/22 and CD/CW/CTC/23 are available in English only
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Also issued 
as CD/316 
19 August 1982

Working Paper on the 
Monitoring of the 
Destruction of Stocks 
of Chemical Weapons

CD/CW/WP.42France

NOT REPRODUCED 
(see WP volume)
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Working Group on Chemical 
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Also issued 
as CD/333 
14 Sept. 1982

Views of the Chairman 
of the Ad Hoc Working 
Group on Possible 
Compromise Wordings of 
the Elements of a 
Future Convention

CD/CW/WP.44

NOT REPRODUCED 
(see WP volume)
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Also issued as CD/342 
8 Feb. 1983

Report of the Ad Hoc 
Working Group on 
Chemical Weapons on 
Its Work During the Period 
17-28 January 1983

CD/CW/WP.45

NOT REPRODUCED 
(see WP volume)









CD/CW/WP.46 
12 April 1983
Original: ENGLISH

COMMITTEE ON DISARMAMENT
Ad Hoc Working Group on Chemical Weapons

THE NETHERLANDS

Suggested list of key precursors - including those usable 
in multicomponent chemical weapon systems

Key-precursors for super toxic lethal chemicals 
Phosphorus trichloride 
Phosphorus oxychloride 
Chemicals containing the P-methyl and/or P-ethyl bond 
Methyl and/or ethyl esters of phosphorus acid 
3,3 dimethyl butanol-2 (pinacolyl alcohol)
N.N disubstituted^S - amino ethanol 
N.N disubstituted,6 - amino ethane thiol
N.N disubstituted^ - amino ethyl halides (halide = Cl, Br or I) 

Key-precursors for other harmful chemicals
Phenyl, alkyl or cylcoalkyl substituted glycolic acid 
3- or 4-hydroxy, piperidine and their derivatives

(PC15)
(P0C1,)3

GE.83-60865
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CD/CW/WP.47 
l6 April 1983
Original : ENGLISH

COMMITTEE ON DISARMAMENT 
Working Group on Chemical Weapons

UNITED STATES DELEGATION IMPRESSIONS OF THE CW 
TECHNICAL CONSULTATIONS HELD IN JANUARY 19Ô3

I. Introduction
The United States delegation, considering the possible future significance of 

technical consultations regarding a chemical weapons ban, held during thethe
1983, would like to bring its impressions of these

will contribute
period 17 January - 4 February 
discussions to the attention of others. We hope that this paper 

agreement and would welcome any comments.to the negotiations on an 
II. Discussions on Topic A
Topic A

"On the basis of the working hypothesis on the definition of chemical weapons 

(see CD/334, annex, pages
precursors, it is suggested that the following questions may

3-10) including the concepts of precursors and key
be directed to the

technical expertise of delegations :
(a) what are the views on the 'working hypothesis’ on definition of these

concepts?
(b). to what extent - and by which method - would it be possible to compose

lists of key precursors?"
Discussions

The delegations deemed it necessary
correspond the "important" or "key" precursors, as well as the definitions of such 

These criteria and definitions were understood to serve for purposes 
of composition of the lists of these precursors, to which specific methods of 

verification would apply.
It was suggested by some 

elaboration of such criteria, definitions and lists among the "important" or "key" 
precursors on the basis of the specific role played by them in obtaining the 
chemicals for chemical weapons at a production facility or in binary munitions or

In this connection an illustrative list of binary chemical system.

to elaborate the criteria, to which would

precursors.

delegations to differentiate in the process of

similar devices, 
was presented.

Other delegations, however, maintained that such differentiation is not 
necessary due to the coincidence of the combinations used as precursors at the 
production facilities and of the components of binary systems.

GE.83-60905
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n number of delegations presented 
"important1* or "key" 

proposed criteria, general agreement 
precursors, inter alia:

- should have particular significance 
characteristics of the final

- should have no, or only limited,
Some delegations believed that 
that an "important" or "key" 
the synthesis.

A specific list of "important" or "key" precursors was presented in 
CD/CW/WP.46. Many delegations stated that this preliminary list 
starting point for further discussion of applicable verification

Other delegations stated that without further 
definitions, adoption of a list,
HI- Discussions on Topic B 
Topic B

proposals for specific criteria for 
As a result of detailed discussionprecursors. of these

was reached that such "important" or "key"

for the determination of the basic
chemical ;

use for non-hostile purposes.
further criteria should be considered, for example, .

precursor should be a precursor in the final stage of

was a good 
measures.

consideration of criteria and 
on a preliminary basis was premature.even

"With respect to destruction of stockpiles 
procedures should

of chemical weapons, verification

(i) verify the types and quantities 
(ii)

of chemicals to be destroyed ;
ensure that they have been destroyed. 

In ■-his connection technical experts of delegations may be asked to address the
following questions :

(a) what technical procedures 
destruction of stockpiles of chemical

(b) what specific elements need to be included in declarations made by State 
Parties, in order to meet

(c) do methods of destruction 
detail, in order to

could be suggested in order to monitor
weapons?

the requirements mentioned above?
of stockpiles need to be specified, and in what

and areassure State Parties that stocks have been destroyed
not capable of being diverted again to use as chemical weapons?"
Discussions

The group, without prejudice to national positions, 
entitled "Verification Techniques 
Stockpiles", 
discussion,

used document CTC/28,
xor Destruction of Declared Chemical Weapons 

preliminary basis for discussion.as a On the basis of the ensuing 
was proposed regarding

on-site inspection of the destruction of declared 
were suggested by several delegations.

a working hypothesis (document CD/CW/WP.48)
systematic international

stocks.Revisions

*
a

r
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With respect to specific technical procedures to be employed, there was general
support for the use of a combination of chemical, biological, and physical 
techniques. The need for agreed, standardized procedures was emphasized, 
identity, purity, and quantity of the chemical to be destroyed should be confirmed,

The

as well as the identity and quantity of the destruction products and the basic 
parameters of the destruction process.
safeguards to ensure that the data obtained was reliable.

Views differed on the need to establish
Some considered that 

international inspectors might use the same data sources as plant operating 
personnel, provided the data were known to be reliable, but that the international
inspectors should be entitled to obtain data independently if they considered it 

Others considered that data furnished by national personnel should 
provide the basis for the work of international inspectors, 
accounting system was proposed (in document CD/CW/CTC/57).

necessary.
Use of a statistical

Questions were raised about the number of international inspectors needed at 
each destruction facility. As a rough approximation the number of five inspectors 
was put forward, with the qualification that the actual number would depend,
inter alia, on the specific verification procedures employed, the size of the 
facility, and the method of destruction.

Some delegations considered that international on-site inspection of stockpile 
destruction must be continuous in order to fulfil the agreed objectives, 
held that inspections should be based on an agreed quota, the basis for which 
involved predominantly political, rather than technical, considerations.

Others

With respect to the necessary content of the initial stockpile declaration, 
the commonly expressed view was that toxic chemicals and their key 
should be listed by thei’- rpecific
the quantity of each chemical in the list should be specified.

precursors
Some delegations proposed that 

Other delegations
held that this approach was too complex and that instead the chemicals should be

chemical name.

grouped into six toxicity categories, with an aggregate quantity specified for 
each category. Under this approach, verification procedures would vary according
to the toxicity category, with the most stringent procedures applied to the most 
toxic category. At each stage of the 10-year destruction process, a declaration 
would be made of the amount of each specific chemical to be destroyed.

The opinion was expressed by some delegations that it was necessary to work
out met-hods for checking the correctness of the initial stockpile declaration. 
Other delegations considered that any declaration made by a State Party must.
— Pr^01"i be considered as correct unless evidence to the contrary was provided.

~orne delegations proposée specific procedures, based largely on visual 
observation, for systematic international on-site verification of destruction of
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- for chemical weapons purposes, 
of verification of the 

topic should be taken up at a

"specifically designedmunitions and equipment 
Other delegations., while recognizing the importance 

such items, considered that thisdestruction of
later stage. necessary for 

between national
delegations that it wasThe view was put forward by some 

international verification to be
with the responsibility for

based upon co-operation
ensuring the implementation of the

and internationalpersonnel
convention, including the staff of the

Other delegations, while willing to 
of co-operation, stressed the need ior

destruction facility
consider carefully defined

inspectors, 
measures 
independent

With respect to

international inspectors to be

of national personnel.
methods of destruction, the common view was

destroyed could not easily be
supported the proposal 

bond

that the method

that the materialof destruction should ensure 
recycled for 
that in the case 
should be broken, 
method of

Many delegationschemical weapons production.
of phosphonic acid derivatives, the carbon-phosphorus

considered to be the preferredIncineration was generally
general view was that, as long as

State should
Thedestruction for chemicals.

accomplished and other requirements met, a
destruction it would employ.complete destruction was

the method ofhave the right itself to decide on
"Dt-.her Technical Issues"Discussion onIV. Technical Issues of Direct ^of the agenda item "Other 

Work of the Working Group, Aimed at Facilitating the
verification procedures for

In the framework 
Relevance to the

were presented on
and filling facilities, the toxicity ofNegotiating Process", papers 

declared chemical weapons production
tricothecenes, and organophosphorus precursors.

Many delegations considered that chemical weapons
. . j =n psrlv stage and monitored by afacilities should be declared at an ea y 6

production and filling 
combination 
Otherinternational inspection visits.

nd verification by "nationalof on-site sensors and periodic
declaration in two stages anddelegations advocated aggregate capacity would be 

declared in the second stage, which
party onlymeans". At the time a State became a

The location of a facility would bedeclared. force for the party.
facilities led to a 

commercial facilities which

after entry intowould begin no later than eight years
of verification procedures for declared CWDiscussion 

active discussion of procedures to be applied to 
toxic lethal chemicals or key precursorsvery

might be used for production of super-
this topic warrantedIt was agreed thatfor chemical weapons purposes.

further study and discussion.considerable
The papers
discussed due to lack of time.I wereorganopnosphorus precursorsconcerning tricothecenes and

not







CD/CW/WP.48 
18 April 1985
Original: ENGLISH

committee on disaemament
Working Group on Chemical Weapons

UNITED STATES

Working Hypothesis on Systematic, International 
On-Site Inspection of the Destruction of

Declared Stocks

(Presented 1 February 1985, during the 
Chairman's Technical Consultations)

should be subject toDestruction of declared stocks of chemical weapons 
systematic international inspection on an agreed basis-

of such systematic international on-site inspection would be toThe purpose 
establish:
(a) the type, purity, and quantity of the chemical destroyed;

(b) the fact of destruction.
For this purpose international

and reliable information by chemical, biological, and instrumental
verification personnel would be entitled to

obtain secure
techniques.
This information would be of three general types.

themselves and their destruction products;(a) data regarding the chemicals
(b) data regarding the operation of the destruction process ;
(c) information regarding the integrity of the verification system 

(i.e. information needed to ensure that the data obtained was

and,

reliable).
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RUSSIA!!Original:
STATEMENT

by the Co-crdinator of Contact Group A
of two subjects :The Chairman of the Working Group suggested the consideration

for the verification cf the destruction of stocks;Procedures and methods

The basic content of declarations.
of the decalogue of tasks he had presented

a background for the considerationHe indicated that the first page 
for the Working Group as a whole might serve as 
of the subjects intended for Contact Group A.

following documents might prove useful :In the course of the work, the
CD/CW/WF.41, of 10 August 1982, on the consultations held with experts on 

'technical issues, and working papers submitted during that period,

CD/CW/CTC/16 (subsequently CD/525) (Sweden) ;

CD/CW/CTC/20 and CD/316 (France);
CD/CW/CTC/24 and CD/CW/CTC/25 (United States of America);

Working papers on the consultations 
delegations on technical issues, which took place from 17 January to 
4 February 1983 ::

CD/CW/CTC/28 (United States of America);

CD/CW/CTC/37 and CD/CW/CTC/38 (USSR);

CD/294 (USSR);
CD/333 (Views of the Chairman of the Ad Hoc Working Group); 

CD/334 (Report of Co-ordinator of Contact Group Mr. Altaf); 

CD/342 (Report.of Co-ordinator of Contact Group Mr. Duarte) ; 

CD/343 (United States of America)

of the Chairman of the Working Group with

and other documents.
Questions on which mutual understanding exists or is developing and those on 

which a divergence of views subsists :
(chemicals, munitions,There is agreement that all stocks of chemical weapons 

®quipnent) should be destroyed. However, paragraph 10 of the report in 
document CD/334 and also documents CD/294 and CD/333 refer to the destruction or

Docdment CD/112 also speaks of the "destruction or diversion 
The "diversion of stocks" may apply particularly to dual-purpose

1.
» diversion of stocks, 

of declared stocks".
chemicals, as is described, for example, in the working paper of France, 
document CD/316 of 19 August 1982, paragraph 5 (phosgene was extracted from the 
Munitions and resold to the peaceful chemical industry). However, the United ^ ta t. ; 
document, CD/343, of 10 February 1983, does not use the expression "the diversion 
of stocks".I
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All the documents are agreed that declarations of existing stocks of 
chemical weapons should be made not later than (or in the course of) $0 days 
following the entry into force of the convention or the accession to it of 
States parties. But there is a difference of views as to the description of the 
stocks held for the purposes of their inclusion in declarations (aggregate figures 
or more detailed data: type, quantity, scientific chemical name, etc.).

There is also a difference of views as to whether declarations should indicate 
the location of stocks of chemical weapons.

5. There is full agreement that the destruction of stocks of chemical 
weapons should be completed in not more than (or in the course of) 10 years.

It will be necessary to work out plans for the destruction of stocks. But 
for that purpose it is essential to speed up the elaboration in the Working Group 
of the definition of the term "chemical weapons", and generally to complete the 
work in the sphere of the scope of the prohibition in the future convention, so as 
to have a clear idea as to what will have to be destroyed or diverted, and where 
and how.

The declarations of existing stocks should include two other elements, 
which have not so far been agreed on. These are the following :

4.

The mandatory period for the beginning of the destruction of stocks, 
are alternative proposals for one, three or six months or two years after the entry 
into force of the convention ;

There

A formula ensuring a balance during the stage of the destruction of stocks so 
that no State party should acquire military superiority over another.

It can be said that a consensus already exists, with the participation 
of the USSR and the United States of America, that during the period of the 
destruction of stocks of chemical weapons, provision should be made for systematic 
international on-site verifications at specialized facilities for the destruction 
of such stocks.

5.

In the view of the United States, international inspectors should be present at 
facilities for the destruction of stocks of chemical weapons, and sensors should be 
utilized also.

6. The frequency of systematic international on-site inspections for the 
verification of the destruction of stocks has not yet been agreed on.

It has been suggested that such verification should be carried out :

on the basis of an agreed quota ;

or on a permanent basis.

7. The proposed verification of the accuracy of initial declarations has 
given rise to serious objections and disagreements.

8. Some delegations consider that technical procedures for the verification 
of the destruction of stocks using sensors, black boxes, etc., might help to 
overcome the difficulties in the way of agreement concerning systematic 
international on-site verifications on an appropriate basis.

1 . 
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To sura up the above, it may be said that the areas of disagreement that remain 
consist in particular of the following:

(a) The content of the initial declarations of stocks of chemical 
whether the information contained in them should give general figures 
detailed data about chemicals 
content, etc.;

weapons : 
or more

their type, quantity, toxicity, name, percentage

(b) Verification of the accuracy of declarations of stocks of chemical 
Many delegations consider such verification to be undesirable and impossible;

(c) Whether or not there should be an indication in declarations of the 
location of stocks of chemical
a requirement would be unrealistic and that it is not

(d) The period for the beginning of the destruction of

weapons.

A number of delegations consider that suchweapons.
necessary ;

stocks :
(e) Whether only destruction should be permitted or whether it should also 

- F- permitted to divert

ihe ioilowing tasks are of great importance for the speeding up of agreement 
in the Ad .Hoc Working Group on Chemical Weapons on the problem of the destruction 
of stocks as a whole In the interests of the future

The completion of work on the definition of chemical weapons and the scope 
of the prohibition in the future convention, so that it is clear what is to 
be destroyed ;

A statement of general principles for the procedures for the verification of 
the destruction of stocks;

A discussion of the desirability and technical feasibility of installing 
sensors at facilities for the destruction of stocks so as to facilitate the 
carrying out of international on-site verifications ;

Agreement on a method (on an appropriate basis) that is acceptable to all 
/ States parties for systematic on-site verifications of the destruction of 

stocks of chemical

stocks to authorized purposes.

convention :

weapons.

i
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2? April 1983
Original: ENGLISH

COMMITTEE ON DISARMAMENT
Ad Working Group on Chemical Weapons

^icws of the Polish delegation on the results of the consultations 
with delegations on technical issues held in. , u ,, , . —-________________________ the framework of the
Ad Hoc Working Group on Chemical Weapons during "the period-------

17 January - 4 February 1985 ' "

I. On Topic connected with precursors and key precursors 
On the basis of the working hypothesis on the definition of chemical 

(see CD/334, Annex, pages 3-10) including the concept of 
precursors, it was suggested that the following questions

weapons
precursors and key 
may be directed to the

technical expertise of delegations : 
(a) What are the views on the "working hypothesis" on definition of these

concepts?
(b) To what extent - and by which method would it be possible to compose 

lists of key precursors ?
Two approaches have emerged in the course of the discussion of the question 

covered by this topic.
Some delegations deemed it 

through elaboration of the criteria
necessary to solve the problem of precursors

on the basis of which one could single out the 
"important" or "key" precursors out of the mass of predecessors of the prohibited 
chemicals, as well as the definitions of such precursors for their introduction
into the text of a convention and composition of the lists of these 
This work should be done during the

precursors.
preparation of the draft convention in the 

Committee on Disarmament, and in any case before the entry into force of the
;convention. The Consultative Committee, guided by the definition of "important" 

Ci key precursors and the list of criteria for such 
a list in future, if necessary.

Other delegations, while recognizing the feasibility of agreeing upon the 
criteria and elaborating the definition for "important" or "key" 
suggested to initiate the solution of the 
of precursors, in particular the 
chemical weapons.

precursors, would update such I

precursors,
problem of precursors by composing a list 

precursors of organophosphorous chemicals used in

GE.83-6IÛ46
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Within the framework of these two basic approaches during the consultations 

the following questions have been raised :
the elaboration of the definition or an agreed understanding in respect 

... the precursors of all the categories of chemicals covered by the
- Convention; - — ... ......... - —— - • - -
the differentiation of the definitions of "important" or "key" precursors 
of the chemicals depending on whether they are .used for chemical weapons 
purposes at a production facility or in binary munitions or similar 
devices ;
the use of a similar differentiated approach to identify the criteria on 
the basis of which one could compose the lists of "important" or "key" 
precursors, in respect of the precursors used at a production facility 
and in binary munitions or similar devices ;
the definition of specific contents of the lists of "important" or "key" 
precursors and the list of binary chemical systems.

Many delegations were of the opinion that the elaboration of the list of

=

important ' or "key11 precursors should be started from the category of "super-toxic 
lethal chemicals" and then followed by the "dual-purpose precursors”. 
delegations were of the.view that at the present stage of our work no difference

Some other

should be created between these two groups of Some delegations
presented their preliminary lists of "important" or "key" precursors, based on their

precursors.

own considerations (see one of them in CD/CW/WP.46).
As a result of more detailed discussion of the.criteria for one category of

»

precursors - the "important" or "key" precursors of the super-toxic lethal chemicals 
obtained at the facilities, some delegations argued that such precursors : 

should be precursors in the final stage of the synthesis ;
i should have particular significance for the pre-determination of the basic 

characteristics of the final super-toxic lethal chemical ; 
to have no or limited use for non-hostile purposes..

Some delegations believed that the first of the above-mentioned criteria should 
be subject for further discussion.

On Topic connected with monitoring of destruction of stocks
V

II.
It was suggested that the following questions may be directed to the technical 

expertise of delegations :
What technical procedures could be suggested in order to monitor destruction of 

stockpiles of chemical weapons? What specific elements need to be included in 
declarations made by States parties, in order to meet the requirements mentioned
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Do methods of destruction of stockpiles need to be specified and in what 
detail, in order to assure States parties that stocks have been destroyed and are 
not capable of being diverted again to use as chemical weapons?

The experts endeavoured to narrow the range of differences between them on this 
topic and increase their mutual understanding.

With regard to the technical procedures for destruction, it was the general 
view that any destruction facilities could be equipped with measuring, analytical 
and monitoring devices and equipment capable of suitable precision, reliability and

above?

reproducibility over sufficiently long periods of operation. 
In the course of the discussion the view was expressed that the representatives 

of international verification bodies should, when necessary, be present at the
facilities at the time of the destruction of stocks of chemical weapons.

As to a technical justification for choosing either permanent or periodic 
verification, none was presented during the consultations, 
were also divided with respect to the extent of international verification of the 
destruction of stocks of chemical weapons.

:1

iThe experts' opinions

Some considered that it was sufficient
to verify the quantity and composition of components entering the destruction 
facility and the products of destruction leaving the facility, as well as the basic 
parameters of the technological system used, 
and other stages 
should be verified.

Others proposed that the preparatory 
and the details of all parameters of the technological process

In addition, they considered it necessary to set up duplicate 
verification systems for the data received from staff working in the installations. 

During the discussion of the question of the methods of destruction, some
delegations expressed the view that the initial declaration could contain general 
data on this score. Other delegations proposed that detailed information should
be given in destruction plans.

With regard to the declarations of stockpiles of chemical weapons themselves, 
some delegations proposed that declarations should cover stockpiles of six groups of
chemicals and their "major" or "key" precursors, and that these should subsequently 
be specified in detail in the plans for their destruction. Others proposed that
from the outset detailed declarations should be made regarding each chemical
individually and on each of its "major" or "key" precursors.

The opinion was expressed that it was necessary to work out methods for 
verifying the correctness of declarations. This viewpoint was not shared by a 
number of other delegations, which considered that any declaration made by a State 
party to the convention should a priori be considered as correct and could be
doubted only if well-founded susoicions arose.
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The question of the specific content of declarations relating to any particular 
stage of the destruction of stocks was not considered.

The opinion was expressed that it was necessary to have clearly defined forms
of co-operation between national bodies discharging functions in^ensuring 
implementation of the convention, including the staff of the destruction facility

The. latter may. have access to data relating to theand international inspectors. 
destruction which are at the disposal of facility staff and national inspectors.

proposed that international inspectors should observe the destructionIt was
of stocks from a control point.

The question 
was discussed.

of the number of international inspectors necessary at facilities 
The figure of three to five persons per facility was put forward. 

Other delegations considered that it was impossible to settle this issue without 
regard to the nature and form of verification, the size of the facility, the method 

of.destruction and so forth.
The issues of the precision and measurement devices, uniform, standardized

determination of. the characteristics of chemicals necessary for the 
purpose of their destruction, as.well as the procedures relating to the destruction
methods for the

of chemical weapons were raised.
of delegations considered incineration to be the best method of

At the same time they considered that States
A number

destroying stocks of chemicals, 
should have the right themselves to. decide on the method of destruction, taking
into account -the requirements in force for environmental protection and so forth.

III. On Topic, connected with other issues
In the framework of the agenda item "Other technical issues of direct 

relevance to the work of the Working Group, aimed at facilitating the negotiating 
process", considerations concerning the procedures of verifying the destruction 
and dismantling of chemical weapons production facilities were put forward. A 
number of delegations spoke in favour of full destruction of facilities without
the right of even partial conversion for permitted purposes of the equipment and

of destruction andin favour of on-site verification at all stages of this process
. Otherin connection with all kinds of activity relating to this process.

out the destruction and dismantlingdelegations, considering it necessary to carry 
of facilities, spoke in favour of a different procedure of declarations and

verification.

I
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COKMETTEE ON DISÀEMÂPEKT

Ad Hoc Working Group on Chemical Weapons

UNITED STATES

PREVENTING ILLEGAL PRODUCTION OF
KEY PRECURSORS OF NERVE GAS

Two verv different anurcaches have been proposed for ensuring "that key 

precursors for suoertoxic lethal nerve agents are not diverted from the chemical

One approach, proposed "by theindustry to chemical weapons purposes.
United Kingdom delegation in working paper CD/353* envisions declaration and

inspection of facilities producing ary of the key precursors contained on an 

agreed list.

The second approach, outlined in the Soviet plenary statement of 

1C Larch 1953, focuses on one type of key precursor, compounds containing a 

methyl-phosp'ncms "bond. Under this approach all industrial-scale production of 

such compounds, even for legitimate peaceful purposes, would "be prohibited. 

Small-scale production (less than one ton) would be permitted at a single 

declared facility, which 'would be subject to international inspection, 

unclear as to what, if any,- controls would be placed on other key precursors...

The Soviet approach would not appear to be effective in preventing illegal 

production of nerve agents for several reasons:

(a) It focuses on only one type of key precursor (methyl-phosphorus 

compounds) for nerve agents containing a methyl—phosphorous bond (for example, 

G3, soman, and VX). However, these agents can be manufactured using another 

type of key precursor-methyl esters of phosphorous acid.

It is

(b) It contains no provisions for declaring or monitoring facilities which

Therefore, there is no way toformerly produced methyl-phosphorus compounds. 

check if production has ceased.

(c) It virtually ignores key precursors for nerve agents which contain an

As the attached table indicates, the ethyl analogs of
The key

ethyl-phosphorus bond.

GB and VX have a toxicity close to that of the original compound, 

precursors for the methyl and ethyl compounds can easily be made in the same

facility.

GE.S3-62C22
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(à) It also apparently ignores certain supertoxic leoha^ nerve agents, such 
as tabun, which do not fall in the chemical family (phosphoric acid derivatives)

to which GB, soman and VX belong.
The United States supports the

for use in nerve agent manufacture.
United Kingdom approach to preventing production

This approach has threeof key precursors
features to help ensure effectiveness:

(a) It covers all key precursors for phosphonate nerve agents, not just one 
type. Key precursors for agents containing an ethyl-phosphorus lend are included. 
If necessary, other key precursors can he added to maintain adequate coverage.

(h) It includes key precursors for non-phosphonate nerve agents of the

1 "tabun" type.' Declaration of each facility 
Each declared facility is subject to 
random—choice basis.

(c) It provides effective verification.
producing key precursors is required, 
international on—site inspection,

Finally, the broad United Kingdom approach, which would permit use cx key
unhampered, would be less disruptive

on a

to continue
Soviet approach, which, would prevent peaceful

precursors for legitimate purposes 
to the chemical industry than the

entire class of compounds for which a
already apparent.

use
number of beneficial applications are

of an

_ QP 1.ETHÏLPH0SPHCNATE nerve agents 
and their ethylphcsphonate analogs

Route of 
Admiri stration

TOXICITY
TestIDAgent/Analog Animal—50

0.42 mg/kg 
0.69 mg/kg 
0.008 mg/leg 
0.028 mg/kg
0.019 mg/kg
0.040 mg/kg

mousepercutaneous
oercutaneous
intravenous
intraperitoneal
intravenous
intraperitoneal

GB mouse
rabbit 
rabbit 
rabbit 
rabbit

ethyl GB
VX
VX

ethyl VX 
ethyl VX
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COMMITTEE -ON DISARMAMENT

Ad Hoc Working Group on Chemical Weapons

CD/CW/WP.52 
50 June 1985

.Original: ENGLISH

GE.85-62028

5

UNITED STATES

VERIFICATION OF NON-PRODUCTION OF CHEMICAL WEAPONS

Working Paper CD/553 > submitted by the United Kingdom, outlines a pragmatic
" '• -anew approach to verifying that chemical weapons are not Being produced in

Table 1 ("British Production of Key 

Precursors for Civil Uses") of that paper-indicates that the number of

commercial chemical production facilities.

'< •- ; ' v v
companies in Britain which would be affected by the proposed on-site inspection 

provisions is small.

In order to facilitate assessment of the practicability of the British 

proposal, the United States delegation has compiled preliminary data on the 

number of United States companies which produce each type of key precursor.

The number of United States companies affectedThe data is tabulated below, 

is only a tiny fraction of the hundreds of United States chemical companies; 

it may decrease as the data is further refined.

v 
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UNITED STATES PRODUCTION OF KEY PRECURSORS FOR CIVIL USES
Number of Companies in

the United StatesKey Precursors for Super-toxic 
Lethal Chemicals producing these 

Precursors *f~

Phosphorus trichloride (PCI^)

Phosphorus oxychloride (POCI^)
Chemicals containing the P-methyl and/or P-ethyl bond 

Methyl and/or ethyl esters of phosphorous acid 
3,3-dimethylbutanol-2 (pinacolyl alcohol)

N,N-disubstituted-^-amino ethanols
N,N—di substituted-^—amino ethanethiols

N,N-disubstituted-^-amino ethyl halides

Key Precursors for Other Super-toxic Chemicals
Phenyl, alkyl, or cycloalkyl-substituted glycolic acids

3- or 4-hydroxypiperdine and their derivatives

5

2
0

5
1

3
■ j

2

1

CD/CW/WP.52 
page 2

*J In several cases, two listed chemicals are produced by one company. 
Thus, the total number of companies affected is less than the simole sum of the
individual categories.

V
I VI







Destruction of declared stocks shall be the subject or a permanent and 
continuous national verification and of a systematic international verification 
on an agreed basis.

The purposes of. an inspection shall be to establish:
- the type, purity and quantity of the destroyed chemical agent;
- the fact of destruction.

. For the purposes of acquiring exact and accurate information agreed chemical,
oiological, and physical methods shall be used.

The final results of an inspection shall consist of :
- statistical data on destruction;
- data on the ultimate products of destruction.

1.

2.

4.

GE.33-62005
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-1 CD/CW/WP.53
23 June 1985 
Original: ENGLISH

COMMITTEE ON DISARMAMENT
Ad Hoc Working Group on Chemical Weapons

BULGARIA

Working Hypothesis on verification of destruction of declared stocks
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c:/cT.v/v,rp. 54 
12 July 19Ô3
ENGLISH 
Original : FRENCH

COMMITTEE ON DISAEML-ENT
Ad 5oc Working Group on Chemical Weapons
Contact Grour D

FRANCE

PRECURSORS - KEY PRECURSORS

The discussions that have been held on the definition of the Terms precursors
establishment of lists of precursors haveand key precursors as well as on 

brought out two different approaches :
The object of the first is to prevent ary diversion of products to illegal

tne

- -purposes ;
The second nroroses the prohibition of the naruiacxure of an enoire category 
of products, even -for legitimate purposes.
The two approaches are equally inadequate, the first Decause it deals with only- 
aspect of the Question, the second because it is too restrictive while at the 

same time neglecting an important aspect of the problem.
It is necessary to define the purpose to be served by the deiinition of

one

precursors and the establishment of lists.
It is not a question of competing with the data banks of technical institutes 

but of drawing up documents which will make it possible to identify the purpose of 
certain products and to develop methods contributing to verification in two ways: 
verification of the destruction of stocks and verification of the non—production of

These two aspects pose different problems andtoxic products for weapons purposes, 
they should be dealt with separately and not together.

DECLARATION OF STOCKS - VERIFICATION OF DESTRUCTION 
The case of "ordinary" chemical weapons has been debated at greath length and 

it has been agreed that they should be destroyed or, exceptionally, reconverted. 
Thus the only things remaining to be discussed are the special problem posed by 
binary weapons and multi—component weapons, and the problem of stocks of chemical 
products intended exclusively for the manufacture of chemical warfare agents. 
needs to be done is to define the criteria for deciding whether they should be 
destroyed or re-employed in civilian industry.

A.

What

GE.85-62A05
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An illustrative list should be drawn up, and augmented as detailed declarations 
In any event this list, which will take account only 01 

weapons that exist or that may come into existence in the near future, should oe 
relatively short.

These criteria and this list will be of assistance in the verification of the

of stocks are made.

destruction of these particular stocks.
B. VERIFICATION OF NON-PRODUCTION

what this involves is tabulating a certain number of products or lamilies ox 
products which are or could be precursors of supertoxic warfare agents.

It is not possible to define precise criteria for the identification of these 
products, and the general purpose criterion would be difficult to apply in this

What will have to be done, therefore, is to draw up a list that is asinstance.
exhaustive as possible but bearing in mind that this list should serve principally 

of helping towards verification, and that such verification should not
This list will be much longer

as a means
be an unbearable burden for national industries.
than the first one.

It should be borne in mind that if the illegal manufacture or the diversion of 
products takes place, that will usually be on the basis of perfectly legal factories
openly manufacturing products intended for civilian uses and giving every appearance 

It would therefore be advisable to think in terms of the verificationof honesty.
of production facilities rather than the verification of this or that product.

The list of products drawn up would serve as a basis for each State party to 
the convention to declare all the factories capable of manufacturing these products

or using them.
The methods for the supervision of these factories with a view to preventing

In any event, fthe diversion or illegal manufacture of products should be defined.
the civilian chemicalsuch supervision will not impose any excessive restriction on 

industry, for it would seem, in fact, that there are barely more than 40 factories
in the world whose products could be diverted for the purpose of manufacturing

supertoxic chemicals.
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Also issued 
as CD/393 
13 July 1983

Working Paper on Some 
Technical Aspects of 
the Verification 
Process in a Chemical 
Weapons Convention

CD/CW/WP.55Yugoslavia

NOT REPRODUCED 
(see WP volume)
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and Rev. 1 
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CD/cw/wp.57 •
17 August 1983 
Original: ENGLISH

Committee on Disarmament
Ad Hoe Working Group bn Chemical Weapons

United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland
VERIFICATION OF NON-PRODUCTION OF CHEMICAL WEAPONS

1. The United Kingdom delegation would like to thank CD delegations and 
non-member states who'have-responded to the request contained in iti‘ working 
paper CD/353 for information on the civil production of the key precursors listed 
in the annex to CD/355• To enable delegations to assess the scale of civil 
production of these substances a revised version of Table 1 of CD/353 is attached 
containing all the information received to date. It should be noted that Canada, 
Sweden, Italy and Norway have reported that they import some of the listed 
substances while having no home production.
2. The United Kingdom delegation hopes that during the recess between the 1983 
and 1984 sessions of the Committee other delegations will also be able to produce 
information on their own production. As was suggested at the meeting of the 
Chemical Weapons Working Group on 29 June, if the number of plants were stated as 
well as companies this would :

(1) give a clearer picture of the number of locations needing to be 
monitored, since in some cases one company produces several of the 
substances at a single location

(2) help to avoid problems in relation to multinational companies, as the 
plant would be subject to the jurisdiction of the country in which it 
was located.

• from the information received so far from delegations it appears that the 
civil uses of these substances are broadly those described in Table 2 of CD/353• 
In addition we have received information that N.N dlsubstituted amino ethanol 
has some civil uses as a pharmaceutical intermediate and as a polymerization 
activator.
4. It is perhaps too soon to draw any firm conclusions from the information so 
far received and from the discussion in the Working Group. Further consideration 
is clearly needed of this whole subject including in particular the contents of
the list of key precursors. The following points which have arisen in the course 
of discussion in the Chemical Weapons Working Group should in the view of the 
United Kingdom delegation also be considered in further work on this subject 
within the Working Group or its Contact Groups:

GE.83-63768
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(a) what account should be taken of imports of listed substances?
(b) at what level of production should the requirement for declaration and 

verification by random OSI become necessary?
(c) what account should be taken of factories which are capable of producing 

listed substances, but which are currently producing others?'.
. The United Kingdom delegation will take these points into account in its 

continuing consultations with its civil chemical industry, upon which it hopes to 
report further to the Committee early in its 1984 session.

CD/CW/WP.57 
page 2
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CD/CW/WP.58 Indicative Programme of Work 
for the Period 16 January - 
3 February 1984

18.1.84
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7 working paper 33/ 555 the 7nited Kingdom presented a survey of the

It was suggested that 

other Stares would furnish. corresponding data of the civil chemical industries. 

7re survey indicates that the number of companies in Britain which produce 

ary cf these key precursors in ;rantities that are relevant in the convert of 

a chemical weapon treaty is small.

In order tc facilinave assessment of the practicability of the British 

proposal the Ee-herlands delegation has compiled preliminary data on the 

number of companies in the Netherlands which produce any of these precursors

7s the attached list shows 

Some of these precursors

however are produced in laboratory and pilot plant scale quantities, 

that, almost 2,000 to 2,5-0 tons are importée and used by companies in the

If at a later stage a refinement cf the attached list would be 

helpful, the Netherlands delegation is willing to compile further data.

British production and civil use cf key precursors.

i v; quantities that are relevant in this context, 

there are no such ccnoanies in the Netherlands.

resides

7etherlar.es.

.34-60045
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Number of Companies
in the Netherlands
producing these 
Precursors in 

relevant quantities

Key Precursors for Super-toxic Lethal Chemicals

Phosphorus trichloride (PCl^)
Phosphorus oxychloride (P0C1,)
Chemicals containing the P-methyl and/or P-ethyl bond 
Methyl and/or ethyl esters of phosphorous acid 
3,3-dimethylbutano1-2 (pinacolyl alcohol)
N,N-disubstituted-B-amino ethanols 
N,N-disubstituted-B-amino ethanethiols 
N,N-disubstituted-B-amino ethyl halides 
Key Precursors for Other Super-toxic Chemicals

CD/CW/WP.59 
Annex

ANNEX

NETHERLANDS PRODUCTION OF KEY PRECURSORS FOR CIVIL USES

Phenyl, alkyl, or cycloalkyl-substituted glycolic acids 
3- or 4-hydroxypiperdine and their dérivâtes

0
0

»/ Some of these precursors are produced in laboratory and pilot plant
scale quantities.

oo
oo

oo
oo
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Sweden CD/CW/WP. 60 Verification of the 
Destruction of Stockpiles 
of Chemical Weapons

Also issued 
as CD/425 
18 January 1984

NOT REPRODUCED 
(see WP volume)









CD/CW/WP.61USA Verification of Chemical 
Weapons Stockpile 
Destruction

Also issued as 
CD/424
20 January 1984

NOT REPRODUCED 
(see WP volume)
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Also issued as 
CD/426
23 January 1984

The Prohibition of 
Military Preparations 
for Use of Chemical 
Weapons

CD/CW/WP.62Sweden

NOT REPRODUCED 
(see WP volume)
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CD/CW/WP.63 
27 January 1984
ENGLISH
Original : FRENCH

COMMITTEE ON DISARMAMENT
Ad Hoc Working Group on Chemical Weapons

I- Belgium
VERIFICATION OF NON-PRODUCTION OF CHEMICAL WEAPONS

In document CD/353> the United Kingdom gave an outline of the civil production 
in that country of "key precursors" and super-toxic lethal chemicals and suggested 
that other States should provide similar information.

Belgium is now in a position to communicate to the Committee the preliminary 
results of a survey of its own chemical industry.

These show that there is no industrial production of key precursors in Belgium.
The Belgian industry does, however, import for the purposes of civil production 

various substances derived from key precursors, particularly phosphorus trichloride 
and phosphorus oxychloride.

The survey gives grounds for thinking that verification of civil production of 
key precursors would concern only a limited number of facilities throughout the 
world.

CE. 84-60109





Annex
Belgium production of key precursors for civil purposes

Number of facilities engaging in 
industrial production

Phosphorus trichloride 
Phosphorus oxychloride 
Chemicals containing the P-CH 
Methyl or ethyl esters of phosphorus acid 
Pinacolyl alcohol (3t3-dimethyl 2-butanol) 
N, N-disubstituted j3 - aminoethanols 
N, N-disubstituted /3 - amino ethanethiols 
N, N-disubstituted /9 - aminoethyl halides 
Phenyl, alkyl or cycloalkyl-substituted 
glycolic acids 

3- or 4- hydroxypiperidine

0
0

bond 03

o
0

0
0
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cd/cw/wp.64
31 January 1964 

Original: ENGLISH

V:\ ;r,

COMMITTEE ON DISARMAMENT

Ad Hoc Working Group on Chemical Weapons

FINLAND

On instrumental monitoring of incineration of CW agents

Introduction1.
Discussions at the CD have shown the crucial importance of verification of the

destruction of chemical munitions and agents for the bringing about of a

comprehensive ban on the development, production and stockpiling of chèmical weapons.
r - ' . • : • ' ", = ' ' . ' I \T : ‘ V . .

Different views have been presented on the methods of such verification, needs of its

continuity, its quantitativeness etc.
: •;•••.' '? ; . : • : u.m' • . ■

We have made a preliminary study of the possibility of carrying out continuous

automatic monitoring of the most crucial phase of destruction, the incineration of

chemical agents, by tamper proof "black box" type instx'Q'njehts- Shd thë"required'".....

characteristics and availability of the instruments for this purpose. The
. :

description of the incineration facility in this paper is quite schematic and only
Uri . ■:va.. ■ .... , Vs

aimed'"to serve" the purpose of showing at which points monitoring instruments might

most practically be used.

2. Structure and composition of the material to be destroyed
■ • if.'

The CW agents are stockpiled in different forms. One part is in munitions:

The state of the stockpilesrockets, shells, mines etc., another in bulk:-containers, 

is not. always precisely known. The agents .may have undergone partial destruction,

the v containers or shells may,leak and so.on,. A ..chemical agent can be incinerated 

in situ, without first draining it from .the munition, or by first draining it to a 

bulk container from which it is injected ,tofthe:incinerator. This paper only deals 

with the latter case. The containers have to be incinerated separately and 

monitpred by different methods which we-do not discuss in this paper.

Requirements for comprehensive "Black box", monitoring3. .v
Comprehensive:-"black box" monitoring means that the incineration process ,is , 

monitored in an unambiguous way by automatic recording instruments which are 

guaranteed tamper-free by containment,Tseals etc. In this paper the requirements 

of such monitoring techniques, and some problems, caused by the automation . 

discussed. The following requirements have to be met: _

V

: .*
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(a) The monitoring system must produce such qualitative and quantitative 
information that the functioning of the incineration facility can be reconstructed 
on the basis of this information,

(b) The monitoring system must be able to work long periods - e.g. weeks or 
months - truly automatically, i.e. without servicing, calibration, tuning etc

(c) The information produced by the monitoring system must be reliable, 
i.e. there must exist no possibility of its falsification.

Because the monitoring system must produce detailed quantitative information 
on chemical compounds, sophisticated analytical instruments in a process monitoring 
mode are required, e.g. GC, LC, MS. Presently the available instruments can work 
reliably a few.weeks. Thus, the monitoring system must time and calibrate itself 
and alarm if something goes wrong. Service personnel must then service the 
instrument. Provisions for tamper-free containment and long time automatic 
functioning must be included already at the planning stage of the facility. 
Definition of the incinerator

In the following presentation the analytical instrumentation needed for the

• »

control of the chemical agent incinerator presented in Figure 1 is evaluated. 
4. Sensors suitable for the control of destruction of chemical agents in an

incinerator plant
Sensors can be divided into two categories, chemical and physical ones. 

Chemical sensors produce-detailed data abou-t the chemical; nature' of - the material 
fldw in the incinerator unit,'and physical sensors produce data about the physical 
state of the plant and the'objects and/or agents to be destroyed.

Flow meters and pressure gauges monitor all the material flow in and out of 
the incinerator unit, while the temperature of the incinerator oven is recorded by 
a thermometer. In addition, cameras control both the general state of the: plant-- •• 
and, eventually, each monitoring instrument.

All the essential material flows (the agent material to be destroyed, the 
exhaust gases'and the brine that has been formed in the washing process of the 
exhaust gases) are monitoreé'-by; chemi-eal -analytical instruments- capable-of -- 
producing both qualitative and quantitative data about the chemical composition of 
the material. The general requirement's "for these sensors are:

- they should be in a tamper-free container
- they should be completely controlled by a tamper-proof central computer
- they should produce "digital data
- they should be self-calibrating
- they should have in-built failure diagnostics
- they should be capable of informing the central computer about failures
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The characteristics of the chemical sensors
(a) Sensor-.'for analysing the in-flow

The agent>to be destroyed is -often a part of a more .or less complex mixture. 
Therefore the sensor used for monitoring the in-flow-must be selective enough-to be 
able to identify and quantitate the chemical agents. Since most'of the chemical 
agents are volatile, the substances to be destroyed could in most cases be analysed 
by a gas chromatograph.

Technical description of a- gas chromatographic sensor suitable for this'task is:
- thevgas chromatograph equipped with two columns of different-polarities',vntwo 

FID detectors and a data logging unit;
- an automatic sampling unit capable of handling fluid samples .('sampling, 

dilution, addition.of standards and .injection); •
- the sensor- system must be -qomprised of two completely.independent sampler ■ 

and gas chromatograph units for redundancy;
■— sensor produces two digitized chromatograms per unit'"out "of each measurément;
- probable working interval without maintenance more than.one week;
- approximate price- $40, QOO/uhit..: ;•

(b) Sensor for analysing the brine 1
The brine formed in washing the exhaust gases consists of inorganic ions^ which 

can be analysed both qualitatively and quantitatively using an ion chromatograph. 
Technical.description of an ion chromatographic sensor:-

an ion chromatograph-, equipped with a set of columns suitable-for -analysing 
anidnsy and a.: data logging-unit; ->y

- an automatic sampling unit (sample dilution); : :
- the.sensor system must comprise two completely independent sampler•and ion 

y • chromatograph units for redundancy;•
sensor produces one digitized’chromatogram per unit out of each measurement ; 
probable working interval without;maintenance is several weeks; -..w;.:

- • approximate price $40,000/unit.-
(c) Sensor for analysing the exhaust gases 

The- washed exhaust gases consist of permanent^gases, which could be analysed on
line with a process mass spectrometer. Another possibility could be a procèsS’gas 
chromatograph. If any organic residues escape the incineration they must be analysed 
after preconcentration.

Technical description of a mass spectrometric sensor:-:. -
- a process mass spectrometer equipped with an electron impact;ionization source 

• and a spare filament ;
- an automatic sampling unit for gaseous samples;

■ •
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sensor produces digitized mass spectra of -the exhaust gas: mixture;
- probable working interval without maintenance is several weeks;
- approximate price $100,000.
The instrumentation described in paragraphs (a) - (c) is commercially available

and can be used for the present purpose after some modifications.
Systems control5.
Systèms control could-be achieved by a computer connected to the system.

instrument control, collection of raw data, analysis of data,Computer's-tasks are: 
data storage and data transfer.

. The timing of the measurements could be done, e.g.,: according to a random 
number sequence in order that the sampling time .could not be- known, by outsiders.
The measurements for in- and out-flows could be performed in a synchronized manner

The sequence' of -measurements for the 
100 times per day and for the chemical -sensors 

The- control of the sensors should also follow the failure

to facilitate the quantitation of the process, 
physical sensors could be, e.g*, 10 
5-15 times per. .day-.
diagnostics of each instrument, and it should give an alarm when a failure is- noticed.

The raw data reported by the sensors to the central computer could be collected 
into a-library together with the time of the-: measurement.

. : The gas chromatographic data could be analysed both qualitatively and
quantitatively by a two-channel retention index monitoring technique. The ion 
chromatographic data would give qualitative and quantitative information of the used 
washing brine. The mass spectra would give information about the composition and

After each series of measurements therelative quantities of the exhaust gases, 
central computer could decide whether the plant is functioning properly.

All data could be stored into the mass memory of the central computer, from 
: dwhere it could be transferred to the central laboratory of the treaty organization. 
Data transfer could be achieved both on-line (for instance through telephone-network 
or by radio via a satellite) and off-line as courier mail in a suitable magnetic 
media. .. ;

The computer-system could physically comprise two minicomputers with a real-time 
The application programmes must be tailor-made for the presentoperating system, 

purpose. ■)

:* :-idTechnical description of the computer system:
- central processing unit with sufficient amount of main memory;
- two types of mass storages:

Winchester-type disc memory for operation and magnetic tape memory for 
measurement back-ups1and off-line data transfer;

- suitable communication system for data collection and instrument control;

cd/cw/wp.64
page 4
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- the computer system must comprise two completely independent units;
- approximate price $50,000/unit (without application programmes).
The need for maintenance6.

complex nature of the proposed system requires that service personnel can
On the other hand changes in the

The
respond to the failure alarms without delay, 
destruction process, for instance changing of the agent to be destroyed, could
also lead to a need to retune the sensors and to change the reference library in the

There may also be phases in the data transfer that could not becentral computer, 
automated.

Alternatives for a completely automatic control
With the present state of the art of instrumentation it might be difficult to 

build a system of completely automatic control of a destruction plant, 
alternative procedures for control are proposed;

(a) The requirements for the perfectness of automatic control are made less

7.

Therefore,

strict ;
(b) The data provided by the instrumentation is confirmed by on-site visits;
(c) Permanent presence of research and/or service personnel of the treaty 

organization at the plant is approved ;
(d) Instruments capable only of confirming that the plant is running normally 

used for monitoring (for instance cameras);
(e) Different combinations of the proposed procedures.
Summary
A system for comprehensive instrumental verification of the destruction of

This paper is primarily intended
The description of the incinerator is only schematic.

are

9.

chemical agents by incineration has been described, 
as a basis for discussion.
The instruments described are commercially available, but the automatic sampling

The total cost of the verification 
total of the

and application programmes have to be developed, 
system including software will be considerably higher than the sum
instruments described.
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CD/CW/WP.65 
31 January 1984
ENGLISH 
Original : FRENCH

COMMITTEE ON DISARMAMENT
Ad Hoc Working Group on Chemical Weapons

FRANCE
VERIFICATION OF NON-PRO DUCT ION OF CHEMICAL WEAPONS

In document CD/353, the United Kingdom proposed an approach for verifying that
some chemicals, the key precursors, produced in commercial facilities of the

At the same timechemical industry are not being diverted for hostile purposes.
list of companies for which on-site inspections couldthe United Kingdom drew up a 

be carried out.
kind showing that the number of companies to be monitored at the present stage of the

A good many countries have also provided information of a similar

definition of key precursors remains small.
As a contribution to this joint survey at which the British proposal is aimed, 

the French delegation has compiled some preliminary data concerning the French 
companies producing and marketing the chemicals classed as "key precursors". 

data are given in the following table.

These

Number of companies in 
France producing and 
marketing these precursors i

Key Precursors for super-toxic lethal chemicals

1 ;Phosphorus trichloride (PCl^)
Phosphorus oxychloride (POCl^)
Chemicals containing the P-methyl and/or P-ethyl bond 
Methyl and/or ethyl esters of phosphorous acid 

Pinacolyl alcohol
N.N disubstituted/3 - amino ethanol 
N.N disubstituted Æ - amino ethane thiol 
N.N disubstituted & - amino ethyl halides

1
0
0
0
0
0
0

Key Precursors for other super-toxic chemicals
0Phenyl, alkyl or cycloalkyl substituted glycolic acid 

! 3~ or 4-hydroxy piperidine and their derivatives 0

GE.34-60127
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31 January 1984
ENGLISH 
Original : FRENCH

COMMITTEE ON DISARMAMENT
Ad Hoc Working Group on Chemical Weapons

FRANCE
VERIFICATION OF NON-PRODUCTION OF CHEMICAL WEAPONS

In document CD/353, the United Kingdom proposed an approach for verifying that
some chemicals, the key precursors, produced in commercial facilities of the

At the same timechemical industry are not being diverted for hostile purposes.
list of companies for which on-site inspections couldthe United Kingdom drew up a 

be carried out. 
kind showing that the number 
definition of key precursors remains small.

As a contribution to this joint survey 
the French delegation has compiled some preliminary data concerning the French 
companies producing and marketing the chemicals classed as "key precursors".

A good many countries have also provided information of a similar
of companies to be monitored at the present stage of the

at which the British proposal is aimed,

These

data are given in the following table.

Number of companies in 
France producing and 
marketing these precursors

Key Precursors for super-toxic lethal chemicals

1Phosphorus trichloride (PCl^)
Phosphorus oxychloride (POCl^)
Chemicals containing the P-methyl and/or P-ethyl bond 
Methyl and/or ethyl esters of phosphorous acid 
Pinacolyl alcohol
N.N disubstituted/3 - amino ethanol 
N.N disubstituted Æ - amino ethane thiol 
N.N disubstituted - amino ethyl halides

1
0
0
0
0
0
0

Key Precursors for other super-toxic chemicals 
Phenyl, alkyl or cycloalkyl substituted glycolic acid 

| 3~ or 4-hydroxy piperidine and their derivatives

0
0
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cp/cvs/wp.67
2? February 19v*4

ENGLISH

CONFERENCE ON DISARMAMENT
Original :

-

Chairman's suggercion for a Working Struccure for tne 
ne satiations ->n a Chemical Weapons Con-'end on

Content
In order to facilitate the negotiations on a cnesical weapons convention an

is provided by the Chairman in the Annex ofi /edited version ci GC/4I0, Annex 1—

the present document.

Editing rules
The editing of Annex I of CD/416 has been done with the following

considerations in mind :
Enumerations of the different partsNo changes have been made in the text, 

moved from their original places may have- bean delated.
the margin is referred to the page in the English Version 01 vD/'41b»La

Annex I, where the subsequent text occurred.
Headings of chapters may be new or repeat headings occurring in CD/41 e -

The arrangement of tentatively agreed parts and suggested alternatives and 

additions follows the same rules as in CD/41S, Annex I. However,
(or) and additions (and), in addition to being indented, have also been framed in 

ord-_r to facilitate the differentiation between agreed and non-agreed parts of the 

text. If any misinterpretation occurs cue to the editorial rearrangement it is 

unintentional and should "oe corrected, or discussed further, in case the- ambiguity 

is inherent from the previous text, CD/416. This is par-ticul',rly sc with respect 

to the alternatives regarding or,-situ inspection on page 22, which were not 

indented in CD/416, where they appeared as tentative definitions. Where 

indentations have been changed by fchu Chairman the pertinent places have been 

indicated by "Indentation corrected".

alternatives

I

Report of the Ad Hoc Working Group on Chemical Weapons to the Committee1/
:or. Disarmament.

GE.34-6ga;6
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The main headings for parts, which cover a subject coherently, are given also
The subjects are placed in what appears to the 

The different main subjects have tentatively been 
However, the detailed structure of a final

in the preceding list of contents.
Chairman as a logical order. 
given the same level of importance. 
convention should be discussed separately.

undertakings, detailed undertakings, and pertinent verification or other 
of compliance, have been put together under the subject, in order to allow 

an easy over-view of a whole subject as a basis for the negotiations in that area.

j

Main
measures

7
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PREAMBLE

Reference to 
page in Annex I 
to CD/416

Preamble
An understanding that the Convention will not limit or 
detract from obligations assumed under other Treaties 
including: ....
(a) the 1925 Protocol for the Prohibition of Use in War 

of Asphyxiating, Poisonous or Other Gases, and of 
Bacteriological Methods of Warfare ;

(b) The Convention on the Prohibition of the Development, 
Production and Stockpiling of Bacteriological 
(Biological) and Toxin Weapons and on their 
Destruction;

1.21

> (c) The Convention on the Prohibition of Military 
or Any Other Hostile Use of Environmental 
Modification Techniques.

and

L

. •.c. -

V .x
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PURPOSE AND COMMITMENTS
Purpose and Commitments
General Purpose of the Convention1
An undertaking to ban chemical weapons 
Basic Undertakings
(a) An undertaking not to develop, produce, otherwise acquire, 

stockpile, retain or transfer chemical weapons.
(b) An undertaking :

To exclude through the implementation of the provisions 
of the Convention-, : which complement the prohibitions of 
the 1925 Geneva Protocol, the use of chemical weapons in 
any armed conflict.
not to use chemical weapons in any armed conflict 
not to use chemical weapons in any circumstances 
to observe, by States net-parties to the Geneva 
Protocol on the prohibition of the use of chemical

or-
or
or

weapons the terms of ::ts provisions, and to recall, 
by States parties to the Protocol, their commitments 
under it. t: 4

X/...  .(c) An undertaking to eliminate— existing stockpiles of
chemical weapons.

(d) An undertaking to eliminate— existing facilities for the 
production of chemical weapons.

(e) An undertaking not to assist, encourage or induce anyone 
to engage in activities prohibited by the Convention.

1

An undertaking not to engage in any military preparations 
to use chemical weapons.

and

x/ As indicated on pages 9 ana 12 (in this document on pages 6 and 10)
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DEFINITIONS AND CRITERIA 
Definitions and Criteria
Definitions2
An understanding that, in accordance with the general purpose 
criterion of the Convention 
(a) Chemical weapons means:

(i) super-toxic lethal, other lethal, or other harmful 
chemicals, and their precursors, regardless of the 
method of production, except for those intended for 
permitted purposes' às long as the types and 
quantities involved are consistent with such 

... purposes.
chemical warfare agents and their precursors;or

devices specifically designed to cause death or other(ii) munitions or
harm through the toxic properties or chemicals released as a

indentation 
! corrected

result of the employment of such munitions or devices; 
(iii) any equipment

or
indentation
corrected

and or chemical

specifically designed for use directly in connection with the 
employment of such munitions or devices.

indentation
corrected

and (b) Chemical warfare agents means:
. toxic chemical substances whose types ande.g

quantities accord with hostile and military 
purposes and whose toxic effects are used to 
interfere directly with the normal functions of 

animals and plants in-such a way as to 
lead them to death, temporary incapacitation,
man,

permanent injury, damage, and for the purposes__ 
of the Convention, chemical warfare agents can 
be divided into three categories, super-toxic 
lethal, other lethal, and other harmful 
chemicals.■:•••
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3 (c) Permitted purposes means;
(i) non-hostile purposes, that is, industrial, agricultural, 

research, medical, law enforcement, or other peaceful 
purposes, or protective purposes; and

(ii) military purposes which are not related to the use of 
chemical weapons.

and (d) Protective purposes means:
purposes directly related to protection against 
chemical weapons.

(e) Production facility means:

any building or equipment which in any degree was 
. ... designed., constructed., or. used. for the production of 

any chemicals, including key precursors, primarily 
useful for chemical weapons, or designed, 
constructed or. used for filling chemical weapons, 
(to be determined)or

(f) Precursor means:
chemical that by any reaction takes part in the production of

which for the purposes of the Convention 
is defined as a chemical in accordance with the general purpose 
criterion.

a ■ Va toxic end product,—

(g) rKey precursor means:
a precursor which plays a most important role in the production

product^of, or in determining'the characteristics of the end 
and has little peaceful use.1/

and and used at the last stage of the synthesis.

x/ Or, possibly, chemical warfare agent (to bo determined, see page 2, in this 
document on pages 3 and 4'l •

l/ As determined in an annex 
the criteria for inclusion and measures for ensuring compliance with the Convention.

to the Convention referred to below indicating

f!

\
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Toxicity criteria4
-An-understanding that for the purpose of classifying chemicals

— 2 /according to -their toxicity the following criteria applyr-'
(a) a "super-toxic lethal chemical" has a median lethal dose which 

is less than or equal to 0.5 mg/kg (subcutaneous administration) 
or 2,000 mg-min/m^ (by inhalation);

(b) an "other lethal chemical" has a median lethal dose which is 
greater than 0.5 mg/kg (subcutaneous administration) or
2,000 mg-min/m^ (by inhalation) and less than or equal to 
10 mg/kg (subcutaneous administration) or 20,000 mg-min/m^

(by inhalation); and
(c) an "other harmful chemical" has a median lethal dose which is 

greater than 10 mg/kg (subcutaneous administration) or 
20,000 mg-min/m^ (by inhalation).

2J When measured by an agreed method set forth in an annex to the Convention.
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ELIMINATION OF STOCKPILES
Elimination of stocks9
(a) An undertaking to eliminate as rapidly- as possible all stocks of 

chemical weapons,

and including old stocks found after the initial declaration, 
by destruction

or by destruction or diversion to permitted purposes

following non-reversible procedures which will allow systematic 
international on-site inspection and in accordance with a 
schedule^/ which will maintain a balance of security during the 
entire elimination stage, with commencement within

6 months and completion within 10 years 
or 6 months in regard to binary and multicomponent chemical 

weapons only and completion of the operation within 2 years 
and commencement within 2 years in regard to all other 
chemical weapons and completion within 10 years after entry 
into force of the Convention

Non-removal of stocks
(b) An undertaking not to move chemical weapons stocks from present 

locations after entry into force or adherence to the Convention 
except for purposes of elimination or for protective purposes

7

and other permitted purposes.

Protection of population and environment20
An undertaking to protect the population and the environment in 
fulfilling the obligations connected with the elimination of stocks 
of chemical weapons and production facilities.

6/ To be agreed and set forth in an annex ter the Convention.
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yInitial declarations 
(a) An undertaking to submit initial declarations to the 

Consultative Committee:
not later than 50 days after entry into force or 
adherence to the Convention;

(ii) stating the possession or non—possession of any chemical 
weapons regardless of the quantity or location;

(iii) stating the presence of stocks of chemical weapons which 
under the jurisdiction or control of someone else;

6

(i)

are
(iv) stating the composition of all stocks of chemical weapons, 

all chemicals, including precursors comprised in such
stocks, should be declared by their chemical names, 
toxicities, where applicable, and weights in metric oons 
in bulk and filled into munitions munitions should be 
declared by types, calibres, quantities and chemical fill; 
.devices and "specifically designed" equipment should be

■ declared,
7 and by type and quantity, and for devices, also by size and 

chemical fill,
and declaration of locations of all stockpiles and composition 

of the stocks at each location;
(c) An undertaking to submit to the Consultative Commiutee8

50 days 
or 6 months
after entry into force or adherence to the Convention, initial 

for the elimination of all stocks of chemical weaponsplans
including type of operation, schedules with respect to
quantities and types of chemical weapons to be destroyed, and
products 5 and
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s iml tane ous ly
or just before entry into operation

locations of destruction plants to be used 
(e) An undertaking to submit to the Consultative Committee

annually
or $ months before the implementation of each stage

detailed plans for elimination of stocks of chemical weapons 
during the next

year
or stage.

(d) An undertaking to submit to the Consultative Committee

annual
or periodic

reports of progress on implementation of plans for the 
elimination of stocks of chemical weapons.

(f) An■undertaking‘to notify the Consultative Committee of the 
- — — elimination of chemical weapons within 30 days of the completion 

of their elimination.
Verification measures
(b) An undertaking to submit- the- initial declarations of stocks of 

chemical weapons to verification by means of

8

New !

7

systematic international onr-site inspection on an immediate 
basis

quota basis for those stocks stored at specialized 
facilities for the destruction of stocks 

or challenge procedure

or on a
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(a) An undertaking to submit declared stocks to verification 
between the initial declarations and commencement of 
elimination by

1

continuous monitoring -with on-site instruments and 
systematic international on-site inspection on a periodic 
basis

or on a quota basis for those stocks stored at specialized 
facilities for the destruction of stocks 

or challenge procedure

(b) An undertaking to submit the elimination of stocks of chemical 
weapons to systematic international verification by continuous 
on-site monitoring with instruments, and by systematic 
international on-site inspection

10

on a continuous basis 
or on a quota basis

Old stocks

and (g) An undertaking to submit notifications to the Consultative 
Committee concerning old stocks found after the initial 
declaration, as to

within 30 days, the estimated quantity and type, how, 
where and when they were found, why they were 
previously unknown, and where they are stored5

(ii) within 90 days, the exact quantity and type, including' 
the chemical names, formulae and quantities of the 
chemicals found, and plans for their elimination, and

(iii) within 30 days after completion, certification of 
elimination.

and (h) An undertaking to accept international control of stocks 
until their final elimination;

8

(i)9
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12

1

EHI'HîIAlDXûîI—OE- FACILITIES-----------
Elimination, of Production Facilities
(a) An undertaking to eliminate all production facilities, 

including any facilities temporarily converted for the 
destruction ef stocks of chemical weapons, hy

razing them
destroying or dismantling themor

employing proced-ires which permit verification and in
schedule-^accordance with a which will maintain a 

"balance of security during the entire elimination stage, with 
commencement, within

6 months and.completion within 10 years 
or 6 months in regard to facilities producing "binary

weapons with completion of elimination within 2 years; 
and commencement within 8 years in regard to the 
facilities producing all other chemical weapons and 
completion within 10 years. —

Cessation of production activities
(a) An undertaking at entry into force or adherence to the 

Convention to cease all activities at any production 
facility except those required for closure and elimination 
or conversion to the destruction of chemical weapons stocks, 
and to close each facility in a manner which will render it 
inoperative in a verifiable way. 

lion-construction and non-conversion of production facilities
(b) An undertaking at entry into force or adherence to the 

Convention not to undertake construction of any new 
production facilities or the conversion of any other 
existing facilities for purposes of producing chemical weapons.

Initial Declaration
(a) An undertaking to submit declarations to the Consultative 

Committee not later than 30 days after entry into force or 
adherence to the Convention

j/ To be agreed and set forth in an annex to the Convention.
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(i) stating the possession or non-possession of
capacities for production of chemical weapons, 
the capacities themselves, and stating the presence 
or non-presence of production facilities and their 
capacities under the jurisdiction or control of 
someone else;

or stating whether or not any production facility is 
under"its jurisdiction or control; stating the 
presence on its territory of any production 
facility, which is under the jurisdiction or 
control of anyone else and the location of any 
such facility; and stating the location, nature, 
capacity, types of products and chemical names of 
products for any production facility which has been 
■under its jurisdiction or control at any time 
since ....

(ii) certifying that all production or filling in 
facilities possessed or present has ceased.

An undertaking to declare, ’within 30 days of entry into 
force or adherence to the Convention, the location and 
nature of any' facility under jurisdiction or control 
designed, constructed or used since 
development of chemical weapons.

and 2.21

for the

Submissions of plans and notifications
(d) An undertaking to submit to the Consultative Committee plans 

for

the closing and destruction of all production 
facilities, 30 days after entry into"-force or 
adherence to the Convention

or the elimination of each plant, one year before the 
commencement of its elimination, and its location.
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(f) An undertaking to submit to the Consultative Committee12

annually, detailed plans concerning elimination of 
production facilities for the next year 
3 months before the implementation of each stage, 
notifications coneming elimination of production 
facilities, including their location, for the next 
stage.

I

or

(e) An undertaking to submit to the Consultative Committee11

annual
or periodic

:

reports of progress on implementation of plans for the 
elimination of production facilities.

(g) An undertaking, to certify to the Consultative Committee within 
30 days that the elimination of production facilities has been 
completed.

(h) An undertaking to submit to the Consultative Committee

12

12

within 30 days of entry into force or adherence to the 
convention

or within the time period provided for in the plan for the 
destruction of stocks

plans for the temporary conversion of any production facility 
for the destruction of stocks of chemical weapons, including 
its location.

(i) An undertalcing to notify the Consultative Committee within 
30 days that the destruction of stocks of chemical weapons 
in a temporarily converted production facility has been completed.

Verification measures ... . ..

and (b) An undertaking to submit the initial declaration of 
production facilities to verification by

systematic? international on-oite inspection on an 
immediate basis 

or challenge procedure.

10



continuous monitoring with on-site automatic 
instruments and systematic international on-site 

inspection on a periodic basis, 
or challenge procedure.

(b) An undertaking to submit the elimination of each production 

facility to verification by

systematic international on-site inspections, of each 

facility at an agreed revel 
challenge procedure.! or

Future ChemhcaJ_Vfeaoe nr Jlr ^-r roc.v.c felon 7erification 
An undertaking to sutmit cno non—production o- chemicals ior use 
in chemical weapons to systematic international verification in 
addition'to the use of a challenge procedure, by 3/t 

Super-toxic Lethal Chemicals
(a) a limitation to an amount which is the lowest possiole 

and in any case does not exceed one metric ton of the 
aggregate quantity of super-toxic lethal chemicals

1.

and their key precursors

produced, diverted from stocks, or otherwise acquired 
annually or possessed at any one time

for protective purposes 
or for all permitted purposes.

(b) "a limitation"of the production of these chemicals to a single 
small scale facility having a capacity limit of

14
;

the basis ofIn accordance with procedures set forth in an annex and on
to be determined by the8/lists of chemicals, including those a particular risk 

Consultative Committee follcwing agreed :r: teria..

Annex 
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(c) An undertaking to submit the inactive status of production 
facilities to verification between the declaration of their 
location and commencement of elimination by

11
VMH
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(c) a notification to the Consultative Committee of the location 
and capacity of the small-scale production facility within
30 days after entry into force or adherence to the Convention, 
or when constructed later, 
commencement of operations;

(d) monitoring of the small scale production facility by annual 
data reporting with justification, on-site instruments, and 
systematic international on-site inspection

14

days"before the date of

on an agreed level 
on a quota basis
a prohibition of the production of compounds with 
methyl-phosphorus bond in commercial production facilities 
and to restrict such production to the single small-scale 

facility.

or
'and 2.

14 3. Other Lethal and Other Harmful Chemicals
(a) monitoring of production and use by annual data reporting;

and (b) a declaration to the Consultative Committee of the
location of facilities for the production of certain 
other lethal and other harmful chemicals deemed to pose a 
particular risk.

4. Key precursors
Monitoring by annual data reporting of production and 'use(a)

.and and declaration to the Consultative Committee of the 
location of facilities for the production of key 
precursors ;

and and systematic international on-site inspection on a 
random basis.
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RESTRICTIONS ON ACQUISITION AND TRANSFER 

Cessation of acquisition and transier 
(An undertaking to submit initial declarations to the 

Consultative Committee)
certifying that the acquisition or transfer of chemical weapons(v)

along with any assistance
including technological equipment for the production of 

chemical weapons and relevant technical documentation
or

has ceased.
Permitted Transfers

Transfer for Elimination purposes
An understanding that, by mutual agreement, chemical weapons 

be transferred between parties for purposes of

1.
(a)

may 
elimination.
An understanding that all declaration and verification 
provisions normally applicable to the elimination of stocks 
of chemical weapons will also apply to stocks transferred 
for purposes of elimination with an additional notification 
to the Consultative Committee immediately before commencement 

of the transfer.

(b)

2. Transfer for other purposes
An undertaking not to transfer super-toxic lethal chemicals 

and their key precursors to non-parties ;
An understanding to limit transfer to another party of 

super-toxic lethal chemicals

(a)

(b)

and and of their key precursors 
for permitted purposes 

or for protective purposes

to a maximum of

100 grams

or

in any 12 month period
An undertaking by both parties to submit"an advance report 
to the Consultative Committee for each transfer and an 
annual summary report of all transfers including in both the 
chemical names, weights and destination.

(c J

V
I
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MEASURES FOR COMPLIANCE
18 Bilateral Consultative Process

(a) An undertaking to consult and co-operate, directly or through 
appropriate procedures, including the services of appropriate 
international organizations and of the Consultative Committee in 
any matter related to the implementation of the Convention, and 
to endeavour to clarify and resolve, through bilateral 
consultation, any situation which may give cause to doubts 
about compliance with the Convention, or which gives rise to 
concerns about a related situation which may be considered 
ambiguous.
An undertaking to provide information to assure compliance with 
the provisions of the Convention.

(b)

Compliance
4 1. National Implementation Measures

An undertaking to adopt measures in accordance with constitutional 
processes to implement the Convention, to monitor compliance with 
it, and to prohibit or prevent any activity under national 
jurisdiction or control in violation of it.

2. National Technical Means
An understanding that technical procedures for collecting 
information on compliance that are under national control will be 
utilized in a manner consistent with generally recognized 
principles of international law.

5 3. Systematic International Procedures
An undertaking to ensure systematic verification of compliance 
with the provisions of the Convention by:

(a) data reporting
the provision of data on production and use and other information 
to the Consultative Committee on a periodic basis ; and^

(b) on-site inspections
on-site monitoring utilizing automatic instruments and/or

insp e ct orat e—^

5

mandatory inspections by an international

j/ In accordance with declarations referred to below and lists of chemicals 
set forth in annexes to the Convention that will be subject to revision by the 
Consultative Committee.

4/ On the basis of agreed procedures set forth in an annex to the Convention.
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"on an immediate basis", i.e. involving the presence of 
inspectors as soon as feasible,
"on a continuous basis", i.e. involving the presence of 
inspectors at all times during operation,
"on a periodic basis", i.e. involving regular visits to 
an operation at fixed intervals as established by the 
Consultative Committee,
"on a quota basis", i.e. involving an agreed number of 
regular visits to be determined by the Consultative 
Committee on the basis of agreed criteria and data 
communicated by States,
"on a random basis", i.e. involving an agreed number of 
visits which follow an irregular pattern with limited 
advanced warning, 7..;

other agreed basis arranged bilaterally or by the 
Consultative Committee

(i)
(Ü)

(iii)

(iv)

(v)

(vi) on any

Challenge Procedure
.■-An undertaking to ensure non-routine verification of compliance with 
the provisions of the Convention by the application of fact-finding 
procedures including on-site inspection

6

on a voluntary basis
on the basis of a stringent obligation to permit such 
inspection

or

arranged bilaterally or by a justified request to the Consultative 
Committee
National Means for Implementation 
1. National Implementation Measures

An undertaking to adopt measures necessary in accordance with 
constitutional processes to implement the Convention, and 
in particular to prohibit and prevent any activity in 
violation of the Convention anywhere under national 
jurisdiction or control.
An undertaking to submit to the Consultative Committee 
information concerning the legislative and administrative 
measures taken.

16

(a)

00
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2. - - Responsibilities ....
(a) An undertaking to provide, through any national organization 

or authority assigned to implement the Convention, 

assistance to the Consultative Committee including data 

reporting, assistance for international on—site inspections 

and a prompt response to all requests for the provision of 

expertise, information and laboratory support.

and (b) An undertaking to co-operate fully with the

Consultative Committee in the exercise of i^s 

verification activities and not to interfere in any 

with the conduct of legitimate verificationi
manner

activities.

National Technical Means16

national technical means may be utilizedAn understanding that 
to collect information on compliance, that such means will not 

be interfered with, and that any State party that possesses 

national technical means of verification may place the

information at the disposal of other parties, 

or An understanding that where national technical means 

utilized to collect information on compliance, and not 

interfered with, that all parties shall have access to

are
17

such information, 

or No provision

Int e mat ional Means for Implementation

Depository1.
To be determined.

Preparatory Commission
An undertaking to establish a Preparatory Commission composed oi

2.

of all signatory States to convene after the
of carrying out

representatives

Convention is open for signature for the purpose
preparations for the entry into force of the

for the establishment
the necessary 
provisions of the Convention and to prepare 

of the Consultative Committee

annex to the Convention.LO/ in accordance with guidelines set lorth in an
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Consultative Committee
(a). An undertaking to establish a Consultative

composed of representatives of all States Parties, which 
shall convene not later than 30 days after entry into force 
of the Convention, to carry out broad international 
consultations and co-operation among States Parties, to

the implementation of. the Convention and to promote 
the. verification of continued compliance by performing 
scientific and technical review functions and by providing 
a forum for discussion of any problem related to the 
implementaticn of the Convention.

3.17 Committee^^

oversee

and to decide on practical measures to be taken by parties 
to the Convention in case of violation

(b) An undertaking to meet in regular sessions of the
years, and to hold

18
Consultative Committee every 
extraordinary sessions at the request of any State Party of
the Executive Council.

(c) An undertaking to establish an Executive Council composed of
States Parties appointed by therepresentative of 

Consultative Committee as well as a Technical Secretariat
and other subsidiary bodies as necessary.

(d) An understanding that the Executive Council will carry out 
the functions of the Consultative Committee when it is not 
in session and will also be responsible for receiving and 
disseminating data and information, receiving requests on 
challenge procedures and deciding on specific action to be 
taken, and overseeing systematic on-site inspections.

(e) An understanding that the Technical Secretariat will provide 
administrative support to the Executive Council and the 
Consultative Committee and will render technical assistance 
to States Parties and the Executive Council.

•11/ In accordance with specifications-, organization and. functions set-forth 
in an annex to the Convention.
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International Consultative Procedures19
(a) An undertaking to co-operate fully with the Consultative Committee

and its subsidiary organs and/or international organizations,
which may, as appropriate, give scientific, technical and
administrative support to the Consultative Committee in order to
facilitate fact-finding activities so as to ensure the speedy
clarification of the situation which gave rise to the original

12/

. r

request.
(b) An understanding that at any time a request may be submitted to 

the Consultative Committee or its appropriate subsidiary body to 
carry out a challenge procedure to clarify and resolve any 
situation considered to be ambiguous or which gives rise to 
suspici-on-about actions in breach of obligations deriving from 
the provisions of the Convention.-^/

(c) An undertaking to treat favourably and in good faith a 
request for an on-site inspection by the Consultative 
Committee or its appropriate subsidiary body, and to 
submit a prompt and full explanation for the reasons for 
a refusal, which should be considered an exceptional 
response.

or . An undertaking to treat favourably and in good faith a 
request for an on-site inspection by the Consultative 
Committee or its appropriate subsidiary organ. A 
refusal should be accompanied by the submission of a 
prompt and full explanation of its reasons.
Consultative Committee shall assess the explanation 
submitted and may send another request, talcing into 
account all relevant elements including possible new 
elements received by the Consultative Committee after the 
original request. If a second- request is refused, 
recourse may be had to appropriate procedures under the 
Charter of the United Hâtions.

The

i- ■*"

12/ In accordance with procedures sat forth in an annex to the Convention.
13/ In accordance with detailed procedures to be agreed and set forth in 

an annex to the Convention.
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United Nations20
(a) An understanding that parties will retain at all times their 

ability to take whatever action they deem necessary within the 
framework of the Convention or the Charter of the United Nations 
to resolve differences concerning the application of the 
Convention.

and (b) An undertaking to co-operate in carrying out any
investigation which the Security Council may initiate, 

in accordance with the provisions of the Charter of the 
United Nations, on the basis of the complaint received 

by the Security Council which shall inform the parties 
to the Convention of the result of the investigation.



OTHER PROVISIONS FOR VERIFICATION, CO-OPERATION AND 
CONFIDENCE BUILDING
Verification of the Prohibition of Use

understanding that provisions for international verification by 
means of a challenge procedure^ shall apply equally to complaints 

of the use of chemical weapons 
. Assistance

(a.). An. undertaking to provide .assistance and support the 
provision of assistance to a party to the Convention 
threatened or adversely affected as a result oi the 
violation of the provisions of the Convention.

Ah-

CD/CW/WP.67
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15

20

An undertaking to provide assistance or support 
being provided in accordance with the Charter 
of the United Nations to any party to the 
Convention which has requested such assistance 
and which the Security Council decides has 
been exposed or is possibly being exposed to 
danger as a result of a violation of obligations 
assumed under the Convention by another party 

to it.

(b)and

Promotion of Development Goals20

An undertaking to facilitate the creation of favourable
for the economic and technical development and lorconditions

international co-operation in the field of peaceful chemical 
activities while precluding interference with areas of

of the Convention.activity unrelated to the purposes

basis of procedures to be agreed and set forth in an annex.On the9/

i
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or An undertaking to avoid hampering the economic or 
technological development of States Parties to the 
Convention or international co-operation in the field of 
peaceful and protective chemical activities, including 
the international exchange of chemicals and equipment 
for the production, processing or use of chemicals for 
peaceful and protective purposes.

21
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OTHER' PROVISIONS
Withdrawal21
An understanding that withdrawal may be exercised if extraordinary 
events related to the subject matter of the Convention have

Notice of withdrawaljeopardized the supremo interests of a State, 
will be given three months in advance including a statement of
the extraordinary events.

L.
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CONFERENCE ON REARMAMENT cd/cu/Wp. 7o 
9 lîarch 1984
Original : ENGLISH

Ad Hoc Committee on Chemical Weapons

Outline for the organization of work
Mandate

Negotiations shall be conducted according to the mandate adopted by the 
Conference on Disarmament at its 245th plenary meeting on 28 February 1984, 
contained in CD/440.

In-order to organize this work efficiently the following general directions 
are provided>

The Chairman of the Ad Hoc Committee will consult with delegations on all 
matters, and with the Secretariat of the Conference on Disarmament regarding 
facilities for, the work.
Working Groups

Working Groups will be sot up on some or all of the subject areas 
mentioned below. The Chairmen of these groups will be appointed after 
consultations so that balance is obtained between the different groups in the 
Conference on Disarmament.

While Working Groups may be instituted at an early stage of the work they 
may not need to have formal meetings until scheduled in the time-table. The 
Chairmen of these Groups should use the preceding time for preparations and 
consultations, so that work could start immediately, when scheduled.

The Chairman of the Ad Hoc Committee, as well as those of the Working Groups, 
could ask for the service of individual representatives on the Ad Hoc Committee 
(friends of the Chairman) to prepare for negotiations on particular issues, 
irrespëctive of in which Working Groups the particular items belong.
Working Material

All relevant documents produced un the subject so far will serve as a basis 
for the negotiations.

Other material will be the proposals put forward on different subjects as 
a basis for the negotiations on chemical weapons. Such proposals may be put 
forward by the Chairman of the Ad Hoc Committee, and reflect in elements the 
views of different delegations or be tentative compromise proposals by the

GE.84-60835
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Proposals may also be put forward by the Chairmen of theChairman.
Working Groups or by individual delegations.

Proposals by the Chairman as a basis for negotiations on a ban on chemical 
weapons should contain an extensive set of proposals containing agreed and 
divergent views, on the subject -in '.-question^:— §9.m® issues introduced in the

1
»

extensive set of proposals could possibly be contained in more detailed provisions
It is suggested that views should be given inon the subject or even in annexes. 

this respect, when the subject is negotiated-.
Nonragre,ed concepts contained in such proposals referring to other subject

e.g. definitions, shouldareas of a convention, than those under consideration
be indicated by underlinings.
Working procedure

Proposed texts should be subject to’ negotiations in the. Ad Hoc Committee or
Possible results ccnctirning such texts should be presented atthe Working Groups.

summing-up sessions of the Ad Hoc Committee after the Working Group has used up
the allotted time for a particular subject. Such results, and new suggestions by.-, 
the Chairman taking them into account, should be submitted by the Chairman to 
delegations as a basis for obtaining new instructions from capitals.

Time shall be provided for a new round of negotiations on that subject, at
the latest in connection with the writing of the report on the work by the
Ad Hoc Committee.

Besides the customary information,'the final.report will contain as an Annex
, or part of it, reflectingan agreed version of the text of the future convention 

agreements as well as differing positions. ,
When the Ad Hoc Committee meets it will' consider the following :

Summing up the results of the work of the Working Groups; 
Considering where in the structure of a future convention 
these results might fit in;

/ V
Introducing new working material into the work.;
Discussion of any other matter which might need to be brought

I v i x
.up in the negotiations.?r>

In- general the Ad Hoc Committee will meet after two. to f ;'.ir meetings of the 
Working Groups- as will appear from the work programme and depending on the meeting 
facilities available. -
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Subject areas
The main subject areas for the negotiations will be the following. 
Scope1.
This includes, inter alia, definitions and criteria, basic obligations, the

Relevant measures forquestion of the prohibition of use, and non-production. 
assuring compliance with the obligations in question will also be dealt with.
2. Elimination

This includes, inter alia, the questions of elimination of stockpiles and 
production facilities including questions regarding declarations and relevant 
measures for assuring compliance with the obligations.

Compliance
This includes, inter alia, consultations, complaints procedures including 

procedures for requests for verification, Preparatory Commission and Consultative 
Committee.

3.

The work in the Working Groups on these subject areas should be 
distributed on relevant sub-items as spelt out in the time-table.

The Preamble and concluding provisions will be taken up in the Ad Hoc Committee 
when appropriate.
Structure of the Convention

During the negotiations of proposed texts note shall be taken of where in the
As a tentative rulestructure of a convention a particular item should belong, 

for the structure of the convention the following rules should apply :
An introductory article I should spell out the broad purpose and commitments

under the convention.
The commitments in article I should be expressed, where appropriate, in 

articles containing the general undertakings of that commitment with respect also
Reference should be given to appropriateto declarations and verification measures, 

detailed provisions on the item and to possible annexes.
Detailed provisions should be negotiated in connection with the general 

undertakings on the subject.
Annexes may temporarily be connected to the subject under negotiation. 
The need for agreed understandings shall be taken into account.
Tentative agreements on where different items should belong in this structure

However, the purpose ofThis should be reported in the final reports, 
the structure should be to give a preliminary understanding on the item in question 
before the final drafting takes place.

may occur.

Problems regarding the structure of the convention shall be discussed and 
negotiated in the Ad Hoc Committee.
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V.
CONFERENCE ON DISARMAMENT CD/CW/WP.71 

22 March 1984
_ - , Original :• ENGLISH

Ad Hoc Committee o,n Chemical Weapons
i . . rnn .

Yugoslavia 
Suggested alternative definitions

i' . . ' i i ~ ' *. i
* •

of elaborating the Chemical Weapons Convention, one of theFor the purpose
important questions is a chemical weapons definition and à definition of precursors. 
In the papers CD/CW/WP.38 of 23JJuly 1982 and CD/CW/CRP.76 of 6 July 1983 :('Cbrr.l)

alternative definition of chemical weapons and -and CD/401 , ' we have given an 
suggested' 
and precursors.

This paper is intended to offer a summary of these definitions, with certain 
corrections made as a result of negotiations on these issues.

Chemical weapons are a means to inflict wounds on live organisms through their 
in accordance with the general purpose criterion of the Convention 

they can be regarded as having the following three components :
- chemical warfare agents - chemicals ;
- munitions or devices for employing CWA, and

a definition of "key"'precursors, as well as a list of "key" precursors

1.
toxic effects; 1

equipment for employing such munitions or devices.
(i) Chemical warfare agents are toxic chemical substances which by their

nature and quality can be used for hostile and military purposes, and whose toxic
animals and plants, causingproperties directly hamper the normal functions of man 

death, temporary disability, permanent injury or damage, and for the purpose of the 
Convention, chemical warfare agents can be divided into three categories :

>

super-toxic lethal, otiher lethal and other harmful chemicals.
(ii) Munitions or devices specifically designed to cause 

living structure (man, animals and plants) through the toxic properties of CWA 
(chemicals) released as a result of the employment of such munitions and devices,

death or harm of

including binary or multi-component technology.

GE.84-61091



(iii) Equipment specifically designed for use directly in connection with the

employment of such munitions- or devices.
"Key" precursors are all those chemicals which are used mainly for the 

production of chemical warfare agents in last reaction, or, if the procedure is a
at the final technological reaction stage, and have an only limited

Therefore, these are the chemicals which

2.
continuous one 1

application for non-hostile purposes. 
contain moieties having a chemical structure similar to that of CWA, or a
heteroatom which is responsible for the main characteristics of CWA.
3. Precursors for CWA are chemicals which take part in the reaction to produce 
"key" precursors, or which take part in the reaction with "key" precursors to

These chemicals are dual purpose and are widely used in many branches

r-7
•'tO

•rU rj
yield CWA.
of civilian chemical industry (pharmaceutical industry, plant or crop ..protection,

etc.).

. J

a * r . j. -
; •
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25 -larch 19Ô4
ENGLISH 
Original :

CONFERENCE ON DISARMAMENT

RUSSIAN

AD HOC COMMITTEE ON CHEr-lICAL WEAPONS

Union of S0'rlet~ Socialist Republics

Proposal concerning the content of the provision of the ruture convention 
on the prohibition of chemical weapons relating to the procedure to oe 
followed in considering a request for an on-site inspection by the State 
which receives it (amendment to para. 4*3 of the Report of tne Co-ordinator 

of Contact Group B (document CD/A1S, annex II, p• 14))
54.3 A motivated request for an on-site inspection by the Consultative

shall be treated favourably and in
Refusals to agree to an on-site 

and should be accompanied by the submission of
The Consultative Committee

Committee or its appropriate suasidiary organ 
good faith by the State party which receives it. 
inspection should be well founded
an exhaustive and prompt explanation of the reasons. 
shall assess the explanation submitted and may send another request, taking into
account all relevant elements, including possible new elements received oy the

If a second request is refused,Consultative Committ -e after the original request, 
the State party which originated th„ r-:qu-3t may have recourse to appropriate
procedures under the Charter of the United Nations. "

GE.84-61134
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Also issued as 
26 March 1984Working Paper - National 

Verification MeasuresCD/CW/WP.73Yugoslavia

NOT REPRODUCED 
(see WP volume)
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Also issued as 
CD/483
27 March 1984

Letter Dated 20 March 1984 
from the Permanent 
Representative of the 
Islamic Republic of Iran 
Addressed to the President 
of the Conference in 
Disarmament Containing 
Proposals on Some Elements 
of a Future Convention 
on the Complete Prohibition 
and Total Destruction of 
Chemical Weapons

CD/CW/WP.74Iran

NOT REPRODUCED 
(see WP volume)
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CONFERENCE ON DISARMAMENT CD/CW/WP.75 
26 March 1984

ENGLISH 
Original: CHINESE

Ad Hoc Committee on Chemical Weapons

China

"gman-sr-aia Production Facility"Some Aspects on

1. Introduction
Chemical Weapons suggest that 

the member States tend to agree that after the complete prohibition and total 

destruction of chemical weapons, each State party can

The discussions in the Ad Hoc Committee on

be allowed to retain one 
-toxic lethal chemicals.small-scale production facility which produces super 

But there are still some differences in understanding, and divergence as to the 
purpose, scale.and nature of such facilities. The Chinese delegation hopes that 

the views expressed.in this document may contribute to clarifying and resolving 

these differences.
2. Purpose

delegation that the super-toxic lethal
facilities should only refer to 

« and should not be extended to all 
According to the definition

It is the view of the Chinese
chemicals produced by the small-scale production

those that are used .. .for "protective purposes
chemical compounds used for "permitted purposes".

toxic lethal chemicals can be divided into twoof chemical weapons, super- 
categories: one is used for chemical warfare, therefore constitutes a part of
chemical weapons, and should be prohibited; the other is used for "permitted

,. is not a part of chemical weapons and therefore does not fall within
The following illustration

purposes"
the scope of the prohibition, in the Convention.

interrelationship between.the two categories:gives a clear picture of the

î

• ;

GE.84-61224
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-----prohibited by the
Convention

V*: .:- -those used for chemitfîfl - •>
warfare
(classified as chemical 
weapons)

. permitted to be
. .. , _y-!„

used for protective
a.-!'

purposes (small' 

quantity)

::V-

super-toxic lethal chemicals <
".1

t,
those used for permitted 
purposes
(not classified as chemical 
weapons)

It can be seen from the aBove illustration that the small quantities of super-
•• -a.... .

toxic lethal chemicals produced by those small-scale production facilities which are 
permitted to bi-j retained- by the. Convention should be included in the category of 
chemical weapons, i.e.., they are the exceptions to the scope- of prohibition which 
are permitted for protective purposes. If these facilities are allowed to produce 
super-toxic lethal chemicals for all permitted purposes, it would not only be 
directly contradictory to the definition of chemical weapons, but also greatly 
expand the scope of: prohibition in the Convention, and.would complicate the 
verification issue.

The Chinese delegation considers that if we adopt the concept of "chemical 
warfare agent" in the Convention and define those chemicals constituting a part of 
chemical weapons as chemical warfare agents, and if we use the term super-toxic 
lethal agents to differentiate them from those super-toxic lethal chemicals which 
are not within the scope of prohibition in the Convention, the confusions and 
misunderstandings stated above could be entirely avoided.

Number and scale
The Chinese delegation is of the view that in principle the production of 

super-toxic lethal agents for protective purposes should be carried out in a single 
small-scale production facility so as to facilitate verification. But the

'V

■:p

3.

synthesis of small quantities, in the order of one kilogram or less, can also be
The apparatus should be set up on a temporary

Such apparatus is
produced using laboratory apparatus, 
basis and be dismantled immediately after the work is done.
different in nature from the small-scale production facilities.
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As for the scale of such facilities, a restriction must be imposed on its 
maximum annual production capacity (i.e. the annual production capacity in the total

The Chinese delegationhours of operation with regular maintenance time deducted).
this maximum annual production capacity should be restricted to less thanholds that

metric ton so as to ensure that no State party can use this facility to produceone
super-toxic lethal agents in quantities having chemical warfare significance.

that all countries are free from the threat of chemical warfareFurther assurance
could be achieved if a restriction is also imposed on the quantity of super-toxic 
lethal agents that each State party actually possesses at any time, for instance, 
for restricting the quantity to less than one metric ton.

Mature4.
However, to permit the retention of small-scale production facilities has an 

This danger arises not because the facility itself can beinherent danger.
secretly converted into a large-scale one, but because it is possible to utilize
the engineering data obtained from these small-scale production facilities to

As is known to all,design and build full-scale production plants in other places, 
a so-called "experimental installation" or "pilot-plant" can play such a role.
Therefore, the Chinese delegation holds that the small-scale production facility 
should simply be a "production installation" which only provides a small quantity 
of products, and not an "experimental installation" for obtaining engineering data. 
Attention should be given to the danger of such scale-up, and practical and
feasible verification measures be taken.









CONFERENCE ON DISARMAMENT CD/CW/VP.76
30 March 1984

Original : ENGLISH

AD HOC COMMITTEE ON CHEMICAL WEAPONS

ISLAMIC. REPUBLIC OF IRAN

Proposal concerning the content of the provision of the future 
convention on the prohibition of' chemical wea.pons relating to 
the procedure to be-followed in considering a. request by a.
Member State for an on-site inspection.
(amendment to Article 4 of the Report of the Co-ordinator of 

Contant Group B (document CD/416, annex II, p.14))

An undertaking that in a.ccordance with Article I ( CL/484) any 

Members shall have obligation and right to file a complaint with the 

Consultative Committee if he is not satisfied that any other Member is securing 

the effective compliance of the Convention in accordance with the foregoing 

articles.
4.1 An undertaking tha.t the complaint filed with the Consultative oommituee o.s 

its subsidiary organ for an on-site inspection should contain objective and 

concrete elements supporting a suspicion of non-compliance with the Convention 

and should be directly relevant, taking into account ways and means at the

one of the4.

disposal of the complainant.
4.2 An undertaking to co—opera.te fully with the Consultative Committee and its 

subsidiary organs and/or international organizations which may, a.s appropriate, 

technical and administrative support to the Consultativegive scientific
Committee in order to facilitate their fact-finding activities so a.s to ensure

the speedy clarification of the situation which gave rise to the original request. 

An undertaking that; in the event of the reference of a complaint to a4.2 bis

"fact-finding panel" Members will each, whether directly concerned in the 

complaint or not, pla.ce a.t the disposal of the Consultative Committe- all the

information in their possession which bea.rs upon the subject matter of the

complaint.
4.3 An undertaking to comply with the manda.tory decision of the Consulta.tive 

Committee or its appropriate subsidiary organ for an on-site inspection. A 

non-compliance accompanied by the submission of a. prompt and full explanation 

of its reasons may be referred to the Consultative Committee for reconsideration.

GE.84-61323
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The Consultative Committee, taking into account all relevant elements, including
----- possible—new -elements* received- by the Consultative Committee and "assessment ■ of

the explanation submitted to it, may suspend or confirm the decision. If- the 
decision is not complied with, the Score t a.ry-Ge ne ral of the United Nations will be 

requested to have recourse to appropriate procedures under the Charter of the 

United Nations, on behalf of all Members of. the Convention.
4.5 An undertaking that the Consultative Committee or its subsidiary organ shall 
communicate to all States parties and the United Nations Secretary-General the 
initiation of any of the procedures referred to above and shall provide all 

available information related thereto to the States parties.
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CONFERENCE ON DISARMAMENT CD/CU/WP.?8 
2 April 1984
ENGLISH
Original: RUSSIAN

Ad Hoc Committee on Chemical Weapons

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

Proposal concerning the content of procedures for the verification 
of tho destruction of chemical weapons stockpiles

With regard to the elaboration of procedures for verifying the destruction 
of chemical weapons at a special facility, the USSR delegation proposes that the 
effectiveness of verification from the beginning of the destruction process to 
its completion should be ensured either by the permanent presence of international 
inspection representatives at the special facility or by a combination of 
systematic international inspections at the facility, including the associated
weapons depot, with the use of instruments (gas chromatographs, dynamometric

In determining the number (quota) and durationcounters, thermocouples, etc.). 
of inspections, the consultative committee would proceed from the premise that
the presence of inspectors at the facility was advisable during the active phases 
of the destruction process, particularly the destruction of binary chemical 
weapons, their elements and supertoxic lethal chemicals and corresponding

Inspections at the depots attached to special facilities 
of the next batches of chemical weapons subject to destruction could be conducted 
togther with the inspections at the special facility in general.

In accordance with this approach, it is proposed that specific formulations 
should be devised f jr inclusion in the text of the future convention, 
thinking in this respect is that the text of the convention would include, in 
particular, a provision whereby the consultative committee would, in accordance 
with criteria (to be elaborated) taking into account primarily the level of 
danger of a particular type of weapon, determine the types and number of 
inspections and the duration of the presence of international inspectors at 
special facilities for the destruction of chemical weapons stocks during such 
inspections.

ammunition or devices.

Our
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CONFERENCE ON DISARMAMENT CD/CW/WP.81 
26 April 1584
Original: ENGLISH

Ad Hoc Committee on Chemical Weapons

Proposals by the Chairman of the Ad Hoc Committee on Chemical Weapons 
for draft Articles for parts of a chemical weapons convention

In accordance with the agreed outline for the organization of work,

CD/CW/WP.70, 9 March 1984, the Chairman of the Ad Hoc Committee on Chemical 

Weapons proposes some draft articles for a future chemical weapons convention*

As agreed the proposals "build upon and should "beThe proposals are attached. 
read together with the reports of Working Groups' Chairmen,* These reports have

already "been provided, to the Ad Hoc Committee.
In addition the Chairman has applied the following principles in working 

out the proposals.
They do not contain anyThe proposals have the form of draft articles.

"bracketed formulations, which means that the Chairman in some, cases has chosen

between formulations which have been bracketed in the reports of the Working vroups

The formulations in these reports, which have not been in brackets 

have been used to the fullest extent possible.
In accordance with the outline, the Chairman has in some cases forwarded

Chairmen.

formulations of his own in order to find compromise solutions, rather vhan chosen

When logic so required, the order within somebetween presented altema/bivcs.

articles has been changed.
The Chairman does not. take any position with regard to the suggestions or 

They are forwarded only to help delegations to takechoices made by him.
positions of their own or to ask for instructions.

Since no thorough considerations have been given to the stricture of the
They only follow eachconvention the proposed draft articles are not numbered. 

other in the order in which they have been worked out in the Working Groups,
•Vi-

They have however been' provided withexcept for a few changes, as mentioned, 
headings in order to facilitate an over—view of the work. The headings are

the following:

GE;84-61727



Draft Article
Definitions

Chemical weapons means those weapons which utilize the toxic properties of toxic 
chemicals to cause death, temporary incapacitation, permanent injury or damage.

For the purposes of this convention:
The term chemical weapons shall apply specifically to the following, together 

or separately:
(i) toxic chemicals and their precursors, including components of binary or 

multicomponent chemical weapons except for those toxic chemicals and precursors 
intended for permitted purposes as long as the types and quantities involved are 
consistent with such purposes ;

(ii) munitions or devices, specifically designed to cause death or other harm 
through the toxic properties of toxic chemicals released as a result of use of 
such munitions or devices ;

(iii) any equipment or chemical specifically designed for use directly in 
connection with the employment of such munitions or devices.

. Toxic chemicals means:
super—toxic lethal chemicals, other lethal chemicals, and other harmful chemicals, 

as defined below, regardless of the method of production.
Permitted purposes means:
(i) non-hostile purposes, that is:
(a) industrial, agricultural, research, medical, law enforcement or other 

peaceful purposes ; and
(b) protective purposes, that is- purposes directly related to medical and 

technical protection against chemical weapons.
(ii) military purposes which are

1.

2..

4.

?

not related to the use of chemical weapons.

CD/CW/W.Ol 
page 2

Definitions
Basic provisions on the destruction of stockpiles 
National Implementation measures 
Consultation and co-operation 
Fact-finding

A. General Provisions
B. Provisions for requests for clarification
C. Provisions for requests for on-site inspection
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Precursor means:
A chemical that by any reaction takes part in the synthesis of a toxic chemical. 
Key precursor is characterised
- by playing an important■role in the determination of the toxic properties 

of i.a. super-toxic lethal chemicals
- by not being used, or used in minimal quantities, for peaceful purposes
- by being used at the final technological reaction stage of any production 

of the toxic chemical, whether on a production scale or in binary or 
multicomponent chemical weapons.

Key precursors are listed in

6.

applying all the
above criteria, or agreed otherwise because of their particular significance to 
the relevant provisions in the convention, 
revised when appropriate.

Destruction means:

after selection by the

The content of the lists should be

7.
decomposition of chemical weapons into material that for'practical purposes

Metal from allcannot be utilized for repeated production of chemical weapons, 
chemical'weapons munitions, devices and equipment may be used for permitted
purposes, after any toxic chemical has been removed and the metal has been 
melted down.
Diversion means :
irreversible transformation of toxic chemicals and their key precursors by 
civilian industry into products exclusively intended for permitted purposes, in 
amounts corresponding to such purposes according to the provisions set forth 
in Annex u

. 7jy Annex shall specify substances, diversion methods and time frames.

v J
 l
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Draft Article

Basic provisions on the destruction of stockpiles

States .Parties undertake to destroy or divert for permitted purposes as defined 

as rapidly as possible all chemical weapons under their.jurisdiction

1.
in Article 

or control.

Destruction or diversion for permitted purposes shall for each State commence 

within six months and he completed within ten years after the Convention1s entry into 

force for it.

2.

During the entire stage of destruction or diversion for permitted purposes: 

the time-table for this operation shall be such that no Party that has.declared the 

possession of chemical weapons shall gain any military advantage, whether from • 

possessing binary and multicomponent chemical weapons or any.other chemical weapons, 

including the most toxic chemicals such as vx, soman, Sarin, Tabun, mustard gas etcl

3.

in accordance with

4.- States Parties undertake to consult no late" than three months after entry into 

force of the Convention with a view to co-ordinace their plans for destruction or 

diversion of chemical weapons to be submitted subsequently in accordance with- 

Article

Methods of destruction and diversion for permitted purposes shalL be so designed 

as to allow for systematic international on-site verification under the ••• •

Consultative Committee. Details are laid down in

States Parties undertake to protect the population and - the environment in 

fulfilling the obligations connected with the destruction and the diversion for 

permitted purposes of chemical weapons.

5-

6.

7. In case any State finds after it becomes a Party to the Convention anywhere under 

its jurisdiction or control any chemical weapons which were left without its knowledge, 

such State Party undertakes to destroy them as soon as possible and in a manner which 

would ensure the security of the population and the environment, according to the 

quantity and the state of the discovered chemical weapons.

- The State Party should within days after the discovery inform the ••— • 

Consultative Committee submitting all data in its possession about the found chemical

weapons and* planned methods, time-tables and the place of their destruction ; 

details are laid down in

- Each State Party 'undertakes to comply with possible decisions by the 

Consultative Committee with regard to destruction and diversion of such weapons 

including international verification of the destruction or diversion of such weapons.

further



National Implementation Measures
1. Each State Party to the Convention undertakes

to adopt measures necessary in accordance with its constitutional processes to e 
implement the Convention, and in particular, to prohibit and prevent any activity 
in violation of the Convention and to monitor compliance with the Convention
anywhere under its jurisdiction or control.... */It undertakes to inform the Consultative Committee-7
administrative measures taken to implement the Convention.

2. Each State Party-to the Convention undertakes
to co-operate with the Consultative Committee in the exercise of all its 
functions and in particular to provide, through any national organization or 
authority assigned to implement the Convention, assistance-to the Consultative 
Committee including data reporting, assistance for international on-site 
inspections and a prompt response to all - requests for the provision of expertise, 
information and laboratory support.

of the legislative and

Draft Article
Consultation and Co-operation

States Parties to the Convention undertake
to consult and co-operate in any matter related to.the implementation of the 
Convention, directly among themselves or through appropriate procedures,., 
including the services or good offices of the Consultative Committee or its 
subsidiary organs as well as of appropriate international organizations. 
States Parties to the Convention shall

1.

2.
endeavour to clarify and resolve, through bilateral consultation, any situation 
which may give cause to doubts about compliance with the Çonvention, or which
gives risq to concerns about a related situation which may be considered

A State Party seized with a request from another State Party forambiguous.
clarification of a particular situation shall promptly provide the requesting
State Party.with.relevant information in-order to dispel doubts and to clarify
the situation.

>

Any mentioning only of the Consultative Committee may also relate to its 
appropriate subsidiary organ, whichever may be decided.

CD/CW/WP.81 
page 5

Draft Article



Draft Article
Fact-finding

General provisionsA.
1. Each State Party to the Convention'undertakes

it... ... . .to ensure non-routine verification of compliance with'the provisions of the
Convention by the application of fact-finding procedures including on-site

arrangedinspection on the basis of obligations as set forth in Article 
bilaterally, or by a request to the Consultative Committee as provided for 
in Paragraph 3 of this Element.
Any State Party may at any time request the Consultative Committee or its 

appropriate subsidiary organ to carry out, in the exercise of its functions, 
appropriate procedures with regard to itself‘or another State Party to clarify and 
resolve any situation which may give "cause to doubt about compliance with the 
Convention, or which gives Pise to concerns about a related situation "which may be 
coiisidered ambiguous. Such a request maj'- include a request for an on-site inspection. 

Requests sent to the Consultative Committee or its subsidiary organ under

2.

•' • •
3.
Paragraph 2 of this Article should contain objective and concrete elements supporting

■ _• 'i'-.n

a suspicion of non-compliance with the Convention and should'- be' directly relevant"..
to the complaint.
4. Each State Party to the Convention undertakes

to co-o'perate fully with the Consultative Committee and its subsidiary organs 
and/or international organizations, which may, as appropriate, give scientific,

■ ’ . Î. ' » . 'technical and administrative assistance to the Consultative Committee in order 
to facilitate fact-finding activities so as to ensure the speedy clarification 
cf the situation which gave rise to the original request.

*■ l * e. The 'Consultative Committee shall notify all States Parties of the initiation 
of any fact-finding procedures in which it will be involved and shall provide as soon 
as possible all available information related thereto to all State Parties.
6. Any'State Party to the Convention which has reason to believe that any other 
State Party is'acting in breach of obligations deriving from the provisions of the 
Convention always has recourse to appropriate procedures under the Charter of the 
United Nations.

CD/CV/WF.81. 
page 6
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Provisions for requests for clarificationB.
Upon receipt of a request by a State Party for clarification, the Consultative

days or such shorter period as it may decide the 

necessary clarification from the State Party in question.
If no acceptable clarification is received within

1.
Committee shall seek within

days, or such shorter period 

as the Consultative Committee may decide, the Consultative Committee may within a 
days, or such shorter period as it may decide, request to conduct a 

fact-finding inquiry, including an on-site inspection in order to clarify the 

situation.

2.

further

Provisions for requests for on-site inspectionC.
Upon receipt of a request from a State Party for an on-site inspection, the1.

Consultative Committee or its appropriate subsidiary organ shall as soon as possible

day(s) conduct a prima facie assessment of the request.and in any case within 
If the Consultative Committee or its appropriate subsidiary organ concludes that the

request contains objective and concrete elements supporting a suspicion of 
non-compliance with the Convention, it shall forward the request to the State Party 
in question.

Such a request for an on-site inspection by the Consultative Committee or its 
subsidiary organ shall be treated favourably end in good faith by the State Party which 

receives it..
A report on the on-site inspection shall be transmitted to the Consultative 

Committee within
States Parties refusing an on-site inspection shall be required to submit a 

prompt, factual and exhaustive explanation of the reasons for the refusal and shall

days of such a refusal some alternative measures 
which could establish beyond reasonable doubt whether or not a case of non-compliance 

with the Convention had occurred.
The Consultative Committee or its subsidiary organ shall assess the explanation 

submitted and may cancel or confirm the decision, by which it had forwarded the 
original request to the State Party in question, taking into account all relevant 

elements, including possible new elements received by the Consultative Committee 
after the original request.

If a second request for on-site inspection is refused the Consultative Committee 
shall immediately evoke appropriate procedures under the Charter of the United Nations.

2.

3-

4.

endeavour to propose within

!
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Ad Hoc Committee on Chemical Weapons

United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland
VERIFICATION OF NON-PRODUCTION OF CHEMICAL WEAPONS

In documents CD/353 of 8 March 1983 and Cl/514 of 12 July 1984 the1.
United Kingdom delegation made proposals for the verification of non-production of

The Annex to CD/353 contained a list of key precursors ofchemical weapons.
significance in this connection, together with the number of plants making them

Other delegations were requested to supply similar data for
In the light of replies received

in the United Kingdom.
the chemical industries of their own countries, 
during the 1983 session the United Kingdom delegation circulated in CD/CW/WP57 
of 17 August 1983 a revised version of the Annex to CD/353 containing the data
available up to that time.

The Annex to the present paper contains a further version of the Annex to 
CD/353 incorporating data supplied by delegations and by one non-member State during 
the 1984 session. The United Kingdom delegation is grateful to those delegations 
who have provided these data, and hopes that other delegations which have not so 
far done so will make available similar data on the chemical industry in their own 
country as soon as possible in order to provide a comprehensive basis for further 
work on this subject in the 1984 session of the CD.

. The data contained in the Annex show that the number of plants making compounds 
on this list apart from phosphorus trychloride and phosphorus oxychloride is small. 
The classification proposed in document CD/514 put these two compounds into a 
different category from the others which might merit different treatment. The small 
number of plants making the remaining compounds suggests that random inspection of 
them to verify the non-production of chemical weapons would be a manageable task.
The United Kingdom delegation believes that it would make an important contribution 
to confidence in a chemical weapons convention without placing an undue burden on 
the chemical industries of States parties to a chemical weapons convention.

2.

GE.84-64726
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10 August 1984 
Original :
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28 January 1935

ENGLISHCONFERENCE ON DISARMAMENT
Original :

Ad Hoc Committae on Chemical Weapons

WORKING PAPER

by
The Chairman of the Ad Hoc Committee on Chemical Weapons

Discussion basis regarding "Permitted Activities11
In order to facilitate the discussion on permitted activities under a 

CW convention two principal parts can be discerned - activities for ''permitted
protective purposes" and for "other permitted purposes".

The production and use of chemicals for permitted protective purposes might 
be clearly defined regarding the chemicals involved and the aggregate quantity

Such chemicals should be listed in the Convention.

1.

necessary for the purpose.
There seems to be a general understanding that in any case the production of

should be concentrated to"super-toxic lethal chemicals" for protective purposes 
a single small-scale production facility and submitted to verification including

No further production of thesesystematic international on-site inspection, 
super-toxic lethal chemicals would be permitted other than laboratory quantities tor

research and medical purposes.
It has also been suggested that some key precursors involved would likewise be 

produced at the single small-scale production facility and included in the quantity 

limit that has to be agreed upon.
"Other lethal" and "other harmful chemicals" used for protective purposes could 

be produced in other production facilities and be submitted to verification.
This paper introduces two options regarding the production of other super-toxic 

lethal chemicals and certain key precursors for permitted purposes other than 
protective purposes, leaving to each State Party to choose the preferable option.

2.

The first option would be
to concentrate the production of super-toxic lethal chemicals other than those

for protective purposes to one single small-scale production facility where it would
It has also been suggested thatbe submitted to appropriate verification measures, 

certain key precursors inter alia those containing one methyl or ethyl group directly

*/ Re-issued for technical reasons.

GE.85-60061



sound to a phosphorus atom would as well be produced i.n the small-scale, production 
Under tills alternative it might nevertheless be possible to permit a 

certain production on a laboratory scale at other places, in order not to hamper 
research etc.

The second option would be
- to permit such production in the chemical industry subject to the same verification 

provisions as the production in the small-scale production facility.
. Further, a few key precursors, which pose a special risk to the Convention and 

which are not widely used in the chemical industry, can be identified"." These 
chemicals when produced for permitted purposes other than protective purposes might 
be subject to special regulation regimes, e.g. to be produced only in laboratory 

quantities.
Other key precursors "which pose a special risk to the Convention but which are 

widely used in the chemical industry might be listed and regulated by declaration and 
verification measures.

Production of super-toxic lethal chemicals and key precursors in laboratory 
quantities for research and medical purposes might not be prohibited under the

Such quantities could range from 10 - 100 grams cut remain to be defined.
It has been suggested that such production should be declared and verified by various

facility.

4.

Convention.

means in order to avoid the development and production of chemical weapons.
*■/ -!!-*/PERMITTED. ACTIVITIES-' —'

Each State Party has the right, in accordance with the provisions of this Convention, 
to develop, produce otherwise, acquire, retain, transfer and use toxic chemicals and

for permitted purposes, in types and quantities consistent withtheir precursors- 
such purposes, subject to the following:

_*/ Article VI_in CD/539
-*•*/ A general provision stating that the Convention shall be implemented in..a ....

designed to avoid hampering the economic and technological development of 
States Parties to the Convention or international co-operation in the field of 
permitted chemical activities could be put either in this article or in Article XI 
"Economic and technological development".

***/ The expression "Toxic chemicals and their precursors" is used with reference 
to the section on "definitions" in CD/539*

manner
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Super-toxl'c lethal chargeais and-their key precursors far, protective purposesI.
(a) Each State Party may produce, divert from stocks'of chemical weapons,- or 

otherwise acquire super-toxic lethal chemicals as listed in
for protective purseres* 

lowest possible and in any case not exceed 
annually or possessed at any one time.

(b) Such super-toxic lethal chemicals and key precursors for protective 
purposes should be produced at a single small-scale production facility having a 
capacity limit of

(c) Each State Party shall notify the location and capacity 

scale production facility to the Consultative Committee within 30 days after entry 
into force for a State Party, or if constructed later 
commencement of operations.

(d) The small-scale production facility shall be monitored by annual data 

reporting including information on the purpose cf the production, by on—site 
instruments, and by systematic international on-site inspection as provided for in ...

d. and. key precursors 
The aggregate amount----- •' shall be the

4;-»/
as listed in

metric ton produced or acquired

of the small--

days before the date of

d list containing inter, .alia 7x, Tabun, Sarin, Soman, Plus tard gas." -
__ The list could include e.g. methyl phosphonyl difluoride, 0-ethyl

2-diisopropyl amino ethyl methyl phosphonite, 3, 5-dimethylbutanol-2.
* AV The permitted amount of key precursors could be calculated on the amount 

of chemical warfare agent that can be produced from"them.
The production capacity limit of a single small-scale production 

facility for protective purposes must be agreed upon to avoid the suspicion of a 
production exceeding the agreed aggregate quantity. The capacity might be controlled 
by the following factors t

1. the facility is operating 73 per cent cf the hours of the year
the volume of the reaction vessels shall be limited to 5 to 10 litres.

Different types of equipment might be needed for the production of different 
kinds of toxic chemicals.

-*-*

■x-* x-*/

2.
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Super-toxic lethal Chemicals and their key -precursors for remitted purposesII.
other than protective purposes

Super-toxic lethal chemicals1.
(a) Each State.Party undertakes not to produce or employ from stocks of

except for productionchemical weapons super-toxic lethal chemicals lasted in 
and use of such chemicals in laboratory quantities for research and medical purposes at 
establishments approved by the Party and declared to the Consultative Committee.

••m

(b) The production for permitted purposes other than protective purposes of
and except fordsuper-toxic lethal chemicals other than those listed in 

production and use of such chemicals in laboratory quanti tie
— j.n a special single small-scale production i acility , or al uernati vely

• • • »hr shall be carried out

in other declared production facilities
as chosen by each State Party.

(c) Declaration of production facilities for super-toxic lethal chemical 
shall be made to the Consultative Committee as outlined in

(d) The production shall be monitored by regular data reporting, including 
information on the purpose of the production, and by systematic on-site inspection 
as outlined in

bTU/

Key precursors for permitted purposes other than protective purposes, and some 
chemicals, posing a particular risk to the Convention
(a) Each State-Party undertakes not to produce or employ from stocks of chemical

except for production and use of such

2.

weapons key precursors listed in 
chemicals in laboratory quantities—1 for research and medical purposes at

approved by the State Party and declared to the Consultative Committee.establishments

List containing inter alia "vx, Tabun, Sarin, Soman, .-las uarc. g&s.
. range from 10 to 100 grams.**/ To be defined ; laboratory quantities could e.g

-*-*-*/ por permitted purposes other than protective purposes.
The list should contain key precursors which pose a special threat to the 

Convention and which have no or limited commercial uses. The list would include 
methylphosphonyldifluoride, O-ethyl 2-dlisopropyl amino ethyl meo.^le.e.

phosphonite, J>, 3—dimetny lbutanol—2.
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(b) Chemicals containing one methyl or ethyl group directly hound to a 
phosphorus atom shall ce produced in

- a single small-scale production facility, or alternatively 
_ other declared production facilities 

as chosen cy each State Party.
(c) Facilities mentioned in (b) shall be declared by location and production 

to the Consultative Committee.
(d) The production of other key precursors as listed in 

to the Consultative Committee as outlined in
(e) The production in (b) and (d), except laboratory scale production, shall be 

monitored by regular data reporting, including information on the purpose of the 
production, and systematic international on-site inspection as provided for in 
111. Other lethal and other harmful chemicals

(a) All facilities producing toxic chemicals listed in 
... shall be declared to the Consultative Committee as outlined in

(b) The production shall be monitored oy annual data reporting as outlined

capacity
shall be declared

in amounts exceeding

in
TV. Precursors

(a) All facilities, producing precursors posing a special threat to the
shall be declared, in amounts exceedingConvention and which are listed in 

to the Consultative Committee as outlined in
b) The production shall be monitored cy annual data reporting as outlined in

*j To be elaborated.
**/ Certain compounds, 

special attention.
nitrogen mustards and lewisite might warrantG.g.
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The following contains proposals for provisions of an article on Consultation,1.
Co-operation and Fact-Finding and on the functions and composition of an

The proposals are intended as an outline of concepts on which
The proposals are based on CD/539,

Executive Council, 
could be built a comprehensive convention text. 

Annex I.
The article should provide for clarification of different matters related to 

the Convention which may appear ambiguous for various reasons, including technical 

It should also provide for measures on how to deal with a suspected 

violation without necessarily presupposing such a violation.

2.

reasons.

. The proposals do not specify any actual time limits for the measures to be taken,
Recognizing that speed may be essentialbut usually a number of days are envisaged.

a whole sequence of measures should be completed in the shortest possible time.
The proposed fact-finding procedure should generally follow an agreed order. 

It should start on a low political level enabling the States Parties to clarify 
matters on a bilateral basis, continuing, if necessary, with a series of measures,

However, in cases of
Further, when

4.

which might end with a request for an on-site inspection, 
alleged use of chemical weapons a speedier process might be needed.
States are at war with each other, or lack diplomatic relations between themselves,
they could initiate the fact-finding process at another stage of the procedure.

. There is a strong need to construct a compliance regime, which does not unduly 
infringe upon the sovereignty of the States Parties to the Convention, 
purpose it would be necessary to incorporate into the Convention itself provisions 
for the measures to be taken automatically, thus eliminating the need for the

For this

•/ Re-issued for technical reasons.
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Consultative Committee to take substantive decisions in each specific case.
Decisions by the Consultative Committee on a request for on-site inspection, should 
only concern whether the request fulfills stipulated requirements. The same should 
apply also for refusals to accent an on-site inspection.

An example of the procedure mentioned in 5- would be the case when the 
Consultative Committee finds that the reasons givsn by a State fart y for a second 
refusal of a request for an on-site inspection do not meet with stipulated 
requirements. For such a case it is proposed that the Convention should contain 
previsions that the matter is automatically reported to the United hâtions 
Security Council, which can take mandatory decisions according to the Charter of 
the United dations.
CONSULTATION, CO-OPERATION AND FACT-FINDING V 

CONSULTATION AMD CO-OPERATION
Each State Party undertakes to consult and co-operate in any matter related to 

the implementation of the Convention, directly among themselves or through appropriate 
procedures, including the services or .good offices of the Consultative Committee, or, 
on its behalf, the Executive Council as provided for in 
of this article, as-, well, as of appropriate- international organizations.

Each State Party shall endeavour to clarify and resolve, through bilateral 
consultation, any situation which may give cause to doubt about compliance with the 
Convention, or which gives rise to concerns about a related situation which may be 
considered ambiguous. A State Party seized with a request from another State Party 
for clarification of a particular situation, shall within ... days provide the 
requesting State Party with relevant information in order to dispel doubts and to 
clarify the situation.
II. FACT-FINDING

General Provisions
Any State Party may, as spelt out in ..

carry out, in the exercise of its functions fact-finding procedures with regard to 
itself or-another State Party to clarify and resolve any situation which may give

I.

, and implied in the rest

A.
request the Consultative Committee to!.. • t

cause to doubt about comoliance with the Convention, or which gives rise to concern
Such a fact-finding

J
about a related situation which may be considered ambiguous, 
request may include a request for an on-site inspection, if an on-site inspection
would' be necessary for providing the requested facts.

*/ Corresponds to Article IX in CD/539. Annex I.



Thefor the roquent.Party should state relevant reasons 
Party shall also specify which other measures provided for. under the

have been taken, the reasons
she action to be taken by the

The requesting2.
State
Convention it has taken or, if no such measures

The requesting Party shall proposeherefor.
Consultative Cocks it to 3.

with the Consultative Committee andEach State Party undertakes to co-operate
international organizations, which may, as aporopriate,its subsidiary oryans and/or 

g;ive scientific, technical and administrative assistance to the Consultative Committee

to ensure the speedyfacilitate fact-finding activities so asin order to
rise to the .original request.clarification of the situation which gave

The Consultative Committee shall notify all States Parties of tne initiation of 

finding procedures, as provided for in ., in which it ••'ill -e involved

relevant information to all States °artles.

4.
any fact-
and shall provide as soon as possible

information from another State PartyA request by one State Party for clarifying
of the Convention, need not constitute an initiation of a

using the machinery 
fact-finding procedure in which case all States Parties need not be informed.

Provisions for requests for fact-finding
aims, grounds .for requests and

B.
refusals (to be elaooraued >.

Fact-finding: 
Fact-finding procedures.

1.
2.
(a) Clarification

State Party for clarification of a matterUpon receipt of a.request from a
Committee shall transmit the. request within ... days of tns request.

.. days resvond directly to that Party
the.Consultative c
The Partv receiving the request snail within . 
or to it through the machinery of the Convention.

Fact-finding investigations (other than on-site inspection^)
(b)

to the request for
about che compliance

If the State Party is not satisfied by the response
clarification, or if any State Party has doubts and concerns

Consultative Committee to initiate awith the Convention,, it can request the 

fact-finding investigation.
Consultative Committee shall within .••

be conducted as specified in ....
Upon receipt of such a request tne

the fact-finding investigation which will
-finding investigation shall be presented to the

initiate
A report ":i/ on the fact

. The report shall containStates Parties by the Consultative Committee within ..•
oresented during the requested fact -fin tinthe information and the views 

investigation.

vu/ v;*i /vnr.yu
page 3‘1

. ^

the circumstances.■I A report may be interim or final desending upon

V-
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On-site inspection by challenge(c)
Upon receipt of a request from a State Party for an on-cits inspection, the

as possible and in any case within ... day(s )
1.
Consultative Committee shall as soon
conduct a prima facie assessment of the request.

Committee concludes that the request does not meet withIf the Consultative 
stipulated requirements
2.

it shall not forward the request to the State Party in
question.

Committee concludes that the request meets with stipulated 
forward the request to the State Party within ... day(s ). 

shall be considered in good faith by tne State Party, which

If the Consultative.
requirements it shall

Such a request4-
and be responded to within ... day(s ).

inspection has been accepted by the State Party, it shall
. A report -7 on the

receives it
When an on-site4a.

begin within ... day(s) and be conducted as specified
transmitted to the Consultative Committee within ....inspection shall be

In the case that an on-site inspection has bean refused, the ret using4b.
Consultative Committee and to the requestingState Party shall submit to the 

State Party within . 
and propose alternative

day(s ) a factual and exhaustive explanation for the refusal
measure(s) which could resolve the doubts and concern

of the requesting State Party.
refusal submitted to it 

decide that the proceedings be terminated
Consultative Committee shall assess whether such aThe

meets with stipulated requirements, and may 
or that the reasons for an on-site inspection remain, taking into account ail relevant

information received after the original request.elements, including possible new 
The Consultative Committee shall inform the requesting State Party about its decision.

not accept the explanation.The requesting State Party may or may
If the request for on-site inspection is refused a second time, the reasons

submitted to the Consultative Committee within ---
o.
çiven for the refusal shall be

.. decide whether the refusal meets withThe Consultative Committee shall within .
decision shall be taken in accordance with ---Such astioulated requirements.

The Consultative Committee shall within . .. inform all States Parties of its decision

and the reasons therefore.
that second refusal of a request forIf the Consultative Committee decidesn

not meet with stipulated requirements, the Committee shan,on-site inspection does 
on behalf of States Parties, within ... report its decision to the Security Council

the request for an on-siteand forward all matters relating to
Security Council to consider the matcer.

of the United Mations 
insoection, and invite the

»/ See previous foot-note on 'report ".



Executive Council ^
For the purpose of assisting the Committee in carrying cut .its functions, 

an Executive Council, as specified in ..... and a Technical Secretariat shall be
10.

established.
The Consultative Committee may set up other subsidiary organs as may be11.

necessary for its work. 
12. The Executive 
functions

Council shall have delegated authority ic discharge tne
0f the Consultative Committee set out in ... as well as any other

The Council shall reportwhich the Committee may delegate to it.functions
to the Committee at its regular sessions on 
functions.

the Council's exercise of these
between the sessions, questions with regard toIn the intervals 

promoting the implementation of and compliance with the Convention shall be 
behalf of the Consultative Committee, 

composed, of representatives of 15 States Parties and a
dealt with by the Executive Council acting on
1 . The Council shall be 
non-voting Chairman.

Council shall be elected by tne Consultative CommitteeThe members of the
consultation with the States Parties, taking into account the principleupon

of equitable political and geographic representation, for a term of three years,

with an annual election of 5 members.
Id. The Council shall take its decisions on request for and refusal of request

If a consensus cannot be reached withinfor fact-finding activities by consensus.
A report on a 

shall any decision be taken
With

decision may be taken by an affirmative vote of nine.24 hours a
fact-finding activity shall not be put to a vote, nor
as to whether a Party is complying with the provisions of the Convention, 
regard to a request for on-site inspection, the State subject to the request shall

individual opinions expressed by all the members of thealways be informed of the 
Executive Council on the matter, 
matters related to the organization of its work by consensus whenever possible,

Council shall take its decisions on proceduralThe

and otherwise by a majority of those present and voting.
A fact-finding team shall be appointed immediately by the Executive Council

State Party by thewhen a request for an on-site inspection has been forwarded to a 
Executive Council so as to diminish the time lag, should tne request be accepted
by the requested Party.

A fact-finding team shall automatically be
to the request made by a State Party for inspection to be carried out

in territories under its control.

sent out by the Executive Council

in resnonse

-•/ Corresponds to part of Article VIII in Annex I ol CD/5•

page ;
«
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Each member of the Council shall 
all times at the seat of the Consultative Committee. 

The Chairman of the previous regular session of the Consultative Committee 

Chairman of the Council.

The Council shall function continuously.
for this purpose be represented at
l6.
shall serve as

The Executive Council may set up such subsidiary organs as may be necessary17.
for its work.

The Technical Secretariat shall
administrative support to the Consultative Committee and

18.
(a) provide

the Executive Council ;
(b) render technical assistance to State Parties, the 

Consultative Committee and the Executive Council,
provide the international on-site inspections;

Consultative Committee and the Executive Council 
information and fact-finding as well as in other

(c)
(d ) assist the 

in tasks related to 
tasks provided to it by those organs. W

J

■
»

Secretariat might be specified further.»/ The functions of the Technical
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Introduction
There seems to be consensus in the Committee on Chemical Weapons that the 

destruction'of chemical"weapons shall take place within 10 years'after entry 
into force and that the destruction shall be carried out in such a way that no- 
State Party possessing chemical weapons should gain a military advantage, 
seems also to be a widely held view that the destruction should start rather 
early and in any case not later than two years after entry into force of the 
convention.

Furthermore, a principal order of destruction should be included in the
1framework of a Chemical Weapons Convention to serve as a basis for the Parties 

planning of the destruction of their weapons in collaboration with the

It

t

Consultative Committee under the Convention,.,' after the' Convention has entered 
into force. The principal order of destruction shall be applicable irrespective 
of the actual composition and the size of the stockpiles, which will not be
known until the States Parties had declared their chemical weapons after the 
Convention has entered -into force

In order to elaborate such a principal order it would be necessary to identify 
and evaluate various factors and possible methods to compare different kinds of 
stockpiles.

This discussion paper is an attempt to identify some such possible factors 
It is intended as a starting point for deliberations aiming at as

The list of possible , factors might
and methods.
simple and practical a solution as possible, 
therefore not be exhaustive and some of the factors might turn out to be
superfluous. Furthermore the Chairman does not advocate any particular point

- • - ■ i.

presented here. They are all hypothetical and presented with the only intent to
• . ■ . . " .= i i.

facilitate the discussion. 1
Factors of possible importance for comparing different kinds-of
stocks of chemical weapons

"Location"
The "location" or more correctly the type of deployment of stockpiles

' V " ‘ TO . '

might be of relevance :
Forwardly deployed weapons at military units for immediate use.

*

;!

♦
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under military command.Regional and local depots of chemical weapons 
Central stockpiles. . -

Composition of stockpiles with respect to:
Types of munition-

of munition (artillery shells, bombs, rockets, missiles, parts for1.
The type

binary and multicomponent weapons etc.) and other disseminating devices.(e.g.
be evaluated from the point of view of their

mines

and spray devices) might have to 
Such an evaluation would have to be weighed together with existing 

as well as with, the physical
intended use.
amounts of the respective types of. munitions etc., 
and toxic properties of the chemical warfare agents)—' in them. .

"Readiness"
An order of destruction 

"dangerousness
Some stockpiles would probably contain chemical weapons 
readiness, i.e.

loaded munitions, including obsolete or unserviceable munitions, bombs, . 
rockets etc., and other specific devices, 
unloaded munitions, etc.,

2.
could differentiate the stocks with respect to the 

n or threat they might pose due to their availability- for rapid use.
in different stages of

bulk stockpiles of chemical warfare agents.
first types of stockpiles mentioned above might be considered more

The readiness or availability might be a
The two
dangerous than bulk stockpiles, 
decisive factor for a principal order of destruction. • .

. The physical-chemical properties of the agents - volatility, mobility and 
penetration properties - determine to a large degree the tactical use of the

Furthermore the same type of munition may contain different kinds.ofweapons. 
chemical warfare agents.

Toxic properties 
The toxic

factor for a -principal order of destruction.

4.
properties of chemical warfare agents might bè another decisive

Both the type of toxic effect, and

*/ The expression "chemical warfare agents" denotes the toxic chemicals 
loaded" into munition etc. or stockpiled awaiting to be loaded into munitions.

the basis of the final products for whichKey precursors should be assessed on 
they are intended.

CD/CW/wp.yi 
page 3
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the size of the lethal or otherwise effective dose would need to be considered, as 
is already done in the generally agreed categorization of chemicals to be regulated 
by a Convention. It should be remembered that the. actual toxic, effect, exercised, by 
a chemical warfare agent depends upon the mode of administration to the body and 
thus upon the type of munition and the delivery system.
5- Quantities

A principal order of destruction has to take into account the existence of 
differences in quantities of stockpiles of different State Parties.
Example of categorization according to composition

A "categorization'1 of chemical weapons taking into account the type of 
munition and physical and toxic properties of the chemical agents might look as • 
follows :

i*.*Loaded munitions etc.
Unloaded munitions etc.
Toxic chemicals.

Further sub-categories could be introduced, e.g. 
Persistent agents,
Non-persistent agents, 

as well as :
Super-toxic lethal chemicals, 
Other lethal chemicals, - ■ 
Other harmful chemicals,
Key precursors.

Possible Influence of destruction methods on the Principal
order of destruction
Destruction capacity

It is obvious that a principal order of destruction must presuppose a 
sufficient destruction capacity by the. States Parties concerned. 
the types of weapons declared and methods available at the time the principal 
order of destruction might have to be adjusted after the entry into force of the 

The possibility for such later adjustments should therefore also be

Depending on

Convention.
provided for.

' i
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t-.ra reformat ion for permitted purposes inDestruction by
the chemical industry

transformation of chemical weapons forConvention will allow torIf the alternative for destruction, one aspect of possible
permitted purposes as an 

importance v.'ith 

chemical

order of destruction would be when
and might be used for permitted

respect to a principal
chemicalswarfare agents are dual purpose

of destruction might" have to»/ A principal orderunder" the Convention.- 
this aspect into account, 

to bulk stockpiles of such agents.

purposes 
take

of particular interest with respectThis could be
The possibility for verification of this variant

destruction might also come into play.of
principal order of destructionPossible approaches for a

" first"Most dangerous weapons
guiding principle for the order of 

be destroyed first,
Since the declarations 

will not be made until after the 
should require a negotiated

have been put forward that a 
should be that the "most dangerous-weapons

Views
destruction

. during the first half of the destruction period.e.g
stockpiles and thereby their compositions

of the Convention such an approach
of the
entry into force

Furthermore, the
in the stockpiles

of what constitutes the most dangerous weapons.agreement
differences in the 
of States Parties could result in imbalances

amounts of various types of chemical weapons
with respect to the threat posed by

the "most dangerous" had beenremaining stocks of "less dangerous" weapons, once

destroyed.
Rate of destruction

substantial part of existing stockpilesOne approach would be to destroy the
in the early part of the 10 year period after entry into force

of chemical weapons 
of the Convention.

Other approaches
in combination with other 

set time periods
would be to apply separately or
method of destruction by percentage over

method for comparing widely
approaches mentioned a

It might have to be complemented by a(years ).
differing compositions and sizes of stockpiles.

destruction by percentage could perhaps also serve
confidence between States Parties, in particular if large amounts are

The destruction rate could e.g. vary over

to build 
destroyed 

the destruction

The principle of

in an early phase, 
period.

of chemical warfare agents for the permitted, protective purposes
However, since only minor quantities 

is not considered here.
*/ The use

could also be considered in this context. 
would come into question in this context this case
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Possible choice of destruction rate and methods
One could also discuss the possibility of leaving a certain degree of freedom 

for each State Party to decide in what order the destruction of its stockpiles 
If for example it were to he decided that the "most dangerous 

weapons" be destroyed within the first half of the destruction period, States Parties

may
be performed.

might be left free to destroy remaining "less dangerous weapons" at a rate chosen by 
themselves before the end of the destruction period. It might also be technically
and economically more advantageous to destroy one whole category of weapons in one
operation rather than to perform several operations over time. This may particularly
be the case when transformation for permitted purposes in the chemical industry has
been chosen as the method for destruction for some chemical warfare agents.

It could in all circumstances be possible to start early with destruction of 
unloaded chemical munitions, since that would not require sophisticated destruction 
facilities.
Suggestion for approach for comparing different types of stockpiles

There is a problem of comparing stockpiles of chemical weapons containing 
chemical warfare agents of widely differing toxicities and amounts. This problem
might be solved if a "comparison factor" relating the entities to each other
could be calculated.

It should be realized that such an approach might give only a rough measure 
for comparison between different chemical weapons arsenals, but could still be 
useful in comparing directly the ’’threats" posed by stockpiles of different 
States Parties.

The "comparison factor" could, in its simplest form, be obtained by 
dividing the amount of chemical warfare agent existing in different stockpiles 
by the toxicity expressed in some agreed manner.

With respect to the catalysization of munitions mentioned on page 5 
one might also have to consider a "category dependant constant" to be applied 
when calculating the comparison factor.
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Description of a Facility for the Small-Scale Production of 'Chemical Warfare Agents for Protective/Permitted Purposes ~

1. Introduction
, • ' ~ iff ' * % .................

The comprehensive ban on chemical weapons will include an undertaking not
However, small-scale production of agents•V.

to produce chemical warfare agents.
• f i;.:; ;will be allowed for certain protective/permitted purposes (CD/539) •

Discussions in the ad hoc committee on chemical weapons have suggested
that each State party could have a single small-scale facility for this

Agreement seems to prevail that the aggregate quantity of annual
Differing views have been 

and nature of this facility, namely that

production.
production should not exceed one metric ton.
presented regarding the purpose, scope

(1) only be concerned with production for protective purposes 
or (2) be extended to the production of all "specified" toxic chemical
it should either

compounds used for permitted purposes (CD/CW/CRP.89, CD/CW/WP.75> CD/500, CD/294)• 
Studies aimed at the development of protection methods may require the

Therefore, a capacity to produce newavailability of potential new agents.
in small scale will probably need to be included. In our view, anyagents

development of new or potential agents ought, however, to be carried out under
If the plant is also to serve for the production

, more flexibility in the
fully controlled conditions.
of permitted compounds for purely civilian purposes 
equipment will be necessary and verification of the production will be more
difficult.

In this paper the Finnish Research Project on the Verification of Chemical 
Disarmament explores in a preliminary way the structure of a small-scale facility 
capable of producing toxic lethal chemicals in aggregate quantity of 
one metric ton per year maximum.

The report presents a purely technical evaluation, intended to facilitate
It is not to be understood as a political suggestion that this kind 

of fully automatic and patently verifiable small-scale production plant will
discussion.

GE.85-60045



Depending on the existence of mutual trust, simpler facilities
Moreover, the limitation of our

always be necessary.
may in some conditions be politically acceptable, 
description to a single central facility is for practical reasons, and does not
indicate an intention to preclude the possibility of there being several facilities.

Monitoring the small-scale production2.
small-scale facility is to ascertain that onlyThe goal in monitoring a 

declared agents and their precursors are produced, in quantities not exceeding
It is our view that for this purpose detailed production plansagreed limits.

to be submitted for approval to the Consultative Committee or otherought
international control organization before production begins. These plans, submitted
quarterly for instance, could include detailed qualitative and quantitative

materials, reaction pathways and intermediate and finished 
In addition, annual reports of the production could be submitted and

information on raw
products.
distributed among the States Parties.

To verify an announced production, detailed chemical analyses could be carried
All raw materials, intermediates andout at various stages of the production, 

finished products would be analysed and their quantity determined. This could be
control laboratory of the facility.done'using routine analytical methods in a 

Analyses could be carried out by local staff of the facility and checked in on-site
Samples could also be collected by aninspections by an international authority 

automatic tamper-proof sampler for later verification of the correctness of the
In addition to analytical data on materials, physical parameters such as

as well as batch weights and reaction
reports
temperature and pressure profiles of processes 
times could be recorded automatically by computer.

These dataobtained would be recorded in computer data files, 
would comprise batch records, qualitative and quantitative analyses of raw materials 
and finished products as well as process operation characteristics.

All the data

Computer-stored
Depending on the termsdata could be continuously matched against a computer model.

production plans could be immediately reportedof the Treaty, any deviation from 
to the international control organization.



. Description of a small-scale facility
The basic design principle of the small-scale facility we describe is that it

completely independent multipurpose production unit, capable of performingbe a
all functions from analysis of raw materials and products to destruction of solid,

That the facility be self-contained is essential- forliquid and gaseous wastes, 
comprehensive monitoring. A further design principle is:that the facility be flexible

Becauseallow the incorporation of new production processes and methods..enough to
of the toxicity of the compounds to be produced, safety considerations require

special attention at the planning stage.
3.1 Technical description of the facility

facility would comprise units for (l) production, (2) control analyses, 

(3) storages for raw materials and products and (4) destruction of wastes. (JStov 
a scheme, see Fig, 1.)

The

3.1,1 Production ■
The production of chemical warfare agents involves several technically difficult

unit processes. The high toxicity and reactivity of the chemicals in production 

set special requirements for the construction of process units. Someprocesses
examples of the synthesis of agents are presented in Fig. 2.

It would be reasonable to divide the production unit into three departments,

since batches of various size will probably be needed:
(l) a laboratory for producing agents in quantities less than 100 grams

per batch;
bench-scale department (0.1-2 kg/batch); 
pilot-scale department (2-50 kg/batch).

The laboratory would contain standard equipment for organic synthesis, with 
most reactions to be carried out in glass vessels. Extremely effective ventilation

(2)

(3)

and glove boxes would be required for the safety of the personnel.
In the bench-scale department reactions would be carried out in reaction vessels

Other suitable materials could be used forof 1-10 litres made mainly of glass.
reactors designed for fluorination and special reactions, 
reactions would have to be carried out hermetically and be remotely controlled.

The most dangerous

multipurpose unit comprisingThe pilot-scale department would be
8 to 10 reactors of 50-200 litres each by volume and made of enamel-glazed,

Some hazardous unit processes, suchacid-proof steel or other suitable materials.

page 3
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as Grignard reactions, would require process lines of their- own. Reactors of this 
size can yield 2-50 kg of-an intermediate or finished product per batch depending 
on the amount of solvent and" the degree of charging. It should be noticed that 
for most compounds production amounts will be small with reactors of this size. This 
is because the multi-step synthetic routes that will be needed, lead to yields 
much smaller than theoretical. In addition to the reactors, suitable units would' 
have to be available for filtration and drying of solid materials, and distillation 
units would be required for purification of liquid products and regeneration of 
solvents.

It would be reasonable to build the pilot-scale department extending over at 
least three floors, as such a construction facilitates the transfer of intermediate 
prodiets from one reactor to another. For safety reasons-the reactor section should 
be hermetically isolated, and automated in a manner allowing full remote control and 
registration of all material flows. Provisions for tamper-proof sampling at different 
reaction stages could be included. The ventilation system could be equipped-with 
air samplers for continuous control of exhaust gases*
5.1.2 Control laboratory

J',; :

The task of the control laboratory is to make chemical analyses of raw materials,
For this purpose it should containintermediates and finished products. 

instrumentation for the identification and quantification of known chemical agents.
The primary analytical equipment will be gas and liquid chromatographs combined 

with a small mass spectrometer, and aninfra-red spectrometer, 
compounds or processes are to be developed, more sophisticated instrumentation 
will be needed for structural analysis.

If, however, new

3.1.3 Storages
The facility will require separate storages for raw materials, intermediates

The storage of raw materials must be adequate for solid 
The volume of solvent containers can be

and finished products, 
and liquid raw materials and solvents, 
reduced if solvents are regenerated in a distillation unit and recycled back to

However,'this is necessary only for the most voluminous solvents. 
Incompatible chemicals would have to be stored in separate compartments, and special 
attention must be paid to the storage of gaseous compounds.

containers.
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Storages for intermediates"and finished products could' be designed after the 

same principles as the storages for raw materials. Special attention must be paid

to the safety and security of the finished product storage.
should be such that large-scale production ofDimensions of the storages

chemical warfare agents is not possible in the facility. 
important1 for the storage of finished products,"the capacity of which must not

This is- especially

exceed one metric ton.
f3.1.4 By-product and waste management

Depending- on' processes solid, liquid and gaseous' by-products and wastes"'will- 
these will usually be contaminated by super-toxic Compounds-

not to endanger the: environment-*
be formed. Because
they raüst'be"destroyed in such a way as 
Incineration at sufficiently high a temperature <1200-1400°0) followed- by washing -

exhaust- gases is perhaps the best approach, being environmentally :-saf^ and "! 

amounts" of solid waste—products (CD/CW/WP.64)»

wci
of the
generating only small

A small facility for treatment of toxic waste-waters may be1 hëbéssarÿ îf - - ;

should :bie- monitorable at any time.

3.1.5 'Automation
Automation will be needed for effective data recording, monitoring of the-

Monitoring and controlling functions should be

. i

production and process control, 
separated because of their different purposes. - However,1 the monitoring- system will

have to be capable of producing the necessary on-line in-fOrmatiOrt'To^-process control 
without allowing at the same time'any possibility for tampering with the information

stored for the international control organization-.
Equipment for automated' process- control is commercially available, 

monitoring tasks can be divided into (1) data collection from processes of 
bench- and pilot-scale, (2) data recording of inflow and outflow of material

(3) keeping of batch and master records, (4) collection of the results of chemical

The

analyses and (5) a-simiilatibn model that reveals deviations from production plans.
primary tasks' could be assigned to three mini-computers, such that'

■ •••> hi;*

Physically these
tasks-'2,^3 and 5 are: handled' by a single computer and tasks 1 and 3 by separate 
computers." In addition, the system may include micro-prdeessor based instruments

, ifiv.*-. vsn■?and micro-computers.
«v l: r : J b*-, i v v* . iJ

in■i
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Process data could: be collected with several devices 
operating timers 
weightometens 
temperature sensors- 
pressure sensors..
The system would record the data mentioned, buffer them and transfer them on-line 

to the main computer (in the case of tasks 2, 3 and 5) for further storage and 
Data collection would be' best accomplished with the aid of several

The system would also provide the information

the most important being:

; ?.e ■'

processing, 
micro-processors or micro-computers.
necessaryr for process control. • ---

Data recording of materials is available as a standard data-management program 
for industrial, use. In-, the small-scale facility, the main task will be to record 
how much and what kind of material is comi-ng into and leaving the facility; for 
example, regarding raw materials the name of the supplier, supplier's lot number, 
date and amount received, and tests performed.

A master production and control record (Master Record) will need to be maintained 
to provide specific operating and control instructions for the production of each , . 
chemical. The Master Record could include a complete list of raw materials and a 
statement of! .the weight or measure- of each raw material per unit of production and 
production and1 control; instructions, procedures, specifications, special notations 
and precautions to'‘be followed.

h .The control laboratory could have its own recording system for the analytical 
results. These results will consist of qualitative, and quantitative information on
samples analysed, the information being stored together with information of the

The recording system would be checked only bysampling point and time of sampling, 
the international inspectors.

The heart of the monitoring system would be a simulated model of the facility, for
comparison of data collected at different points in the facility with the production 

The simplest part of the model would only ascertain that material flow into
A more sophisticated part would

plan.
and out of the facility is consistent with the plan.

the temperature and pressure profiles, reaction times, and quantities of the
Depending on the

compare
reactants, etc
Treaty, any significant deviations observed could be automatically reported to the

with the Master Record for the planned product.• f

international control organization via telephone or satellite link.
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3.2. Personnel
Facility personnel would have to be carefully selected and trained to a high level 

The number of workers and the education require' 
If new production processes, methods 

larger number of highly educated individuals will 
facility is only to produce known agents and their

of operational reliability and safety.
will depend largely on the scope of the facility.
and compounds are to be developed, a 

However, if thebe needed.
In this case 

5 of manager level,
, the number of workers can be much smaller.precursors by known processes 

the profile of the personnel of the facility might be as follows:
8 other academic, 30 technical and 20 others.
3.3- Location

dominant role when considering a location for the 
settlement considering the possible

Safety requirements will play a
It must not be situated too close to anyfacility.

consequences if toxic emissions were to escape the facility.
facility to laboratories using agents is also
distances should therefore be avoided.

to be developed, the facility should 
basic research resource having available more

severe
Safe transport from the production 

Unnecessarily longan important factor.
If new processes, methods and compounds are

preferably be in close proximity to a
instrumentation and specialists in various branches of chemistry,sophisticated 

pharmacy and medicine.
Comments
This paper describes some features of a 

chemical warfare agents and their precursors

4.
small-scale facility for the production of 
in aggregate quantity of one metric ton

per year.
Centralization of the production of super-toxic compounds in a single production

would facilitate the arrangement of adequateplant in the territory of each State Party
As described here, the capacity of the facility has for practicalverification.

allowed to exceed the limit of permitted production; monitoring would inreasons been
this case have to be mere stringent and would be suite expensive.

If the need for agents could be reduced to a few kilograms per year, only
batch) would be needed and this would 

there would be no need for
laboratory-scale production (less than 100 g per

In this caseprovide a much more economical alternative. 
routine on-site verification, because there would be no possibility for a production

A simple reporting procedure would beof militarily relevant amounts of agents.
Economic restraints make this perhaps the only reasonable alternative forsufficient. 

small countries.
to be produced in one facility the

In additior
If all compounds for permitted purposes were

too large to be reasonably produced.number of compounds might well become
transportation problems would arise in countries of large geographical area

allowing truly civilian productionThis problem might be overcome by(CD/CW/WP.89). 
in additional properly controllable facilities.
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isopropanol

->

pinacolyl alcohol

V Agents (VX)

♦ c2u5oh

*
0

...

Mustard

1.) 2 CH2=CH2

SarinCH3P(0)(0C3H7)F

) F SonanCH3PC0)(0C6H13

^' CH3P(0)(0C2H5>Ct

CH3P<0)(OC2M5>SCH2CH2HCC3H7)2

} S(CH2CH2Cl)2

page 9

?.. Exanples of synthesesFig.

Tabun

----- ^(CH3>2MP(0)C12 + MCIPOC13 > MH(CH3)2 

HP(O)Cl^ *+ 2NaCn + C2h5oh(CH„)V2

(CH3)2MPCO)(OC2H5>CM + HCH + 2 HaCl

G Agents (Sarin, Sonan)
H-0?

->} Cl4DCH3AlCIjPd3 + AIClj + CHjCl

HF
ch3p<o)f24 CH3P(0)d2 +CH_P(0)CL _3 __ <

S2CI2

CMxP(0)CI2

(c3h7)?mch?ch?sh

+
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or

2.) s(ch2ch?oh>? + 2 HCI ■9 s(ch2ch2ci>2

BZ

____ ^ (CôH5)2CCOH)COO-(CôH5)2C(OH)COOH ♦ OH-

Lewisi te

+ AsCl, } Cl-CH=CH-AsCl2CH-CH

Compounds in rectangles are precursors„ A more complete list can be 

found in CD/514.
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AD HOC COMMITTEE ON CHEMICAL WEAPONS

r- *■ :
SPAIN

Working Paper
control of multinationalsProduction facilities :

tii-
Introduction :

Many Working Papers have been suomitted in the Ad Hoc Committee on Chemical
and many efforts

havè been made to establish reliable and mandatory verification systems for the 
countries parties to the treaty under consideration.

Nevertheless, the Spanish delegation wishes to raise a problem that has not 
been sufficiently discussed and is highly important if we are to prevent a

Weapons concerning control of the production of such weapons

proliferation of chemical weapons during and following the destruction process,
thiswhich is when the treaty will become genuinely effective and efficacious: 

problem is control of the establishment of production facilities in countries 
not parties to the treaty.
Activities of multinationals

It is a common practice for multinational corporations in the chemical 
Industry to carry out for-.-ign investments in order to reduce production costs;

- thesa -investments are sometimes--confined to know-how, in other words, production 
under licence using the corporation's own patents.

The choice of the-country in-- which plants are set up is sometimes guided by 
the desire to elude- restrictive legislation in the headquarters country and 
therefore to locate them in places where legislative restrictions are less well 
defined or means of control are less sophisticated: elementary laboratories or 
laboratories equipped with modern analytical instruments but where the data 
stores of the microprocessors linked to the analyzers do not contain the necessary
data for certain requisite delicate-: detection purposes.

'-1
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There would be little point in creating a sophisticated verification system 
consisting of a combination of national and international means in order to 
prevent proliferation or ensure compliance with a chemical weapons treaty if the 
multinational corporations to be controlled set up subsidiaries for the manufacture 
of pesticides, herbicides, insecticides, pharmaceutical products and so forth, 
and have the possibility of maintaining technologies and stocks of key precursors, 
in small independent or newly-independent countries, countries not parties to 
the treaty or other countries which have neither the means nor the organization 
nor the interest to ensure effective control.
Possible solutions

Declaration by States where multinational corporations are located which 
produce or have in the past produced chemicals of high or average toxicity in 
amounts of one tonne or more, indicating:

(a) Name and structural formula of the product or products;
(b) Name of the firm or organization operating the facility in the State

making the declaration;
(c) Full postal address of the place where the facility is located, together 

with clear geographical co-ordinates;
(d) Whether the chemical is exclusively intended for internal use or also 

for export;
(e) The State or States to which the chemical is exported, if applicable;
(f) The State or States in which the company has made investments to set up

subsidiaries ;
(g) Nature and intended purposes of such investments;
(h) Whether the chemical is manufactured in a special-purpose facility or 

in batches ;
(i) If manufactured in a special-purpose facility, maximum annual capacity

1.

in tonnes ;
If manufactured in batches, amount (weight in tonnes) produced in the 

previous calendar year;
Whether the chemical is stored in the facility, and if so, maximum 

storage capacity (tonnes);
Whether the chemical is used in a process.

Institution of national and international control over some raw materials 
exoorted tc countries where subsidiaries are established, if such countries are 

not parties to the treaty.

(J)

(k)

(1)
2.
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CONFERENCE ON DISARMAMENT CD/cu/up. 95
31 January 19*35

ENGLISHOriginal:

Ad Hoc Committee on Chemical Weapons

WORKING PAPER
: by

the Chairman of the Ad Hoc Committee 
on Chemical Weapons

Questions and answers regarding CD/CU A-JP. 39, 14 January 1985? 
Discussion basis regarding "Permitted Activities1'

One delegation put questions regarding WP.89.
Chairman of the Ad Hoc Committee on Chemical Weapons, as

presented below in order that-:-

These questions, as

interpreted by the
well as the answers given by the Chairman, 
the information shall be kept available for the future negotiations on chemical

are

should be read in conjunction with VJP .39 "The questions and answers
Production of “laboratory quantities'' 

of "super-toxic lethal chemicals"

weapons.

Would the production of chemicals in laboratory quantities for 
research and medical purposes take place only in laboratories or also in other
Question :

commercial facilities?
Answer: Such production 
university or commercial laboratories.
have to approve the laboratories according to paras. II la, II lb and II 2a in 

WP.89.

Question:
enterprises, which, in accordance with the document, would be permitted to produce 

lethal chemicals in laboratory quantities, be an organic integral

should be confined-to laboratories, be it governmental, 
Each-Government would in this approach

Will the laboratories of governmental institutions and. commercial

super-toxic 
part of the institutions and enterprises?

Answer: Yes, they might be.

,GE.35-60073
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List of super-toxic lethal chemicals 
and production of such chemicals

Would a limit of 10-100 grams mean that this is the aggregate maximum 
yearly quantity permitted for a laboratory, or that it is the maximum quantity for 
one synthesis?
Answer:

Question:

As was exemplified during the preceeding consultations, it is sometimes 
difficult to carry out the preparation of a compound on a very small scale, 
limit would refer to the yearly aggregate quantity of all compounds synthesized at a

If the

laboratory, then micro-scale preparative methods would have to be used if many
Hence the limit should apply to the yearly

This" would imply'"thaf-ar-laboratory
compounds were to be prepared, 
aggregate quantity of each single compound. 
would be able to carry out at least one synthesis every year of each compound it
might need for peaceful research or medical purposes.

Regarding the list mentioned in WP.89 of super—toxic lethal chemicalsQuestion :
(stlc) for protective purposes it mentions only a few well known such chemicals. 
Would only stlc:s mentioned in a list, or also others, be produced in a small-scale

facility for protective purposes?
Production for protective purposes should be restricted to compounds 

included in the list. -•
Answer:

What criteria are to be applied when constructing such lists of super-Question:
toxic lethal chemicals?

The definition of chemical weapons includes super-toxic lethal chemicals.
be chemical warfare agents, and should be included in the

Answer:
Some of these are known to

Other compounds might now, or at a later stage, be shown to possess 
toxicological and physico-chemical properties, which would make them well-suited

compounds should also be considered for inclusion in the 
. Another criterion could be the perceived lack of possible peaceful uses of

list.

for military use. Such
list 
a compound. 
Question : Would the list be open-ended?

the list would be subject to changes agreed to by the appropriate 

procedure under the convention.
It is one thing to prepare a list now, another thing to prepare it 

after the States Parties to a Convention have declared their stocks.

Answer: Yes,

Question:
When is the

list to be produced? 
Answer: before the Convention enters into force.A provisional list could be produced 

i list would be subject to changes agreed to by the appropriate procedure underSuch a
the Convention. One reason for 
Convention declared possession for military purposes 
a provisional list.

addition would be that States Parties to the
of compounds not included in
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Which role shall the list have?Question:
small-scale production facility forIdentify compounds to be produced in a

laboratory quantities for research and medical purposes.
Answer :
protective purposes and in

Could the- list really be exhaustive?Question:
list would hopefully contain all compounds which constitute majorAnswer: No,: but a 

possible threats. 
Question: If the list is not exhaustive, could that not be used by some States

pretext for producing novel compounds anywhere?
Only at declared production facilities, to be subject

Parties as a
No, not anywhere- 

to agreed verification measures.
Question: Shall it be possible to produce: sticks-.not on the list anywhere and in

Answer:

any quantities? 

Answer: According to WP.89 II lb such production shall take place in declared

production facilities, submitted to verification.
Nothing is stated in the answer about quantity limitations for the

Would it be
Question:
production of super-toxic lethal chemicals not included in the list.

Parties to produce quantities in excess of the aggregatepossible for States
tonne quantity allowed for permitted purposes?one

A ncn-specified quantity limit is suggested in WP.89 for the production •' 
or other acquisition for protective purposes, not all permitted purposes, of super-

In this context, it should be stressed

Answer:

toxic lethal chemicals included in the list, 
that "protective purposes" is to be understood as protection for military purposes,

. development of military detection equipment or military decontamination methods.e.g
Other forms of protective purposes, e.g. industrial safety or environmental

WP.89 does not suggest'any limitationprotection, do not come into this category. 
of the production of super-toxic lethal chemicals, not included in the list, for
other permitted purposes, provided the production sites are declared and verified,

In WP.89 para. II lb there are two options for sucha pointed out earlier, 
production sites.

Production of "other lethal and other harmful chemicals"

Other lethal and other harmful chemicals for protective purposes 
suggested to be produced at other facilities than a small-scale facility.

According to WP.89 HI a and h no difference between facilities for 

production for protective or for other permitted purposes is made.

areQuestion :
Which ones?

Answer :
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Question : Can production of such chemicals for protective purposes continue at 
such facilities when the Convention enters into force?
Answer: Yes.

Any State PartyIf one adopts this approach, there would be no limitations, 
to a Convention would have the right to produce any "other harmful chemical" in
Remark:

any quantity. 
Answer: Yes, because many "other harmful chemicals" are used extensively for

But the production would be subject to declarations and monitoringpeaceful purposes, 
in accordance with UP.89 para'. Ill a and b.

Production of "super-toxic lethal chemicals" for other 
permitted purposes than protective purposes

Question : Can production of super-toxic lethal chemicals for other permitted
purposes than protective take place at "civilian" facilities?
Answer: Yes.

How will that be arranged, in physically separated entities or integratedQuestion:
with other production?

UP.89 contains no suggestions, but arrangements will depend on whichAnswer :
verification measures will be agreed.

How shall the verification be carried out at such production facilities?Question:
With instruments and inspectors? How often? Inspection of production records?

This question will haveWP.89 does not provide any detailed suggestions, 
to be negotiated further.
Answer :

Problems regarding "key precursors"
Which are the parameters to select key precursors which pose special 

Give one example of a chemical which is widely used in the chemical industry 
and at the same time is a key precursor.

Question :
risk?

have been discussed extensively but not yet
In most

Answer: Definitions of key precursors
It is referred to various Working Papers on this issue.been agreed upon.

of them it is presupposed that a key precursor shall have little civilian use.
In WP.89, II 2d a provision has been made which should cover key precursors which pose 
a particular risk to the convention and are widely used in the chemical industry. 
Examples of such chemicals can be found in CD/514-

On what basis are not only methyl-phosphorus bond compounds but also 
ethyl-phosphorus bond compounds included in WP.89, II 2b?

Ethyl-phosphorus compounds can give rise to almost as many toxic compounds

as methyl-phosphorus compounds.

Question :

Answer:
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bond compounds could be used as chemical
Is it

Theoretically, ethyl-phosphorus
do not know if they are used for those purposes.

Question :
warfare agents, but we
justified to apply the same approach in the case 
compounds and ethyl-phosphorus bond compounds, taking into consideration also the

widely in peaceful industry

of methyl-phosphorus bond

ethyl-phosphorus compounds are used veryfact that the
in contrast to methyl-phosphorus compounds?

ethyl-phosphorus bond compounds could be used asThe mere fact that certain
otherwise be starting materials for super-toxic lethal chemicals

Answer:
key precursors or 
with a possible military efficiency approaching that of well-known nerve agents, 

of methyl-phosphorus bond compounds.justifies the same approach as in the case
widely used thanAlthough presently ethyl-phosphorus bond compounds are 

methyl-phosphorus bond chemicals in some countries, this situation might change.
economic and technological development of

more

Unless one wants to interfere with the 
States

must be made for the possibility of aParties to the Convention, provisions 
wide-spread peaceful use than today of methyl-phosphorus bond compounds.more

ethyl-phosphorus bond compounds in a State Party
have the whole production confined

If the peaceful use of methyl- or
is or becomes extensive, it might be difficult to

The State Party could choose theto a single small-scale production facility, 
second option outlined in 
industry, but of course then 

Shall verification

CD/CW/VIP.89 and produce the compounds in the chemical
subject to stipulated verification provisions.
of production of methyl-phosphorus compounds in 

for such production in a small-scale
Question:
the chemical industry be the same as 
production facility?

In WP.89 II 2e is presupposed a correspondingly effective verification in 
both cases, although not elaborated in detail.
Answer:









The functions of the Committee shall he:

to further specify procedures for exchange of information, for 
declarations and for technical matters related to the
implementation of the Convention, as contained in.........
of the Convention;
to receive, keep and make 
plans
with Articles .....
to further specify procedures for the conduct of systematic

verification—1;

e)

available-^to States Parties declarations, 
and notifications presented by States Parties in accordance

£)

s)
international on-site

It is understood that the declarations, plans and notifications 
referred to will be stored by the Technical Secretariat and made 
available to all States Parties to the Convention.
It is understood that basic procedures for the conduct of systematic 
international on—site verification to be carried out in accordance

would be contained in the Convention. After 
the entry into force of the Convention, these procedures will be 
tailored by the Consultative Committee and its subsidiary organs 
to each facility subject to systematic international on-site 
inspection.

" *J

r/
with Articles

CD/CV/wF.96 
31 January 1995CONFERENCE ON DISARMAMENT

Original: ENGLISH

Ad Hoc Committee on Chemical Weapons

Working Paner •prepared on the basis of consultations 
"Functions of the Consultative Committee and . 

other questions concerning the Consultative Committee 
and its subsidiary organs"

on the
some

views contained in the relevant parts 
It reflects the outcome of the consultations

This oauer is a further elaboration of the
of Annex II of CD/539 and Corr.l.

H. Thielicke (German Democratic Republic) on behalf of the Chairman o*
It is presentedheld by Dr

the Ad Hoc Committee during the period 14 January - 1 February 1985»
While taking intoin order to facilitate further work on the issues involved, 

account the views expressed in the consultations, it does not commit any delegation.



oversee and carry out systematic international on—site verification 

in accordance with Articles »

consider requests for fact-finding procedures and to

conduct such procedures in accordance with Article

to cooperate closely with the national authorities of States
**/

Parties assigned to implement the Convention—

to facilitate consultations and cooperation among States Parties 

at their request by means of rendering services to them with 

regard to:

to receive and
;

holding consultations among them;

(ii) exchanging information ;
(iii) providing technical assistance;
(iv) obtaining services from appropriate international 

organizations ;
participating in on-site inspections arranged among 

the States Parties;

to oversee the activities of its subsidiary organs ;

to receive and consider the reports of the Executive Council 

containing information on the operation and implementation of the 
Convention!..!/

to consider and decide upon administrative and financial mau <-e-s 

and approve the budget.

(i)

(v)

It is understood that this function will include verification of
Different views havecomplaints on the use of chemical weapons, 

been exnressed concerning the implementation of fact—finding 
procedures.

It is understood that guidelines would be established for such 
national authorities as well as procedures governing cooperation 
between the Consultative Committee and the national authorities. 
Cooperation between the Committee and national authorities may 
include regular meetings between the Consultative Committee and 
the national bodies, the training of the personnel of the national 
bodies by the Consultative Committee as may be required, 
assistance to be provided by national bodies to the international 
inspectors.

It is understood that the reports of the Executive Council would 
contain information on accession to the Convention, implementation 
of it, recommendations on particular technical matters and the 
factual report on the work done by the Executive Council and 
Technical Secretariat between the sessions of the Consultative Committee.
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*JThe functions of the Executive Council shall be:12.

In the intervals between the sessions of the Committee, issues 
pertaining to the implementation of the Convention shall be dealt
with by the Executive Council, 
to discharge the functions of the Consultative Committee as set out 
in sub-paras (j>i, h, i, j and k7, as well as to perform any other 
functions entrusted to it by the Committee.
to the Committee at its regular session on the exercise of these 

functions.

It shall have delegated authority

The Council shall report

Here the routine functions of the Council may be listed, i.e. for 
examole to act as the executive organ of the Consultative Committee ; 
to supervise the work of the Technical Secretariat ; to prepare 
recommendations for the Consultative Committee on procedural, 
administrative and financial matters.

1/



The Council shall be able to convene at short notice and to function 
Each member of the Council shall for this purpose 

be represented at all times at the seat of the Consultative Committee.
continuously.

The Executive Council may set up such subsidiary organs as may be 
necessary for its work.
The staff of the Secretariat shall be chosen among nationals of 
States Parties to the Convention. It shall consist of such qualified 
scientific and technical and other personnel as may be required to 
fulfil the functions of the Consultative Committee. Due regard shall 
be paid to the importance of recruiting the staff on the basis of the 
principle of equitable political and geographical representation of 
the States Parties to the Convention. The Consultative Committee 
shall seek to keep the number of the Secretariat personnel as low as 
possible. The paramount consideration in the recruitment and employment 
of the staff and in the determination of their conditions of service 
shall be the necessity of securing the highest standards of efficiency, 
competence and integrity.d

ULI/ w«/ Ar.70
pare 4.

d It is understood that other matters connected with the 
establishment of the Secretariat should be considered by 
the Preparatory Commission, which should make appropriate 
recommendations to the Consultative Committee.
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Report of the Ad Hoc 
Committee on Chemical 
Weapons on Its Work 
During the Period 
14 January - 1 February 
1985
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Original: ENGLISH

Ad Hoc Committee on Cnemical Weapons

WORKING PAPER
by

The Chairman of the Ad Hoc Committee on Chemical Weapons

Outline for the organization of work during the 1985 session

work of the Ad Hoc Committee will be carried out according to the 
mandate adopted by the Conference on Disarmament on 7 February, 1985 contained 
in document CD/551*

The

According to the recommendations contained in the 1984 report of the
12 (a) and (b)), the Ad Hoc Committee will continue 

negotiations and further elaboration of the Convention utilizing Annex I,
II of CD/539 and other relevant present and future Conference documents on

Ad Hoc Committee (CD/539, para.
the
Annex 
the subject.

The Chairman will make the widest possible use of the experience gained 
so far in the work of the Committee.

Taking into account the views expressed by delegations during the 
consultations undertaken on bilateral, and multilateral basis, it is proposed to 
retain the basic structure of the Committee as established during the 1984 sessions

The structure has proved to be a good basis for expedient work 
It is proposed to concentrate the efforts of the Working Groups

of the Committee.
of the Committee.
on consideration, clarification and finding generally acceptable formulations of 
specific problems which, at this stage, have key importance for the elaboration of

The consultations enabled the Chairman to identify the followingthe Convention, 
terms of reference for the Working Groupai



Elimination of stocks and production facilities

Declarations, plans and notifications.
Order of destruction of stocks; its practical implementation. 
Destruction facility/facilities.
Principles and me Lhod s of verification with regard to the 
destruction of stocks.
Principles and methods of verification with regard to the 
elimination (destruction, dismantling, conversion, etc.) of 
production facilities.

Mr. F. Elbe (Federal Republic of Germany)Working Grout) 'C1 Chairman:

Compliance

1. Institutional aspects of compliance.
Consultation and co-operation.
Principles and methods of fact-finding including on challenge verification. 
Interaction between the national and international organs of verification 
of compliance.
Subject to be considered at the open-ended consultations of the Ad Hoc Committee: 
Chaired by Mr. N. Wisnosmoerti (Indonesia)
Prohibition of use of chemical weapons and problem of herbicides.

2.
3.
4.

page s

Mr. P. Poptche-' (Bulgaria)Working Group 'A' Chairman:

Scope, Definition Non-Production, Permitted Activities

1. Permitted Activities regarding various categories of chemicals. 
Laboratories, smarl--’vale production facilities, industrial production 
facilities, their role in the permitted activities.
Definitions to be included in the Convention.
Principles and methods ox declarations and verification with regard 
to the activities of the small-scale production facility.
Principles and methods of declarations and verification with regard 
to the activities of the industrial production facilities.

2.

3.
4.

5.

Mrs. E. Bonnier (Sweden)Working Group 'B' Chairman:

H 
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Important issues of the general area of scope of the future 
already been discussed, but which require more thorough 

the problems of prohibition of use of chemical weapons and 
A number of delegations attach particular importance to these

Among the 
Convention which have 
elaboration, are 
of herbicides.

strong desire to achieve soon more substantial progress onissues and express a
Therefore it is proposed to take up these issues separately, that is outside 

framework of the Working Groups, and to give them a status similiar to the
The consideration of these issues

them 
the
subjects considered by the Working Groups, 
will be held in open-ended consultations of the Ad Hoc Committee.

It is proposed to concentrate the Committee's attention on the subjects 
However, if during the negotiations the delegations feel amentioned above.

need to raise other subjects, appropriate arrangements will be made for their
consideration.

In fulfilling the mandate of the Ad Hoc Committee, the Working Groups will 
the basis of the terms of reference given above, further developedproceed on 

by their respective Chairmen.

result of considerations of the Working Groups, their Chairmen willAs a
present, either at the successive Committee meetings or in their final reports 
to the Committee, provisional common understandings or if possible generally 
acceptable formulations of the provisions of the Convention.

The process of drafting of these formulations is composed of several 
subsequent phases, from the exploration of problems through identification of 
various positions and viewpoints and their elaboration, to the stage when common

All of these phases are indispensable elements ofunderstandings are reached, 
the whole process.

During the proceedings of the Working Groups and of the Committee, various 
informal consultations among the delegations which have expressed an interest in 
a given subject or a desire to participate in them, will be an important factor

These consultations will undoubtedly have a positive 
influence on the Committee's work by enabling the necessary compromises, thus 
permitting harmonization of different views.

conducive to fruitful work.
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Subsequent stages of this entire 
agreed formulations, 
themselves ; it might also be undertaken in

process should lead, most preferably, to
The actual drafting could take place in the Working Groups

open-ended groups organized by the 
Chairmen of the Working Groups or by the Chairman of the Committee. In this
context due account should be taken of the preliminary structure of the Convention. 
It seems appropriate not to adopt any rigid formal arrangement but rather to be 
flexible, thus permitting the elaboration of the most suitable form 
at a given stage of the Committee's work.

of drafting

Since there exists a close connection and even partial overlap of the subject 
matters proposed to be considered by the respective Working Groups, 
that the Chairmen of the Working Groups take into account 
co-operate closely in order to facilitate each other's work.

it is advisable 
this relationship and

The Ad Hoc Committee would be meeting in principle 
these meetings the Committee will hear reports of the Chairmen of 
and take up any issues deemed important by the delegations.

every second week. During 
the Working Groups

xn submitting this outline for the organization of work of 
during the 1985 session, the Chairman need not recall the great 
importance attached by States to progress in negotiations on the Convention.

the Ad Hoc Committee
expectations and

In connection with the recommendation adopted by the Conference on Disarmament
(CD/539, para. 12 (e)), to take an early decision on the continuation of the process 
of negotiation on the Convention after closure of the 1985 session of the
Conference,the Chairman intends to take up this matter as soon as possible.
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ENGLISH
Original: RUSSIAN

i

Ad Hoc Committee on Chemical Wca'v'-ns

WORKING GROUP A

Chairman's Basic Working Paper

OP PERMITTED ACTIVITIES POE BIFFERENT CATEGORIES OF CHEMICALS

LABORATORIES, SMALL-SCALE PRÛBUCTION FACILITIES AND INDUSTRIAL

THEIR ROLE IN PERMITTED ACTIVITIES

I » REGIMES

2.
PRODUCTION PLANTS:

CD/539, Annex I, page 15, section VI

PERMITTED ACTIVITIESVI.

e • • «L* • • • •

1. Superb-toxic Lethal Chemicals
amount which is the lowest possible and in(a) a'limitation to an

does not exceed one metric ton of the aggregateany case
quantity of super-toxic lethal chemicals [and their 
precursors} [and key components of binary systems] produced, 

diverted from stocks, or otherwise acquired annually or :

time [for protective purposes] [forpossessed at any one 
all permitted purposes];

(b) a limitation of the production of these chemicals to a 
single small-scale facility having a capacity limit

I
of ••>,

a. 85-60654
i



[(f) a prohibition of production and use of listed super-toxic 
lethal chemicals, except for the production and use of 
such chemicals in laboratory quantities, for research, 
medical, or protective purposes at establishments approved 

by the Party.]

;

a prohibition of the production of compounds with methyl-phosphorus 
bond in commercial production facilities [and to restrict such 

production to the single small-scale facility].]

Key precursors [which are not key components of binary systems 

and/or which do not contain methyl-phosphorus bond]

[5. Precursors (to be elaborated)]

4.

cd/cw/Vjp . 99
page 2
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Questions for discussion
Identification of supertoxic lethal chemicals/their precursors/their 
key prec^sors/key components of binary system^

Identification of these categories of chemicals on the basis of the general- 
criterion and the toxicity criterion; on the basis of lists.

• •

I.
1.

purpose
2. Applicability of these criteria/lists:

"to precursors j - —....... -
to key precursors which 
in future; . . .....
to supertoxic lethal chemicals used for chemical weapons,- 
not used for chemical-weapon purposes, and to those which may appear as a 
result of accidental synthesis;
to key components of binary chemical systems which are already known, and to 
those which may appear in future.
II. Limitation on the amount of chemicals which may be produced, 

diverted from stocks, otherwise acquired or possessed at 
moment for protective/permitted purposes

Supertoxic lethal chemicals ;
Key components of binary chemical systems;
Key precursors;
Compounds with the methyl-phosphorus and ethyl-phosphorus bond;
Precursors.
III. Limitation on scale or nrohibition of -production of chemicals 
In industrial enterprises:

Supertoxic lethal chemicals used for chemical-weapon purposes, those 
which are not used for chemical-weapon purposes, and those which may 
appear in future;
Key components of binary chemical systems which are already known, and 
those which may appear in future ;
Key precursors which are already known, and those which may exist in 
future ;
Compounds with the methyl-phosphorus and ethyl-phosphorus bond; 
Precursors.

already known, and to-those-which may appearare

to -those-which are

any

1.
(a)

(b)

(c)

(a)
(e)



In the small-scale facility with limited capacity: 
(On subparagraphs (a), (b), (c) and (d) above).
In laboratories:
Independent laboratories;
Laboratories which are part of an industrial enterprise.
(On subparagraphs (a), (b), (c) and (d) above).
IV. Limitation on the place of use of supertoxic lethal chemicals, key 

components of binary chemical systems, key -precursors, compounds 
with the methyl-bhosphorus and ethyl-phosphorus bond, and precursors 
produced in industrial facilities, the small-scale facility or
laboratories

(a) Use on site of production;
(b) Transfer to other facilities and establishments ;
(c) Commercial use.

1
CD/CW/WP.99 
page 4
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Also issued 
as CD/575 
6 March 1985

Verification of Non- 
Production of Chemical 
Weapons: Proposals for
Inspection Procedures 
and Data Exchange

CD/CW/WP.100UK
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(see WP volume)
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CC?tfER£MCE ON DiSA^AnOT
ENGLISH

Ad Hoc Committee on Chemical Ueapons

V/ORIGOTG GROUP C

Chairman's I/o ricin p Paper on the programme of work; exploration 
of problems through identification of various positions end 

viewpoints rela.ting to compliance

Questions for discussions

I.
Institutional aspects of compliance

V/liat kind of organ of a future convention shall deal with issues of 

compliance?

(a) The Consultative Committee as the principal body of the convention,

(b) one end more suborgans of the Consultative Committee, i.e.
Executive Council or the Technical Secretariat,

(c) and/or a special suborgan dealing exclusively vzith specific issues 
of compliance (on-challenge verification).

That criteria and principles shall be a.pplied a.s to the composition of 
of the above-mentioned organs or suborgans?

number of members,

criteria of political and/or geographic balance, 

procedures for election, 

duration of membership,

(9) rotation.

1.

the

2.
any

(a)

00
(c)

(a)

principles shall govern the relationship oetveen. the various organs3. I/hat
of the convention?

Vho.t rules shall be applied to the decision-making process ox any organ 
of the convention?
4 •

' (a) consensus.,

(b) majority,

(c) qualified majority, i.e. two-third majority.

GE.35-60753
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II.

Consultation and Co-operation

What procedures should apply to consultations end co-operation on matters 
relating- to the objectives or the implementation of the provisions of the 
convention?

(a) direct consultation and co-operation among States Parties,

(b) consultation and co-operation through the Consultative Committee,

(c) consultation and co-operation through other appropriate international 
procedures, including procedures ,rithin the framework cf the United Nations.

’/hat principles shall govern procedures to clarify and resolve, through 
bilateral consultations, any matter which may cause doubt about compliance with 
the convention, or which give-s rise to- concerns - about a -related matter which may 
be considered ambiguous?

What influence would a system of political crisis management exercise on the 
issue cf compliance?

(a) What are the objectives cf a political crisis management within a 
future C-/-convention?

(b) What are the methods and principles of a political crisis management?

(c) What are the organizational a.sj:ects of a, political crisis management?

1.

2.

3.

III.

Principles and methods of fact-finding, including 
on-challenge verification

What reflections and views can be introduced to ensure non-routine verification 
of compliance with the provisions of the convention by the application of fact
finding procedures including on-site inspections?

(a) on s. voluntary basis,

(b) on a mandatory basis,

(o) or on the basis of a stringent obligation to permit such inspection, 
however, a right of refusal for most exceptional reasons.

1/hat procedural methods should be applied to fact-finding?

'.-/hat procedures shall apply if the efforts under the convention, to clarify and 
resolve a situation, considered to be ambiguous or which gives rise to suspicion 
about actions in breach of obligations under the convention should fail?

1.

talcing into account

2.

3.
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IV.
Interaction between national and international 

organs of verification of compliance

1 irrat is the relationship between domestic implementation measures and 
international means of verificationT Vbich of the two should he subsidiary

to the other?

Can national implementation measures oe 
they could reduce the level of intrusiveness

construed in such a manner that 
of intemationa.l verification?2.









Cd/539 (Annex I, Chapters III and 17) contains the foundations on which to
build the future work as regards the question of elimination of stocks.

of Working Group B will he devoted to this issue and he
The next

three/four meetings 
focused on some of the major problems involved.

March 20 and 27 the following agenda is envisaged.For the meetings on
Proposals hy the Chairman on how to deal with the 

outstanding issues.
2. Short and general introductory comments in order to 

"take stock" of where we stand.

1.

. In-depth discussion of one of the major outstanding 
i.e. the concepts of elimination throughissues,

destruction and/or diversion.
The following questions have been formulated to help structure the

They are hy no means exhaustive and otherdiscussion under agenda item 3 above. 
related questions can of course he raised hy any delegation.

Diversion for •permitted purposes
- What precisely is meant hy diversion in this context?

could be eliminated hy means— Which types of chemical weapons 
of diversion?

could he considered applicable in elimination- Which measures 
through diversion?

GE.85-60815

CD/CW/WP.102 
20 March 1985

Original: ENGLISH

CONFERENCE ON DISARMAMENT

Ad Hoc Committee on Chemical Weapons

Elimination of Stocks and Production FacilitiesWorking Group B on the

March 20 and March 2Paner on the Agenda for the meet! s onChairman1 s Worki:

VM
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- declaration of location of stocks and plants?
- declaration of types of operation, capacity 

and end products?
- verification of stocks intended for diversion?
- verification of the elimination?
- other?

Destruction
- Principles and methods of verification of the destruction of

- super-toxic lethal chemicals
- other chemicals

- Possible link between verification methods and the design of 
destruction facilities.

- The possible role of the Technical Secretariat in designing 
destruction facilities.

- Conversion of chemical weapons production facilities into 
destruction facilities.







Other Lethal and Harmful Chemicals.
risk posed by particular chemicals ..[according to the level of

precursors];
( )

whether per se or as 

[of certain other 

particular risk.]

lethal and harmful chemicals deemed to pose a
(b)

Precursors [to be elaborated]

3

gd/cw/wp .105
22 March 198 5 

ENGLISH
Original: BUSHIAN

CONFERENCE ON DISARMAMENT

CONFERENCE ON BIS ARMAMENT

AdHoc Committee on Chemical Weapons

WORKING GROUP A

Chairman's basic document
POR DIFFERENT CATEGORIES OF CHEMICALSREGIMES OF PERMITTED ACTIVITIES

SMALL-SCALE PRODUCTION FACILITIES, INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION
1.

LAB CRAT CRIES 

FACILITIES ;
CD/539, Annex I, p. 15» section VI

2.
their roie ht permitted activities

VI. permitted activities

GE.85-60834
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Questions for discussion

Other lethal chemicalsI.
Identification of this category of chemicals on the basis of the general-purpose 

criterion and the toxicity criterion/on the basis of the level of risk/on the basis 

of lists.

1.

Applicability of these criteria/level of risk/lists:

To other lethal chemicals used for chemical weapons, to those which are not used 

for chemical-weapon purposes, and to those which may appear in future;

To precursors of other lethal chemicals.
Limitation on the amount of chemicals which may be produced or otherwise

2.

• 3.
•- acquired :

Other lethal chemicals ;

Their precursors.

4. Limitations on scale or prohibition or production:

Of other lethal chemicals;

Of their precursors.

. Limitation on the. .place of use :

_ IJs.ey.'jnrsite of production;
Transfer to other facilities or establishments ;

Commercial use. .

II. Harmful chemicals
Identification-of this category of chemicals on the basis of the' general-purpose 

toxicity criterion/on the basis of other critéria/on the basis of
1.
criterion and the 
the level of risk/on the basis of lists.

Applicability of these criteria/level of risk/lists :

~""'^T'o^hanrnTuI- chemicals used for chemical weapons and to those -which .may appear

i
2.

in future ;
To precursors of harmful chemicals. 

Limitation on the amount of harmful chemicals which may be produced or otherwise

acquired :

Harmful chemicals ;

Their precursors.

Limitation on the place of use :4.
Use on site of production ;

other facilities and establishments ;Transfer to 
Commercial use.

; •
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Original: RUSSIAN

CONFERENCE ON DISARMAMENT

Ad Hoc Committee on Chemical Weapons

WORKING GROUP A

Chairman's Basic Working Paper 

REGIMES OF PERMITTEDItem 1.
ACTIVITIES FOR VARIOUS CATEGORIES OF CHEMICALS

III C,1 and 2 CD/CU/WP.67, p.17CD/416, Annex I, p.15, section

C. Permitted transfers

Transfer for elimination purposes
(a) An understanding that, by mutual agreement, chemical weapons may

1.

be transferred between parties for purposes of elimination;
(b) An understanding that all declaration and verification provisions .

elimination of stocks, of chemical weapons willnormally applicable to the 
also apply to stocks transferred for purposes of elimination with an

additional notification to the Consultative Committee immediately before

commencement of the transfer.

Transfer for other purposes
(a) An undertaking not to transfer super-toxic lethal chemicals or

their key precursors to non-Parties;
(b) An understanding to limit transfer to another Party of super

toxic lethal chemicals

and of their key precursors 

for permitted purposes 

or for protective purposes 

to a maximum of 

100 grams

2.

or

in any 12 month period.
(c) An undertaking by both Parties to submit an advance report to 

the Consultative Committee for each transfer and an annual summary report 

of all transfers including in both the chemical names,, weights and 

destination.

Reissued for technical reasons.»/

GE.85-61044



Questions for discussion
Transfer for elimination purposes 

1. Time-frames for transfer for elimination purposes. 

Commencement ;

I.

End.
2. Link between plans for the elimination of stocks of chemical weapons according to

that that schedule is based on the 

shall gain any
for elimination (it being understoodthe schedule

principle that during the entire stage of elimination no Party 
military advantage:" CD/539, annex I, p.12) and transfers-for elimination purposes:

--- By a transferring Party;
By a receiving Party.

3. Notification to the Consultative Committee 
By a transferring Party ;
By a receiving Party.

4. Periodic/annual reports on progress 
elimination of chemical weapons:

By a transferring Party;
By a receiving Party.

. Notification to the Consultative Committee

cf the commencement of transfer:

in the implementation of plans for the

of the completion of elimination of

chemical weapons:
By a transferring Party;
By a receiving Party.
Protection of the publié and the environment during transfer.

II. Transfer for other purposes
Restrictions on the types of chemicals that may

(a) Super-toxic lethal chemicals ;
(b) Key components of binary systems;
(c) Key precursors ;
(d) Compounds with a methyl-phosphorus or ethyl-phosphorus bond;

(e) Other lethal chemicals ;

(f) Harmful chemicals;
(g) Precursors.
Restrictions on the

protective purposes alone:
(Item (a) - (g) above).
Restrictions on transfers between Parties 

(Item (a) - (g) above).

6.
be transferred :1.

permitted purposes/foramounts of chemicals transferable for any2.

alone and/or between non-Parties:
3-

CD/CV/VP.104
page 2
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4. Restrictions on the time-frames for the transfer of chemicals :
(items (a) - (g) above).

. Notification of each transfer to the Consultative Committee and annual summary 
reporting of all transfers with indications of the chemical names, weights and 
destination by each Party:

(items (a) - (g) above).

N
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Super-toxic Lethal Chemicals

a limitation of the production of these chemicals to a single(b)
small-scale facility having a capacity limit of

Consultative Committee of the location and 

small-scale production facility within 3r) days after

when constructed later

• • • »

a notification to the(c)

capacity of the

entry into force for a State Party, or 

before the date of commencement of operations ;

days

of the small-scale production facility by annual data

on-site instruments, and systematic 
international on-site inspections [periodically] [on a quota basis].

(d) monitoring

reporting with justification,

monitoring of all facilities producing super-toxic lethal chemicals 

by regular reporting which would include description/justification

for which the chemical is produced and systematic

[(e)

of the civil uses 

international on-site inspection.]

Other Lethal and Other Harmful Chemicals
(a) monitoring of production and use by annual data reporting

[according to the level of risk posed by particular -chemicals 

whether per se or as precursors];

WORKING GROUP "A"
Chairman's Basic Working Paper 

METHODS OF DECLARATION AND MONITORING OF THE ACTIVITIESPRINCIPLES AND 
OF- A SMALL-SCALE PRODUCTION FACILITY

METHODS OF DECLARATION AND MONITORING OF THE ACTIVITIESPRINCIPLES AND 
OF INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION FACILITIES

GE.85-6IO85

CONFERENCE ON DISARMAMENT CD/cw/w p.105
12 April 1985

ENGLISH 
Original : RUSSIAN

Ad hoc Committee on Chemical Weapons

CD/539, Annex 1, page 15, section VI
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A small-scale facility for the production of super-toxic lethal chemicals/I.
i

their key precursors/the key components of binary systems/compounds with methyl- »
Î ;

phosphorus bond for all permitted purposes/for protective purposes.
! Limitation of the production capacity of a small-scale facility :

V « •' . i. : ; . • . . . „ i . * '*5

(a) Maximum production capacity corresponding to the maximum permitted 

consumption within a period of one year;

1. !

l ; : -11

:i :
(b ) ‘'Allowable margin of agreed production capacity exceeding the level of i

^permitted consumption within a period of one year;
(c) Production equipment parameters.
Declaration of production capacity by categories of chemicals 

'- Super-toxic lethal chemicals ;
- Their key precursors ;
- The key components of binary systems ;

Compounds with methyl-phosphorus bond.
/•, ■ -#r | * 1 * ^ ■
Location of a small-scale production facility:

i

!
i

i
;
!
i

! - ; ■

Independent;
As part of a large-scale production undertaking.

i
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[(b) a declaration to the Consultative Committee of the location of facilities 

for the production of certain other lethal and other harmful chemicals 
deemed to pose a particular risk.]

Key precursors [which are not key components of binary systems and/or which 
do not contain methyl-phosphorus bond]

Monitoring by annual data reporting of- production and use [and declaration 
to the Consultative Copimittee of the location of facilities for the production 

of key precursors] [and systematic international on-site inspection on a 
random: basis.]

Precursors (to be elaborated)]

4.
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Time-limits for declaration of a small-scale production facility:
(a) Within 30 days after entry into force of the Convention for a State Party;
(b) On the date of commencement of operation of the facility;, 

days before the date of commencement of operation.
. Principles and methods of monitoring of the activities of a small-scale 

production facility: .
(a) Scope of data to be reported with explanations;
(b) Monitoring by means of instruments;
(c) Systematic international on-site inspection:

- periodically;
- on a quota basis.

II. Industrial production facilities
Identification of industrial production facilities by categories:
(a) Nature of chemicals produced:

- super-toxic lethal chemicals;
- key components of binary systems;
- key precursors ;
- chemicals containing methyl phosphorus and ethyl phosphorus bond; 

other lethal chemicals;
- harmful chemicals;
- precursors.

(b) Scale of production:
- laboratory;
- pilot-plant;
- large-scale industrial.

Declaration of industrial facilities by type of product and scale of 
production:

(a) Time-limits for declaration of industrial production facilities:
- within 30 days after entry into force of the Convention for a 

State Party;
(b) Location of facility:

- on the territory of a State Party;
- under the authority of a State Party on any other territory;
- under any other authority on the territory of a State Party.

(c) Production capacity of the facility.

4.

(c)

1.

2.

CD/CW/WP.105 
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. Principles and methods of monitoring the activities of industrial 
production facilities:

By submission of periodic reports containing a description/justification(a)
of production;

(b) By submission of statistical data ;
(c) By systematic international on-site inspections:

- periodically;
- on a quota basis ;
- on a random basis.

CD/CW/WP.105 
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CONFERENCE ON DISARMAMENT cd/cw/wp.io6
12 April 1985

Original: ENGLISH

Ad Hoc Committee on Chemical Weapons

Working Group C

Alternative I

Chairman's suggestions for possible compromise formulations of Articles VII, 
VIII and IX of a future Convention on Chemical Weapons.

In accordance with the preliminary structure of a Convention on Chemical 
Weapons as contained in CD/539 » Annex I, the following Articles are suggested by 
the Chairman of Working Group C:

Article VII

National Implementation Measures

Each State Party to this Convention shall adopt any measures necessary in 
accordance with its constitutional processes to implement this Convention and, in 
particular, to prohibit and prevent any activity that a State Party to this 
Convention is prohibited from conducting by this Convention anywhere under its 
jurisdiction or control.

GE.85-61082



For the purposes of this Convention it shall:
(a) carry out all activities relating to the execution of 

international measures of verification as specified in 
this Convention;

(b) develop, and revise as necessary, detailed procedures for 
exchange of information, for declarations and for technical 
matters related to the implementation of this Convention;

(c) review scientific and technical developments which could 
affect the operation of this Convention.

The States Parties to this Convention shall establish an Executive Council4.
composed of representatives of 15 States Parties on the basis of an appropriate

The members of the Executive Council shall serve for a threegeographic balance, 
year period, with five of these members replaced each year.

tThe Executive Council shall carry out the functions of the Consultative 
Committee when it is not in session.
5.

Consultative Committee shall meet in regular session annually; it shall 
hold extraordinary sessions at the request of the majority of State Parties to this 
Convention.

6. The

CD/CW/WP.106 
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Article VIII

Consultative Committee

The State Parties to this Convention shall establish a Consultative
Each State Party to this

1.
Committee upon entry into force of this Convention.
Convention shall be entitled to designate a representative to the Consultative
Committee.

The Consultative Committee shall oversee the implementation of this 
Convention, promote the verification of compliance with this Convention, and 
carry out international consultations and co-operation among State Parties to 
this Convention.

2.

K
's
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Any decision of substance of the Consultative Committee and the 
Executive Council requires a two-third majority, any other decision requires 
a simple majority.

7.

The States Parties to this Convention shall establish a Technical 
Secretariat that shall provide administrative support to the Consultative 
Committee and the Executive Council and render technical assistance to 
States Parties and the Executive Council.

8.

Article IX

Consultation, Co-operation and Fact-Finding

1. States Parties shall consult and co-operate, directly among themselves, 
or through the Consultative Committee or other appropriate international procedures, 
including procedures within the framework of the United Nations and in accordance 
with its Charter, on any matter which may be raised relating to the objectives or 
the implementation of the provisions of this Convention.

2. States Parties to this Convention shall make every possible effort to 
clarify and resolve, through bilateral consultation, any matter which may cause 
doubt about compliance with this Convention, or which gives rise to concerns about 
a related matter which may be considered ambiguous, 
affects the right of any two or more States Parties to this Convention to arrange 
by mutual consent for inspections among themselves to clarify and resolve any 
matter which may cause doubts about compliance or gives rise to concerns about a 
related matter which may be considered ambiguous.
affect the rights and obligations of any State Party under other provisions of 
this Convention.

Nothing in this Convention

Such arrangements shall not

3. Each State Party to this Convention may submit to the Consultative Committee 
a request to carry out a challenge procedure to clarify and resolve any situation 
considered to be ambiguous or which gives rise to suspicion about actions in 
breach of obligations deriving from the provisions of this Convention.



If the Consultative Committee decides to request an on-site inspection 
it shall immediately notify the State Party to this Convention to be inspected.

The State Party to this Convention to be inspected shall treat favourably 
and in good faith a request for an on-site inspection.
6.

After the receipt of the request the State Party to this Convention to be 
inspected shall provide without delay unimpeded access to the location that is to 
be subject of an on-site inspection.

7.

The State Party to this Convention to be inspected can refuse an on-site 
inspection only for most exceptional reasons, relating to an apparent abuse of the 
request or to a pertinent threat of its national security.

8.

A refusal should be accompanied by a prompt and full explanation of the9.
reasons.

The Consultative Committee shall assess the explanation submitted and may 
send another request, taking into account all relevant elements including possible 

elements received by the Consultative Committee after the original request.

10.

new

If a second request is rejected the Consultative Committee or any State Party 
to this Convention may have recourse to the appropriate procedures under the Charter 
of the United Nations.

11.

CD/CW/WP.106 
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The Consultative Committee shall investigate the facts, if necessary 
by means of an on-site inspection.
4.

lii
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Alternative II

The following material is taken from Articles IX, X, XI from CD/500:

Article IX

Consultation and Co-operation; Resolving Compliance Issues

1. Parties shall consult and co-operate, directly among themselves, or through 
the Consultative Committee or other appropriate international procedures, 
including procedures within the framework of the United Nations and in accordance 
with its Charter, on any matter which may be raised relating to the objectives 
or the implementation of the provisions of this Convention.

Parties shall make every possible effort to clarify and resolve, through 
bilateral consultation, any matter which may cause doubts about compliance with this 
Convention or which gives rise to concerns about a related matter which may be 
considered ambiguous. ' A Party which receives a request from another Party for 
clarification of any natter which the requesting Party believes causes such doubts 
or concerns shall provide the" requesting Party, within seven days of the request, 
with information sufficient to answer the doubts or concerns raised along with an 
explanation of how the information provided resolves the matter. Nothing in this 
Convention affects the right of any two or more Parties to arrange by mutual consent 
for inspections among themselves to clarify and resolve any matter which may cause 
doubts about compliance or gives rise to concerns about a related matter which may 
be considered ambiguous. Such arrangements shall not affect the rights and 
obligations of any Party under other provisions of this Convention.

In order to facilitate satisfactory resolution of matters raised, the Parties 
concerned may request the assistance of the Consultative Committee or its subsidiary 
organs.
procedures with regard to the Party13 own activities or the activities of another. 
Party in order to clarify and resolve any matter which may cause doubts about 
compliance with the Convention or gives rise to concerns about a related, matter 
which may be considered, ambiguous.

(a) Requests sent to the Executive Council under this Article shall state 
the doubts or concerns, the specific reasons for the doubts or concerns, and. the 
action that the Council is being requested to undertake.

(b) Within two days of receipt of such 0 request, the Technical Secretariat 
shall, on behalf of the Council, request the Party whose activities create the 
doubts or concerns to clarify the state of affairs.

(c) If the doubts or concerns which gave rise to the request have not been 
resolved within 10 days of the receipt of the request by the Council, its 
Fact-Finding Panel shall immediately initiate a fact-finding inquiry, and transmit 
to the Chairman of the Council a report on its work, whether interim or final, 
within two months of the date of the request. Reports of the Panel shall include 
all views and information presented during its proceedings.

.(d) All requests for special on—site inspections shall be governed by 
Article X and all requests for ad noc on-site inspections by Article XI.

2.

3.
Any Party may request the Executive Council to conduct fact-finding
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Party whoso doubts or concerns about compliance have not been resolved 
within two aontns or any Party which hes doubts or concerns it believes warrant 
argent consideration by oil Parties regarding compliance or regarding other 
matters directly related to the objectives of the Convention 
Chairman of the Consultative Committee tc 
Committee.

4.

may request the
convene a special meeting of the

The Chairman of the Committee shall convene such a meeting as soon 
as possible and in any case within one- month of the receipt of the request, 
icon Party may participate in such 3 meeting, whose functions and rules of 
procedures are established in Annex I.

5. All Parties shall co—operate fully with the Consultative Committee and its 
subsidiary organs, as well as with international organizations, which may, as 
expropriate, give scientific, technical and administrative support in order to 
-c cilitate fact-finding activities and thereby help to ensure the sneedy 
resolution of the matter which

The Executive Council shall promptly notify all Parties of the initiation of 
any fact-finding procedures and shall provide .-11 available information r^la+cd 
thereto to any Party upon request. All Parties shall also be promptly notified 
of the refusal oy a Party of any request made by the Committee or its subsidiary 
organs as part of a fact-finding inquiry. Ail reports regardin" the f-c+-firdinr

Articles X and Xi shall be distributed, promptly to all Parties.

• u.Tne PrQVlsions of th-s Article shall not be interpreted as affecting the' 
rights and duties of Parties under Articles X and XI or under the.Charter of the 
united Nations.

gave rise to the original request.
6.

7.

Article X

Specicl Cn—Site Inspection

1.~ -VC^ds?C0 Wluh the Provisions of this Article and Annex II, each member 
of the Fact-rinding Panel shall have the right to request at any time a special 
on-sloe-inspection of any other Party, through the Technical Secretariat, to 
clarify and resolve any matter which may cause doubts about compliance or gives 
rise to concerns about a related natter which may be considered ambiguous, of:

any location or facility subject to systematic international 
inspection pursuant to Articles III, V and VI; or

, (b2 any fflAlitary location or facility, any other location or facility owned
by the Government of a Party,-and as set forth in Annex II, locations or 
1 acuities controlled by the Government of a Party.

2. a request shall be handled in the following

Within c.4 hoars of the request, the Technical Secretariat shall notify
e *arY tu be and designate an inspection team in accordance with

paragraph 4 of this Article; and ■

(s)
on-site

manner :

(b) Within 24 hours -after receipt of such notification, the Party to be 
o provide the inspection teem uninpetied access to the location or

facility.
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Each Party may solicit from any member of the Fact-Finding Panel a request3.
for an inspection of any other Party under tins Article.

Any special on-site inspection requested through the Technical Secretariat 
shell be carried out by inspectors designated from among the full-time 
inspectors of the Secretariat. Each inspection team shall consist of onv 
inspector from each member State of the Fact-Finding Panel, except that 12 the 
Party to be inspected is a member State of the Panel, the team shall not inc_ude

The team shall promptly provide T'written

4.

any inspector from that State, report to the requesting Party, the inspected Party, and the Fact-Finding Panel. 
Each inspector shall have the right to have his individual views included in tne
report.i

Article XT

Ad Hoc On-Site Inspection

In accordance with the provisions of this Article and Annex II, each Party 
shall have the right to request, at any time, the Consultative Committee to 
conduct an ad hoc on-site inspection, to clarify and resolve any matter which 
may cause doubts about compliance or gives rise to concerns about a related 
matter which may be considered ambiguous, of any location or facility not subject 
to Article X.

1.
:
'

i

!
-
'

A request shall be handled in the following manner:
(a) The Fact-Finding Panel shall meet within 24 hours to determine 

whether to request such an ad hoc on-site inspection using the guidelines in 
Section H of Annex II.

(b) If the Fact-Finding Panel decides to request an ad hoc inspection, the 
Party to be inspected, shall, except for the most exceptional reasons, provide 
access within 24 hours of the Panel’s request.

(c) If the Party to be inspected, refuses such a request it shall provide a 
full explanation of the reasons for the refusal and a detailed, concrete proposal 
for an alternative means of resolving the concerns which gave rise to the request. 
The Fact-Finding Panel shall assess the.explanation and alternative submitted,
and may send another request, taking into account all relevant elements, including 
possible new elements received by the Panel after the original request.

(d) If the request is again rejected, the Chairman shall immediately inform 
the Security Council of the United Nations.

2.
■

!
!

i
!
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O ri gi nal : ENGL loll

Ad Hoc Committee on Chemical I/eapons

Report of r,he Chairman of the Open-ended Consultations 
of the Ad Hoc Committee on Chemical Weapons

of reference outlined by the Chairman of theIn accordance with the terms 
Ad Hoc Committee on Chemical Vvoapons in document CD/CW/VJP.90 dated 27 February 1 )oj 

the Open-ended Consultations had before it the question of the prohibition, of the 

of chemical weapons and the question ol herbicides.

1.

use
Three Ouen-ended Consultations were held from 13 March to 15 April 198p.

agreed that within the terms of reference, the Open-ended Consultations
2.
3. 11 was
would deal with the following four elements;

(a) the prohibition of the use of chemical weapons;

(b) the link of the prohibition of the use of chemical weapons to the

1925 Geneva Protocol;

(c) the prohibition of the use
(d) the verification of the prohibition of the use of chemical weapons

method of warfare.

of herbicides as a method of warfare;

and the prohibition of the use of herbicides as a 
It was also agreed that the first two elements would be taken up lirst, 

without prejudice to the importance of any of the other elements or uo the 

inter-relationship of the four elements.
The basis for discussions was the informal proposal of the previous

4»

5-
Chairman of the Open-ended Consultations submitted on 31 January 1985 and the

Accountinformal proposal of the Delegation of 2weden dated 31 January 1985* 

was also taken of previous proposals made on the issues.
In addition to the three Open-ended Consultations, the Chairman has 

undertaken bilateral as well as multilateral private consultations with the 

most directly interested delegations aimed at facilitating efforts towards a

6.

compromise solution of the elements under discussion.

GE.35-61153
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As a result of the consultations which were conducted in a spirit of compromise, 
a convergence of views has emerged on a set of provisions dealing with the 
prohibition of the use of chemical weapons and the link of such a prohibition to the 
1925 Geneva Protocol as contained in the Annex, which in the view of the Chairman 
constitutes a basis for consensus.

The two remaining elements, i,e. the question of the prohibition of the usé of 
herbicides as a method of warfare and the question of the verification of the 
prohibition of the use of chemical weapons and the prohibition of the use of 
herbicides, will be taken up in the summer session.

7.

8.
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Annex

AMEX.
Preambular paragraphs:

Recalling that the General Assembly of the United Nations has repeatedly 
condemned all actions contrary to the principles and objectives of the Protocol for 
the Prohibition of the Use in War of Asphyxiating, Poisonous or Other Gases, and of 
Bacteriological Methods of Warfare, signed at Geneva on 17 June 1925,

Recognising that the Convention reaffirms the principles and objectives of and 
obligations assumed under the Geneva Protocol of 17 June 1925, and the Convention 
on the Prohibition of the Development, Production and Stockpiling of Bacteriological 
(Biological) and Toxin Weapons and on their Destruction, signed at London, Moscovz 
and Washington on 10 April 1972,

Determined, for the sake of all mankind, to completely exclude the possibility 
of the use of chemical weapons, through the implementation of the provisions of 
this Convention, thereby complementing the obligations assumed under the Geneva 
Protocol of 17 June 1925.
Operative Paragraphs:

Each State Party undertakes not to use chemical weapons.—1^

Nothing in this Convention shall be interpreted as in any way impairing the 
obligations assumed under the Protocol for the Prohibition of the Use in War of 
Asphyxiating, Poisonous or Other Gases, and of Bacteriological Methods of Warfare, 
signed at Geneva on 17 June 1925 and in the Convention on the Prohibition of the 
Development, Production and Stockpiling of Bacteriological (Biological) and Toxin 
Weapons and on Their Destruction, signed at London, Moscovz and Washington on 
10 April 1972.

The withdrawal of a State Party from this Convention shall not in any way affect 
the duty of States to continue fulfilling the obligations assumed under any relevant 
rules of international law, particularly the Geneva Protocol of 17 June 1925.

Z/ is understood that this provision is closely linked to the definition of 
chemical weapons in another part of the Convention, the final formulation of which 
is yet to be agreed upon. It is also understood that this provision does not apply 
o the use of toxic chemicals and their precursors for permitted purposes still to 

be defined and to be provided for in the Convention. This provision is also 
osely linked to a provision in the Convention to be agreed upon relating to

reservations.
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Original: ENGLISH

Ad Hoc Committee on Chemical Weapons

Report of the Chairman of Working Group B
The aim of this paper is to summarize the work of Working1 Group B during

The summary reflects the Chairman's
It does not engage any delegation, nor 

Furthermore, the paper contains some 
The intention with these suggestions is simply to

the spring part of the 1985 session, 
understanding of the state of affairs, 
does it prejudice their positions, 
suggestions by the Chairman. 
facilitate for delegations to prepare themselves for the work during the summer
part of the session.

Apart from an organizational meeting, Working Group B held four meetings 
three of which were devoted to issues related to the elimination of chemical 
weapons stocks and one to the elimination of chemical weapons production facilities.

Document CD/539» Annex I, Chapters III, IV and V and in particular the 
problems contained in the brackets and foot-notes has made up the essence of the 
work of the Group.

ELIMINATION OF CHEMICAL WEAPONS STOCKS 
Declarations of chemical weapons

I.
1.
(a) Summary

Consultations were undertaken on some of the bracketed material in CD/539*
The results of theseAnnex I, Chapter III, "Declarations of chemical weapons". 

consultations were presented to the Working Group and it appears that while the 
solution to some of the problems contained therein have to await the development
of the work on other parts of the convention, the elimination of some other 
brackets could now be considered.
(b) Suggestions

Based on the outcome of the above-mentioned consultations the Chairman 
suggests some changes in the text of Annex I, Chapter III, under the heading 
"Declarations of chemical weapons". 
this report.

These changes are marked in the annex to

Furthermore, it is suggested that delegations reflect on how to solve one 
of the major outstanding issues as regards the declarations of chemical weapons, 
namely that of the declaration of location of stocks. In this context it might

GE.85-6II65
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be useful if delegations would analyse if regrouping of stocks could possibly 
facilitate for States to declare their locations.

The possibility of eliminating carts of chemical weapons stocks through2.
diversion for permitted purposes

(a) Summary
In Chapters III and IV of Annex I of CD/539, the question of possible L

elimination of parts of chemical weapons stocks through diversion for permitted
The Working Group discussedpurposes is reflected in a large number of brackets, 

this issue rather extensively.
It appears that delegations with such diversion understand two things, namely

to retain supertoxic lethal chemicals for use for protective and possibly
other permitted purposes, and

- to irreversibly transform dual-purpose chemicals into products which 
for all practical purposes cannot be used for chemical weapons.

As regards the possibility of retaining supertoxic lethal chemicals for 
protective or possibly other permitted purposes it appears from the deliberations

- that the supertoxic lethal chemicals to be thus diverted should be 
included in the declarations of chemical weapons stocks,

- that quantities involved should be included in the aggregate quantities 
to be agreed upon for the production/acquisition of supertoxic lethal 
chemicals for protective and possibly other permitted purposes, and

- that the same level of verification should apply irrespectively of if 
the supertoxic lethal chemicals are retained or produced for protective 
or other permitted purposes.

As regards the possible diversion in the context of irreversibly transforming 
dual-purpose chemicals into products which for all practical purposes cannot be 
used for chemical weapons, it appears

- that the end product would be used for permitted purposes other than 
protective purposes,

- that for some delegations the verification of such chemical transformations 
would have to provide the same level of assurances as would be the case if 
they were destroyed, while others felt that a verification level equivalent 
to that for the production for peaceful purposes of the same chemicals 
would be satisfactory.



discussed whether the transformation process couldFurthermore, it was
take place in civilian industrial plants or if destruction plants and/or

designated plants for the transformation process should be used in
A convergence of views seemed

especially
order to facilitate the verification procedures.

draining of filled munitions should take place in destructionto emerge that the
plants, while the discussion was inconclusive as regards chemicals in bulk.

The working group touched briefly on the possible diversion of "other
It is theharmful chemicals" and precursors, munitions or other devices.

Chairman's impression that the problems connected with diversion mainly concern 
dual-purpose "other lethal chemicals" and precursors, while diversion of "other
harmful chemicals" was not generally looked upon as a useful possibility.

of the metal content ofFurthermore, the possible recovery for peaceful purposes
and other devices did not appear to pose a major difficulty.munitions

(b ) Suggestions
Chairman suggests that delegations, without prejudging their final 

positions, make a thorough analysis of the question, based on the hypothesis 
that elimination of chemical weapons stocks could take place through a combination

Such an analysis seems necessary in order for the

The

of destruction and diversion.
Working Group to move closer to a common understanding, and would need to take 
into account the implications, inter alia, in the areas of definitions,
declarations and verification.

. Principles and methods of verification with regard to the
destruction of stocks

(a) Summary
The deliberations have shown that there are a number of different destruction 

and techniques, the choice of which would depend on a number of factors.processes
It appears to be agreed that each State Party may decide for itself which

and techniques it finds best suited to the destruction ofdestruction processes 
its chemical weapons. Consequently, it was felt that a certain flexibility was
needed as regards the detailed interrelationship between the destruction process

At the same time it emerged fromchosen and the verification methods needed, 
the discussion that certain common basic principles would be applicable, namely

that the aim of the verification procedures should be
— to confirm the identity and quantity of the materials
— to be destroyed, and

to confirm that the materials have actually and completely 
been destroyed,

CD/CW/WP.IO8 
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- that a combination of human inspection and monitoring with 
instruments would be necessary for effective verification, 
but that the exact combination of instruments and inspectors 
would have to be tailored after the specific destruction 
processes to be monitored,

- that inspection would be continuous during periods in which 
destruction operations are under way for destruction of 
supertoxic lethal chemicals, draining of filled munitions as 
well as during destruction of filled and drained munition.
As regards other chemicals there were different views on 
whether inspection should be continuous or on a quota basis 
or limited to certain key stages,

- That international inspectors would have to be qualified and 
impartial personnel, and that they should be able to make 
independent judgements,

- that the inspectors should have an up-to-date knowledge of 
the design and operation of the destruction facility and that 
they would need to make a detailed engineering review of the 
facility, including on-site inspection, before the destruction 
operations begin,

- that in order to minimize intrusion and ensure confidence, the 
data used for verification should be as closely linked as 
possible to the actual destruction step and the verification 
procedures designed so that they do not unnecessarily interfere 
with the operations of the facility,

- that, to the extent consistent with the needs, the verification 
procedures should make use of information from routine facility 
operations, and that the same verification procedures should, to 
the extent possible, be used for different processes within one 
and the same facility,

- that close co-operation between international verification 
personnel and host state operating personnel was important for 
effective international verification and

818'609 4
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that, while the decisions as regards destruction methods etc. lies with
the sovereign State Party, the Technical Secretariat could have some role 
to play. It could, inter alia, assist States Parties with experts for the 
designing of destruction facilities, and give suggestions on how to 
facilitate the verification tasks. It seemed, however, to he agreed 
that such assistance should he given by the Technical Secretariat, only 
upon request from a State Party.

(b) Suggestions
It appears that the draft articles in the main body of the Convention should 

not cover each and every detailed need as regards the destruction of chemical 
weapons and its verification. Furthermore, the contents of chemical weapons 
stocks will not be known until after the declarations have been made.

The Chairman therefore suggests that delegations consider an approach to 
the problems involved which contains the following elements :

Undertakings by States Parties in the form of articles in the main 
body of the Convention
- that destruction of chemical weapons and verification of the 

destruction process shall be carried out in accordance with the 
principles laid down in an Annex (see point 2), and

- that detailed arrangements to this effect shall be worked out in 
collaboration with the Consultative Committee (or its subsidiary 
organs, as appropriate).

Such general and agreed principles for the carrying out of destruction 
of chemical weapons and its verification laid down in an Annex 
constituting an integral part of the Convention.
The general principles summarized above under point 3 (a) could form 
the starting point for the working out of more detailed and 
comprehensive principles to be laid down in such an Annex.

ELIMINATION OF CHEMICAL WEAPONS PRODUCTION FACILITIES 
(a) Summary

The deliberations on the question of elimination of chemical weapons 
production facilities was hampered by the fact that a clear identification or 
definition of what constitutes a chemical weapons production facility has not 
yet been elaborated, a task which overlaps with the responsibilities of 
Working Group A. This not withstanding a useful exchange of view took place 
on which criteria would be applicable in defining such facilities. Furthermore,

1.

2.

II.
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it seemed to be agreed that declarations of chemical weapons production 
facilities, similar to those for chemical weapons stocks would need to he 
elaborated. Some exchange of views also took place concerning vhe /ery

The deliberations were not conclusive, with theconcept of elimination, 
possible exception of the question of conversion of chemical weapons
production facilities into destruction facilities.
Conversion of chemical weapons •production facilities into destrueuion
facilities

Both in the context of elimination of stocks and elimination of chemical 
production facilities, delegations brought up the question of possibleweapons

conversion of chemical weapons production facilities into destruction facilities. 
During the deliberations no delegation expressed itself against such conversions
taking place, and subsequent consultations indicate that there is a convergence 
of views as regards the very principle of permitting such conversions to take
place.

There are however different views if such converted facilities should be 
eliminated after the destruction processes have been completed, or if ^hey may
be kept for civilian industrial destruction purposes.
(b) Suggestions

CI)/539, Annex I contains no provision on the possibility to convert 
chemical weapons production facilities into destruction facilities, 
suggested that delegations without prejudging their positions as regards the 
possible later destruction of such destruction facilities, consider introducing 
such a provision in the text.

It is
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Annex to the Report of the Chairman of Working Group B

TYPCTiAR ATI OII5III.
Declarations of chemical weapons

Each State Party undertakes to submit not later 
than 30 days after entry into force for it of the Convention 

declarations to the Consultative Committee, stating:

- whether it posseses or does not possess any chemical 

veapo

_ vhether it has on its territory any chemical weapons 
under the [jurisdiction or] control of anyone else;

- the composition of stocks of chemical weapons, i.e.:
«/

chemicals and their [key] precursors comprised- toxic
in such stocks by their chemical names, [structural 

nh*mi rj,l formulae, ] tonicities where applicable and
bulk and filled munitions;weights in metric tons in 

- munitions by types, calibres, quantities and chemical 

fill;
-pother devices by types, quantities^£wà*^^

and chemical fill;

- equipment [or chemical] specifically designed
connection with the employment of such

for use

directly in 
munitions or^i'Iiiib ill*— devices ;

under its control[- the precise location of chemical weapons
detailed inventory of the chemical weapons atand the 

each location]

[Each State Party undertakes to submit to the Consultative 
declarations stating the location of storage depotsCommittee 

adjacent to 
into force of the

destruction facilities [within 3 nonths after entry 
Convention ] . ]--- ^

i
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Ad Hoc Committee on Chemical Weapons

Report of the Chairman of Working Group A

Working Group A held 8 meetings, as envisaged in the Programme of Work 
suggested by the Chairman and the terms of reference of Working Group A. 
of these meetings - in other words the bulk of the work - were dedicated to 
the issue of régimes of permitted activities for different categories of

The other three meetings focussed on the following topics: transfer 
of toxic chemicals and their precursors for permitted purposes ; principles and 
methods of declaration and monitoring of the activities of a small-scale 
production facility; and principles and methods of declaration and monitoring 
of the activities of industrial production facilities.

In addition, I held a series of open-ended and private consultations all 
of which proved very productive, and I avail myself of this opportunity to thank 
all participants for their efforts and ideas.

As to the method of work, I have persistently followed the Chairman's 
suggestions contained in CD/CW/WP.98, that is in order to reach the final stage 
of drafting, the work of the Group was structured along the following lines: first, 
exploration of the problems through identification of various positions and view
points and their elaboration; second, reaching common understandings where 
possible; and third, drafting.

The four working papers (WP.99, 105, 104, 105) were intended to serve 
exactly the method described above.

This is also the methodological basis for my assessment of the work during 
the last two months and my suggestions for working ideas for the summer session. 
Many of the problems in the area of permitted activities are still at the stage 
of exploration and identification of various positions and their elaboration. 
Consequently the in-depth and generally constructive exploration that took place 
in the Group showed with a very high degree of precision where the actual problems 
lie and what is further necessary for moving to the stage of common understanding.

Four

chemicals.

GE.85-61176
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It must be said that out of the whole array of problems, one problem 
stands out - that of the approach to the identification of the super-toxic 
lethal chemicals, the key precursors and precursors.

If this problem would be satisfactorily solved, many other unresolved 
issues of importance would automatically be moved to the area of possible 
agreement - for example, the composition and the number of chemicals to be 
included in the list making up the aggregate quantity of one metric tonne of 
permitted production of super-toxic lethal chemicals, the problem of key 
components of binary systems, the regime of permitted production and transfer, 
the exact functions of the single small-scale production facility, etc. 
solution of these and other related issues would, in its turn, create favourable 
conditions for delegations to see more clearly and eventually solve the problem 
of declarations and monitoring of the activities of the single small-scale 
production facility and the industrial production facilities.

Therefore, to me the most important task before the Working Group during 
the summer session will be to solve the issue of criteria and approach for 
identifying and listing the various categories of chemicals.

The

Super-toxic lethal chemicals; There are at present three approaches to
One approach is based onthe identification of the chemicals of this category. 

the criteria of toxicity and the general purpose criterion; another approach is 
based on the concept of risk which the various super—toxic lethal chemicals pose 
to the stability of the convention; and the third approach is based on a 
structural formula supplemented by a list of super—toxic lethal chemicals uo be 
prohibited and a list of super-toxic lethal chemicals, whose production would be

legalized.

(The issues of the timing of making up the list of super-toxic lethal 
chemicals, the quantitative restrictions and the permitted site of production of 
this category of chemicals remain unresolved.)

It is mutually agreed that the list of key precursors should
The different approaches

Key -precursors:
be made up before the entry into force of the Convention, 
to the problem of criteria and lists in regard to the key precursors are we11- 

In the search for common understanding on this issue two positive'renown.
developments occured: the validity of the toxicity criteria was unequivocally 
confirmed and it was agreed that in listing the key precursors it should be
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necessary to provide for certain chemicals which in their nature are exceptions 
but to which the same régime should be applied.

In regard to the key components of binary systems (KCBS) a group of 
delegations suggests that their quantity be included in the limit of one metric 
tonne, and another group of delegations considers that the key precursors for the 
production of super-toxic lethal chemicals for protective purposes should also

I would submit that perhaps both groups 
refer to exactly the same substances, therefore this could be another area of 
agreement.

be limited to the one metric tonne.

I could also note a general readiness not to restrict the quantity of 
the production of key precursors and precursors.
OTHER LETHAL CHEMICALS (OLC). There seems to be general agreement that those 
chemicals in this category which are single-purpose should be banned for 
production in the civil industry; that a list of dual-purpose OLCs should be 
drawn up before the entry into force of the Convention, and that no restrictions 
should be imposed on the quantity and place of production of dual-purpose OLCs. 
The mode of listing the OLCs has not been discussed.
HARMFUL. CHEMICALS (HC). The issue remained practically out of the discussion, 
though it is obvious that many of its aspects pose questions which necessitate
solution.
TRANSFER OF TOXIC CHEMICALS. On the one hand this is an area in which the Group 
managed to reach at least two clear-cut agreements: first, to prohibit all 
transfer of chemical weapons, including for the purposes of elimination; and 
second, the transfer of other lethal chemicals produced in the civil chemical 
industry should be permitted, including to States non-parties to the Convention.

On the other hand, it was established during the consultations that there 
are many complex issues which merit further and careful examination, in order 
to establish a régime which would cut off the possibility of intentional or
accidental development of new chemical weapons, and of the proliferation of known

It was revealed that in the current thinking on the issue ofchemical weapons.
transfer many loopholes can be detected in respect to the transfer of relevant

This is another areachemicals on both laboratory and production quantities, 
which should be further elaborated during the summer session.
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SINGLE SMALL-SCALE PRODUCTION FACILITY (SSSPF). The issue was only partially 
Many new aspects of a technical nature (security and verification)discussed.

of such a facility were revealed.
discussed.
applicability of the 5SSPF for protective purposes only.

Aspects of its versatility were
Some delegations maintained their known positions as to the

To the extent possible - having in mind the 
existing differences on the quantity and place of production of super-toxic 
lethal chemicals and other categories of chemicals, and the functions of a 
single small-scale production facility - a useful and constructive discussion

Certain axeas of common understanding were found to 
in regard to the general perception of a régime on the harmful 

chemicals, the applicability of a differentiated approach to monitoring the 
production facilities, possibly the time-limits for declaration of production 
facilities, the responsibility of a State to declare production facilities on 
its territory, under its jurisdiction, etc

On the whole the issue of industrial production facilities, including 
the form of systematic on-site inspection, requires further exploration, for 
which I shall make the necessary arrangements.

INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION FACILITIES.

of this problem was held, 
exist, i.e • 9

I have already indicated the two or three broad areas which require
The outcome of that work will alsofurther work during the summer session, 

depend on the fresh elaboration of a number of positions, above all on the
methodological basis for identification of super-toxic lethal chemicals and 
their key orecursors and also a considerable and concrete work on the whole

Should this process of elaborationissue of industrial production facilities, 
actually occur, I could realistically say that the Group would need a period of
a few weeks before drafts of provisions on "Permitted Activities" could be

I shall not hesitate, however, to suggest
My intention is -

submitted by the Chairman, 
provisional texts on issues of agreement even before that.
through consultations — to provide answers to as many as possible of -he 
questions that arose during the spring session.

As to the organization of work in the summer, I have taken note of -he 
ideas proposed to me by a number of delegations, for holding more consulta-1ons

At the same time, I should not like to leave any
Therefore, I would request from the

than meetings of the Group.
delegation out of the negotiating process.
Group to let me suggest initiatives in organizing the work. My basrc principle
will be that no meeting of the Group as a 'whole should be held unless it is
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carefully and totally prepared - to take an important decision or finalize 
a certain stage in the joint efforts on a specific issue.

It would be very helpful if the Chairman could indicate before we 
close the spring session, how many working weeks would the Working Groups 
have before their respective Chairmen should submit their final reports.

In conclusion, may I be allowed to thank most heartily the Chairman 
for his assistance and encouragement, the Secretariat and the interpretation 
service for their indispensable work, and last but not least, to all my 
colleagues from the various delegations who have, with dedication and insight, 
helped me to explore a vast and complex area of the future convention and with 
their ideas and suggestions have contributed to the slow but steady moving 
towards common understandings on the issues involved.
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Rpnnrt of the Chairman, of Working C-roup C

In theWorking Group C held six meetings from 6 March to 19 April, 1985*

of its work and in accordance with its mandate, .it considered the issuescourse
of compliance of a future chemical weapons convention.

World.ng Group C considered mainly the following questions:

Institutional aspects of compliance 

Consultation and co-operation 

Principles and
Interactions between national and international organs of verification

methods of fact-finding including on-challenge verification

of compliance.
The Chairman had prepared a catalogue of questions as contained in 

Working Paper 101 of 13 March 1985 in order to facilitate a 

of the questions relating to the issue of compliance.
Iu the discussion special attention was focused on the criteria and the

structured discussion

■principles to be applied as to the composition of the Executive Council, in 
particular on the criteria of political and/or geographical balance, 

point of discussion related to the rules to be applied to the decision—making
Some delegations expressed the view

A further

process of any organ of the Convention, 

that in matters of substance a consensus was needed, 
that in matters of substance a qualified majority i.e. a two—third majority was 

required and that 'in all other matters a simple majority would be sufficient.

Others expressed the view

In the context of the problems of consultation and co-operation the 

discussion focused on the relationship between bilateral and multilateral 

consultations. There was a general agreement to recognize an obligation to

solve controversial questions at the lowest possible level of controversy and 

to provide for the possibility to solve an issue also by bilateral means, if such

However, it was generally recognized thata possibility would actually exist, 
the relationship between the bilateral and multilateral process should be of such

a nature that both processes do not exclude each other and are not a pre-condition

to each other.

GE.85-61200
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An1 important result of the discussion on consultation and co-operation was that 
many delegations underlined the importance that problems of compliance should ce

solved in a ncn-controversial, non-adversary manner.
Working Group G had a lively discussion on principles that had been elaborated

and introduced by one delegation,-dealing with-the question what influence a system
Theof a political crisis management could exercise on the issue of compliance.

to conclusions of how to avoid a political crisisgist of the discussion was to come 
once a suspicion was expressed that a State party might have violated the Convention.

methods; of fact-finding diverging views were expressedAs to the principle and 
whether the application of relevant procedures - including on-site inspections

voluntary principle, on a mandatory principle or on theshould be based on a
principle of a,stringent obligation to permit such inspection, talcing into account

however a, right of refusal for most exceptional reasons.
between national and international organs ofThe discussion on the interaction

characterized by two diverging approaches:
should carry the main burden

someverification of compliance was
delegations expressed the view that the nauionai. organs

other delegations stated that they considered domestic implementationof verification;
in theirand international means of verification as complementary procedures;

could net replace international means
measures
view, however, domestic implementation measures
of verification.

On 12 April 1585 the Chairman 
suggestions for possible compromise formulations

- Article VII - National Implementation Measures
- Article VIII - Consultative Committee

introduced Working Paper 106 containing his 
on the following articles:

Article IX - Consolation, Co-operation and fact-finding.
contained in documents Cl/416 andThis work was based on previous materials as

Cl/539 as well as on proposals presented by delegations and by the Chairman.
to concentrate the further efforts of 

elaboration of the relevant articles dealing vi In 
session of the Conference on lisarmament.

It is the intention of the Chairman 
Working Group C on the collective 
the issue of compliance in .the summer
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PAKISTAN
THE QUESTION OF DECISION-TAKING.CHE; !ICAL WEAPONS CONVENTION :

The discussions surrounding the machinery required to implement the future 
Chemical Weapons Convention and to ensure compliance with it have, in the opinion 
of the Pakistan delegation, revealed; the existence of a consensus that this 
machinery should have as its. principal body a -Consultative Committee and as its 
main subsidiary body an Executive Council. There has been, extensive consideration 
of the functions that these bodies should perform and here also one can witness 
an extensive area of agreement.

This paper focuses on the question of decision-taking in the above-mentioned 
Before proceeding further with the subject-matter of this paper it would 

be worth while to recall that during the course of work in,the Conference on 
Disarmament a number of views/ideas have been presented, on the subject which are 
inter alia contained in (a) paragraphs 5 and 14 of chapter VIII in Annex I of 
CD/539 (report of the CW Ad Hoc Committee for the year 1934), (b) paragraph 5 
of Annex I to CD/500 submitted by the United States delegation,
(c) paragraphs 16 and 22 of CD/539 submitted by the United Kingdom delegation 
and (d) sub-article 7 under article VIII proposed by the Chairman of Working 
Group C in document CD/CW/WP.106.

The purpose of this paper is not to criticize any of the approaches suggested 
so far but rather to look for a formula which is simple, efficient, unambiguous 
and balanced.

According to one approach the method of decision-taking should be determined 
by the nature of the subject under consideration. Under this approach the 
subjects should be divided as "procedural" and "substantive" and while procedural 
matters could be decided through a simple majority, decisions on substantive 
questions would be based on consensus. This approach does not fully meet the 
criteria (simplicity, efficiency and unambiguity) mentioned in the preceding 
paragraph. In the present world with its antagonistic political divisions and

1.

2.
bodies.

1 i
3.

4.

GE.35-61734
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substantive matter, especially if it is 
Furthermore if a

subdivision, achievement of consensus on a 
contentious, would be more of an 
substantive question directly involves two 
would be in a position to block consensus, 
circumvented by disallowing a

taking part in the voting, 
than it solves.

exception than a rule.
opposing parties either one of them 
This problem could perhaps be
involved in a contentious issue

create more problems
State directly

However such a recipe may
from

subject is substantive 
could (a) lay down the procedural 
subjects not mentioned would be 

substantive subjects-,., in which case

would lie in determining whether a 
In this regard the convention

Another problem
or procedural.

understanding that allsubjects on the clear
Vr^ated as substantive, (b) lay down the

treated as procedural, (c> formulate two lists separately
the entire questionthose left out are 

giving substantive and 
to the judgement of parties

procedural subjects, or (d) leave 
concerned to be determined on

matter is comprehensively

the basis of general 
dealt with there 

to whether a question
unless theIn any casepractice. 

would always remain a possibility of starting a debate as
another question which would haveIn this contextis substantive or procedural, 

to be answered is
determine the nature of a subject is

of the questions
whether the discussion to

Above are some 
accepted approach is the one

a procedural matter. 
be settled in case the

in itself a substantive or outlined
that would have to

beginning of paragraph "4- f
the tier arrangement, (a) concensus,

In this approach the principle 
inability on reaching 
approach also essentially

approach would have a three
and (d) simple majority.

. Another
(b) qualified majority 
of consensus 
decisions through the 
divides the decisions 
majority for decisions on

Under this approach

it does not impose any 
This

exists as a symbol as
qualified majority approach, 
between substantive and

substantive matters and a
modification to the convention 
A question that would have to be

procedural, requiring 2/3rd
simple majority for procedural 

(amendments) can also
issues.
be made by a 2/3rd majority.

tackled under this 
to elapse in order to 

resort should be had to
•length of time which would have 
not attainable and that

would be to fix theapproach 
conclude that consensus was
qualified majority.

The Pakistan delegation 
is of the view that

of decisions by a qualified 
should be subject to a 
amendment agreed to by

while fully supportive 
amendments to the convention7-

majority
which ensures that anarticle in the conventionseparate which does not agree 

with the general 
In the opinion of the 

effective for a

cannot be imposed on a partynumber of States partiesany the amendment procedurenot to confuseIt is bestwith it.
decision-taking in the Consultative Committee or elsewhere.

convention should becomeamendment to thePakistan delegation any 
State party

expressly accepted it.only after the latter has

\

%

•r-l 
VO

VJ
l
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Yet another view appears to be that in case a consensus cannot be reached
Under this approach all 

that can be done is to reflect diverging opinions in the relevant records for
It seems that under this approach a violator of the

3.
on a substantive matter no decision should be taken.

subsequent study by others. 
convention (especially if it is a State party) would be let off the hook too
easily.

Thus (leaving out the question of amendments ), in the opinion of the Pakistan 
delegation, the simplest and the most efficacious solution lies in basing all 
decisions on a qualified (2/3rd majority} without any distinction as to the nature

Such an approach would not prevent decisions by consensus 
(for obvious reasons) if that were possible on an issue.
(which could be very valuable in some cases) that would otherwise be lost in 
determining that consensus was not possible hence qualified majority should be

It would also obviate the possibility of wasting time in discussing 
as to whether a matter was substantive or procedural, 
qualified majority on procedural matters would not create any problems as, in the 
view of the Pakistan delegation, a 2/3rd majority should be readily available on 
procedural issues since these are essentially of a non-controversial nature.
In fact the willingness of delegations to accept decisions by simple majority on 
procedural matters displays the comfort with which they view the procedural aspect. 
This approach also has the merit of being simple and unambiguous, 
ensures that decisions will be taken not by a majority of a few but a very 
substantial majority (in a decision based on 2/3r*d majority the number of those 
in support is at least twice that of those opposing it).

this approach could help in imposing better discipline on possible 
violators who could otherwise take shelter behind the principle of consensus. 
Furthermore, on a question where two parties are opposing each other, their 
participation in the voting would not help either of them as their votes would

Against this in a system based on consensus either of

9.

of the subject-matter.
It would save time

resorted to.
Applying the method of

Additionally it

For the sake of argument
at least

only cancel each other, 
them would be in a position to block a decision.

In view of the foregoing the Pakistan delegation proposes that the sub-article 
relating to decision-taking in the Consultative Committee should simply read as follows: 

"The Consultative Committee shall take all its decisions by at least a

10.

2/3rd majority of States parties to the convention".
In the case of the Executive Council the relevant sub-article should read as follows : 

"The Executive Council shall take all its decisions by at least a 
2/3rd majority of its total membership".
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FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY 

VERIFICATION OF NON-PRODUCTION OF CHEMICAL WEAPONS

The Number of Plants Producing Key Precursors and Precursors
of Certain Toxic Substances for Civil Uses

According to the List in CD/555

Referring to a request contained in Working Paper CD/353 preliminary data 

on the number of companies in the Federal Republic of Germany producing key 

precursors and precursors of certain, toxic substances for civil uses, are 

submitted as follows:

Number of companies in the 
Federal Republic of Germany 
producing these precursors

Key precursors and precursors for toxic 
chemicals as contained in CD/555

Phosphorus trichloride (PC1_)

Phosphorus oxychloride (POCl^)

Chemicals containing the P-methyl and/or 

P-ethyl bond

Methyl and/or ethyl esters of phosphorous acid 

3,3-dimethylbutanol-2 (pinacolyl alcohol) 

N,N-di substituted- -amino et hands 
N,N-disubstituted-ft-amino ethanethiols 

N,N-disubstituted-^ -amino ethyl halides 

Phenyl, alkyl, or cycloalkyl-substituted 

glycolic acids

3- or 4-hydroxypiperidine and their dérivâtes

3
2

2
1
1
2

0
0

2
0
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China CD/CW/WP.114 Destruction of Chemical 
Weapons

Also issued as 
CD/605 
4 July 1985
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Yugoslavia CD/CW/WP.115 Permitted Activities :
Verification Measures

Also issued 
CD/613
10 July 1985
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Working Group C

Article VII
National Implementation Measures

Each State Party to this Convention shall adopt any measures it 
considers necessary in accordance with its constitutional processes to 
implement this Convention and, in particular, to prohibit and prevent anywhere 
under its jurisdiction or control any activity that a State Party to this 
Convention is prohibited from conducting by this Convention

In order to implement these obligations, each State Party shall,
according to its needs and specific conditions, designate or establish a

. */ national authority.—

Each State Party undertakes to inform the Consultative Committee 
concerning the national authority and other legislative and administrative 
measures taken to implement the Convention.

Each State Party undertakes to co-operate with the Consultative 
Committee in the exercise of all its functions and in particular to provide 
assistance to the Consultative Committee including data reporting, assistance 
for international on—site inspections and a response to all its requests for 
the provision of expertise, information and laboratory support.

/National Technical Means ---

*/ It was suggested that guidelines for the functioning of the national 
authority for the implementation of the Convention be elaborated.

**/ It was suggested that no reference to National Technical Means is needed 
in a future Convention.

GE.85-62500
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Explanations on Document CD/6Q5 (CP/CW/WP.114)
by the Chinese delegation

BackgroundI.
The Chinese delegation began to participate in the CD negotiations on a

Since then, after a period of familiarizing ourselvesChemical Weapons ban in 1980. 
with the issues involved, we have come to realize that there is a major technical

It is of great importance to the future Conventionproblem still awaiting solution, 
and by no means less significant than the toxicity criteria for "super-toxic lethal,
other lethal and harmful chemicals" which have already been agreed upon. The 
problem is: how many tons of chemical weapons stockpile should each State Party 
destroy in one phase so as to fulfill its obligations under the Convention and at the 
same time ensure that the balance of forces is not affected by the order of
destruction? It seems very simple. For instance, each State could carry out 
destruction according to the weight of its stockpile and at an agreed percentage. The
difficulty arises when the first step has been taken, for the stockpiles of States

Under thediffer both in quantity and in quality and even more in composition, 
circumstances, the above approach is feasible only if all the States concerned are
willing to destroy a part of each kind of their stockpiled agents in each phase. 
However, in reality, for considerations of the locality of stockpiles, methods of 
destruction and convenience of operations, they would rather concentrate on the 
destruction of one or two kinds chemical weapons agents in their stockpiles in each 
phase.
should destroy in a given phase.
the timetable for destruction is not as simple as it may seem, 
solved technically, the political agreement on the destruction of chemical weapons will 

Hence, in 1983, we began our work on using a single concept to reflect

So it would be impossible to determine how much of its stockpile each State
The issue of destruction quantity or, in other words,

If this problem is not

be threatened.

GE.85-62702



The Do cimentII.
1. In this new concept proposed by the Chinese delegation, the key word is 

"equivalent". Just as the varying explosive power of different nuclear weapons 
is measured in terms of tons of TNT, we now use the concept of the "equivalent 
of chemical warfare agents" to measure the toxicity potential of different 
CW agents, and for the purpose of destruction it is called the "stockpiled 
equivalent of chemical warfare agents".

2. We recognize that factors affecting the capability of chemical weapons 
are not limited to the quantity and toxicity of CW agents. Other facts also come 
into play as identified in the document entitled "Chemical and Biological Weapons
and Their Effect of Possible Use", which was submitted by a iUST Group of Experts 
to the Secretary-General in 19^9- Thus, the concept and formulae contained in 
our working paper are based on general estimates, but, we think, they would be
adequate for the destruction of chemical weapons.

. In the working paper, the term "chemical warfare agents" is used only 
for the convenience of discussion. Any eventual wording naturally depends on 
consensus opinion on the definition of chemical weapons. It is hoped that this 
will not block general acceptance of the new concept.

The section entitled "Illustrations of Application" is quite
It is included, however, to enable

4.
unnecessary for experts in this field, 
politicians and diplomats to acquire a graphic perception of the feasibility of
this concept.

Document CD/605 (CD/CW/WP.114) consists of the working paper per se 
However, the annex is not the "Annex" referred to at the end

The latter is meant to be part of the future Convention
If the concept is acceptable to all, 

the Chinese delegation is willing to submit a draft Annex for consideration.

5-
and its annex.
of the working paper, 
and should be more concise and compact.

CD/CW/WP.117 
page 2

both tne weights of CW agents and their varying toxicities. 
concept, of Stockpiled Equivalent of Chemical Warfare Agents, a brief account 
of which was given to eminent experts from other delegations at that time.
We are grateful for their favourable responses.

This is the
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Working Paner cy Pakistan

Prohibition on the Use of Herbicides _

The Pakistan delegation holds the view that the future chemical weapons1.
methodconvention should contain a clause prohibiting the use of herbicides as a

In this regard, the Pakistan delegation realizes that while theof warfare.
Convention would prohibit the production, stockpiling, transfer, use, etc. of

of herbicides the ban would only apply to their use aschemical weapons, in case 

a method of warfare.
As regards the definition of herbicides 

substance which interferes with life processes of plants in a

it should encompass any chemical

harmful manner due
2.

to its toxic effects.
The prohibition clause should be unequivccal, clear and universal•3-

4. The Pakistan delegation further holds the opinion that the issue ox
of herbicides is not as complex an issue as some delegationsprohibiting the use 

apparently consider it to be. 
i.e. whether States are willing to give up the option of using herbicides as a

The basic decision involved is a political one,

method of warfare.
A separately elaborated verification régime in regard to the question 01 

herbicides will not be required as the only possible violation of the prohibition
method of warfare.

5.

would take place in case of a State party using herbicides as a
the same provisions as those for verifying the use of chemicalIn such an event,

weapons could be followed. 

6. The Pakistan 

herbicides in a

delegation believes that attempts to handle the question of 

document separate from the CW Convention would complicat e mat u -rs

It would also unleash another debate as toand thus delay a positive outcome, 

the quest ion of the status of the separate do cement. The Pakistan delegation 

effort to arrive at a 

of herbicides within bhe
therefore strongly urges all the delegations to make every 

formulation on the prohibition of the 

context of a CW Convention.

*seconsensus

GE .65-63036
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In view of tho foregoing, the Pakistan delegation proposes that the chemical 

convention should contain the following provisions in regard to heroicides: 

"Each State party undertakes not to use herbicides as a method of warfare.

"For the purpose of this Convention, herbicides mean chemical substances which, 

due to their direct toxic effects, interfere with life processes of plants in 

a harmful manner."

7.
weapons
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CONFERENCE ON DISARMAMENT

Ad. Hoc Committee on Chemical Weapons

Working Paper by Poland

Criteria for a request for on-site verification 
and for the explanation of a refusal of the request 

(to be considered as part of Article IX)

A request for on-site verification by challenge shall meet the following
criteria :

It shall be based on documents, objects and material samples, 
scientific data and literature, witnesses, etc., which constitute the 
justification for suspicion and doubt:

It shall:
(a) be directly related to the scope of the Convention
(b) have sufficient credibility
(c) indicate clearly the location and time of an event or activity 
which gave rise to suspicion or doubt
(d) deal with an event or activity which have characteristics of 
repetitiveness, or continuity, or substantial size, or all these 
features together, or it shall in any other way clearly point to a 
purposeful activity which constitutes a violation of the 
Convention.
It shall clearly indicate that the possibility for bilateral or 

multilateral consultations and co-operation was exhausted, or impossible to be 
applied, or there exist other reasons for not taking into account of this 
possibility.

1.

2.

3.

The explanation of the refusal of the request for on-site verification 
by challenge shall meet the following criteria:

It shall contain evidence, supporting the points made 
It shall indicate either impossibility of a violation of the 
Convention in time and in place indicated in the request for the 
verification or other reasons, which may prove the request to be 
groundless;

1.

2.
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It shall prove that the refusing State Party made all available 
efforts in order to clear out the doubts by means of bilateral or 
multilateral consultations and co-operation, including the 
consultations and co-operation with the State Party requesting the 
verification;
It shall point out to particular reasons and circumstances for 
which the requested verification will jeopardize the supreme 
security interests of the refusing State Party.

3.

4.
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Original■ ENGLISH

Ad. Hoc Committee on Chemical Weapons

WORKING PAPER 

WORKING GROUP "A"
AUSTRALIA

VERIFICATION OF NON-PRODUCTION - DEVELOPMENT 
OF CRITERIA FOR MONITORING NON-DIVERSION

The problem of the prevention of diversion of chemicals from civilian industry
Over the

1.
for military purposes has been addressed by a number of delegations.

the Committee has considered what chemicals should be controlled and hasyears
discussed methods of control which would be effective and not unduly burdensome

The United Kingdom delegation has 
our discussions forwards (CD/514)•

to the chemical industry throughout the world, 
made detailed suggestions which have carried 
The Netherlands paper (CD/445) and Yugoslavia's paper (CD/613) also make important

suggestions.
The chemical industry is large and complex, 

chemical weapons could proceed by different chemical routes and use some different. 
It is also true that some of the main chemical building clocks for

Thus the task

Further, the production of2.

precursors.
chemical weapons are widely used for legitimate peaceful purposes, 
of verification of non-diversion from civilian industry will require us to show
ingenuity in sorting out relevant chemicals and in deciding on the level of

monitoring that is needed.
The Australian delegation has already suggested a general approach bo this 

This approach incorporates and builds on the work of many other
It is our tentative synthesis of views expressed by many speakers. 

It was noted in the Australian Plenary Statement of 18 April that much
There is

5.
problem.
delegations.

4.
information about the chemical industry is available to Governments.
already a data base which car form a foundation for the monitoring of chemicals

In Australia an inventory is kept of all chemicals
If it is desired to make any new compound

which might be diverted.
produced in quantity greater than 1 tonne, 
this must be registered, along with full details including its mammalian toxicity.

The information theyOther nations have or are about to acquire such inventories, 

contain would form a starting point for monitoring.

GE.85-63574
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Chemicals which have been designated as posing a threat to the Convention could
V/c have suggested that they should tnen oe

5.
be identified from such inventories, 
followed by'a process of materials accountancy throughout their lifetime.

What chemicals are to be 
Some chemicals will require more stringent control measures than others,

monitored in this way? Inspectors will require a list.6.
thus the

list must be divided into categories. 
What guidelines are we to apply when drawing up lists? The United Kingdom has 

rightly focused, in its paper CD/514, on the concept of chemicals which pose a
This is a concept of risk.

7.

This concept is fundamentalthreat to the Convention.
However, taken in isolationcontrol.

The level of toxicity of a chemical, as set out in
to our consideration of what chemicals require
it lacks predictive value. 
CD/112, is non 
control

require-subjective and predicts what chemicals, not yet produced, may 
If it is decided that these as yet undiscovered chemicals will need 

need to look at some of their precursors also.control then we may
threat to the Convention.We can list chemicals which might today present a8.

list will not remain adequate lor all time...It is well recognized that such a
such involve complementarySetting of criteria for lists and the lists as 

A list must be
y • evaluated against criteria, implicit or explicit.thought processes.

intellectually satisfying criteria which mightIt would also be possible to draw up
. ' To some extent we draw up criteria with specificnot cover all possibilities

should support each other, and shouldThus criteria and lists 
Convention in isolation from each other.

compounds in mind, 
not exist in the

to the Convention involves10. The concept of the threat that chemicals may pose
ar estimate of relative risk. We may need to place chemicals in two or

The toxicity of athe burden of verification.three categories, so as to ease 
compound will be an important criterion for.our However, to beestimate of risks.

be available in quantity, bechemical would need tosuitable for weapons purposes a
Thus the toxicity criterionstable in storage and easy to produce and disseminate, 

is an important, but not a singular criterion.
to rank chemicals, so that those most likely to pose a 

stringently controlled, whilst we maintain 
chemical industry? Cur approach would be

How would we propose11.
threat to the Convention are banned or
our aim of minimal interference with the
to suggest the following guidelines -

should be listed by chemical■These(l) Chemicals which could be canned.
Thus sarin, soman and VX arc examples of

Precursors for these compounds
families with specific examples.. 
supertoxic lethal chemicals with no civilian use.

could also be banned.» will not of course applyThis ban
compounds required for protective purposes.

which have no civilian use 
to the small amounts of such
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(2) Supertoxic lethal chemicals with a legitimate use. These should be 
subject to stringent processes of inspection, materials accountancy and justification 
of use. It is likely that there will be only a small number of these, which will 
include pharmaceuticals already subject to control. Key precursors for supertoxic 
lethal compounds which have some small scale civilian use should attract a similar 
verification regime.

(3) Other precursors for supertoxic lethal compounds with a large scale 
civilian use should be monitored by data exchange and materials accountancy. This 
third category would also include other lethal compounds which have a large scale 
civilian use.
12. Other lethal chemicals will include a number of toxic compounds which are widely 
used by industry, 
included in military stockpiles, 
weapons.

Some of these were used as weapons in World War I and may still be 
These will be eliminated because they are chemical 

However, Working Group A, inter alia, has considered how such "dual purpose"
chemicals would be controlled after military stockpiles have been eliminated, 
then becomes one case of the general problem of how best to ensure that toxic 
chemicals and their precursors are not diverted from industry for prohibited purposes.

Phosgene is an example of an "other lethal" chemical which must be monitored. 
There are, however, many other compounds used in industry which are sufficiently

They are not designated "dual purpose" because 
We will need to take account of these

This

13.

toxic to fall into this category, 
they have never been used in warfare.
chemicals, even if their diversion for prohibited purposes seems very unlikely. 
Examples are some isocyanates, some carbamates and some organofluorine compounds.

It is obvious that the division of chemicals into categories 2 and 3 
(paragraph 11 above) will require judgement and nay change with time, 
problem chemicals in category 3 should be subject to spot checks on a basis to be 
decided by the Consultative Committee.

Methods and frequency of random inspections may be worked out after lists are
(Procedures should be flexible to take account of changes in circumstances.) 

The magnitude of the task will be considerable, 
diversion will extend over the lifetime of the Convention.

In summary, we suggest the following procedures to ensure that chemicals are 
not diverted from industry for military purposes:

- Materials accountancy (including quantity produced, end-user and purpose 
of production).

- Routine, random inspections of chemical industry.
- Import/export regulations and customs checks.
- Challenge inspection to resolve ambiguities.

U.
To cover this

15.
decided.

Further, verification of non-

16.
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Ad Hoc Committee on Chemical Weapons

Working Group C

Article VIII
Consultative Committee

The State Parties to this Convention shall establish a Consultative 
Committee [upon] [within 30 days after the] entry into force of this

Each State Party to this Convention shall be entitled to appoint 
a representative to the Consultative Committee.

1.

Convention.

The Consultative Committee shall [oversee] [review] the implementation 
of the Convention, consider any questions or matters relevant to the 
Convention or relating to the powers and functions of any organs established 
under the Convention, foster international consultations and co-operation 
among States Parties to the Convention, and promote the verification of 
compliance with this Convention.

2.

For the purposes of this Convention the Consultative Committee shall be 
*/responsible for:

3.

establishing, and revising as necessary, procedures for 
exchange of information,for declarations and for 
technical matters related to the implementation of this 
Convention;
receiving, keeping [and making available to States Parties] 
declarations, plans and notifications presented by States 
Parties in accordance with Articles ..;

(a)

(b)
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carrying out all activities relating to the execution 
of measures of verification as specified in this 
Convention; further specifying procedures for the 
conduct of systematic international on-site inspection; 
overseeing and carrying out systematic international on
site verification in accordance with Articles ..; 
receiving and considering requests for fact-finding 
procedures and to conduct such procedures in accordance 
with Article ..;
cooperating with the national authorities of States Parties 
in the implementation of the Convention;
facilitating consultations and cooperation among States Parties 
at their request by means of rendering services to them; 
reviewing scientific and technical developments which could 
affect the operation of this Convention;
encouraging international scientific and technical co-operation 
in the chemical field for peaceful purposes.

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(S)

The Consultative Committee shall establish an Executive Council [within
The Council shall be

4.
45 days after entry into force of the Convention]. 
composed of representatives of [15] States Parties on the basis of an

[In addition, those permanentappropriate geographic [and political] balance. 
members of the Security Council of the United Nations who are Parties to the

The [elected] members of the ExecutiveConvention should be represented.]
Council shall serve for [two][three] year period, with [five] of the members
replaced or reelected each year.

Executive Council shall have delegated authority to carry out the
*/functions of the Consultative Committee when it is not in session.] The 

Executive Council shall report to the Consultative Committee about the 
exercise of the functions delegated to it.

[The5.

Committee shall meet in regular session annually, it 
extraordinary sessions at the request of the majority of States 

Parties to this Convention.

The Consultative6.
shall hold

division of responsibility between the Consultative Committee and
detailed functions of the latter remain to be

*/ The
the Executive Council and the



Any decision of substance of the Consultative Committee and the
Executive Council requires a [two-third majority] [consensus], any other

*/decision requires a simple majority.

7.

States Parties to this Convention shall establish a TechnicalThe
Secretariat that shall provide administrative support to the Consultative
8.

Committee and the Executive Council and render technical assistance to States 
Parties and the Executive Council.

Further functions and the organization of the Consultative Committee and 
its subsidiary organs are specified in Annex ...
9.

* /— An opinion was expressed that the concept of consensus encompasses that 
in case the Executive Council is unable to reach a consensus on a given 
subject matter, all views expressed should be made known to the States Parties 
of the Convention.
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Ad Hoc Committee on Chemical Weapons

Report of the Chairman of the Open-ended Consultations 
of the Ad Hoc Committee on Chemical Weapons

In accordance with the terms of reference outlined by the Chairman of the 
Ad Hoc Committee on Chemical Weapons in document CD/CW/WP.98 dated 
27 February 1985, the Open-ended Consultations considered the question of the 
prohibition of the use of chemical weapons and the question of herbicides.

It was agreed at the first Open-ended Consultations in spring that within 
the terms of reference, the Open-ended Consultations would deal with the 
following four elements :

1.

2.

(a) the prohibition of the use of chemical weapons ;

(b) the link of the prohibition of the use of chemical weapons to the 1925 
Geneva Protocol for the Prohibition of the Use of Asphyxiating, Poisonous or 
Other Gases, and of Bacteriological Methods of Warfare;

(c) the prohibition of the use of herbicides as a method of warfare;

(d) the verification of the prohibition of the use of chemical weapons 
and of the prohibition of the use of herbicides as a method of warfare.

As reported in document CD/CW/WP.107 dated 22 April 1985» in the spring 
session of the Conference on Disarmament the Open-ended Consultations dealt with 
the first two elements, i.e. the prohibition of the use of chemical weapons and 
the link of the prohibition of the use of chemical weapons to the 1925 Geneva 
Protocol. A convergence of views has emerged from the consultations on a set of 
provisions dealing with the two elements as contained in the Annex of 
document CD/CW/WP.107, which in the view of the Chairman constitutes a basis 
for consensus to be reached after further consultations.

3.

In the second part of the session, the Open-ended Consultations considered 
the two remaining elements, i.e. the question of the prohibition of the use of 
herbicides as a method of warfare and the question of verification of the use 
of chemical weapons and of the prohibition of the use of herbicides.

Seven meetings of the Open-ended Consultations were held from 18 June to 
5 August 1985.

4.

5-

GE.85-63502
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Prohibition of the use of herbicides as a method of warfare and its verification

The Open-ended Consultations discussed the problem concerning the 
prohibition of the use of herbicides as a method of warfare and had considered 
the formulation of such a prohibition contained in the annex of document CD/539 

informal proposal of the Delegation of Sweden submitted in January 1985-

7. In the course of the discussions, the Open-ended Consultations also 
considered the informal proposals on the prohibition of the use of herbicides 
submitted by the delegations of China, Iran, Pakistan, Sri Lanka and USSR, as 
well as the informal working papers submitted by the delegation of the 
Netherlands and by the delegation of Sweden on 15 July 1985 and the working paper 
submitted by the delegation of Pakistan in document CD/CW/WP.118 dated 
22 July 1985.

6.

and the

There is a general understanding that the use of herbicides as a method of 
warfare should be prohibited; obviously such a prohibition should not preclude

It is also generally understood that herbicides

8.

any other use of herbicides.
not to be considered as chemical weapons.are

Several delegations were of the view that such a prohibition should be 
provided in the convention banning chemical weapons, while several other

took the view that it could be incorporated in a separate legal
Some delegations

9.
delegations
instrument such as a protocol to be attached to the convention, 
who considered the possibility of a separate instrument dealing specifically with 
the prohibition of the use of herbicides attached to the convention were of the 

the convention must expressly provide that the separate instrument
Suggestion was also made that

there could be
opinion that
constitutes an integral part of the convention.
the separate instrument would not be attached to the convention,

both instruments providing for their simultaneous signature andprovisions in 
ratification.

Delegations were generally of the view that a provision banning the use of 
method of warfare should be complemented with a clear10.

herbicides as a .
understanding that herbicides mean chemical substances which, due to their 
purpose and direct effects, interfere with life processes of plants.

felt that future provisions prohibiting the use of herbicidesDelegations
____ method of warfare should not be interpreted as in any way impairing the
applicable rules of international law pertaining to the use of herbicides.
11. 
as a

In this connection, certain delegations were of the view that the existing 
legal instruments relating to the use of herbicides should be examined to 
determine their adequacy in prohibiting the use of herbicides. Several other

that those existing legal instruments do not adequately

12.

delegations took the view 
deal with the use of herbicides.

referred to another important aspect of the problem, 
verification of the prohibition of the use of herbicides, 

not discussed for lack of time and needs to be fully
13. A few delegations 
namely the question of 
However, the question was 
addressed at the next session.



The provision of paragraph (1) shall not be interpreted as in any way 
impairing the applicable rules of international law pertaining to the use 
of herbicides.

Verification of the prohibition of the use of chemical weapons

15. Open-ended consultations on the question of verification of the prohibition 
of the use of chemical weapons were held, in which the report of the Co-ordinator 
of the consultations on the prohibition of the use of chemical weapons on the 
criteria for the objective and impartial verification of a prohibition of use 
of chemical weapons contained in annex II of CD/416 dated 22 August 1983 and 
the informal Working Paper of the Chairman of the Open-ended Consultations 
dated 8 July 1985 were used as basis for discussions.

16. There was an exchange of general views on certain aspects relating to 
the subject. In the course of the discussions, the Observer Delegation of 
Norway made a statement on its Working Paper contained in document CD/601 
dated 20 June 1985. The discussions were, however, not exhaustive.

17. It is generally understood that provisions in the Convention for 
international verification by means of challenge procedure shall apply equally 
to complaints of the use of chemical weapons in violation of the Convention.

18. In view of the specific nature of the situations where chemical weapons 
are alleged to be or to have been used, several delegations were of the view 
that specific provisions in the Convention dealing with international 
verification of complaints on the use of chemical weapons were deemed 
appropriate. Such specific provisions should however be elaborated in close 
conjunction with the elaboration of provisions on verification as a whole, as 
some of those provisions might be equally applicable to the verification of the 
prohibition of the use of chemical weapons.

19. In discussing such specific provisions on verification of the prohibition 
of the use of chemical weapons - to constitute a part of a general régime of 
verification - several elements were mentioned:

(a) the need for a short time limit for the commencement of an on-site 
investigation requested by a State Party, carried out by the Consultative 
Committee.

CD/CW/WP.123 
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Chairman's informal suggestions on a possible wording:14.

In view of the progress made in the discussions in the Open-ended 
Consultations, the Chairman believes that in order to facilitate further 

an attempt should be made to reflect the main trends of the
For that purpose, and without prejudice 

to the final position of delegations, the Chairman suggested the following 
wording which shall not bind any delegations :

progress
discusions so far in a set of wording.

(1) Each State party undertakes not to use herbicides as a method of warfare ; 
such a prohibition should not preclude any other use of herbicides.

(2) For the purpose of this Convention, herbicides mean chemical substances 
which, due to their purpose and direct effects, interfere with life 
processes of plants.
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the need for the State Party lodging the complaint and requesting an 
investigation to provide relevant information concerning the alleged(b)

on-site 
use of chemical weapons.

the need for all States Parties to give access to the team of experts 
assigned by the appropriate organ 
on-site investigation.

(o)
of the Consultative Committee to conduct an

the need for the State Party in whose territory the team of experts 
conduct its activities to endeavour to ensure the safety of the members
(d)

is to
of the team of experts.

(e) the need for the Consultative Committee to draw up inter alia:

- a list of experts;

- a list of laboratories;

- a list of equipment needed;

a guideline for

20. In-depth discussions on the question of verification of the prohibition of 
the use of chemical weapons, and in particular discussions on the possible 
elements of specific provisions on the subject, are required.

the collection and analysis of information and samples.
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CONFERENCE ON DISARMAMENT

Ad Hoc Committee on Chemical Weapons

Report of the Chairman of the Open-ended Consultations 
of the Ad Hoc Committee on Chemical Weapons

Corrigendum

Page 5. paragraph 14

At the end of the first sentence insert the following "which does not 

constitute a final draft".

Delete the word "final" before the word "position".5th line:

Page 5. paragraph 16

The last sentence should now read as follows: "Substantive discussions 
had, however, hardly begun.".
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The result of the work is presented below in the form of draft texts for

- Article III on Declarations, and its Annex (Annex III),
- Article IV on Elimination of Chemical Weapons, and its Annex

(Annex IV), and ...- Article V on Measures on Chemical Weapons Production Facilities, and
its Annex (Annex V).

4. In accordance with the mandate for the Ad Hoc Committee on Chemical 
Weapons (CD/551) the texts are not binding for any delegation at this stage

Bearing this in mind, Working Group B recommends that
the basis for future work onof the negotiations, 

the texts presented in this report be used as
these issues.

GE.85-65581
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7 August 1985
Original :

CONFERENCE ON DISARMAMENT
ENGLISH

Ad Hoc Committee on Chemical Weapons

REPORT OF WORKING GROUP B

12 meetings from 15 March to 7 August 1985•
number of informal consultations with delegations.

InWorking Group B held 
addition the Chairman held a
1.

of reference (CD/CW/WP.98), the Working GroupIn accordance with the termsquestions of declarations and elimination of chemical weapons2.
dealt with the 
and chemical weapons production facilities.

< 
U
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ARTICLE III
DECLARATIONS
Declarations of chemical weapons^ and plans for theirelimination^)3)
1. Each State Party undertakes to submit to the Consultative 
Committee, not later than 30 days after the Convention enters into force for it, declarations stating

(a) whether it possesses or does not possess any 
chemical weapons on its territory or elsewhere under its jurisdiction or control,
(b) whether it has on its territory any chemical 
weapons under the jurisdiction or control of anyone else,
(c) whether it has transferred control of chemical 
weapons since ... or has received such weapons since that date.4)

2. Each State Party possessing chemical weapons undertakes to 
submit to the Consultative Committee, not later than 30 days 
after the Convention enters into force for it, declarations 
stating the aggregate quantity and detailed composition of its chemical weapons.
3. Each State Party possessing chemical weapons undertakes to 
submit to the Consultative Committee not later than... months5) after the Convention's entry into force for 
it, general plans for the elimination of its chemical weapons 
based on the Principles for the Order of Elimination laid down in Annex IV.

1) In accordance with agreed definitions.
2) In accordance with the provisions in Article IV.
3) The question of old unknown weapons or stocks which have 
been left by others without the knowledge of the State Party 
is not addressed in this Article. It is understood that this 
question will be dealt with at a later stage of the 
negotiations at which time the placement in the Convention of 
the relevant provisions will also be decided.
4) The view was expressed that past transfers should not be included in the Convention.
5) 3 and 6 months have been proposed e
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4. Each State Party possessing cher.ical weapons undertakes to 
submit to the Consultative Committee declarations stating the 
locations and detailed inventories of their chemical weapons 
stocks as well as detailed plans for their elimination. These 
declarations and plans shall be submitted not later than 
3 months before the commencement of each elimination period^) specified in the Principles for the Order of 
Elimination in Annex IV, and shall encompass all stocks to be 
eliminated during the next coming such period.
5. State Parties shall consult among themselves and through 
the Consultative Committee, as soon as possible after the 
declarations made in accordance with paragraph 2 of this 
Article, with the view to coordinating their plans.
6. The declarations and plans under Article III, paragraphs 1 
through 4, shall be made in accordance with Annex III.
7. Each State Party undertakes to submit to the Consultative 
Committee annual progress reports on the implementation of 
the plans for the elimination of chemical weapons and a 
notification of the completion of the elimination within 
30 days thereafter.
8. Annex III and Annex IV constitute integral parts of the 
Convention.

Declarations of chemicals which could be used for chemical
purposes but which are intended for permittedweapons

purposes

Declarations of chemical weapons production facilities(To be elaborated)

Verification of declarations 
(To be elaborated)

1) Some delegations held the view that overall declarations 
should be made within 30 days after the Convention's entry 
into force for a State Party.
2) In accordance with the organization of work (WP.98) these
provisions are to be elaborated in the context of Article VI 
taking into account inter alia some harmful chemicals, to be elaborated. *
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I _ DECLARATIONS OF CHEMICAL WEAPONS 
71 _ possession or non possession
^ possession of chemical weapons on own territory.
Yes .. . •
No
2. possession, jurisdiction or control over chemical weapons 
elsewhere.
Y 0 s • • • •
No •••• _ . NIf yes, information about location (s) , expressec by name(s)
of state(s).
B. Existence on the territory of any chemical weapons under 
the jurisdiction or control of anyone else

■

■Yes ....
No .... . . çIf yes, information about ownership, expressed by name(s) ot
state(s) .
C. Past transfers^)
If there has been transfer of control of chemical weapons

or reception of such weapons since that date, the 
information shall be provided. To be elaborated.

quantity and detailed composition of chemical

since . 
following

• • r

D. Aggregate
weapons
1. Chemicals
1.1. Toxic chemicals2)

toxic chemicals 
well as theIn cases involving mixtures of two or more 

all such components should be specified as 
percentage of the mixtures.

expressed that past transfers should not be1) The view was 
included in the Convention.
2) In accordance with agreed definition.
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2) / Filled in ITotal 
munition jquantity 

(metric 
tons )

bulkScientific chemical name 
! Structural formula 

and Toxicity (of pure 
substance)

Quantity i Kum.oer 
(metric j and size 

of con
tainers

4 )3) Purity
Quantity 
(met ric 
tons)

%I
tons)

!

Chemical A 
Chemical B 

I etc
1

1 )1.1.2. Other lethal chemicals

Tota 1 
quanti tv 
(metric 
tons )

Filled in 
munition 
Quantity 
(metric 
tons)____

2) BulkScientific chemical name 
Structural formula 
and Toxicity (of pure 
substance)

4 ) Number 
and size

3) Quantity
(metric
tons)

Purity
%

of con
tainers

5)1.1.3. Other harmful chemicals

Total
quantity
(metric
tons)

2) Filled in 
munition 
Quantity 
(metric 
tons)

BulkScientific chemical name 
Structural formula 
and Toxicity (of pure 
substance) if 
applicable

4.)3) Number 
and size 
of con
tainers

Quantity
(metric
tons)

Purity
%

1) in accordance with agreed definition.

2) In accordance with 
Applied Chemistry) Nomenclature.

the IUPAC (International Union of Pure and

to state both the3) Different views exist whether it is necessary ^
and the structural formula m order for thescientific chemical name 

declarations to be unambiguous.
4) Three different accroaches were taken by delegations : 1) Initial 
curity 2) Purity of' the compound as stored with an approximation of 
some 10% 3) That declaration of purity was not necessary.

accordance with agreed definition, but pending such a
which chemicals to declare in this table.5) In

definition it is unclear



expressed that these two tables were not necessary 
could be declared under1) The view was 

and that key precursors and k 
points 1.1.1, 1.1.2 and 1.1.3

(International Union of Pure and2) In accordance with the IUPAC 
Applied Chemistry) Nomenclature.

3) Different
scientific chemical name and the 
declarations to be unambiguous.

4) To be declared separately for super 
other harmful chemicals.

views exist whether it is necessary to sta*e^^^the
structural formula in oraer for ^ne

-toxic lethal, other lethal and

ked out in theaccordance with approaches to be wor5) Identified in 
context of Article II.

that multicomponent chemical weapons
e table.Especial category in a séparai
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1 )1.2.

Number and size 
of containers

Scientific chemical name z' / 
Structural formula

Quantity 
(metric tons)3)

Kev precursors for unitary
4 )systems

2) Total
quantity
(metric
tons)

Filled in 
munition/ 
submunition 
(metric 
tons)

BulkScientific chemical name 
Structural formula 3) Number 

and size
Quantity
(metric
tons) of con

tainers

^Key components] [Key
for multi-precursors

4)5)6)component systems

u
 X)

o 
r-\0) 
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1 ) ? )1.3. Precursors in bulk

3)Scientific chemical name 
Structural formula

/ Quantity 
(metric tons)

Number and size 
of containers

4 )

Precursors for unitary
svsterns

Components for
5)multicomponent systems

1) Identified in accordance with approaches to be worked out in the 
context of Article II.
2) Some delegations did not consider this table necessary.
3) In accordance with the IUPAC (International Union of Pure and 
Applied Chemistry) Nomenclature.
4) Different views exist whether it is necessary to state both the 
scientific chemical name and the structural formula in order for the 
declarations to be unambiguous.
5) Some delegations suggested that multicomponent chemical 
should not be declared as a sp»r'ia] weapons

•» -
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4. Equipment specifically designed for use directly in connection with the employment"of munitions and other devices 
under points D: 2 and 3. 
launchers.)

(Example : single purpose rocket

5. Chemicals specifically designed for use directly in 
connection with the employment of munitions and other devices

(Example : thickeners.)under points D: 2 and 3.

E. Locations and detailed inventories of chemical weapons 
stocks to be declared before the commencement of each
elimination period^
For each stock the following shall be declared :
1. Location
Geographical location expressed by ...
2. Detailed inventory
Composition and quantities of the chemical weapons shall be 
declared in accordance with paragraph D of this Annex.

1) Different views exist concerning if, or to what extent 
such chemicals should be declared. Furthermore, it appears 
that this question will have to be decided in the light of 
the final definition of chemical weapons.
2) Some delegations held the view that overall declarations 
should be made within 30 days after the Convention's entry 
into force for a State Party.
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II. pLA?jS FOP. THE ELIMINATION OF CHEMICAL WEAPONS
A. General clans
The following chemical weapons shall be eliminated during 
Elimination Period I:3-)2)

The following chemical weapons shall be eliminated during 
Elimination Period 11:1)2)

etc
B. Detailed plans
They shall include :
- schedules indicating detailed timeframes, quantities and 
types of chemical weapons to be destroyed or diverted to 
permitted purposes2) in accordance with the Principles for 
the Elimination laid down in Annex IV,
- location of facilities to be used for destruction or 
diversion3) and information confirming that the facilities 
can consume the quantities to be eliminated within the 
elimination period,
- methods to be used for the destruction or diversion3), as 
well as the end products,

verification of the destruction and diversion3)- plans for
processes based on the Principles and Methods for the 
Verification of the Elimination of Chemical Weapons laid down
in Annex IV.

1) Some delegations held the view that overall declarations 
should be made within 30 days after the Convention's entry 
into force for a State Party.
2) Chemical weapons shall be described and amounts indicated 
in a manner identical to that of the declarations.
3) One delegation stated that it was unconvinced that 
diversion was either a practical or economical method for 
elimination. It may be prepared, however, to review its 
position in the event a practical system for diversion can be 
devised, preserving the requirement for effective 
verification.

i

I
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ARTICLE IV

A T I 0 N OF CHEMICAL WEAPONS1)E L I M I

1. Each State Party possessing chemical weapons undertakes to eliminate through destruction or diversion2!, as rapidly as 
possible, all chemical weapons under its jurisdiction or 
control in accordance with the Principles for the Elimination 
of Chemical Weapons laid down in Annex IV.
2. The elimination shall commence within ...3) months and 
be completed within 10 years after the Convention's entry 
into force for a State Party, and shall be carried out in 
accordance with the Principles for the Order of Elimination 
laid down in Annex IV and the plans submitted under Article 
III.
3. The elimination process shall be carried out in such a way 
that the end products are unsuitable for chemical weapons 
purposes.
4. Each State Party possessing chemical weapons undertakes to 
facilitate and not to hinder in any way the application of 
the Principles and Methods for the Verification of the 
Elimination of Chemical Weapons, laid down in Annex IV.
5. In implementing the provisions of this article all 
necessary safety precautions shall be observed to protect 
populations and the environment.

1) The question of old unknown weapons or stocks which have 
been left by others without the knowledge of the State Party, 
is not addressed in this Article. It is understood that this 
question will be dealt with at a later stage of the 
negotiations at which time the placement in the Convention of 
the relevant provisions will also be decided.
2) One delegation stated that it was unconvinced that 
diversion was either a practical or economical method for 
elimination. It may be prepared, however, to review its 
position in the event a practical system for diversion can be 
devised, preserving the requirement for effective 
verification.
3) The figure to be inserted here depends on a later decision 
as regards the Principles for the Order of Elimination in 
Annex IV.

z
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ANNEX . V

A State Party shall decide for itself which methods, 
processes and techniques to use for the elimination of its 
chemical weapon, if any, in accordance with the principles 
laid down in this Annex.
I. PRINCIPLES FOR THE ELIMINATION OF CHEMICAL WEAPONS
All chemical weapons shall be eliminated through destruction 
or diversion. Limited quantities of chemicals may be retained 
as specified in Article VI.
A. Destruction of chemical weapons
Destruction of chemical weapons means a process by which 
chemicals are converted in an essentially irreversible way to 
a form unsuitable for production of chemical weapons, and 
which in an irreversible manner renders munitions and other 
devices unusable as such.
Elimination through destruction shall apply to all chemical 
weapons except those which may be diverted.
B. Diversion of chemical weapons
Diversion of chemical weapons means a process by which 
chemical weapons are converted in an essentially irreversible 
way into end products that may only be used for purposes 
other than those related to chemical weapons.
Elimination through diversion may not apply to super-toxic 
lethal chemicals or key components of multi-component systems.
Elimination through diversion may apply to ... (To be 
elaborated. )

II. PRINCIPLES FOR THE ORDER OF ELIMINATION
A. The elaboration of Principles for the Order of Elimination 
could build on the following :

- undiminished security for all states during the entire 
elimination stage,
- confidence building in the early part of the elimination 
stage,
- applicability irrespective of the actual composition of 
the stockpiles, and
- applicability irrespective of the methods chosen for the 
elimination of the chemical weapons.

f
I
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B. The elaboration of Principles for the Order of Elimination 
is in a very early stage of the negotiations. The preliminary 
approach has so far been based on the following :

- that the entire elimination stage be divided into 
x number of elimination periods,
- that the chemical weapons to be eliminated be divided 
into groups,
- that certain percentages of the initial aggregate amount 
of each group of chemical weapons be eliminated during 
each elimination period, and
- that methods for comparing stockpiles of different 
composition be elaborated.

This approach could be illustrated as follows :
Elimination period

IIII II

Group of 
chemical 
weapons

1-4 years 
after entry 
into force

4-7 years 
after entry 
into force

7-10 years 
after entry 
into force

40%Group A 30% 30%

40%Group B 30% 30%

100%Group C 0%0%

Group D 30% 30%40%

Group E 30% 40%30%

(It should be noted that the number and length of the 
elimination periods, the various percentages and the number 
of Groups are intended only as examples.)
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HI. PRINCIPLES AND METHODS FOR THE VERIFICATION OF THE 
ELIMINATION OF CHEMICAL WEAPONS
The detailed arrangements for the actual verification of the 
elimination shall be worked out in collaboration between the 
State Party and the Consultative Committee (or its subsidiary 
organs, as appropriate) in accordance with the following 
principles :
A. Principles and methods for the verification of destruction
of chemical weapons

The principles summarized in CD/CW/WP.108 are to be 
further elaborated. They read:

that the aim of the verification procedures should be 
-- to confirm the identity and quantity of the materials 

to be destroyed, and
-- to confirm that the materials have actually and 

completely been destroyed,
- that a combination of human inspection and monitoring 
with instruments would be necessary for effective 
verification, but that the exact combination of 
instruments and inspectors would have to be tailored after 
the specific destruction processes to be monitored,
- that inspection would be continuous during periods in 
which destruction operations are under way for destruction 
of supertoxic lethal chemicals, draining of filled 
munitions as well as during destruction of filled and 
drained munition. As regards other chemicals there were 
different views on whether inspection should be continuous 
or on a quota basis or limited to certain key stages,
- that international inspectors would have to be qualified 
and impartial personnel, and that they should be able to 
make independent judgements,
- that the inspectors should have an up-to-date knowledge 
of the design and operation of the destruction facility 
and that they would need to make a detailed engineering 
review of the facility, including on-site inspection, 
before the destruction operations begin,
- that in order to minimize intrusion and ensure 
confidence, the data used for verification should be as 
closely linked as possible to the actual destruction step 
and the verification procedures designed so that they do 
not unnecessarily interfere with the operations of the 
facility,
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consistent with the needs, the 
should make use of information 

and that the same 
the extent possible, be 

within one and the same

- that, to the extent 
verification procedures 
from routine facility operations, 
verification procedures should, to 
used for different processes 
facility,
- that close co-operation between international 
verification personnel and host state operating personnel 

important"for effective international verification.was
and

while the decisions as regards destruction methods 
etc liés with the sovereign State Party, the Technical 
Secretariat could have some role to play. It could, inte__ alia assi stâtes Parties with experts for the designing 
oddestruction facilities, and give suggestions on how to
facilitate the verification tasks. It b^the*be agreed that such assistance should be 9^n by the 
Technical Secretariat, only upon request from a State

that

Party."

the verification of diversionB. Principles and methods for 
of chemical weapons for permitted purposes

(To be elaborated.)



CHEMICAL
FACILITIE

O N
O N

DECLARATIONS3^4)
Declarations of chemical weapons production facilities and
plans for their elimination
1. (An undertaking by States Parties) to submit to the' 
Consultative Committee, not later than 30 days after the 
Convention enters into force for it, declarations stating

(a) whether it possesses or does not possess any chemical 
weapons production facilities on its territory or 
elsewhere under its jurisdiction or control,
(b) whether it has on its territory any chemical weapons 
production facilities under the jurisdiction or control of 
anyone else,
(c) whether it has transferred equipment or technical 
documentation3) relevant for production of chemical 
weapons since ... or has recevied such equipment or documentation3) since that date.3)

1) The text of this Article and its Annex is in an early 
stage of negotiations.
2) In accordance with definitions still to be worked out in 
the context of Article II. It is understood that the 
definition will encompass also filling facilities.
3) The provisions on Declarations (+ relevant part of 
Annex V) will presumably be moved to Article III and its 
Annex, once they have been further negotiated.
4) Some delegations stressed that overall declarations should 
encompass not only production facilities with a production 
for chemical weapons purposes but also other facilities 
producing chemicals which can be used for chemical weapons 
purposes. It is understood that for the time being the 
paragraphs under the heading "Declarations of chemical 
weapons production facilities and plans for their 
elimination" refers only to production facilities with a 
production for chemical weapons purposes. A separate heading 
"Declarations of other facilities producing chemicals which 
can be used for chemical weapons purposes" has been inserted 
to indicate that the question of declaration of such 
facilities will need to be worked on.
5) The view was expressed that technical documentation should 
not be included.
6) The view was expressed that past transfers should not be 
included in "the Convention.

CD/CW/WP.124 
page l6
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2. (An undertaking by State Parries possessing chemical 
weapons production facilities) to subir.it to the Consultative 
Committee, not later than 30 days after the Convention enters 
into force for it, initial declarations stating their total 
production capacity.1)3 4 5)
3. (An undertaking by States Parties possessing chemical 
weapons production facilities) to submit to the Consultative 
Committee, not later than 30 days after the Convention enters 
into force for it, a declaration that all activities related to production of chemical weapons have ceased.3)
4. (An undertaking by States Parties possessing chemical weapons production facilities) to submit not later than .. ) 
plans for the closure3), plans for temporary conversion 
into chemical weapons destruction facilities, if any, and 
general plans for the elimination of their production 
facilities, as well as plans, if any, for conversion into facilities for production for permitted purposes3).

1) Some delegations stressed that overall declarations should 
encompass not only production facilities with a production 
for chemical weapons purposes but also other facilities 
producing chemicals which can be used for chemical weapons 
purposes. It is understood that for the time being the 
paragraphs under the heading "Declarations of chemical 
weapons production facilities and plans for their 
elimination" refers only to production facilities with a 
production for chemical weapons purposes. A separate heading 
"Declarations of other facilities producing chemicals which 
can be used for chemical weapons purposes" has been inserted 
to indicate that the question of declaration of such 
facilities will need to be worked on.
2) Some delegations held the view that all States Parties 
should declare their total production capacity. Other 
delegations felt that it was not necessary in this context to 
declare the total production capacity, and therefore that the 
entire paragraph was not necessary.
3) Some delegations expressed the view that ceasing of 
production and closing of production facilities should be 
simultaneous. However, other delegations had doubts about the 
feasibility of this from the point of view of verification of 
the closure as well as from the point of view of possible 
temporary conversions of such facilities into facilities for 
destruction of chemical weapons.
4) The view was expressed that an early date should be set.
5) Some delegations held the view that conversion of chemical 
weapons production facilities into facilities for production 
for permitted purposes should not take place.
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5. (An undertaking by State Parties possessing chemical 
weapons production facilities) to submit to the Consultative 
Committee detailed declarations stating the locations and 
detailed information on their chemical weapons production 
facilities as well as detailed plans for the elimination. 
These declarations and plans shall be submitted not later 
than 3 months before the commencement of the elimination^) , 
as specified in the Principles for the Order of Elimination 
of Chemical Weapons Production Facilities laid down in 
Annex V.
6. The declarations and plans to be submitted under 
paragraphs 1 through 5 shall be made in accordance with 
Annex V.
7. State Parties shall consult among themselves and through 
the Consultative Committee, as soon as possible after the 
declarations made in accordance with paragraph 2 with the 
view to coordinating their elimination plans.2)

8. (An undertaking by each State Party possessing chemical 
weapons production facilities) to submit to the Consultative 
Committee annual progress reports on the implementation of 
the plans for the elimination of chemical weapons production 
facilities and a notification of the completion of the 
elimination within 30 days thereafter.

Declarations of other facilities producing chemicals which
be used for chemical weapons purposes-*)can

1) The view was expressed that declaration of location should 
be made in the context of declarations that production have 
ceased.
2) The view was expressed that as regards elimination of 
chemical weapons production facilities such an obligation was 
not necessary.

) Some delegations stressed that overall declarations should 
encompass not only production facilities with a production 
for chemical weapons purposes but also other facilities 
producing chemicals which can be used for chemical weapons 
purposes. It is understood that for the time being the 
paragraphs under the heading "Declarations of chemical 
weapons production facilities and plans for their 
elimination" refers only to production facilities with a 
production for chemical weapons purposes. A separate heading 
"Declarations of other facilities producing chemicals which 
can be used for chemical weapons purposes" has been inserted 
to indicate that the question of declaration of such 
facilities will need to be worked on.
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ELIMINATION OF CHEMICAL WEAPONS PRODUCTION FACILITIES
9. (An undertaking by Each State Party possessing chemical 
weapons production facilities) to cease all activities at its 
chemical weapons production facilities relating to the 
production of chemical weapons, immediately after the 
Convention's entry into force for it, and to close each 
production facility not later than . .. !) after the 
Convention's entry into force for it, in a manner that 
renders it inoperable for chemical weapons production.
10. (An undertaking by each State Party possessing chemical 
weapons production facilities) to eliminate through destruction or dismantling2), the chemical
production facilities under its jurisdiction or control in 
accordance with the Principles for the Elimination of 
Chemical Weapons Production Facilities laid down in Annex V.

weapons

11. The elimination shall commence within ... months and be 
completed as soon as possible and in any case not later than 
10 years after the Convention's entry into force for a State 
Party.
12. In implementing the provisions of this article all 
necessary safety precautions shall be observed to protect 
populations and the environment.
13. (An undertaking by State Parties) not in any way to 
acquire any new chemical weapons production facilities.2)
14.
weapons production facilities) to facilitate and not to 
hinder in any way the application of the Principles and 
Methods for the Verification of the Closure and Elimination 
of Chemical Weapons Production Facilities, laid down in 
Annex V.

(An undertaking by States Parties possessing chemical

1) Some delegations expressed the view that ceasing of 
production and closing of production facilities should be 
simultaneous. However, other delegations had doubts about the 
feasibility of this from the point of view of verification of 
the closure as well as from the point of view of possible 
temporary conversions of such facilities into facilities for 
destruction of chemical weapons.
2) The view was expressed that pending the definition of 
chemical weapons production facilities, the possibility for 
other ways of elimination should be kept open.
3) Some delegations did not consider this paragraph necessary.
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ANNEX V

I. DECLARATIONS OF CHEMICAL WEAPONS PRODUCTION FACILITIES ^)
A. Possession or non possession^)

1. Possession of chemical weapons production facilities on 
own territory.
Yes ....
No

2. Possession, jurisdiction or control over chemical weaoons 
production facilities elsewhere.
Yes ....
No ....
If yes, information about location(s), expressed by name(s) 
of state(s) .

B. Existence on the territory of any chemical weapons 
production facilities under the jurisdiction or control of
anyone else
Yes ....
No ....
If yes, information about ownership, expressed by name(s) of 
state(s) .

1) Some delegations stressed that overall declarations should 
encompass not only production facilities with a production 
for chemical weapons purposes but also other facilities 
producing chemicals which can be used for chemical weapons 
purposes. It is understood that for the time being the 
paragraphs under the heading "Declarations of chemical 
weapons production facilities and plans for their 
elimination" refers only to production facilities with a 
production for chemical weapons purposes. A separate heading
Declarations of other facilities producing chemicals which 

can be used for chemical weapons purposes" has been inserted 
to indicate that the question of declaration of such 
facilities will need to be worked
2) Some delegations held the view that all States Parties 
should declare their total production capacity. Other 
delegations felt that it was not necessary in this context to 
declare the total production capacity, and therefore that the 
entire paragraph was not necessary.

on.
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C. Fast transfers-)

If there has been transfer of equipment or technical 
documentation2) relevant for production of chemical weapons 
since ..., or reception of such equipment or documen
tation2) since that date, the following information shall 
be provided.
(To be elaborated.)

D. Initial declarations of chemical weapons production*
facilities
They shall contain the following information:

(1) production, stating products by ...
(2) capacity expressed as ...2)

(3)
(4)

E. Declarations that all activities related to production of
chemical weapons have ceased

F. Detailed declarations of chemical weapons production
facilities
They shall contain the following information :

(1) Geographical location expressed by . . . 4 )

(2) Chemical names of products produced

Manufacturing/filling 
expressed as ...2)

capacity for each substance(3)

(4)
(5)

1) The view was expressed that past transfers should not be 
included in the Convention.
2) The view was expressed that technical documentation should 
not be included.
3) It was suggested that capacity be expressed as maximum 
hourly capacity.
4) The view was expressed that declaration of location should 
be made in the context of declarations that production have

-- A
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II. PLANS FOR THE CLOSURE, ELIMINATION AND CONVERSION OF 
CHEMICAL WEAPONS PRODUCTION FACILITIES
A. Plans for closured of chemical weapons production
facilities

B. Plans for temporary conversion of chemical weapons 
production facilities into chemical weapons destruction
facilities

C. Plans for the elimination of chemical weapons production
capacities
1.General Plans
They shall include :

2. Detailed plans

They shall include:

D. Plans for élimination of chemical weapons production 
facilities which have temporarily been converted into 
chemical weapons destruction facilities
E. Plans for conversion of chemical weapons production 
facilities into facilities for production for permitted
purposes^/

1) Some delegations expressed the view that ceasing of 
production and closing of production facilities should be 
simultaneous. However, other delegations had doubts about the 
feasibility of this from the point of view of verification of 
the closure as well as from the point of view of possible 
temporary conversions of such facilities into facilities for 
destruction of chemical weapons.
2) Some delegations held the view that conversion of chemical 
weapons production facilities into facilities for production 
for permitted purposes should not take place.
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III. DECLARATION’S OF OTHER FACILITIES PRODUCING CHEMICALS 
WHICH CAN EE USED FOR CHEMICAL WEAPONS PURPOSES1)
IV. ELIMINATION OF CHEMICAL WEAPONS PRODUCTION FACILITIES
A State Party shall decide for itself which methods, 
processes and techniques to use for the elimination of its 
chemical weapons production facility, if any, in accordance 
with the principles laid down in this Annex.
A. PRINCIPLES FOR THE ELIMINATION OF CHEMICAL WEAPONSPRODUCTION FACILITIES
All chemical weapons production facilities shall be 
eliminated through destruction or 
weapons production facilities may be temporarily converted into chemical weapons destruction facilities.
1» Destruction of chemical weapons oroduction facilities

dismantling.2) Chemical

Destruction of chemical weapons production facilities means .. .
Elimination through destruction shall apply to ...
2. Dismantling of chemical weapons production facilities
Dismantling of chemical weapons production facilities means ...
Elimination through dismantling may apply to ...
3. Elimination of chemical weapons production facilities 
temporarily converted into chemical weapons destruction facilities
4. Elimination of chemical weapons production facilities 
through conversion into facilities for production for permitted purposes-^

1) Some delegations stressed that overall declarations should 
encompass not only production facilities with a production for chemical weapons purposes but also other facilities 
producing chemicals which can be used for chemical weapons 
purposes. It is understood that for the time being the 
paragraphs under the heading "Declarations of chemical 
weapons production facilities and plans for their 
elimination" refers only to production facilities with a 
production for chemical weapons purposes. A separate heading "Declarations of other facilities producing chemicals which 
can be used for chemical weapons purposes" has been inserted 
to indicate that the question of declaration of such facilities will need to be worked on.
2) The view was expressed that pending the definition of 
chemical weapons production facilities, the possibility for other ways of elimination should be kept open.
3) Some delegations held the view that conversion of chemical

— - ^ ,3 . , ^ A- 4 -
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R. PRINCIPLES FOR THE ORDER Or ELIMINATION OF CHEMICAL 
WEAPONS PRODUCTION FACILITIES-

(To be elaborated.)

r PRINCIPLES AND METHODS FOR THE VERIFICATION OF THE CLOSURE 
AND ELIMINATION OF CHEMICAL WEAPONS PRODUCTION FACILITIES
The detailed arrangements for the actual verification bf the 
elimination shall be worked out in collaboration between the 
State Party and the Consultative Committee (or its subsidiary 
organs, as 
principles :
1. principles and methods for the verification of closure of 
chemical weapons production facilities-

appropriate) in accordance with the following

(To be elaborated.)

2. Principles and methods for the verification of destruction 
of chemical weapons production facilities
(To be elaborated.)

3. Principles and methods for the verification of dismantling 
of chemical weapons production facilities
(To be elaborated. )
4, Principles and methods for the verification of elimination 
of chemical weapons production facilities which have 
temporarily been converted into chemical weapons destruction
facilities
5. Principles and methods for the verification of elimination 
of chemical weapons production facilities through conversion into facilities for production for permitted purposes1'

1) Some delegations held the view that conversion of chemical 
weapons production facilities into facilities for production 
for permitted purposes should not take place.
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Report of Working Group A

Working Group A held 17 meetings between 4th March and 7th August 1985.

In accordance with the terms of reference for this Working Group, as 
in document CD/CW/WP.98 of 27 February 1985, the Group dealt with 

the following broad topics:
indicated

1. Permitted activities regarding various categories of chemicals. 
Laboratories, small-scale production facilities, industrial 

production facilities, their role in the permitted activities.
3. Definitions to be included in the Convention.
4. Principles and methods of declarations and verification with regard 

to the activities of the small-scale production facility.
5. Principles and methods of declarations and verification with regard 

to the activities of the industrial production facilities.

2.

The consideration of the most important aspects of these five issues was
The negotiations were 

To structure the work
scheduled on the basis of an adopted programme of work, 
based on document CD/539 and other relevant documents. 
the Chairman introduced in addition a number of basic working papers: 
CD/CW/WP.99; WP.103, WP.104, WP105, and papers on the régimes for various 
categories of chemicals, including the definitions of chemical weapons, key 
components of binary and/or multicomponent weapons and key precursors.

The Chairman also held a number of consultations, including with 
technical experts, which proved very useful for creating the basis for the 
understandings reached at the end of the session.

The issue of Scope, though appearing in the title of the terms of 
reference, was not among the five main topics and therefore was not given 
particular attention.
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The group succeeded in significantly improving the definition on
chemical weapons, agreeing on all elements which constitute toxic chemicals

Agreement was also reached in regard to the(reference: Article II, 1 (i)) . 
contents of the definition of "Permitted Activities", though differences

Iremain as to the title of that paragraph (reference: Article II, 3).

The Group failed to agree completely on one of the fundamental issues — 
the approach for identifying the various categories of chemicals. 
Nevertheless, due to the in—depth exchange of views on this subject and other 
relevant issues, it was possible to enlarge the general idea on the

!

restrictions, the place of production and the monitoring procedures in regard
This new development is reflected in Article VI,to the permitted activities, 

paragraphs 1, 2 and 3, where an understanding about the contents and the 
structure of régimes in regard to the super—toxic lethal chemicals and key
components of binary and/or multicomponent chemical systems for chemical

weapons is contained.

In accordance with the mandate for the Ad Hoc Committee on Chemical 
Weapons (CD/551) the texts agreed upon are of a preliminary nature and not 
binding any delegation at this stage of the negotiations.

The contribution of the Working Group is reflected in the attached two 

draft articles :
Definitions and Criteria;-Article II:

Permitted Activities.-Article VI:
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Article II

DE FI IMITIONS AMD CRITERIA

For the purposes of this Convention :

!.— The term "chemical weapons" shall apply to the following, together
*-*/

or separately:---

toxic chemicals, including super-toxic lethal chemicals, other lethal 
chemicals, other harmful chemicals and their precursors, including key 
precursors and key components of binary and/or multicomponent chemical systems 
for chemical weapons, except such chemicals intended for permitted purposes as 
long as the types and quantities involved are consistent with such purposes;

i)

munitions and devices, specifically designed to cause death or other 
harm through the toxic properties of those toxic chemicals, as referred to 
above, which would be released as a result of the employment of such munitions 
and devices;

ii)

iii) any equipment specifically designed for use directly in connection with 
the employment of such munitions or devices;

- [The term "chemical weapons" shall not apply to those chemicals which 
are not super-toxic lethal, or other lethal chemicals and which are approved 
by the Consultative Committee for use by a Party for domestic law enforcement 
and domestic riot control purposes.]

*/ The definitions of chemical weapons are presented on the 
understanding that problems related to irritants used for law enforcement and 
riot control, and also to chemicals intended to enhance the effect of the use 
of chemical weapons if their inclusion in the Convention is agreed could be 
handled outside the definitions of chemical weapons if this will result in a 
more clear and understandable definition. Preliminary suggestions to solve 
these problems are given below and consultations on them will be continued.

**/
of the definition of chemical weapons and on the terminology used in (i) that 
failed to reflect the general purpose criterion.

One delegation expressed its reservation on the present formulation

*■*•*/ One delegation suggests that the term "permitted purposes" should be 
substituted, where it occurs throughout the Convention, with the term 
"purposes not prohibited by the Convention".



2. "Toxic chemicals means :
any chemical, regardless of its origin or method of production which 

through its chemical action on life processes can cause death, temporary 

incapacitation, or permanent harm to man or animals

Toxic chemicals are divided into the following categories:]

- [State Parties agree not to [develop, produce, stockpile or] utilize
for chemical weapons chemicals intended to enhance the effect of the use of 

such weapons.]

"Toxic chemicals" means:
chemicals [however or wherever they are produced], [whether produced 

in plants, munitions or elsewhere] [regardless of the method and pattern of 
production] whose toxic properties can be utilized to cause death or temporary 
or permanent harm, to man or animals involving:]

[2.

:

'

"super-toxic lethal chemicals", which have a median lethal dose which
is less than or equal to 0.5 mg/kg (subcutaneous administration) or 

, #/2,000 mg-min/md (by inhalation) when measured by an agreed method set

forth in ...

a)

|

"other lethal chemicals", which have a median lethal dose which is
3

greater than 0.5 mg/kg (subcutaneous administration) or 2,000 mg-min/m (by 
inhalation) and less than or equal to 10 mg/kg (subcutaneous administration) 
or 20,000 mg-min/m3 (by inhalation) when measured by an agreed method set 

forth in ...

b)

"other harmful chemicals", being any [toxic] chemicals not covered by 

(a) or (b) above, [including toxic chemicals which normally cause temporary 
incapacitation rather than death] [at similar doses to those at which 

super—toxic lethal chemicals cause death].]

[c)

[and "other harmful chemicals" has a median lethal dose which^is 
greater than 10 mg/kg (subcutaneous administration) or 20,000 mg-min/m (by 

inhalation).]

noted that after such measurements had actually been
this and the following section might be

under the

*L It was
performed, the figures mentioned in 
subject to slight changes in order to cover sulphur mustard gas
f j r-<=+-

!
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[Permitted purposes] [Purposes not prohibited by the Convention] 

[l\lon-hostile purposes] means :
3 .

industrial, agricultural, research, medical or other peaceful 
domestic law enforcement purposes ; and military purposes not 

connected with the use of chemical weapons.

a)
purposes

protective purposes, namely those purposes directly related to
*/

protection against chemical weapons ;
b)

"Precursor" means :
a chemical reagent which takes part in the production of a toxic

4.

chemical.

"Key Precursor" means :
a precursor which poses a significant risk to the objectives of the 

Convention by virtue of its importance in the production of a toxic chemical.

a)

It may possess [possesses] the following characteristics :

it may play [plays] an important role in determining the toxic 
properties of a [toxic chemicals prohibited by the Convention] [ supei toxic 

lethal chemical].

i)

it may be used in one of the chemical reactions at the final stage of 
formation of the [toxic chemicals prohibited by the Convention] [super-toxic 

lethal chemical].

ii)

it may [is] not be used, or [is] used only in minimal quantities, for 
**/

permitted purposes.]
[i i i )

__ The suggestion that such permitted protective purposes should relate
only to "an adversary1s use of" chemical weapons was removed pending a 
decision on whether in the Convention the question of prohibiting other 
military preparations for use of chemical weapons than those mentioned under 
scope should be dealt with.

One delegation considers that this particular characteristic has

*/

*-*/
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Key precursors are listed in ...

For the purpose of the relevant provisions in a Chemical Weapons 
Convention key precursors should be listed and subject to revisions according 
to [characteristics] [guidelines].

Chemicals which are not key precursors but are deemed to pose a 
[threat] [particular risk] with regard to a Chemical Weapons Convention should 
be included in a list.

b) Key component of binary and/or multicomponent chemical systems for 
chemical weapons means :

[a key precursor which forms a toxic chemical in the binary or 
multicomponent weapons munition or device and which has the following 
additional characteristics (to be elaborated):]

"Chemical weapons production facility" means :5.

-Chemical weapons production facility means [any building or 
equipment designed, constructed or used [in any degree] for the production of 
chemical weapons] or for filling chemical weapons.

-Chemical weapons production facility means [any building or any 
equipment which in any degree was designed, constructed or used since 
1 January 1946, for:

a) the production for chemical weapons of any toxic chemical, except for 
those listed in (schedule B), or the production for chemical weapons of any 
key precursors ;] or

b) the filling of chemical weapons.
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Article VI

*/PERMITTED ACTIVITIES—

Each State Party has the right, in accordance with the provisions of
*•#/ produce, otherwise acquire, retain, transferthis Convention, to develop, 

and use toxic chemicals and their precursors for permitted purposes, in types
and quantities consistent with such purposes, subject to the following:

Each State Party shall, within 30 days of the entry into force of the 
Convention for itself, declare the possession for permitted purposes of 
chemicals, posing a special danger from the viewpoint of their possible 
diversion to chemical weapons purposes, within its territory and anywhere 
under its jurisdiction or control, indicating the scientific names, [the 
structural formula] and the quantities for each individual category:

1.

super-toxic lethal chemicals;
key components of binary and/or multicomponent chemical systems
for chemical weapons, listed in ...
other lethal chemicals, listed in ...;
harmful chemicals, listed in ...;
key precursors, listed in ...;
other chemicals posing special risk, listed in ... .

(a)
(b)

(c)
(d)
(e)

(f)

Each State Party shall declare annually, for its territory, anywhere 
under its jurisdiction or control
2.

, the quantity of:

*/ One delegation suggests that the title be changed to read "Activities 
not prohibited by the Convention", and the term "permitted purposes" be 
changed to read "purposes not prohibited by the Convention".
**/ One delegation considers that the language in regard to this term 
should be further elaborated.
***/ It was understood that this formulation covers the operations of 
transnational corporations.
*-*-**/ The level of quantity to be declared and the question of the 
necessity to declare the location of facilities in regard to paraqraohs 1 and
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supei—toxic lethal chemicals, chemicals with use as 
key components of binary and/or multicomponent chemical systems 
for chemical weapons, other lethal chemicals and other harmful 
chemicals, [key precursors], produced, otherwise acquired, possessed or 
retained from chemical weapon stocks for protective purposes, indicating 
the scientific chemical names [and structural formula] of such chemicals.

(a)

super-toxic lethal chemicals, as well as chemicals with use 
as key components of binary and/or multicomponent chemical systems 
for chemical weapons, other lethal chemicals, other harmful chemicals 
key precursors and other chemicals posing special risk, listed in .. 
produced retained, otherwise acquired or possessed for industrial, 
agricultural, research, medical and/or other peaceful purposes, 
indicating the scientific chemical names [structural formula] of 

such chemicals.

(b)

Each State Party undertakes to apply and accept, in regard to 
toxic lethal chemicals and key components of binary and/or

3.
super
multicomponent chemical systems for chemical weapons, the following measures:

Super-toxic lethal chemicals with use as chemical weaponsA.

The restrictions and requirements of this paragraph shall be applicable
to the super-toxic lethal chemicals with use as chemical weapons [and other
toxic chemicals, as listed in ... Chemicals can be added to or removed from

*/
this list according to procedure.]

(i)

Each State Party shall prohibit all production and use of such 
chemicals, except for production and use for protective purposes [or in 
laboratory quantities for research or medical purposes].

(ii)

(iii) Each State Party may retain, produce, acquire, transfer to another State 
such chemicals for protective, [research and medical] purposes.Party or use 

subject to the following :

the retention, production, acquisition and use of such
shall be strictly limitedchemicals for protective purposes 

to those amounts which can be justified for such purposes.

for chemicals to be included in or excluded from this*/ The ways

. M
 *
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the amount of super-toxic lethal chemical) possessed by
a Party for protective purposes or acquired for protective

shall be includedpurposes by any Party in any calendar year 
in the one tonne aggregate limit [for all permitted purposes]

for the following chemicals:
- super-toxic lethal chemicals
- key component of binary and/or multicomponent

*/
chemical systems for chemical weapons
, *L- key precursors

- Each State Party which produces such chemicals for protective 
purposes shall carry out the production at a single small-scale 
production facility,— the capacity of which shall not exceed ...

The location and a detailed description ofmetric tonne per year, 
the facility shall be provided to the Consultative Committee no less 
than 30 days before operations commence, and the facility shall be 
subject to monitoring by the National Authority and the Consultative
Committee through annual submission of data, on—site instruments, 

site national inspections and systematic international on-site 
Further information on the facility, its monitoring

on-
inspections . 
and operations is provided in ...

[- Any establishment possessing, producing or using laboratory 
quantities of such chemicals shall be approved by the State Party. 
The establishments will be monitored by the National Authority and 
by the Consultative Committee through annual data reporting.]

- Each State Party may transfer such chemicals only to another 
State Party for protective purposes, subject to the quantity 
limitations specified in paragraph 3 A (iii) above, [or for

30 days prior to any transfer 
or reception greater than ... the transferring Party shall report 
the transfer or reception to the Consultative Committee, as 
specified in .... Items transferred may not be retransferred to 

another State.

research or medical purposes].

The amounts of key component of binary and/or multicomponent chemical
will be measured in accordance

*/
systems for chemical weapons and key precursors 
with the amount of final super-toxic lethal chemicals produced by these 
compound s.

This does not prejudge the position of one group of delegations about
i APS of hho Q i ^ o 1 C . „ : 1 : a...
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Super-toxic lethal chemicals with no use as chemical weapons*/B .

The restrictions and requirements of this paragraph shall be
applicable to the super-toxic lethal chemicals with no use as chemical 

*-»/weapons.---

(i)

- The retention, production, acquisition and use of these 
chemicals shall be strictly limited to those amounts which can 
be justified for such purposes;

- The amount of super-toxic lethal chemicals possessed by a 
Party for protective purposes or acquired for protective 
purposes by any Party in any calendar year shall be included 
in the one tonne aggregate limit [for all permitted purposes] 
for the following chemicals :

- super-toxic lethal chemicals
— key component of binary and/or multicomponent

***/chemical systems for chemical weapons 
*■**/- key precursors

- Each State Party which produces these chemicals shall carry 
the production at [a single small-scale production facility] 
[facilities approved by the State Party in quantities consistent 
with such purposes] the capacity of which shall not exceed ... 
metric tonne per year.

- The location and a detailed description of the facility [facilities] 
shall be provided to the Consultative Committee not later than 30 
days before operations commence, and the facility [facilities] 
shall be subject to monitoring by the National Authority and the 
Consultative Committee through annual submission of data, [on-site 
instruments,] on-site national inspections and systematic international

Further information on the facility, [facilities] 
its monitoring and operations is provided in
on-site inspections.

*/ One delegation considers that the title of this paragraph and the 
concept contained below is subject to further clarification.
«-X/ The ways for chemicals to be included in or excluded from this 
category remains to be elaborated.

The amounts of key component of binary and/or multicomponent chemical 
systems for chemical weapons and key precursors will be measured in accordance 
with the amount of final super—toxic lethal chemicals produced by these
compounds

MM
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- Each State Party may transfer these chemicals only to another
Party in quantities consistent with permitted purposes [subject

[These chemicals may beto the limitations specified in ...]. 
transferred to a State not Party to the Convention for research 
and medical purposes.] 30 days prior to any transfer or reception 
greater than ... the transferring Party shall report the transfer 
or reception to the Consultative Committee, as specified in... 
Items transferred may not be retransferred to another State.

Chemicals with use as key components of binary and/or multicomponentC.
chemical systems for chemical weapons

The restrictions and requirements of this paragraph shall be 
applicable to chemicals with use as key components of binary and/or 
multicomponent systems for chemical weapons, listed in ... Chemicals may be 
added to this list according to ... procedure.

(i)

Each State Party shall prohibit all production and use of such 
chemicals except [for production of supei—toxic lethal chemicals as end 
products for use for protective purposes] [research and medical purposes].

(ii)

Each State Party may retain, produce or use such chemicals [for(iii)
protective] [research and medical] purposes subject to the following:

- At no time shall the aggregate amount of such (in terms 
of the weight of end products) chemicals possessed, produced 
or retained for protective purposes [together with chemicals for 
all permitted purposes] shall, by all means, by any Party in any 
calendar year, exceed one metric tonne as a general quantity 
limitation [laboratory quantities].

- Each State Party which produces such chemicals for protective 
purposes shall carry out the production at a single small-scale 
production facility, the capacity of which shall not exceed ... 
metric tonne per year, 
of the facility shall be provided to the Consultative Committee 
no less than 30 days before operations commence, and the facility

The location and a detailed description
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shall be subject to monitoring by the National Authority and the 
Consultative Committee through annual submission of data, on-site

on-site national inspections and systematic international 
Further information on the facility and its

instruments, 
on-site inspections, 
operations is provided in

[Any establishment possessing, producing or using laboratory 
quantities of such chemicals shall be approved by the State Party. 
The establishments will be monitored by the National Authority and 
by the Consultative Committee through annual data reporting.]

— - Each State Party undertakes not to transfer such chemicals, 

directly or indirectly, to anyone.

*/ transfer such chemicals only to another- Each State Party may
Party for protective purposes, subject to the quantity limitations 
specified in paragraph 3 A (iii) above, [or for research or medical 

30 days prior to any transfer or reception greaterpurposes].
than ... the transferring Party shall heport the transfer to the 
Consultative Committee, as specified in ... Items transferred may

not be retransferred to another State.

and withOther lethal chemicals with use as chemical weapons 

as chemical weapons.
(to be elaborated)

4.
no use

Other harmful chemicals 
(to be elaborated)

5.

6. Key precursors 
(to be elaborated)

Other chemicals posing special risk 
(to be elaborated)

7.

Precursors8 .
**/

(to be elaborated)

different alternatives in regard tc:*/ These two texts represent two
transfer régime.
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Report of Working Group C

Working Group C held 14 meetings from 6 March to 9 August 1985. 
addition the Chairman held five open-ended consultations with delegations.

In1.

In accordance with the terms of reference for Working Group C 
(CD/CW/WP.98) it attempted to draft the following articles:
2.

Article VII - National Implementation Measures 
Article VIII - Consultative Committee

- Consultation, Cooperation and 
Fact-finding

Article IX

Working Group C used document CD/CW/WP.106, Alternative I, tabled by the
technical basis for the drafting exercise.Chairman on 12 April 1985, as a

texts of drafts of Article VII and
In the context

Working Group C was able to agree on 
Article VIII, the texts of which are attached to this report, 
of Article VII it was suggested that guidelines for the functioning of the 

authority for the implementation of the Convention be elaborated.

3.

national
Working Group C was only able to agree on paragraphs 1 and 2 of Article IX. 
Further work is required to bring Article IX to the same stage of development
as Article VII and Article VIII.

In accordance with the mandate for the Ad Hoc Committee on Chemical 
Weapons (CD/551) the texts agreed upon are of a preliminary nature and not 
binding any delegation at this stage of the negotiations.

4.
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Article VII
National Implementation Measures

Each State Party to this Convention shall adopt any measures it 
considers necessary in accordance with its constitutional processes to 
implement this Convention and, in particular, to prohibit and prevent anywhere 
under its jurisdiction or control any activity that a State Party to this 
Convention is prohibited from conducting by this Convention

In order to implement these obligations, each State Party shall;
according to its needs and specific conditions, designate or establish a

*/national authority.

Each State Party undertakes to inform the Consultative Committee 
concerning the national authority and other legislative and administrative 

taken to implement the Convention.measures

Each State Party undertakes to co-operate with the Consultative
exercise of all its functions and in particular to provide 
Consultative Committee including data reporting, assistance

Committee in the 
assistance to the
for international on-site inspections, provided for in this Convention, and a 
response to all its requests for the provision of expertise, information and
laboratory support.

** /
National Technical Means

,

guidelines for the functioning of the national 
authority for the implementation of the Convention be elaborated.

National Technical Means is needed

It was suggested that*/

**/ It was suggested that no reference to 
in a future Convention.
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Article VIII
Consultative Committee

The State Parties to this Convention shall establish a Consultative 
Committee [upon] [within 30 days after the] entry into force of this

Each State Party to this Convention shall be entitled to appoint 
a representative to the Consultative Committee.

1.

Convention.

The first session of the Consultative Committee shall be convened by the 
Depositary at [venue] not later than 30 days after the entry into force of the 
Convention.

2.

The Consultative Committee shall [oversee] [review] the implementation 
of the Convention, consider any questions or matters relevant to the 
Convention or relating to the powers and functions of any organs established 
under the Convention, foster international consultations and co-operation 
among States Parties to the Convention, and promote the verification of 
compliance with this Convention.

3.

For the purposes of this Convention the Consultative Committee shall be 
*/responsible for:—

4.

establishing, and revising as necessary, procedures for 
exchange of information,for declarations and for 
technical matters related to the implementation of this 
Convention;
receiving, keeping [and making available to States Parties] 
declarations, plans and notifications presented by States 
Parties in accordance with Articles ..;

(a)

(b)

*/ The enumeration of responsibilities listed in paragraph 3 was not considered to be exhausted.
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carrying out all activities relating to the execution 
of measures of verification as specified in this 
Convention; further specifying procedures for the 
conduct of systematic international on-site inspection; 
overseeing and carrying out systematic international on
site verification in accordance with Articles 
receiving and considering requests for fact-finding 
procedures and to conduct such procedures in accordance 
with Article ..;
cooperating with the national authorities of States Parties 
in the implementation of the Convention;
facilitating consultations and cooperation among States Parties 
at their request by means of rendering services to them; 
reviewing scientific and technical developments which could 
affect the operation of this Convention;
encouraging international scientific and technical co-operation 
in the chemical field for peaceful purposes.

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(S>

The Consultative Committee shall establish an Executive Council [within
The Council shall be

5.
45 days after entry into force of the Convention]. 
composed of representatives of [15] States Parties on the basis of an

[In addition, those permanentappropriate geographic [and political] balance, 
members of the Security Council of the United Nations who are Parties to the 
Convention should be represented.] The [elected] members of the Executive
Council shall serve for [two][three] year period, with [five] of the members 
replaced or reelected each year.

[The Executive Council shall have delegated authority to carry out the
*/functions of the Consultative Committee when it is not in session.] The 

Executive Council shall report to the Consultative Committee about the 
exercise of the functions delegated to it.

6 .

The Consultative Committee shall meet in regular session annually; it 
shall hold extraordinary sessions at the request of the majority of States 
Parties to this Convention.

7.

*/ The division of responsibility between the Consultative Committee and
the Executive ("nMne "• ' 1. - V „1 - i- I------~ CH o i 1 oH fnnpf i
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Any decision of substance of the Consultative Committee and th» 
Executive Council requires a [two-third majority] [consensus], any other

[All decisions in the Consultative

3.

*/decision requires a simple majority.
Committee and in the Executive Council shall be taken by a two-third majority.]

The States Parties to this Convention shall establish a Technical 
Secretariat that shall provide administrative support to the Consultative 
Committee and the Executive Council and render technical assistance to States 
Parties and the Executive Council.

9.

Further functions and the organization of the Consultative Committee and 
its subsidiary organs are specified in Annex ...
10.

ÎZ An opinion was expressed that the concept of consensus encompasses that 
in case the Executive Council is unable to reach a consensus on a given 
subject matter, all views expressed should be made known to the States Parties 
of the Convention.
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Article IX
Consultation. Co-operation and Fact-Finding

States Parties shall consult and co-operate, directly among themselves, 
or through the Consultative Committee or other appropriate international 
procedures, including procedures within the framework of the United Nations 
and in accordance with its Charter, on any matter which may be raised relating 
to the objectives or the implementation of the provisions of this Convention.

1.

States Parties to the Convention shall make every possible effort to 
clarify and resolve, through exchange of information and consultations among 
them, any matter which may cause doubt about compliance with this Convention, 
or which gives rise to concerns about a related matter which may be considered 
ambiguous. [A Party which receives a request from another Party for 
clarification of any matter Which the requesting Party believes causes such 
doubts or concerns shall provide the requesting Party, within 
the request, with information sufficient to answer the doubts or concerns 
raised along with an explanation on how the information provided resolves the 
matter.] Nothing in this Convention affects the right of any two or more 
States Parties to this Convention to arrange by mutual consent for inspections 
or any other procedures among themselves to clarify and resolve any matter 
which may cause doubts about compliance or gives rise to concerns about a 
related matter which may be considered ambiguous. Such arrangements shall not 
affect the rights and obligations of any State Party under other provisions of 
this Convention.

2.

days of

The further contents of Article IX remain to be elaborated.
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